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ABSTRACT
“Third-World” women have long been excluded from center screen space, and positioned as
stereotypical characters in liminal, coded spaces—such as harems, brothels, convents, ashrams,
zawiyas or in domestic space. Yet, spatial organization is integral to the production of the social,
not merely its result, and is fully implicated in both history and politics. Space is thus a crucial
category of analysis in any cinema. My thesis examines how spaces, from the domestic to the
virtual, socio-religio-cultural are reclaimed, redefined, and reformulated by women in politically
engaged films made by Third-World women directors focused on women. Their struggles for
space are at the core of theorizing identity, belonging, home, displacement, and marginalization,
while their subordination is directly linked to limitations on their mobility. My thesis examines
how eight films by women from France, India and the Maghreb, contest and implode the symbolic
meanings of spaces and their role in the gender order.
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PREFACE | WHY AN INDO-ISLAMICATE THESIS?
Woman must film herself, must film women and bring women into view,
from which they have been driven away as violently as from their bodies
- for the same reasons, by the same law, with the same fatal goal. Women
must put herself [sic] into the frame - as into the world and into history
– by her own movement.1
Une langue n'est jamais seule. Elle bruisse d'autres sonorités et d'autres
imaginaires, par ses mémoires et ses voisinages culturels. J'écris en
présence de toutes les langues du monde.2

The idea for this thesis had its beginning in my childhood, and I would like to frame this “IndoIslamicate thesis” around my own experiences, both as child and adult, up to my current research
and life. It started when I was a girl in Trinidad, and we would go to the huge drive-in cinemas in
open air by the packed car-fulls to watch Hindi movies. I loved it but liked it better when my
siblings were too tired to go because it was often at night, and I had the whole backseat to myself
to cry since the “Indian” [Hindu and Muslim] women’s plight I kept seeing onscreen saddened me
deeply. In the onscreen women, I saw the same problems that real-life women in and out of my
family circles experienced. I did not want to be one of them, or sad or weak, but I always cried me
a silent river! What gave me respite and made me happy and wide-eyed was the vamp’s dances,
particularly Helen’s, the dancer par excellence who dominated the screen in the 1960s, 1970s and
beyond.
Born Helen Jairag in 1939 in then Burma [Myanmar today], of a Burmese mother and
Anglo-Indian father, she became Helen Richardson after her father died and her mother remarried
a British soldier and they crossed over to India during the Japanese invasion of Burma during
World War II. India’s first cabaret dancer – Cu[c]koo Moray [1928-1981] -- introduced her to film.
She started as a chorus girl at age twelve, then, at nineteen, became an “item girl”3 in Howrah
Bridge4, beaming with orientalist fetishism as a Chinese woman dancing to the Hindi “mera naam
chin chin choo”5. Pinto (2006) describes Helen as “sensuous impatience; the sordid made sexy;
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the sex bomb, who doesn’t give a damn – she danced the best in every possible bad- girl routine
and none of her many challengers can claim to have done half as much” (171). She was liberated
and declared her desire to ludicrous males - the only ones available to her (62), which did not say
much about these men who were drunk heroes or nawabs or other men but spoke of a confident
girl who would burst onto the screen, always smiling, all glittered up and dancing. She vamped
three generations of men - Pritviraj Kapoor (Harishchandra Taramati) to Raj Kapoor (Anari) to
Rishi Kapoor (Phool khile Hain Gulshan Gulshan), which is a sublime feat of gender reversal (4)
in over 1000 films, in almost every main Indian language (Hindi, Tamil, Bengali, Marathi, Punjabi,
Urdu, Bhojpuri, Telugu, Assamese) and she got a Filmfare award, but no page was ever dedicated
to her or her filmography (11). Helen was far more than just a dancer - she had become a category,
a type, an archetype, and we called beautiful women Helens, we spoke of Helen-type songs (170).
Her oft-repeated and most famous dance numbers in the local Indian Trinidad culture were from
Caravan (1971) with “Piya tu ab to aaja”, Sholay (1975) with “Mehbooba Mehbooba”, and
Intaqam (1969) with “Ae Jane Jaan”.6 Her sizzling dances wielded cult-like status among Indian
girls and boys [non-Indians also] and we imitated her movements at three-day long Hindu
weddings [almost every other Sunday in Trinidad!] where we got to add our own Indo-Caribbean
Jhatka-matka [gyrating, swaying of hips] to Helen’s songs, at other events, and on TV talent
shows. Helen’s role was the only one where the onscreen female smiled and was not bogged down
by issues that made the other women suffer and that made them and me cry, and it was the only
fun role for girls. For many years, it was my secret ambition to obtain a scholarship to go to India
to learn all forms of dance, just like Helen,7 in the mother country, by dancing to one of Helen’s
songs in a talent show which played every Saturday evening and Sunday morning. I was transfixed
and glued to the small TV screen studying what others were doing right or wrong during the one
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solid hour of joy watching Mastana Bahar from 6 - 7 PM, and the too-short half hour of Indian
Variety from 11-11.30 AM. Except for dances we saw in Hindi movies, very often at home and in
theatres, these were the only Indian talent shows in Trinidad for dancers and singers to compete
in, obtain recognition, win if they were good, and go to India. The hosts for these shows were the
Mohammed brothers, Sham(shuddin) and Kamal(uddin), who opened every ‘Indian’ show with a
Muslim greeting, followed by Hindi dances and songs [ghazals, “filmy” Bollywood item numbers,
qawwalis, and chutney8 songs] in perfect syncretism, and right out of the cinema I saw and
remember on the giant screens!
Later, however, the adolescent desire to question the subservient role of women got a hold
of the childish ‘dancer me’, and I no longer wanted to be just a happy dancer and abandoned the
dream of becoming Helen and escaped into books instead. Education was free, and by merit and
much more realizable than a scholarship to India.
The Indians who migrated to Trinidad, Hindus, Sikhs, Muslims, and Brahmins, had been
lured there by the British with the promise of land and a new life between 1845-1917. Only one
third of them, from Uttar Pradesh, Chennai, Bihar, and Calcutta, transported in the Fath Al Razak
crossing the treacherous ‘Kala Pani’9 during three long months of grueling travel, survived, and
reached Trinidad, Suriname, Guyana, and to a lesser extent Jamaica, Martinique etc. These Indians
settled and lived in relative harmony in Trinidad because they were all fundamentally Indians - not
Hindu, Brahmin, Muslim or hyphenated [Indian-Trinidadians or Trinidadian Indians] – but
‘Indians’ who all went to see “Indian” movies, attended Indian weddings, visited bazaars10,
Ramleelas11, “Hosays”12, pujas and Ramayans13. The Hindu-Muslim difference that came after
partition in India in 1947, which is well-known the world over, did not touch the Indians-viaTrinidad or Trinidadians-via-India or simply Trindians [Trinidad + Indians, my term], since we do
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not have hyphenated identities in Trinidad, but are Indians, racially. We did not suffer any of the
Hindu- Sikh-Muslim violence that India did and still does, and my Sikh father stopped wearing a
turban and cut off his hair when I was running around naked and barefoot in the rain to shower.
Perhaps it was too late for the dislocated, uprooted, Caribbeanized Indians--Hindus, Sikhs,
Muslims-- to divide themselves or segregate, since each other were all they had as remnants of the
motherland, and since their children had all been attending Hindu schools together - Muslims,
Hindus, Sikhs, some black girls also.
The basic fabric was syncretic, as Hindi cinema shows, and we celebrated each other’s
religious feasts --Diwali, Eid, Christmas, Easter--because there was no religion or homeland
attached to these holidays, and what we didn’t find in one religion or culture, we found in others’.
In effect, what bound us to sameness was far greater than what made up our differences (or
differences between us).
Thus, this love of mine for cinema has been a long, personal, and emotional romance, but
what has changed is its direction--its center, its frame. The process that led me to this thesis is as
important as its exploration, and my variable ‘trajectories of adaptation’14 can be summed up in
“roots” and “routes”15 or journeys lived. Thus, my diaspora consciousness marks me not as dual,
but as many, constituted negatively by experiences of discrimination and exclusion in America
where I first learned about ‘exclusion’, including notions of ‘race’16

and positively by

identification with a historical heritage [my own heritage and engagement with life in IndoMuslim-African-Chinese Trinidad] or with contemporary world cultural and political forces
[Franco-Maghrebi life in Paris, at the same time as immersion in the virtual, wide, colorful, musical
world of Hindi and Maghrebi cinema as well as Euro-American cinema].17 All of these elements
have led me to explore the forgotten woman whom I have encountered throughout my life - in the
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mirror, onscreen and in reality. Today, as I explore and write, including this dissertation, as
‘female’, I hark back to that time when the female Muslim/Hindu difference was indivisible,
invisible, and unknown - to me and to the many Hindu/Muslim girls in the all-girls high school I
attended and beyond, including the neighboring villages.
Differences have been added to separate them, but the unifying social institutions, rather
than the too- new and too-few differences we now know as ‘cultural traditions,’ were handed down
and internalized from generation to generation among both. There has been a long tradition in
India and its diaspora of absorbing influences coming from outside and dealing with them in a
creative manner (Kakar 2016), as is seen in Bollywood from the influences of Parsi theatre and
Mughal culture in India. I write, therefore, based on, and about these women, regardless of whether
they are Hindu or Muslim or where they might find themselves hidden. This thesis is thus a return
to a past, when there was tolerance and no war or hatred among Hindu and Muslim women [or
men]. It is a reconnaissance of my own invisible past and origins18 in order to understand and
envision the future of women.
This future can be different because of how I stage my point of view, which is based on
what I grew up with as a child and what I see as an adult- both Hindu and Muslim women suffering
the same plights of exclusion and [false] inclusion because of being bound up by the regulatory
forces of Hindu and Muslim religious laws and traditions. This Indo-Islamicate thesis could be a
healing ground for women left out of both life and cinema, because it would embrace them and
make them visible. It would be a productive dialogue between the two groups of women, a
collaborative and hybrid relationship for women who live in places where power games are played
over their lives and bodies. This thesis thus vies to explore the viability of reframing women’s
lives in patriarchal cultures, when we increasingly see far-right forces successfully excluding
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others, both in Muslim worlds and in present Hindu-dominated India. It would be an achievement
to get the women to see instead how much they have in common. One Muslim woman sums this
up well in Father, Son and Holy War19: “women in India are insulated and they get news long after
things happen. At first, we thought of ourselves only as Muslims, not as women…after much
debate we concluded that women of different cultures [Hindu and Muslim] face the same
injustice”.
This cultural identification between women can be held together or recrafted through a
shared imagination, which this thesis and any public exchanges stemming from it can have a
trickle-down effect to move all kinds of things (Spivak 1992), as we have indeed seen in the past.
Conferences and film and video festivals in the past have had an important impact, bringing
together, often for the first time, diverse people with shared interests. Taking my cue from
scholarship20 that emphasizes similarity over difference between peoples, and connection over
distance between far- flung groups of people, I approach this thesis with the hope of bringing ‘into
relation’ Hindu and Muslim women separated by geography, man-made citizenry rights, and
religious separatist ideologies. As a result, I quite often employ terms and concepts belonging to
those worlds, by which my own diasporic hybrid identity is influenced. Yet, we must find new
words and new ways to speak about Hindu and Muslim woman, because western theory does not
employ tools that are generally very useful for expressing ‘their’ subjectification, and also because
this issue of gender /female identity is an ancient mess. Thus, my thesis is informed by texts that
must accommodate their specificity, and by the major gamechangers and influencers in this
venture, including Gayatri Spivak, Marième Hélie-Lucas, Fatima Mernissi, Homi Bhabha, Gloria
Anzaldua, bell hooks, Haya Abdulrahman al-Hossain, Geeti Sen21, Vijay Mishra, Alankrita Anand,
Sudhir Kakar, Rebecca Hillauer, James S. Williams, Stavros Karayanni, Mukul Kesavan, Jerry
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Pinto, Mantra Roy, Saryu Doshi and my latest retrouvailles, Amine Hattou and Nora Fatehi.
Any theory I adopt must enable me to describe the differences within me and around me without
forcing me to rank my allegiances or my oppressions, for there is no comfortable place within any
single discourse22 to articulate the roots of my own identity in the conflicting discourses of
diasporic Indian, Hinduism, multiculturalism, multitextualism etc. Moreover, theory must enable
the divided subject to fall into the cracks of difference and to theorize productively from there,
knowing that truth is changeable, permeable, and finally irrelevant.23
I see a relational identity in taking the ‘international’ perspective, which Hélie-Lucas
announced in the 1980s long before the internet age. She suggested for instance that Algerian
Muslim women share information with other Muslims in other countries since the Family Code
had silenced women differently in Algeria: “we have everything to gain in being truly
internationalist; in exchanging all useful information, and solidarity and support. In this way, it
will become more and more difficult to exploit our protests” (Helie-Lucas 1988-89: 9). HélieLucas’s notion of solidarity among Muslim and Arab women in India and North African countries
can easily be extended to all women living under similar strictures by blending in the Glissantian
philosophy of relation, which provides a much-needed response to today’s “walls going up
everywhere to stop the free movement of people, nations withdrawing into themselves, and people
returning to identities predetermined by absolutistic genealogies”.24 While I now realize that I have
been seeing this Indo-Muslim space emerging long before now, since childhood, as an adult, I
see that “les personnages [femmes] semblent converser, échanger, voire même changer à
distance”25 (Moatamri 2007), a process that “lie, relie, et relaie” [relinks, relays, relates]26 Hindu
and Muslim and Arab women.
From having been raised Hindu, female, and surrounded by Muslims in an Indo-patriarchal
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culture, together with the invisibility I experienced in the US, the shadow of these other brown27
women falls upon me. I do not claim to know what Muslim or Arab women suffer, nor declare
them a homogenous group, nor take away women’s specificity, but I now know that both Hindu
and Muslim women share similarities and struggles due to the constant ideological confusion
between relation, culture, and nationality imposed from the top. The many cultural and historical
observations I have lived and made, and the endless films and documentaries I have seen by Hindu
and Muslim or Arab actresses and non-actresses, and by Hindu and Muslim/Arab directors on
Hindu and Muslim/Arab women in France, India, Canada, Lebanon, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, the
Maghreb and other African countries, have helped me to understand why onscreen women and
women in real-life suffer similar fates, and why my Maghrebi Arab and/or Muslim friends in Paris
were usually silent and serious, and why I could only enjoy their company during school hours.
Linking women’s struggles from one country to another in discourse and scholarship in effect
creates an exchange between the two: “the more support from western women and from women
from Muslim countries the clearer it will be…We will not support injustice and discrimination in
the name of national identity” (Hélie- Lucas 1988-89:10). Thus, my fervent hope is that this thesis
can also contribute to develop respect for women in general beyond national and ethnic boundaries.
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CH 1: INTRODUCTION: FRAMING AN “INDO-ISLAMICATE” SPACE IN CINEMA
I am [a woman] standing here in your film,
Unsatisfied.

1

“Third-World”2 women have long been excluded from center screen space, and positioned
as stereotypical characters in liminal, coded spaces—such as harems, brothels, convents, ashrams,
zawiyas or in domestic space. Yet, spatial organization is integral to the production of the social, not
merely its result, and is fully implicated in both history and politics. Space is thus a crucial category
of analysis in any cinema. My thesis examines how spaces, from the domestic to the virtual,
socio-religio-cultural are reclaimed, redefined, and reformulated by women in politically
engaged films made by Third-World women directors focused on women. Their struggles for space
are at the core of theorizing identity, belonging, home, displacement, and marginalization, while their
subordination is directly linked to limitations on their mobility. My thesis examines how thirteen films
by women from France, India and the Maghreb, contest and implode the symbolic meanings of
spaces and their role in the gender order.
Can the subaltern speak? To the question she famously posed many years ago (1988),
Gayatri Spivak provided a double response: no, certainly not in her home space or land of origin;
but yes, outside of it, in newly carved social and political spaces. The comparative histories of
filmmaking by women in India and the Maghreb dramatically bear out this statement, not in
one single example, but over several generations of filmmaking. As a category of the subaltern, the
“Third- World” woman filmmaker is not just apt to address confinement and alternate spaces for
women in her films, but the film, the process of the filmmaking, the multiple sites in which it takes
shape, are all new spaces that this filmmaker can occupy and shape according to the demands of
her political engagement.
Third-world women filmmakers are typically not able to tackle the problems they take to
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heart, especially with respect to the status and struggles of women, within their home country where
their work can be denounced, banned, or even destroyed—as Deepa Mehta found out with two of
the works in her trilogy, Fire and Water. Mehta’s Fire and Water created uproars in India3 that
successfully prevented the showing of both films. Cinema houses were burnt for Fire’s release and
Water was shut down, Mehta was run out of Varanasi, and she had to complete the work in Sri
Lanka four years later. For both films, there were death threats to both director and crew, including
effigies burnt, equipment destroyed, and lives threatened. As a result, these filmmakers (and many
men in their cultures as well) repair to Western-based film schools to hone their filmmaking
skills, seek funding from a variety of international sources for their projects, and generate around
themselves and their works

multinational and transnational teams of actors, script writers,

composers, film technicians and digital experts to bring the work to fruition. In the end, the
work produced will be at once thematically and narratively anchored in the precise social and
cultural conflicts of the place of origin, but will not have been completed there, if it has any
physical contact with the space of origin at all. The politically engaged Third World woman’s film
is thus in itself a spatially hybrid work, emanating from a variety of loci and experiences at once
that it brings together through narrative and image, or from a transnational virtual space of its own.
Borders have increasingly become sites of conflict and outright violence in our contemporary
“global” world. They have thus also become a major site of interrogation and of fruitful theoretical
thinking, raising multiple questions about identity, belonging, home, de-territorialization,
displacement, and marginalization. My thesis discusses the unique contribution to these
interrogations made by contemporary transnational women filmmakers who refuse the
confinement and exclusionary practices wrought by borders and the policies (and politics) that
enforce them, even though an uncritical embracing of “globalization” will claim that these borders
have been rendered obsolete. Transnationalism implies a crossing of borders, a transcending of
geographical boundaries either in space or time, or both. Cinema made from a transnational
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perspective generally includes bilingual or multilingual films which combine generic and aesthetic
characteristics from several film traditions. Films are often co-produced by several countries in
multicultural contexts, and by multicultural crews.
I hope to show that this type of filmmaking is not only distinctive because it is made by women,
but that it sets a particular standard for transnational filmmaking, characterized by multiple border
crossings in which Third-World women and their struggles occupy the center of the film space and of
screen time. They create cinematic spaces that are the locus of sharp resistance, both to
patriarchal norms and constraints and to “first-world” controls and encroachment. In this analysis, I
will explore the many and creative ways in which these women filmmakers from the Maghreb and
India use concepts of space and of border-crossing in both literal and metaphoric ways, and cultivate
the collaborative implications of engaged transnational cinema, which is not identical to commercial
“transnational” cinema.
Spaces and places are not only in themselves gendered, but as such, they do affect the way in
which gender is reflected and understood (Doreen Massey 1999: 179). Space is not independent
or neutral, preceding social relations, but is a product and replication of them (Mallick Choudhuri
2009:27). In this thesis, I look at space as a place enclosed by real or imaginary borders or walls
prohibitions, tradition, and customs, that are not always visible. The border is not only physical,
but symbolic, emotional, and psychological, and a place in which new formations and
constellations can emerge, specifically, in the social and cultural realm of cinema. My thesis seeks to
formulate new frames of cinematic space pertaining to women of the Third World in a tight
selection films made by Third-World transnational women filmmakers from India, the Maghreb, and
France: Mira Nair’s India Cabaret (1985); Farida Belyazid’s Une Porte sur le ciel (1989); Deepa
Mehta’s Fire (1996) & Water (2006); Yamina Benguigui’s Inch’Allah dimanche (2001); Raja
Amari’s Satin Rouge (2002); Nadia El Fani’s Bedwin Hacker (2003) and Hind Bensari’s 475: Trève
de Silence (2014). All of these filmmakers share a refusal of the confined spaces central to
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mainstream French, Hollywood, Bollywood or Maghrebi cinemas, and even to cinema outside the
mainstream, which continue to represent women stamped with religious motifs, devoid of sexuality
or real agency, cloistered in domestic space, oppressed by traditions and customs, women who are
only honorable if they suffer, but punishable by further confinement if they err. Women filmmakers
from the francophone and Indian worlds share a critical view in treating issues of migration,
immigration, geographical displacement and the imbalance of power. Their cinema addresses
cultural practices which touch their daily lives socioeconomically or through religion or caste, and
the interconnectedness of these issues between filmmakers at opposite ends of the world reinforces a
landscape of transnational cinema. The filmmakers in my corpus —whether they are born somewhere
and filming about somewhere else or not— all film from a 'transnational position.' Each one, in her
own specific manner, addresses displacement in contrast to confinement, and fits in the third space
of negotiation identified by Bhabha, and in-between the categories of transnational cinema and
third-world cinema in terms of content. All the films in my corpus, in some way, address crossing
borders—not just national borders—to create new meaning and new space, where there at times is
no unity or fixity. And all the women in these films encounter limits of a similar nature (even if their
specifics vary from culture to culture) that they need to remove before they can accede to the stage
of “becoming.”
Mainstream cinema creates a double bind of sacrosanctity of women and of their
subjected representation that does not challenge the moral values of the regions it is produced in. The
cinema created by the filmmakers I study, on the other hand, breaks from the clichés which even
women- centric cinema sometimes still employs. In the cinema I study, women are not idealistic
or theoretical constructs, but individuals in their own right, in touch with the space they occupy, and
capable of re-shaping their identity through the occupation of even liminal space.
The transnational cineastes whom I study are not noteworthy merely because they are women
whose identities and freedom of movement are always at risk; rather, both their art and their
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feminist politics focus on the personal and political struggles and journeys of women to break
taboos and find a space and a voice. In a radical departure from current film studies, I do not read my
corpus of francophone Arab and Franco-Arab filmmakers in the usual conversation with French
cinema, but with the Indo-North American work of Deepa Mehta and Mira Nair. All the filmmakers
I study reformulate the concept of space, both literally and metaphorically, to forge new hybrid
spaces for women and free them from the marginalized spaces where cinema had statically placed
them. These filmmakers are interstitial, having crossed many borders, partial and multiple, not only
with respect to identity and subjectivity, but also to the various roles they are forced to play, or
choose to play, in every aspect of making their films- from inception to consumption (Naficy
1999: 133). Their cinema draws from various cinematic traditions that have

influenced them

personally, culturally and creatively. They disturb East-West binaries; move into hybrid territory to
re-appropriate space; and redefine the nation-bound cinema that confines women. Their cameras
decode forbidden space and challenge its impermeability, exposing weak points and the flawed
power of prohibitions and borders. Their cameras become a surrogate for interrogating male vs
female space, observer vs observed, home vs host cultures, and mainstream or nation-bound cinema
vs art cinema. Their films take place in the interstices between frames and gazes in the blended space
that Homi Bhabha calls an in-between space of enunciation, where two polar positions exist together
while something new is also taking shape in it. (Bhabha 1994: 37) Space has become an important
locus of resistance against patriarchal norms and First-World controls. In the filmmaking I study,
space is no longer a container, but the relation between things in a woman’s world. Thus,
Benguigui’s female protagonist appropriates a physical space for herself and also negotiates a
symbolic one of acceptance and integration. Belyazid’s character eschews assimilation to redefine
her “roots” and reformulate the principle of Muslim charity according to a woman-centered
reading of the Quran, creating a new hybrid space in Sufism (Porte sur le ciel, 1988). Mehta’s
characters create a similar space between Hinduism and Islam in Fire; and in Water, widows find a
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new space to escape the death penalty pronounced on them. Amari’s heroine in Satin Rouge breaks
down the intimate and cultural boundaries of flesh and the body through self-expression in belly
dancing. Finally, in the new millennium, both El Fani and Bensari create new ways to express the
emerging identities of their characters in cyberspace. All the films I study thus address displacement
and the ways religion and culture impose an imbalance of power on women’s daily lives. These
interconnected issues among filmmakers at different ends of the geographical spectrum make up
the specific landscape of the transnational female cinema that I address in this thesis.
Five scholarly studies in particular, published between 2006 and 2013, address limited aspects of
my thesis, considering space in transnational cinema by women and one man. James Williams’ Space
and Being in Contemporary French Cinema is an excellent study on space in the works of five
boundary- pushing filmmakers of diverse backgrounds who highlight and explore relations between
physical, geopolitical, reality and ‘illusory’ cinematic space (Williams 2013: 30): Bruno Dumont,
Robert Guédiguian, Laurent Cantet, Abdellatif Kechiche and Claire Denis. Their work takes us from
the provincial films of Dumont exploring natural and rural landscape in northern France to Guédiguian’s
versions of Marseille as metropolis or to Armenia, to Cantet’s workspace of the inner city classroom in
Paris or beaches of Haiti, to Kechiche’s filmic métissage with his marginal sites of social integration and
cultural assimilation in immigrant/beur areas of Paris and the banlieue, to Denis’s cinema of diaspora
depicting border zones of postcolonial relations and kinship from Jura to Djibouti to Cameroon to Paris to
Tahiti. Their work challenges French culture and cinema exposes marginalization that results from being
excluded from traditional forms of space, and leads to new cinematic territories, thereby liberating
alternative subjectivities. Its only negative point is that the way it groups ethnicities and sexualities
neglects female minorities of the Franco-Maghrebi world.
Florence Martin’s 2011 Screens and Veils treated filmmaking as storytelling. For Martin,
filmmakers Djebar (La Nouba du Mont Chenoa) and Belyazid (Une Porte sur le ciel) continue the
tradition of two mythic female storytellers, the Greek Echo and Persian Shahrazad. Martin thus reads
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newer filmmakers – and limits them--who assert their own space in this storytelling tradition against
Djebar and Belyazid, including Raja Amari (Satin Rouge, 2002, Tunisia).4 Catherine Portuges’s 2009
French Women Directors Negotiating Transnational Identities examined the themes of identity,
sexuality, ethnicity, gender, marginality and displacement in the work of French women filmmakers
who resist authoritarian discourses, cross boundaries, and chronicle dispersals, exiles, and migrations
of diasporic populations. However, it remains a French vs. Other study, and traps female filmmakers
and characters in exclusionary center – margin binaries.
Patricia Pisters’s 2007 Refusal of Reproduction: Paradoxes of Becoming-Woman in
Transnational Moroccan filmmaking explored transnational women’s filmmaking and despite her
corpus being restricted to Morocco, it is useful for the same reason that Hélie-Lucas,5 an Algerian
sociologist, outlines putting women in contact with each other. Drawing heavily on Mulvey,
Beauvoir, and Deleuze’s Body without Organs, Pisters reads “becoming a woman” in film and how
women escape traditional codes and pave new spaces of being by examining three different bodies
in three films made between 2003 and 2005.6
Finally, Stacey Weber-Fève’s 2006 There’s no Place like Home: Homemaking, Making Home,
and Femininity in Contemporary Women’s Filmmaking and Literature of the Métropol [sic] and the
Maghreb made the concept of home and female subjectivity central to her work. Weber-Fève uses
novels, and the films Inch’Allah dimanche and Silences du palais, to explore discourses of race,
sexuality, gender, and nationhood in film to articulate a new self for women. She uses home as a
vocal coming-out vehicle, but the focus on body, gaze, and voice against hegemonic discourses with
France as center again limits the female Other, an important distinction for the Maghrebi woman
whose own gaze dictates her identity.
The strength of all these studies is that they explored space and the work of independent and
socially conscious women filmmakers who address many issues, such as the place of women in Islam
or the nation.7 While they are attentive to how space is occupied by French, Maghrebi and black characters
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and how women’s ‘becoming’ transcends cinematic boundaries, these studies do maintain the conventional
binary of French vs. francophone, and thus shut out the central role of Third-World women directors. In
contrast, my dissertation considers space exclusively in cinema made by Third-World or hybrid directors, in
a Third-World setting, with a Third-World cast, and within a Third-World historical and political
genealogy.
Indeed, the very distinct nature of engaged transnational filmmaking by/for Third-World women
cannot be understood in relation to French cinema or to a vague Western cinematic canon, but within the
history of modern engaged cinema. That path was opened decades ago by 1940s Italian neorealism,
which impacted film theory and practice in Latin America, and whose long-range effects were felt as
far as India with Satyajit Ray and Egypt with Youssef Chahine (Stam 2000: 93). From the 1960s and early
1970s,8 a Third-World film ideology expressed through manifestos swept Latin America such as Rocha’s
1965 Aesthetics of Hunger; Solanas’ & Gettino’s 1969 Towards a Third Cinema (Stam & Miller 2003:
5); Espinosa’s 1969 For an Imperfect Cinema (Stam 2000: 262)9 and Gabriel’s 1982 Third Cinema in the
Third World and Aesthetics of Liberation (Stam 2000:281). This new cinema, no longer bound by
canonical, institutional and aesthetic traditions, coalesced into “Third Cinema,” an independent, often
oppositional, stance towards commercial genre and Western auteurist cinemas. It counted on the power of
cinema as a modern medium of communication to effect socio-political transformation within nations and
across continents. It frequently blended socialist concerns with calls for oppressed peoples'
emancipation and combined democratic access to the media with a commitment to cultural selfdetermination and artistic innovation. However, it neglected commercial development and ignored
existing cinemas, which made it in the end unsustainable and led to other forms of hybrid alternative
cinemas.
More than a decade later, Robert Stam and Ella Shohat (1994) advocated Third-World or World
Cinema, a decentered approach to cinema against a Eurocentric perspective unrepresentative of today’s
multicultural world (4). This cinema addressed questions of identity formation, in particular in France
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(Berghahn & Sternberg 2010: 2), and produced and re-produced diasporic identities through transformation
and difference (Hall 2003), while focusing on the hybridization of cultures and the lives of those on the
periphery of France’s major cities (Tarr 2005: 2).
All these tendencies have established the urgency of engaged cinema as an artistic medium, and led
to a transnational cinema that reflects the ongoing process of integration and the influx of migrants
and refugees from countries once having dual mobility, while giving space on screen to displacement,
exile, alienation, and ruptures in identity and language. Yet, they also reflect a universalizing tendency,
ignoring the female subaltern. Nevertheless, the filmmaking I study in my dissertation has its foundation
in this type of cinematic language. My thesis thus not only focuses on films by women seldom treated
as a corpus but identifies that corpus as aesthetically and politically distinctive in contrast even to the
very cutting-edge transnational cinema that constitutes its genealogy. Just as all transnational cinema
does not subscribe to the same sort of political engagement or stem from the same sort of conditions
of production, all filmmaking by women is not identical. Women in France have been making full
feature films since the 1950s and before. Agnès Varda, the mother of the new wave, made la Pointe
courte when she was only 25 years old in 1955. One of her greatest contributions was Cléo, de
cinq à sept with 2 hours of screen space devoted to women. Twenty years later, Chantal Akerman’s
pioneering work Jeanne Dielman 23 Quai du commerce, 1080 Bruxelles [1975] also devolved full
screen presence to a woman. These were landmark films, allowing women filmmakers to escape
male-dominated auteur culture and to speak in a widely understandable yet original voice. They did
not, however, concern themselves with including Third-World women as subject or narrator, regardless
of how disadvantaged and disillusioned the women depicted in these films were. During the period
when they were filming, women were indeed generally portrayed as broken and frozen, forced
to deal with the reality imposed on them by having few options or possibilities due to financial
dependency on their male partners. It was not until the 1990s that women really explored issues of
national identity and ethnicity, sexuality and gender, marginality and displacement: directors such
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as Claire Denis, Josiane Balasko, Catherine Breillat, Aline Isserman, Diane Kurys, Tonie Marshall,
Brigitte Rouan, Vera Belmont, and Coline Serrau were disrupting and widening the horizons of
visual culture (Portuges 2009, 48). Their films came out of the tradition of the “cinéma du look”10,
but with Third-World women or black people as secondary or exoticized protagonists, as films
belonging to the “cinéma du look” openly cultivated a sensual, ravishing, voyeuristic, effect. Some
of these films offered a secondary role to young actresses of Maghrebi descent, tending, as Carrie
Tarr pointed out, “either to subordinate the female role to the drama of the white central male
character” or “construct her as object of desire and punish her for attempting to assert her
autonomy.” These “sympathetic independent-minded young beur women characters were primarily
exploited […] as objects of the gaze or contained […] through the structuring of the narrative.”11
Only two films made before 1997 take up as the central preoccupation the “way in which
young women of Maghrebi descent negotiate their identity and explore female subjectivity
through relatively complex characters who enjoy some narrative agency” (Tarr 2005 87). They are
Anne Fontaine’s Les Histoires d’amour finissent mal en général (1993) and Zaïda Ghorab-Volta’s
Souviens-toi de moi (1996). Fontaine’s character remains a divided subject as she cannot assimilate
into French society and eventually flees. Ghorab-Volta’s young Maghrebi girl becomes incoherent
because of her fractured nomadic self, and at the end, it seems she will become more at ease with
her hybrid identity in France, even though that identity remains in process. Later French films by
women did not radically alter that filmic landscape and neither did female filmmakers of Maghrebi
origin. Nonetheless, these films by women on women mark a significant shift, affirming and negotiating
women’s space for liberation.
Some films by women12 have crossed borders, but only to branch out into conventional
transnational cinema, marginalizing the identity of women of Maghrebi origin. Their films attest to
France’s inability to deal with the racial and ethnic mix of its own racial landscape, unlike Mehta and
Nair, who live in Canada and the USA, and are able to make movies which matter since the USA was
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producing ethnic films13 that France wasn’t ready to admit into its cinematic culture. And although
Maghrebi women had wanted to make movies on women for a long time, cinema from the Maghreb
remained a male domain, projecting masculine and often idealized visions of women.14 “Beur”
cinema, for example, came to being in the mid-1980s and banlieue cinema in the 1990s, authored
exclusively by male cineastes (Tarr 2003: 323). Nonetheless, films by women and with women in the
1990s are significant and mark an interesting shift in focus, as they affirm efforts at women’s
liberation in the face of the more constricting elements of Islamic law. The characters constantly
negotiate identity in relation to others since they are settled in France, while they also validate their
Algerian ancestry (329). Yet, some directors chose to not challenge Western culture at all, and their
female subjects were left to negotiate between different cultures and confront the French dominant
discourse according to which women’s liberation from an Islamic sex/gender system lies in their
assimilation into western culture. This subject was not a confident hybrid woman, since French
cinema did not have to be permeated by the debates about ethnicity, identity and representation that
underpin much independent Black filmmaking of British and North American cinema (Tarr 323-24).
While transnational cinema claims to be ‘borderless,’ in fact, marginalization, exploitation,
stereotyping, immigration and gender barriers remain firmly entrenched realities for citizens of the
Third world. My corpus thus contains films by transnational women directors from regions whose
cinema differ from the general commercial transnational cinema. Their own originally subaltern
status modifies and inflects how they look at women, the world these women live in, and their own
work. The women in the films I study belong to a culture which is lived not in the first person, where
selfhood is not practiced, where claiming space can only happen through another, by turning outward
as much as inward. Female filmmakers play a major role in this process, particularly those who are
deterritorialized, living away from their home country or moving between countries, keenly aware of
global-local, center-margin, insider-outsider relations that extend beyond the host/home binary.
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These women filmmakers are transnational subjects themselves, and/or make films from a
“transnational position,” from the outside in. Their films take place in multiple cultural zones such as
India, the Maghreb, and France. Their female characters, devoid of a real voice or existence in film
before the advent of this women’s transnational cinema, participate in creating their own space,
becoming subjects of their own lives. Each filmmaker addresses reclamation of space in contrast to
some form of confinement. Their film narratives cross all borders—not just national or cultural—but
also intimate, sexual, emotional and spiritual ones, creating new space and meaning that dispenses
with unity or fixity. My corpus is thus distinctive within transnational cinema and within filmmaking
by women, including French and Belgian women’s filmmaking, going all the way back to the 1950s.
The Weltanschauung expressed in the films in my corpus thus also challenges and rewrites
the idea of the institution of film as bound by the parameters of a national culture because both
character and filmmaker exist in an interstitial space, where women struggle against real social and
economic hostile forces. A feminist aesthetic is required to define a female sensibility in these films,
creating a new model not premised on the Western one as the center and origin. It must also create its
own critical discourse, since the theories and prescriptions of current Western feminist thought were
largely derived from Western individuals on the basis of their world and their history, as Wole Soyinka
once stated.15 In thinking about how to articulate these issues, I find that the conceptualizations,
ideas, and theories formulated by feminist thinkers and by theoreticians of post-colonialism and
border crossings provide the most useful framework for understanding the marginalized from a
position sensitive to differences among women in the Third World. A new model must represent
the reality of the dispersed and decentered Third-World woman in film, of

women who root

themselves in ideas rather than places, of those who must cross some sort of frontier to be able
to see clearly.16 Naficy’s notion of Cinema of Borders, characterized by multilingualism,
fragmentation, liminal characters, and marked by themes such as journeying, historicity, identity,
displacement, is also important. My corpus thus reframes a feminist space distinct from the dominant
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Western cinematic model and incites an independent critical discourse, beyond prescriptions of current
Western feminist thought, derived from Western histories and value systems. I argue that theorizing space
for the transnational marginalized subject is best addressed by those who have crossed several borders, have
themselves been stranded between otherness and origin, and who have embraced a new politics. My
dissertation relies majorly on the theoretical work of those studying the worlds of my films: Gayatri
Spivak, Fatima Mernissi, bell hooks, Lata Singh, Florence Martin, Laura Mulvey, and the artistic work of
Geeti Sen and filmmakers I could not include in this thesis. hooks for revolutionizing domestic space, Spivak
for providing space for the female subaltern, Sen and Lata Singh for shining light on Indian women’s
epistemology and phenomenology and Mernissi and Mulvey for looking at women differently. I do apply
the work of some male theoreticians where applicable – Homi Bhabha for underlying the importance
of ambivalence, hybridity, and liminality, Arjun Appadurai for his -scapes, Sudhir Kakar and CSHN
Murthy for their understanding of the Indian epistemologies, Stravros Karayanni for his exploration
of dance in the Arab world, and Vijay Mishra for his thorough work on Indian cinema, which I appreciate
tremendously from the viewpoint of a diasporic Indian like me.17 Since a theory is critical only in so far as
it seeks to liberate all human beings from the circumstances that enslave them, Spivak’s work becomes
that much more essential; her renowned subaltern theory (Can the Subaltern speak?) in 1988 makes it
possible for a Third-World subaltern to name and speak for herself and participate in defining the terms
of interaction in the space provided by Bhabha. Spivak’s An Aesthetic Education in the Era of
Globalization, published in May 2012, further supports the undertaking of transitional feminist
subaltern studies.
In the end, the project of engaged transnational film by women does not consist in whether to
make a film here or there,18 but in using the medium of film to question cultures that become
dogmatic and carceral yokes and disallow women the freedom to feel at home within that culture.
In my dissertation, I thus seek to formulate a new filmic space, sensitive to women in the Third World, and
to the invisibilities of many women in our society (de Lauretis 1987: 132). This model creates a space where
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character and director, image and camera, can interact in mutually interdependent ways, where one is
made representable by the critical work of the other, where the one kept at a distance, constructed, and
‘framed’, is nonetheless “respected,” “loved,” and “given space” by the other (132). This project has deep
personal meaning for me, as a woman academic from Trinidad and of Indian culture, who studied in
France and feels the urgency to voice and contest the subaltern woman’s invisibility in cinema and
lost-in-space-ness.
One of the driving concepts of my thesis is how filmmakers in my corpus, albeit most often trained
in the West, more specifically, in France and USA, do not necessarily find their filmic syntax or their
visual

genealogy in French or Western film, but across the film-making of the Third World, in

particular, on the foundations laid by Latin American engaged cinema in the 1960s and 1970s, greatly
enhanced and transformed by the advent of feminist and woman-centered cinema.
One of the first things that stands out in these comparative film histories, besides revealing
a history of training of filmmakers in Western film schools, is the importance of approval and
consecration of major works through film festivals and awards, most of which are pretty much
always held in Western countries—Cannes, Venice, Berlin, Montreal—and yet…It is of the utmost
significance that we see at least one such international film award stem from the oeuvre of a
defining Indian filmmaker, Satyayit Ray. Thus, the prize named for him was attributed to
international and transnational filmmakers in recognition not only of what the award’s mission
states, but of an unspoken generation-long genealogy of engaged filmmaking from his work to
those of today, including feminist and woman-centered filmmaking.
My thesis is interdisciplinary and draws on French, cultural, and migration studies; on histories of
Franco- Indo and Indo-Islamicate worlds and on cinema and women’s studies. It is divided into six chapters,
plus a Preface on “Why an Indo-Islamicate Thesis” is important. This is followed by chapter 1:
Introduction: Framing an “Indo-Islamicate” Space in Cinema then Chapter 2, a succinct history of
spatial cinema for the model Third world cultural regions: India, the Maghreb and Franco-Maghreb,
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to bring to light differences and confluences. Chapter 3 i s “Between Resistance and Transformation:
Domestic Space and Confinement in Inch’Allah dimanche [Yamina Benguigui, 2001], followed by
chapter 4, w h i c h looks at “ Cyberspace or Digital Spaces of Female Maghrebi Empowerment
in Bedwin Hacker and 475: Trève de Silence.” Chapter 5 consists of two parts, both focusing on
Satin Rouge and India Cabaret: Part I is “Breaking out of the Socio-Cultural “Body”, which
addresses the historical construction of the “Oriental” dancer as subaltern through Salomania and
Sitamania and Part II, “Subjecthood and Crossing the Lakshman Rekha”. The conclusion is also
divided in two parts: the first part is entitled “Breaking out of the Socio-Religious “Body” in Satin
Rouge and India Cabaret and the second, “Toward an Indo-Islamicate Cinematic Space...” and will
show what collaborations have fed this desire to merge the women in the films studied in this thesis.
This history then is meant to highlight the convergences, the influences, within and outside of
the West, the borrowings, the parodies also (as in Bedwin Hacker) and the veritable explosion of
a massive Third World engaged film production by women that resonates across borders and
continents, drawing them nearer.
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CH 2: CINEMA IN INDIA, THE MAGHREB AND MAGHREBI FRANCE
A. India
i.

India’s Cinematic History
Lovers of Hollywood and European cinema regularly make the mistake of viewing all of Indian

cinema as either ‘Slumdog Millionaire” or ‘Bollywood’ or in the ‘Satyajit Ray’ tradition --so it
behooves us to clarify a bit the parameters of cinema in India. India is a country with seventeen
major languages, (by some accounts, 1610 languages) almost every one of which is spoken by a
population larger than the population of England. It has over 5000 gods, six major religious
denominations – Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Sikh, Jain, Buddhism - and ethnic minorities whose
numbers equal the population of entire Eastern European countries (Banker 2001: 9). Yet, if one is
to find a single factor that unites the entire nation, it is Bollywood, even in states such as Bengal or
Tamil Nadu where less than one percent of the people speak Hindi, the language of that cinema
(Banker 2000: 9).
“Bollywood” is thus the umbrella term used for Hindi-language film produced by the biggest
film industry in India. The term Bollywood is a combination of the names ‘Bombay’ and ‘Hollywood’,
as the production of this cinema is based in Bombay. It was adopted during the 1970s when India
overtook America as the world’s largest film producer, and while many Indians, including actors,
actresses and directors, reject this term, it persists today. Bollywood films are also known as
‘masala’ films because they mix genres in one work, combining action, comedy, romance, drama, or
melodrama. The nickname ‘masala films’ originates from the different spices that are mixed in Indian
cuisine to produce a savory dish. The other cinema industries coming out of India are referred
to as regional cinemas, and they explore regional nuances, but also incorporate other regional
traditions and archetypes into their own cinemas. These regional cinemas -Malayalam,
Bengali, Oriya1, Kannada2, Tollywood (a portmanteau of Hollywood and Telugu3) or Kollywood or
Tamil cinema (a portmanteau of Hollywood and Kodambakkam4) etc. - interact with the larger
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umbrella identity referred to as Bollywood. This interaction further creates a rich tapestry of stories,
styles, colors, dances, and music, which are all brought together to form Bollywood, making it a
continuous process of give and take with the other regional cinemas existing in India. Successful
Bollywood films end up being emulated and recreated into regional cinemas with regional flavors and
adaptations. For the purposes of this discussion, however, the term “Bollywood” will refer to the
Hindi-language film and/or industry, which is the same as popular Indian or Hindi or commercial
cinema, and which represents Indian society as one uniform culture, the Hindu.
Cinema in India is no doubt the “opium of the masses,” the national language of India, and
its common song (Mehta 2004: 352) reaching out to millions to educate and entertain. India is indeed
one of the rare non-western countries where cinema is not confined to big cities, and it is the only
visual medium that can potentially reach out to every individual, penetrating inner pockets of the
country, the rural as well as the elite. An estimated 14 million people watch at least one film a
week in one of 13,000 theaters, and worldwide, a billion more people per year buy tickets to Indian
movies than to see Hollywood ones (Mehta 2004: 349), making Bollywood the largest filmmaking industry in the world, producing about 1200 films per annum. Besides the diffusion of
Hindi films through the film industry, there are now more television channels in Mumbai than in
most US cities (Mehta 2004: 349) also diffusing these films. To say that it is simply entertainment, as
most seem to think, would be inaccurate, for Bollywood has given rise to stars who are czars,
who have become ‘Bombay gods,’ replacing the tribal gods in some places where the inhabitants
even know the food habits of the stars as they do of their gods (Mehta 2004: 352). Bombay films
stars have achieved resounding victories over veteran politicians in India and some have steadily
been at the forefront in many arenas of social activity: leading environmental, communal harmony,
anti-dislocation, anti-violence and several other social change movements and service organizations
in India (Das Gupta 2004: 173).
This massive output and outreach should not come as a surprise. India is the only Third20

World postcolonial country where cinema was introduced from its inception. Cinema in India began
with the visit of the Lumière brothers in 1896 in Bombay (Mumbai) where many inhabitants, British
and others, of the English-speaking elite, were stationed. Kolkata was then the capital of the British Raj
and had its first cinema hall in 1898, followed by Chennai in 1900.5 India’s first full-length feature
film, Raja Harischandra, was made in 1913 by Dadasaheb Phalke, two years before America’s
first feature film Birth of a Nation by D. W. Griffith in 1915, but India’s romance with Western
cinema dates back to 1904-05. India was then diffusing European as well as American films,
including those of Meliès, and during the silent era (1894-1929), imported American films occupied
87 percent of Indian screen time (Reym Binford 1988: 77). In fact, Phalke was heavily influenced
by The Life of Christ6: “while the life of Christ was rolling fast before my physical eyes, I was mentally
visualizing the Gods, Shri Krishna, Shri Ramachandra, their Gokul, and Ayodhya. I was gripped by
a strange spell…Could we, the sons of India, ever be able to see Indian images on the screen?
(Kabir 2001:104). However, Indian audiences quickly grew tired of foreign-produced films that
didn’t address their culture and preoccupations, and by the time sound cinema came, India was
importing less than eight percent of American films (Reym Binford 1988: 79). Indians started to
make 30-40 minutes films from the 1920s onwards,7 given their vast cultural heritage of arts,
theater and mythology, and of religious and literary texts. There was no dearth of themes on which
to base films, and in fact, today, as it was with the first film, the narratives follow that tradition or
some form of it, no matter how modern the story appears to be. Unlike Phalke, whose project was
clearly swadeshi (relating to India, i.e., to the ‘motherland’), another director, Himanshu Rai, was
making Indo -German collaborative films during the 1920s, which were also based on Indian
mythology, history, and social issues (Datta 2000:72). He responded to the colonial experience
by constructing self-conscious Indian images and narratives, and a sense of Indian-ness not only
for Indian audiences, but for the European market. Later, starting in the 1950s and continuing into the
1960s, Satyajit Ray forged a style, idiom, and iconography of cinema, which would be uniquely
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and recognizably Indian (Reym Binford 1988: 77).
Bollywood gets its name from Hollywood in part because it is influenced by Hollywood, but it
maintains its own basic identity in the face of repeated incursions from abroad. Its art of narration,
with its endless circularities, digressions, detours, and plots within plots, remains characteristically
Indian (Gentz 2006: 30). Bollywood’s customary social mode of cinema is collectivized rather than
individual action, and instead of a linear, logical, psychologized narrative typical of Hollywood
cinema, Indian cinema offers different orders of diegesis, which can be understood most productively
in terms of the narrative discourse enunciated in the Ramayana an Mahabharata (31), the great
epics of Hinduism, whose stories were the initial narrative sources for mythological or early cinema
in India.
Mythology plays a huge part in Indian cinema (in fact, it continues to be present in different guises
in the cinema of Mehta and Nair) whether Bollywood, Tamil, (a mainstay8 of Bombay cinema),
Telugu, Bengali or Kannada films. India’s first film, (Phalke’s Raja Harischandra, 1913) was a
“mythological”. Mythologicals were tales from the epics and Puranas, where Hindu gods displayed
human-like emotions [fear, desire, anger, jealousy etc] (Lutgendorf 2005: 7).
Mythologicals played a decisive role in establishing the film industries in the silent era as well
as the Talkies cinema. This cinema took inspiration from Hollywood and to a lesser extent from
foreign commercial films centers, but many of its stylistic and narrative traditions are derived from
aspects of Indian folk and urban theater, some stemming from classical Sanskrit drama (Reym
Binford 1988: 79). Sanskrit theater was episodic, placing great emphasis on spectacle- music,
dance, mime-- that come together in an exquisite union to create a complex artistic unity (Gentz
2006: 31). Classical Indian plays performed then and even today in India and in Indian diasporic
countries include Ramleela9, Krishna Leela10, Yathra11 etc., and are reenactments of parts of the
Ramayana and Mahabharata. All three of these plays are also mythologicals: Yatra (Balu
Mahendra) was a 1982 remake of a Telegu film in Malayalam cinema in 1985; Krishnaleela (film) was
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made in 1946 and Ramleela (Sanjay Leela Bhansali) in 2013, the latter two both in Bollywood cinema.
In contrast to Hollywood’s tightly organized and stylized cinema, Bollywood film takes elements
from these Sanskrit forms and their influence is evident in the highly stylized acting, the extended
and elaborate depictions of emotions, the obligatory sequences of dance and song and of broad comic
relief, elements dating as far back as 400 CE in the Dramas of Kalidasa, a renowned classical Sanskrit
writer, widely regarded as the greatest poet and dramatist in the Sanskrit language. In fact,
Indian cinema has seen many phases and it is hard to understand even the situation of today’s
engaged feminist filmmakers without exploring these moments.
The years 1913 to 1919 were called the Phalke era of film, during which 25 mythological films
were made (Vardhan 2011: 115). Of his nearly 100 films, Phalke only made mythologicals,
advertising his films in vernacular newspapers and not in the English language press12, and went by
bullock cart to show screenings inexpensively (Lutgendorf 2005: 3).
After the Phalke era and into the 1920s, Hindi cinema was both mythological and devotional,
and showed a fight between good and evil and the importance of sacrifice in the name of truth.
By 1930, India was producing 200 films per year which caused filmmakers to seek new sources of
appealing narrative, but mythologicals continued to be produced and re-produced, including the
Mahabharata tale of Savitri, eight times by 1937, then they shrank and resurged with sound in
1931 (Lutgendorf 2005: 4). In the 1930s, when sound came to cinema, the all-singing, all-dancing
genre became hugely popular, which evolved from the Urdu Parsee [Parsi] Theatre, a narrative form
that had already skillfully dramatized Victorian plays and Persian love legends. Another popular genre
of this period was the historical film based on stories of real characters or legendary heroes. Kabir’s
study of film (2001) is valuable in clarifying that the historical film was defined by patriotic
undertones, national self-esteem, and the will to independence, manifested by representing the
grandeur of pre-Raj India, the splendid costumes, the etiquette of the nobility and high drama even if
India did not need to be independent to produce films (8-9). The creation of major studios in
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Madras, Calcutta, Lahore, Bombay, and Pune in the 1930s was a crucial move in the development of
a proficient Indian film industry, and people of all castes, religion, regions, sects, and social classes
worked together in various studios to promote cinema (9). In fact, Hindus and Muslims worked
together to promote national integration and communal harmony in film. It is thus important
to recognize that transcultural cinema is not something born in the West, and that, given the immensity
and diversity of India as a nation, there already are distinctive ways in which film outside the West
is, very early on, finding its expression across borders and by bridging borders.
In the mid-1930s, more than two decades before Satyajit Ray, V. Shantaram and Bombay
Talkies were making social films. Shantaram was the co-founder of the Prabhat Film Company
based in Kohlapur and later Pune, whose films showed socially progressive subjects dealing with
themes considered taboo. Some of Shantaram’s work include Amar Jyoti (1936), a drama about
the vengeance of a woman, a slave to her husband, who denies her custody of the son, which was
the first Indian film to be shown at an international Film Festival in Venice; Duniya na Mane in 1937,
which shows the cruel injustices against women caused by arranged marriages; Aadmi in 1937,
about the rehabilitation of a prostitute; and Padosi, also in 1937, which explores and promotes
Hindu-Muslim friendship. Shantaram moved to Bombay and started his own production company and
studio where he continued making socially conscious films (Kabir 2001a: 11). Among Bombay
Talkies’ social films were Achut Kanya (1936), one of the first films to deal with the evils

of

untouchability, and Kisme, with the theme of the ‘lost and the found,’ which can be traced back to the
mythological story of Shakuntala from the Mahabharata, the mother of Bharata13, after whom
India is named. Shakuntala was also a play which Kalidasa retold repeatedly, and a movie was made
several times from it: in 1940, 1961, 1965, and 1966 (12). Kismet made the theme of the tragic
fallen hero popular in Indian cinema as did Devdas.14
By the 1940s, the Indian popularity of mythological filmmaking declined, and this type of
cinema continued as low-budget films, circulating at the margins of the Hindi cinema exhibition
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sector until the 1980s (Vardhan 2011: 115). Indian cinema’s thematic and aesthetic development
remained largely free of direct concern with colonial rule, but some directors did make films
demonstrating their allegiance to a free India, such as Sikandar (Sohrab Modi, 1941); Kismet
(1943); and Shaheed (1948), but Hindi films have never been hugely patriotic or overtly political
(Kabir 2001a: 9) in contrast to African or Arab cinema. By the late 1940s, the studio system was
over and widespread freelancing welcomed the 1950s, which set the pattern for film production
(12).
The 1950s is believed to be the finest period of Hindi cinema as it profoundly and durably
influenced Indian filmmakers in a way that no other decade has done since. This period was
glorious time for Hindi cinema and filmmakers to create and author individual works while
sticking strictly to conventions in a newly independent India. Filmmakers made socially meaningful
films, mastering the language of cinema, using performance, photography, editing and music to create
a new aesthetic, as opposed to the previous ‘total spectacle’ of a Bollywood film (Kabir 2001a:14).
The proponents of this cinema were disturbed by the poverty and inequities of their society and tried
to oppose the dominant mainstream extravagant mise-en-scenes and budgets, and instead, stressed
discovering the drama inherent in the lives of ordinary people (Reym Binford 1988: 84). It was this
era that put Hindi cinema on the worldwide distribution map with films like Awaara (Raj Kapoor,
1951) and Aan, India’s first Technicolor (Mehboob Khan, 1951) shown in Russia and China, as well
as Mother India (Kabir 2001a:14), winning large audiences beyond the Indian subcontinent.
This decade of art cinema in India nonetheless played side by side with Bollywood films. Also
known as Parallel cinema or Indian New Wave cinema, it was a combination of Indian literature
(particularly Bengali literature) and Indian theatre (particularly Sanskrit drama), but

more

influenced by European cinema, particularly by Italian neorealism and French poetic realism, rather
than by Hollywood. It rejected both the aesthetic and thematic values of commercial Bollywood
cinema: the contemporary commercial cinema’s theatrical devices, its extravagance

and
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wastefulness, its distortions of social reality, the stifling constraints of box office formula, the dictates
of distributors and stars, and the exploitation of sexuality and violence (Reym Binford 1988: 83).
It was during this decade of cinema that a young Satyajit Ray asked in a newspaper ‘what is wrong
with Indian films?’ accusing the nation’s directors of not grasping the new medium (Sameer 2013).
He wrote that the raw material of cinema was life itself, and asked why a country as amazing as
India, which has inspired so much painting, music and poetry, failed to move the filmmaker. He
encouraged filmmakers to open their eyes and ears in order to make cinema, and within a few years,
he challenged cinema by making his masterpieces of lyrical realism set in India, whose cinema vérité
style Mira Nair would adopt much later. Ray watched films from Capra to Eisenstein and helped
Renoir scout for locations in 1949 to shoot his The River. Ray would acknowledge later that he
had been making films while subconsciously paying tribute to Renoir during all his film-making
life. He made more than 35 movies and received an Oscar shortly before his death in 1992 (Sameer
2013). Through the 1950s and into the 1960s, Satyajit Ray was the only Indian filmmaker of any major
international recognition, which is primarily due to the fact that he fashioned the new genre and
gained international recognition for it. Although Ray’s 1955 Pather Panchali was voted one of the
ten best films of all times, and although he was rated among the greatest filmmakers of humanist
cinema alongside Vittorio De Sica and Jean Renoir,15 he wasn’t the only one to be thus recognized
in this new cinema. In 1953, Bimal Roy, also influenced by De Sica’s Bicycle Thieves, made Acres of
Land (Do Bigha Zamin), which won the International Prize at Cannes Film Festival in 1954, and
which paved the way for the Indian New Wave, at the same time as the French and Japanese New
Waves. Other stalwarts of Parallel Cinema include Mrinal Sen, Ritwik Ghatak, Budhaded Dasgupta
and Gautam Ghose in Bengali cinema; Adoor Gopalakrishnan, Shaji Karun, a n d John Abraham
in Malayalam cinema; Nirad Mohapatra in Oriya cinema, and Mani Kaul, Kumar Shanai, Ketan
Mehta, Govind Nihaliani and Vijaya Mehta in Hindi cinema (Dissanayake & Gokulsingh 1998:18).
The 1950s also brought new depth to established themes with a complex and sophisticated mix of
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characters, plots, ideas, and morals and dealt with nature versus nurture16; exploitation of the poor
by rich landlords17, survival in the big city18; the changing role of women19; urban versus rural
morality20; idealism versus materialism21; the importance of sacrifice and honor22; untouchability23
and the importance of destiny24 (Dissanayake & Gokulsingh 1998:14).
It was the 1960s that ushered in formula cinema, which was a multi-genre cinema where
romance was followed by a tragedy, then family drama, then action (Kabir 2001a:16). The move
away from socially conscious films could be attributed to the fact that color labs had opened in
Bombay and Madras, while before, Technicolor film was being produced in London at great
expense (16). Films of the 1960s depended on family drama and love stories, which color rendered
vividly to life, and costumes and settings became more important than ever. The 1970s introduced two
extremes: violent action movies built around the character of a disillusioned hero who turned to
crime, and the light-hearted and highly entertaining films known as ‘multi starrers’, i.e., films sold on
the large number of big stars in the cast (16). Films like Zanjeer in 1973, Sholay in 1975, Deewar
and Amar, Akbar, Anthony in 1975 overshadowed any film production in Hindi cinema during this
decade (18). The 1970s are also known for having produced the ‘angry young man’ brooding and
rebellious anti-hero type, personified by India’s mega-star Amitabh Bacchan, who

still reigns

supreme today, after almost fifty years. This anti-hero typically forged a bond with his mother whose
tribulations provoked him into taking revenge on a cruel and unjust society. The mother-son
relationship of the 1970s stems from the fact that the only way a woman can obtain respect in Indian
society is if she produces a son, while she is not respected if she produces a daughter, because in
India’s history the female child was unwanted, and even today female fetuses are still aborted in some
regions25 due to that desire for a male child (18-19).
Hindi cinema of the 1980s revisited entertainment cinema. Attentive to not offend cultural or
religious beliefs, the formula mode took over again with love stories, action heroes, vamps, villains,
and happy endings with very little permutations in storylines and themes with the exceptions
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of Mahesh Bhatt’s Arth in 1983, and Shekar Kapur’s 1983 Masoom with the theme of illegitimate
children and adultery. It was during this era that Aamir Khan, Salman Khan, Shahrukh Khan
(none of them related) and lshot to fame, and are still the most sought-after actors today (Kabir 2011a:
20). The song and dance sequences popular in the 1980s could be expressive and genuinely moving,
but are often vulgarized portrayals of feelings, especially sexual desire that cannot be forthrightly
represented on film because of the puritanical values embodied in censorship

restrictions (Reym

Binford 1988: 80). Bollywood, or commercial Hindi film, has thus a set formula: a happy ending; the
poor defeat exploiters; rich heroines are able to marry beneath their class, but continue their opulent
lifestyles; the faithless husband comes back to his wife and children; people live modern, westernized,
lives and still respect traditional Indian values; heroes always vanquish the villains, and the dark side
of life is banished forever (Kabir 2001a:23).26
Some major changes were afoot by the end of the 1990s with the advent of MTV, which
modified the old formulas concerning women into new commercial ones, and with the proliferation
of the digital age: VCR and DVD technology making it possible to bring cinema home. The 1990s
were a decade of big money, mega-spending and special effects drawing huge crowds to movie
theatres, and the period where many countries in Europe, America and Africa discovered and showed
appreciation of Bollywood films.27 This genre popularized family drama with films like Kuch Kuch
Hota Hai, Hum Aapke Kaun, Dil to Pagal Hai, Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham, Dilwale Dulhaniya Le
Jaayenge etc. They also magnified the star system beyond what had occurred before, exemplified in
Bollywood with another mega star - Shahrukh Khan or “King Khan.”28 But the King-Khans still reign
almost thrity years fater, including Saif Ali Khan, all Muslims, none related, who all hold mega star
power. As Mooji has documented, the era from 2000 to the present brought another technological
groundswell: internet film marketing and making, production and distribution, which expanded
possibilities for filmmakers and distributors. Multiplexes popped up everywhere, but ticket prices are
too high for anyone other than middle and upper classes, and less well-off viewers make do with soap
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operas that actually challenge taboos more than feature films. The period also saw the formation of
the International Indian Academy Film Awards in 2000.29 A changing urban middle-class audience,
less bound to social rules, now seeks new ideas and treatments, and new film school graduates are
getting their first break in an industry previously closed to them since the baton was only passed to
the children of famous stars and directors, and they are bringing new stories to Bombay or new ways
of telling old stories. Their films don’t belong as much to the Bollywood dynasty since they are more
experimental, and they are examining family relations that were taboo before (Mooij 2006: 32). Some
films that were released in this period include Black30 (Sanjay Leela Bhansai, 2005), My Brother
Nikhil31 (Onir, 2005), Rang de Basanti32 (Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra, 2006), Being Cyrus33 (Homi
Adajania, 2006) etc. In this new film culture, while a multi-starrer may bomb, an Aamir Khan movie
like Tare Zameen Par, which treats dyslexic children in India and which Bollywood wouldn’t show,
will be appreciated these days. Meanwhile, women-centered films like Jism (2003), Astitva (2000),
Salaam Namaste (2005), Chak De India (2007,) No One Killed Jessica34 (Raj Kumar Gupta, 2011),
Ishqiya35 (Abhishek Chaubey, 2010) and Dirty Picture (Milan Luthria, 2011)36 cast women in the
central roles, but these still remain conventional.

ii.

The First Women of Hindi Cinema – Celluloid Actresses
Apart from the first directors of New Wave cinema, Hindi commercial cinema was not

recognized ‘by director’, but by stars. This star-power is perhaps because directors did not go to film
school, and did not study film before making movies, their work could not be assigned a style or
genre like directors in western cinema, which made it easier to talk about star power, rather than
director power. The strength of a film was from its beautiful actors and actresses.
Thus, the first women who made an impression in cinema were not directors, but actresses who
became legendary as opposed to their directors, and even today, more than a century after cinema’s
birth in India, a film still sells and is known for/by its actors, not directors. Phalke [1870-1944] cast
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men to play women’s roles in his films, and once he noticed that his first film did well and was
accepted as a ‘suitable’ form of entertainment by the educated class, he introduced Durgabai Kamat
[1899-1997] in his 1913 Mohini Bhasmasur as leading lady Parvati, while her daughter Kamlabai
Gokhale, played the role of Mohini, thus becoming the first female child actress in Indian cinema
(Bauri 2014). But Himanshu Rai [1892-1940] used many Eurasian actresses from the get-go to
represent historical/mythological characters and play his lead female figures (1920s), giving them
Hindu names and introducing them as ‘educated Hindu women’ (Datta 2000:72), who became
powerful in the history of cinema. But there were two women who acted before the Eurasian women
came: Durga Khote and Devika Rani [Himanshu Rai’s wife].
Durga Khote [1905-1991] was a pioneer in an era when female characters were portrayed by
men because she dared to appear in public and act (Ghosh 2018). She had a western education and
was offered a role in V. Shantaram’s first talkie Ayodhya ka Raja in 1932 (Ghosh 2018).37 She did
mythologicals, historical films, and social realist films and was the first woman whose ideas reflected
women’s empowerment. She did not play demure or doormat roles, but strong women like a pirate
in Amar Jyoti who planned to overthrow a kingdom, and she was the vile Kaikeyi in Bharat Milap
1942 who craftily wrested the throne from her stepson (Ghosh 2018). Her role in Mughal-e-Azam as
Jodhabai is her most scintillating performance, whose grace,

stature, screen presence matched

Emperor Akbar’s might (Ghosh 2018). Her grit, courage and determination made her a trailblazer for
women to turn to film as a serious profession and she was also an astute businesswoman who
established Durga Khote Productions in the early 1940s and received a Padma Shri in 1968, a Filmfare
Award in 1975, and a Dadasaheb Phalke Award in 1984 (Ghosh 2018). The second defining actress
of the 1930s was Devika Rani Chaudhari known as Devika Rani [1907-1994]. She was a student of
the London Royal Academy of drama and music; an apprentice to Elizbeth Arden and heroine of the
1930s and very ahead of her times (Khurana 2010). She was the wife of producer Himanshu Rai,
already the toast of London high society for her debut as a glam oriental princess in Anglo Indian
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film Karma [JL Freer-Hunt, 1933] and launched Bombay talkies with her husband (Thomas 2013b:
93), which relied on European financing, technology, and talent. She kissed onscreen for 4 minutes
in Karma in 1933 (Khurana 2010), which was not done onscreen, and still not to a very large extent.
She starred again in Achut kanya [Untouchable Girl, Franz Osten, 1936] as a tragic heroine, an
untouchable village belle, trapped in a doomed romance, which was a social comment on caste
iniquities and which established her a major icon of Indian cinema (Thomas 2013b: 94).

iii.

Sulochana and Fearless Nadia
The entry of women in cinema began in the 1920s with Rai’s Eurasian actresses, since early

female stardom was afflicted with the low-class status of public performance and the implications of
sexuality and immorality on one side, to be counterbalanced by upper-class background. Acting
required a type of modern female identity that combined education, social responsibility, and female
propriety (Majumdar, 2009). Only a special type of acceptable female star [generally not Hindu]
from the educated upper classes and playing roles matching the social norm of domestic virtue (93)
could emerge, which paved the way for Sulochana [1899-1997] and Fearless Nadia [1908-1996].
They played roles in the silent film era that occupied two extremes in the hierarchy of 1930s Indian
discourse regarding stars (93).
Sulochana, born Ruby Myers with a rare blend of oriental features and Greek physique
[variously described as Anglo-Indian, Eurasian or Jewish], was reified as the Queen of Indian stars
in the 1930s, while Fearless Nadia only occupied the marginalized status of the stunt genre, and was
not a star (93-94), even though she could beat any man. Sulochana was cast in reformist narratives as
a perfect hybrid of Eastern and Western forms of spectatorship (103). She was an Oxford-educated
playgirl in Indira M.A (Nandlal Jaswanthal, 1934); exemplified the Hollywood model of femininity
in Cinema ki Rani (Mohan Bhavan, 1925) and Telephone ni Taruni (Homi Master, 1927). V. S.
Nigam38 dwells [on her implied nudity] in Madhuri (1932) as “she emerges glistening from behind
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a waterfall, describing her soft, delicate limbs and sculpted body shaped as if by the hand of Brahma
at a particularly auspicious moment” (101).
Fearless Nadia, born Mary Ann Evans in Australia, became the wife of director Homi Master
who directed all her movies. She was first a circus girl and only identified with the stunt genre; and
became Hunterwali after a film of the same name in 1935, because she was the woman with the whip
(104). Miss Frontier Mail (1936), Hurricane Hansa (1937), Punjab Mail (1939), Diamond Queen
(1940) and Jungle Princess (1942) are some other films her husband made for her (104). Her great
strength and prowess in attacking male villains and making them cower earned her no more than
‘visceral and bodily engagement with the physicality of stunts to the exclusion of other details” (110)
unlike the femininity they saw in Sulochana. And where Devika

was an aristocrat and played

outcastes, Nadia was the outcaste and played princess [2013b: 94]. Nadia refused to take a Hindu
name like Sulochana: “I am a white woman and I’ll look foolish with long black hair. And my name
is very well-known all-over India as Nadia. I refuse to change my name. It has been chosen by an
Armenian fortuneteller and it has brought me good luck. And besides I’m no Devi!” (116). These
two first actresses began and would continue to uncover what mostly male fandom desired in their
female stars.

iv.

Other Early Female Stars
But, sound cinema silenced these two Jewish and/or white actresses in Hindi cinema because

they did not speak Hindi or Urdu well, and those who spoke Urdu came next: the Muslim singers and
actresses. Their families – Parsi based - had already been in drama and theatre but changed their
Muslim identity to Hindu to be accepted in the Indo-Muslim cinematic space. The first was Hamsa
Wadkar (1923-72) who started acting at age eleven in 1936 and became one of the most sought after
of Maharashta’s (sic) actresses acting in more than 30 films, including in Shyam Benegal’s Bhumika
in 1977 (Sen 2002: 120-21). Nargis (1929-1981) was born Fatima Rashid of a Punjabi Muslim father
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and Hindu classical singer star mother and courtesan of Allahabad -- Jaddan Bai – who, according to
Dwyer (2013), a professor of Indian cultures and cinema, was one of India’s first film producers. She
did not adopt a Hindu name like Madhubala or Meena Kumari, but was renamed Nargis, Persian for
daffodil, which revealed her mother’s religion and was evidence of her Muslim heritage. She made
her debut at six in Talashe Haq (1935) becoming known as baby Nargis and is best known for her
role in Mother India (Mehmoob Khan, 1957), an Oscar- nominated epic drama in 1957, which won
her a Filmfare Best Actress Award. The identification of Nargis with the new nation as the heroine
of a new national epic, followed her in her new role as wife, mother and member of Rajjya Sabha.
She was also a modern Bombay woman in capri pants with hair styled like her favorite actress Joan
Fontaine. Her early life typified the glamour of the 1940s and 1950s Bombay, and she did two partition
movies: Aag (Raj Kapoor) as a half-mad woman from hell, consumed by partition violence, and
Barsaat as the daughter of a Kashmiri boatman who abandons her work upon hearing her beloved
play the violin and falls into his arm, which became the logo of RK Studios. She sang “Ghar aaya
mera pardesi” in Awaara offering the possibility of redemption in a mixture of mostly Hindu but also
Christian imagery for her partner to find a way out of his wretchedness. In Jagte Raho, singing “Jago
Mohan Pyare” she shows kindness to a man in a cruel world, which associates her with a woman of
the new dawn, singing to Raj Kapoor while bearing the security of tradition, beauty, and eroticism.
Dywer’s last famous image of Nargis is one where she attacked Satyajit Ray in her maiden speech in
the Rajya Sabha,39 because she felt his films incorrectly gave images of India that the West wanted,
one of abject poverty. In her long and lustrous film career, she was deified and desired, standing
shoulder to shoulder with titans like Dilip Kumar, Ashok Kumar and Raj Kapoor, with confidence
writ large on her face (Dhawan 2003).
Madhubala (1933-1969), born a Muslim - Mumtaz Jehan Begum Dehlavi - adopted a Hindu
name debuting as a child artist in 1942 in Basant and quickly rose to fame at age fourteen in Neel
Kamal (1947) (Mishra 2019). She was dubbed the Marilyn Monroe of India and was unfortunately
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in love with Dilip Kumar who was huge a star, and whom she couldn’t marry (Mishra 2019). They
made many movies together and were engaged, but her father, Ataullah Khan40, opposed their match
(Mishra 2019). She died at thirty-six of a heart condition and in his autobiography, Dilip Kumar said:
“…she [Madhubala] could draw me out of my shyness and reticence effortlessly, she filled a void
that was crying out to be filled – not by an intellectually sharp woman but a spirited woman whose
liveliness and charm were the ideal panacea for the wound that was taking its own time to heal”
(Mishra 2019). Some of her other movies include Mahal (1949); Amar (1954); Mr and Mrs ’55
(1955); Chalti Ka Naam Gaadi (1958); Mughal-e- Azam (1960); Barsaat ki Raat [Pyare Lal Santoshi,
1960] and Jwala, shot in the 1950s, but released in 1971.41
Vyjayanthimala (1936-present) became an actress at thirteen in the Tamil film Vazhkai (1949).
She is most famous for her considerable legacy as a dancer which set the stage for other actresses
from the South [Padmini, Hema Malini, Rekha, Sridevi] to enjoy successful careers in Hindi filmdom,
but she is also famous for her role as a courtesan with a heart of gold, Chandramukhi, in the 1955
Devdas (Bali, 2018). She also had a long, illustrious film career42 as dance choreographer, producer,
Carnatic playback singer and Bharatanatyam dancer and she later became a parliamentarian43.
Later, Parallel Cinema, seeking to react against popular cinema, made woman into an ideal, to
point out the difference between myth (popular cinema) and reality (art cinema). Since this cinema
narrative treated social inferiority, suffering from caste-ism, sexual exploitation or

domineering

families and husbands, it was ideally suited to represent women, who were oppressed, subjugated,
but also morally perfect as initiators of revolt and symbols of resistance as well as victims of
exploitation (Rao 1989: 453). Several filmmakers have tried to portray women in a dignified, realistic,
and intriguing way, and have succeeded, which seems to have given us the best of such womensignificant films. Yet, although Parallel Cinema was instrumental in changing the character of the
heroine on the Indian screen, that cinema, like other engaged cinema, has remained largely maledominated-- indeed, 90 percent of directors and producers are men (Butalia 1984: 109), including
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Satyajit Ray, Mrinal Sen, Hrishikesh Mukherjee, Mahesh Bhatt, Amol Palekar, Tapan Sinha and
Girish Kasaravalli and a few others. Not only did this New Wave cinema movement not last long,
but it was intellectually too high- brow for mass consumption, not popular among cinemagoers,
catered to elite crowds, and played outside of India in festivals and on screens for the western world.
Between 1975 and 1990, in a study of 50 random films with feminist themes or issues, the corpus
was broadly divided into a description of women’s status in society and a protest against women’s
subservient role. Among the latter, only sixteen fit the films’ description, and only three of these 16
films pertained to tribal or lower-class women, while a third portrayed a poor woman whose role is
offset by a rich, sophisticated, urban heroine. Therefore, while central figures of avant-garde films
tended to provide glimpses of the lifestyles of poor classes, the core of the films still dealt with
women of the upper classes … perhaps to please an educated and westernized group of consumers
(Das Gupta 2004: 181). Moreover, a few films by Phalke and New Wave filmmakers of the very
highest quality do not suffice to create a feminist consciousness in cinema. In fact, they give a false
impression of the female character of the more popular cinema. At home, women’s roles in cinema
still posited them as the epitome of power and strength as featured in the Mahabharata with the
steadfastness of Sita44, the power of Durga45, the determination of Savitri46, the knowledge of
Saraswati47 and the wiles of Kaikeyi48 (Gulzar & Chatterjee 2003: 383).
Before the advent of MTV in the 1990s, traditional Indian cinema depicted women whose
roles

were tightly circumscribed as obedient daughter, dutiful wife, or self-sacrificing mother.

Whether Hindi cinema takes place in India or across its borders, a woman is always modeled after
Sita from

the Ramayana49 in one incarnation or another. Sita was Lord Rama’s50 wife and, for

traditionalists, represents the ideal woman and wife, steadfastly loyal to her husband, obeying
his wishes unconditionally, a narrative that Deepa Mehta radically subverted in her 1996 Fire. In
the epic Ramayana, Sita had to cross fire to prove her chastity to Lord Rama and his kingdom of men
after Ravana -the evil god - kidnapped her and held her hostage. Sita passed through the fire unscathed
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(this act proved her chastity) and Lord Rama accepted her back into his kingdom. The Ramayana
teaches that a wife’s god is her husband, who is also her teacher, and her friend, and that her life is
less than her husband’s happiness (Vasudev 1988: 107). Total fulfillment for a woman in
traditional cinema comes from either a husband or children, and especially from sons. With this
history, women were given no independent role, and mainstream cinema, largely taking its
inspiration from the Ramayana, perpetuated that image. In contrast, the evil woman was the vamp, the
object of men’s desires, just as in Western film. Today’s cinema, however, no longer has need for the
vamp figure, as post-MTV Hindi cinema has managed to make the heroine both Sita and the vamp.
In the mega-funded family dramas of the 1990s, women played important roles but remained
defined in relation to the male characters. This is also the period that put Bollywood cinema on the
map with Bandit Queen, (Shekhar Kapoor, 1994), a movie based on the life of Phoolan Devi, a
Dalit woman who was legendary for her robin hood-like acts of revenge on her abusers and as an
advocate for lower caste people.51 The film shows a woman driven to revenge and murder because of
her savage upbringing starting at age eleven, when she was married off to a man almost thrice her
age who sexually abused her, and who is gang raped by men of higher caste, and finally runs away
from her husband. She becomes a renegade with a group of bandits, is subjected to police abuse,
and exacts revenge, but surrenders at the end. The film was censored for its graphic rape scenes
and coarse dialogue but nominated for an Academy Award even though the real Devi sued the
filmmakers for the representation of her. She--the actual Devi--became a parliamentarian in the
1990s in Uttar Pradesh, but was assassinated in 2001.52
The new urban audiences and new wave of filmmakers going to film school have thus generated
more experimental films, as mentioned above, that dare to examine taboo aspects of family
relations (Mooij 2006: 32). However, even in women-centered films, more often than not, their
body is subject to a controlling and appropriative male gaze, just like women of the 1990s who
were cast as dancing girls or cabaret seductress, or sensuous courtesans – and have become the
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dancing temptresses in half saris of the 2000s.53 If not seductresses, these women are victims, or
they choose family over career. Promoting entertainment via voyeurism or the denigration of
women has larger implications in society for women and does not give them an independent space.
Their space is completely invaded and taken over by the continuing chronicling of the male’s
experiences, dreams, stories, revenge, angst, and ambitions in much more complex ways, which has
been the essence of Hindi films from the onset. While each phase of Hindi cinema had its own
representation of women, overall, they were confined largely to the traditional, patriarchal framework
of Indian society with the result that the ordinary woman has hardly ever been visible in Hindi cinema
(Shendurnikar Tere 2012: 4).

v.

Bollywood Women
Since the 1990s, there has been a transforming attitude towards female sexuality, redefining the

limits of feminine desire. Madhuri Dixit and Sri Devi of the 1990s can be seen as announcing the
death knell of the vamps’ exclusive hypersexualized song and dance domain (Kishore 2016: 147).
They can be considered as the crossover between the traditional heroine and vamp characters, wearing
western clothes, bikinis even, and paving the way for other women in sexy and glamorous roles,
shedding clothes,54 and achieving popularity even for the negative shades in their dance sequences
and eroticized songs (Kishore 2016: 147). The 1990s new woman is seen wearing western outfits
formerly reserved for vamps and throws herself at the scopophilic gaze, as she celebrates her body
openly with jouissance, without surrendering her claim to the special status of the heroine (Kishore
2016: 149). She made the vamp obsolete and gave birth to the MTV-esque heroine/vamp character
seen today in Hindi cinema.
When India celebrated its century of cinema in 2013, the place of women in film was still
torn between the traditional boundaries that Bollywood typifies and the modern free zones that art films
portray. The tradition of treating ‘women’s issues’ has never been more alive than now in
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commercial cinema, and filmmakers and producers haven’t been slow to take up some of the
themes that are currently at the center of the contemporary women’s movement in India: widowhood,
marriage, dowry, rape etc. (Butalia 1984: 108). But as women become more and more visible onscreen,
we must ask what that visibility consists of, and whether the stars that represent them truly serve as
role models for Indian women. Some New Wave films for example genuinely attempted to transform
the discourse on women and make it more progressive, but they ended up condoning women’s
position as traditional, which is retrograde in today’s world. There is a tendency by both female
and male directors to empathize with, rather than contradict or question, female lack of agency and
independence. Films end up highlighting ways in which their formal preoccupations reflect the
psychical obsessions of the society which produced them and do not stress reacting against such
obsessions and compulsions. In the end, Indian cinema is not only conservative but also reactionary
in the ideals it upholds and the values it projects, and this is nowhere more evident than in the
question of women. Indian cinema subscribes to the predominantly orthodox views of the large
majority of the audience, rather than acknowledging women’s growing influence and contribution
to society, and many filmmakers continue to produce a portrayal of women that perpetuates male
domination (Vasudev 1988: 108). Even some female filmmakers desiring to tell women’s stories are
obliged to direct under the banner of a male director and make their films subscribe to the dominant
narrative.55 Even in films that try to defy social stigma, rebel against parents’ diktats, or challenge
orthodox traditional Indian thinking, the female protagonists remain isolated and withdrawn.

vi.

Women Directors
India never officially had a feminist film agenda like Morocco or Tunisia or Algeria. India never

had a Cinéma d’auteur56 des femmes like the Maghreb did, or as Satyajit Ray did, which took up the
cause of social issues for women, but there are directors who have made their mark in Hindi cinema,
both Hindu and Muslim filmmakers. Some have made films, hits and megahits -- Fatma Begum, Mira
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Nair, Leena Yadav57 [writer, producer and director]; Meghna Gulzar58 [writer, producer and
director], Gauri Shinde [writer, producer, director]59, Farah Khan60 [actress, choreographer, director
and first woman to be nominated for Best Director and Best Choreographer for Bombay Dreams
Broadway 200461], Zoya Akhtar [who studied film at NYU and is a writer and director]62 -- and other
socially conscious films for women. They have addressed the plight of all women in India without
separating them into Hindu or Muslim, like male-authored Hindi films do, including Deepa Mehta
[Conclusion, part 1], Mira Nair (chapter 5), Nandita Das63 [actress, producer and director], Leena
Yadav64; Alankrita Shrivastava65 [writer and director],

Aparna Sen, Meghna Gulzar66, Tanuja

Chandra67 [actress, writer, producer and director].
India’s first female director was Fatima Begum. She made her debut in theatre and was primarily
involved in Urdu plays (Bauri 2014). However, with the advent of film, she acted in Ardeshir Irani’s
silent film, Veer Abhimanyu in 1922. That was not all for this legendary woman. In 1926, she
established Fatima Films. She also acted in films for Kohinoor Studios and Imperial Studios, while
writing, directing, producing, and acting in her own films at Fatima Films. In 1926, when she directed
Bulbul-e-Paristan, she became the first female director in Indian cinema. Thus, when a majority of
women on the Indian subcontinent were fighting a battle to be able to watch films, she was directing
them (Bauri 2014).
Decades after Begum, female directors who filmed an alternate subjectivity of women include
Prema Karanth68 (1936-2007, writer, producer and director), Vijaya Mehta69 (1934- present), Sai
Paranjpye (1938- present), Parvati Ghosh70, Vijaya Nirmala (1946- present), Suprabha Debi (b.
1939- present )71, Bhanumathi (1925-2005)72 and Kalpana Lajmi (b. 1954-present); Gokulsingh &
Dissayanake 1998: 81), who is simultaneously a director, producer and screenwriter today. These
women explored the modern life by showing the hardships of women from the viewpoint of
subjugated women. Karanth, Vijaya Mehta, Aparna Sen and Kalpana Lajmi stand out for exposing
some of the tensions and contradictory pressures in the representation of female subjectivity in the
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context of the family in Indian cinema. Karanth was art director for Hamsa Geethe in 1975, Kudre
Motte in 1977 and Phaniyamma in 1982. Phaniyamma explores the question of female identity in a
male-dominated society through the life of a woman over a seventy-year period, against the
background of Brahmin orthodoxy. Vijaya Mehta’s Rao Saheb (The Barrister, 1986) explores the
dualisms of tradition and modernity, inherited custom and social reform, as they impinge on the lives
of women (Gokulsingh & Dissayanake 1998: 81-83). Aparna Sen, an actress in some of Satyajit Ray’s
films,

explored the loneliness and disappointments of an Anglo-Indian schoolteacher in 36

Chowringhee Lane (1981). Sen made another film, Parama (1985), which explores female identity in
the context of the Indian family and the plight of women as subjects in a culture that tends to
marginalize and imprison them. Kalpana Lajmi’s Rudaali (Professional Mourner, 1992) deals with
class and caste issues (Gokulsingh & Dissayanake 1998: 84-88). Apart from Sen who is an activist
for women’s causes, Shabana Azmi is the only other Indian actress who is outspoken on many issues
concerning women and the rights of the poor, and she features as Radha in Deepa Mehta’s Fire (1996).
Then came a shift in Hindi cinema with the advent of satellite television in the 1980s and MTV
culture in the 1990s, which became a part of an everyday viewing experience and changed
worldview (Datta 2000: 72). Narrative cinema was then quick to discard the dominant image of a
subdued woman, but that produced instead a commodification of the image. Films like No One
Killed Jessica (2011), Fashion (2008), Saat Khoon Maaf (2011), Chingari (2006), Lajja (2001),
Band Baaja Baaraat (2010), Tanu Weds Manu (2011) or Ishaqzaade (2012) move away from the
stereotypical portrayal of women as shy or subdued or afraid to speak their mind, and depict
women characters fighting for justice and equality, yet, simultaneously, these films seem to recoil
from letting them deviate from traditional role prescriptions (Ayob 2008: 26).73
In this limiting context, some female filmmakers have ventured out of India and made films
on Indian women from abroad, also changing the typical roles of women in their films. Gurinder
Chadha is one of them. She is based in England and makes films that differ from the typical
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Bollywood formula, creating roles for independently thinking women, but some of her more
popular films still portray women whose fulfillment is dependent on a man, such as Bend it like
Beckham, Bride and Prejudice, Mistress of Spices etc. Her motto might be “when women make
mistakes on their way to gaining agency, the enlightened man will rescue them” (Rajan 2006:
1120). Another woman filmmaker, Pratibha Parmar, made a short film in 1991, Khush (Happiness),
which addressed dual forms of colonialism as patriarchal and homophobic, in which Parmar
refused to pathologize lesbians (Datta 2000: 80). Parmar subverted the cinematic gaze for women to
enjoy it by not fragmenting their bodies as commercial films do, however, her impact is limited
because she only works in LGBT activism.
It is in the work of Mira Nair (1957--) and Deepa Mehta (1950--) that we find the most independent
voice by two Indian women filmmakers outside of India who are also making waves in North
America, where cinema is also largely male-dominated. Mira Nair and Deepa Mehta are among the
few who realize that the struggle for Indian women’s rights is NOT a western concept unlike the
many filmmakers who carve their female characters into traditional roles. Mehta and Nair stand out
for creating roles and films for women without the usual constraints and limits imposed on women:
they avoid the beaten path, blaze new trails, and introduce new ideas. Nair and Mehta are almost
prophetic figures in North America, Nair in the USA, and Mehta in Canada. Their work is discussed
in the chapters 5.1 and 5.2 and in the first part of my conclusion.

B. Maghreb
i.

Maghrebi Cinema – 1962 onwards
Indian popular cinema was one of the only two cinemas diffused on television in North African

culture, because of its early existence, and of Indian cinema’s conservative dance culture, which
blends easily into the Maghreb’s own predilection for song and dance.74 Bollywood also competes
strongly with Turkish cinema,75 and Morocco has millions invested in bilateral trade with India.76
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The other cinema that the Maghreb embraced was Egyptian cinema, first introduced in Alexandria in
1896 (Cluny 1987: 19), the same year the Lumière Brothers introduced projection cinema in India.
From 1927 until the 1960s, Egyptian cinema was built on the Fred Astaire Ginger Rogers model
but using Egyptian talent. And like Indian and American cinema during the same era77, Arab
cinema in Egypt was meant to make the people forget their unhappiness. Boughédir (1987) states
that it wasn’t until the beginning of the 1960s, with the independence of Algeria, Tunisia, and
Morocco that a new Arab cinema – different from Egyptian Arab cinema- appeared in the Maghreb,
which is at once an ethnic mix culturally and linguistically homogenous (60), much in the way
Bollywood functions as the whole for the entire Indian subcontinent. However, this cinema was
not escapist like Bollywood or Egyptian cinema. Cinema in the Maghreb was a filmic tool to speak
about history in the Maghreb, because all cinema made before independence was in praise of colonial
expansion, and there was a complete absence of Arab elements and people in films—the only
elements of the Maghreb present in colonial film were the décor, with palm trees, the Kasbah,
fantasias and so on. (Maherzi 1980: 38, 59). Therefore, it was quite natural that the first postindependence films in the Maghreb would be nationalist, evoking revolution against colonialism
and foreign occupation and oppression (61). As a result, the most common theme coming out from
all the films produced in the Maghreb was the affirmation of a specific identity long denied to it by
the French (64).
Thus, the cinema of the Maghreb in fact borrowed much less from the Arabism of Egyptian
cinema and more from neorealism and modernism, with the classical or neo-classical forms common
to

western cinema (Serceau 2004: 43). Maghrebi cinema was an emergence of an authentic

representation of social problems, reminiscent of Third Cinema in Latin America. However, given the
Maghreb’s new independence from the French and the concomitant screen invasions of the MPEEA
(Motion Picture Export Association of America) across Europe and the Third World during the
1950s, it could neither show its own films, or even less, create an autonomous market in nearby
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countries (67). In the Maghreb as elsewhere, film depended on foreign money, and financiers
were not interested in investing in its cinema. There were also vast differences in Maghrebi
cinema according to political systems and cinematic economy. Algeria, which experienced the
longest occupation and the most radical colonization, produced a more radical and more politicized
cinema than Tunisia or Morocco, which were protectorates, a status that allowed

them to

symbolically keep their king and government (67). Nevertheless, all three cinemas in Algeria,
Morocco, and Tunisia, share enough common traits to be considered an entity within the wider
framework of filmmaking, as Bollywood does in India. Beginning in the 1990s, cinema in the three
countries shared a common aim (Armes 2009), a will to move people’s consciousness and to play
a part in political development (20). In all three, the 1960s were about putting things into place,
while the 1970s were the decade when the cinematic gaze became clearly more critical and the social
problems of that period were underscored, while in the 1980s, individual voices and projects took
center stage (15). With respect to the filmic corpus that I discuss in my thesis, only Morocco and
Tunisia are directly pertinent, as I do not discuss any women filmmakers from Algeria, and thus the
cinematic histories of those two countries are my focus. However, the fundamental importance of
Algeria as a place of anti-colonial warfare and post-colonial contradictions, its contributions to
Arab nationalist consciousness, and the strong voices of Algerian feminists, all make it necessary
to pay close attention to what took place there in the context of a burgeoning Maghrebi cinema.
Thus, in Algeria, cinema only took off during the war of independence (1954-1962), and
especially after independence in 1962, although there were shorts produced before that time.
Cinema in Algeria was an affair of the state, born in hiding, and becoming official in 1962 under
state control and under the control of the ALN78 (Serceau 2004: 38). Cinema exalted nationalism
while reconstituting history (Serceau 2004: 41). According to Boughédir (1987 61-68), Algerian
cinema can be divided into three periods. The first takes place between 1962 and 1972: Algeria’s
energies were then channeled in the war of liberation (1954-1962), and its cinema exalted the fight for
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independence and the struggle of national liberation, as in the film Vent des Aurès (1965). After 1972,
date of the agricultural revolution, filmmakers were authorized to film only the current era of class
struggles and changes in the rural areas, as in Le Charbonnier, Noua, Chronique des Années de
Braise. From 1977 on, Algerian cinema culture changes. Omar Gatlato is released, showing the
true Algerian youth, not as the state wanted it portrayed. Merzak Allouache had to make his film
seem banal and comic to pass censorship, and the public liked it, because it reflected the truth. This
led to more films, w h i c h conferred dignity on people in a way denied during colonialism.
The cinema of the 1970s and 1980s was a social cinema, which dealt with lack of housing and
work, with the problems of youth, and saw its role as reconstructing and re- appropriating
collective and individual subjectivities and the relation between them (Harrow 1999: 258).
After the military coup of 1965, it was President Houari Boumedienne who set the framework
for filming in the new Algeria. Two key filmmakers stand out in this period: Ahmed Rachedi and
Mohamed Lakhdar Hamina. Ahmed Rachedi collaborated with Frenchman René Vautier in the
army film unit and made L’Aube des damnés in 1965, followed by L’Opium et le baton (1969),
based on the novel by Mouloud Mammeri, both on the anti-colonial Algerian struggle. Later, he
made Ali au pays des mirages (1979) and Le Moulin de Monsieur Fabre (1984). Mohamed
Lakhdar Hamina worked in the provisional government’s film unit in exile in Tunis (Armes 2009:8)
and made a trio of films about an awakening national consciousness viewed from unconventional
angles: Le Vent des Aurès (1966), Hassan Terro (1968), and Décembre (1972). He is best known for
his masterpiece Chronique des années de Braise, which was the first Arab film to win the Palme d’Or
in the Cannes Film Festival in 1975. The film is a lyrical protest with a lush Hollywood-style score
by a Frenchman, a parallel story of a wise madman played by himself and an uneducated peasant
who is a skilled swordsman and craftsman, but which ends in the death of both protagonists (8-9).
Later, Lakhdar Hamina made Vent du sable (1983) and an autobiographical film, La Dernière
image (1988) (9-10).
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Other Algerian filmmakers included Mohamed Slim Raid who used his own experiences as
a detainee in France in his film La Voie (1968) (Armes 2009: 8). The agrarian revolution of the
1970s produced films like Noua (Abdelaziz Tolbi, 1972) (10), and Leila et les autres (Sidi Ali
Mazif, 1978), which showcased difficulties faced by women in Algerian society (10). Yet, the
Algerian state-controlled production allowed little scope for innovation and only a handful of films
were made on the margins to challenge the dominant orthodoxy and conventional western style
narrative. Merzak Allouache thus stands out for having brought a fresh look at urban youth and
male inhibition in Muslim society with Omar Gatlato in 1976, and later in Les Aventures d’un
héros (1978), L’homme qui regardait les fenêtres (1982), and Bab el Oued (1994), which studied the
rise of Islamist violence (11). Self-taught, Mohamed Bouamari is best known for Le Charbonnier
(1972), about rural problems, which played at the Cannes Film Festival (12). Filmmakers of
the 1980s and 1990s include Mohamed Chouikh, a former actor who returned to realism to explore
possibilities of parable and allegory with La Citadelle (1988), Youcef, la légende du septième
dormant (1993) and L’Arche du désert (1997). Chouikh is felt to be the answer to Algeria’s
mainstream crippling lack of originality of form and conformity of message (20). Assia Djebar is
the first woman filmmaker of Algeria and her La Nouba des femmes du Mont Chenoua in 1978 is a
deeply autobiographical film on the meaning of returning home for women (12).
Morocco became independent in 1956 and its cinema was born in 1968 with Vaincre pour
Vivre (1968, Tazi and Mesnaoui) (Fertat 2004: 33). Moroccan cinema, unlike Algerian cinema,
remained in private hands, making it more commercial at the onset (Boughédir 1987: 69), but it had
a later start than in Algeria and Tunisia, in the 1970s. It then took off rapidly, producing 38 fulllength features in the 1980s, up from its 8 in the 1970s (Serceau 2004: 42). Morocco’s history of
cinema, like Algerian cinema, has been divided into three periods (Fertat 2004: 53). The first would
be the pre-protectorate from 1897 to the First World War, when documentaries were filmed. The
second is the colonial period, from 1921 to independence in 1956, with a French propaganda cinema
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marked by a metropolitan-based orientalist/colonial gaze that viewed Moroccans as primitive
and exotic natives, devoid of history and culture. Only the military were actors; but they weren’t heroes
sacrificing their lives for a cause (of civilization, of progress or of the western world etc.): on the
contrary, their heroism was negative; if they accepted death, it was to escape the mounting absence
of all values and plans. Clearly, there was no talk of identity during the colonial period, and it was
not until the postcolonial period and decolonization that another type of cinema arose (Serceau 2004:
13). This cinema, of the post-independence or postcolonial period,

becomes the true Moroccan

cinema, but at the same time, it also witnesses a veritable invasion of foreign directors on the
Moroccan landscape.
Moroccan cinema was indeed impacted by a trio of filmmakers who studied at IDHEC (Institut
des Hautes Etudes Cinématographiques) in Paris: Hamed Benani with Wechma (1970), Moumen
Smihi with El Chergui ou le silence violent (1975), and Ahmed Bouanani with Mirage (1979).
Mille et une mains (1972) marked the debut of one of the most forceful of all Maghrebi
filmmakers, Souheil Benbarka, who headed the CCM (Centre Cinématographique Marocain) for
many years. His Guerre du pétrole n’aura pas lieu (1974) attacked the Western exploitation of the
Arab world’s natural resources, followed by Noces de sang79 (1977) and Amok (1982) on
Apartheid. Another Moroccan filmmaker, Ahmed El Maanouni, made his debut with Ô les Jours,
which examines emigration from the inside, followed by Transes (1981) and Coeurs brulés (2006),
which won a National Film prize at Tangiers. Mustafa Derkaoui, who was trained in Poland,
became the most prolific filmmaker but the least seen in Morocco—where his films were not
screened at all-- with his experimental cinema expressed in films such as De Quelques evénements sans
signification (1974), Les Beaux jours de Chahrazade (1982), and Les Amours de Hadj Mokhtar
Soldi (2001) (Armes 2009: 13-15). In fact, the most widely known filmmakers in Morocco
remain Jilal Ferhati and Mohamed Abderrahman Tazi. In the 1980s, when there was a new
concentration of socially realist films on the fate of hapless males, Ferhati made Une Brèche dans le
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mur (1977) on the theme of the unlucky closed-in hero who cannot escape the weight of tradition
and who is defeated or dies a nightmarish death, a theme taken up again by Mohamed Reggab’s
1982 Le Coiffeur du quartier des pauvres. Ferhati made five other films spread over twenty years,
three of which focus on female victims: Poupées de roseau (1981), La Plage aux enfants perdus
(1991) and Tresses (2000). In these films, women are isolated and abandoned after abuse at the hands
of men in an uncomprehending and unforgiving patriarchal society. One of the major Maghrebi
women filmmakers in my corpus, Farida Belyazid (conclusion, part I), was at one time Ferhati’s wife,
and wrote some of the screenplays for his films. Ferhati was one of the first directors to avail himself
of the liberalization of censorship and to deal with dark aspects of Morocco’s recent past; in
Mémoire en détention (2004) he addressed problems of young people released from long prison
sentences and tormented by what they have suffered in detention. Ferhati’s cinema is strictly based on
the real; he conveys meaning visually because dialogue is sparse: “good cinema is the image and
therefore silence” and the spectator is “to be invited to uncover the meaning, to work at the reading
of the film” (Armes 2009: 17). Ferhati’s cinema shows sympathy for the powerless and tormented,
who all sleepwalk to death, disaster, and isolation.
Mohamed Abderrahman Tazi obtained his diploma at IDHEC in Paris, worked for the CCM
(Centre Cinématographique du Maroc) as director in Morocco from 1969 to 1980, coproduced
Hamid Bennani’s Wechma (1970), and then went to school in Syracuse, USA, to study
communications. In 1980, he created Arts et Techniques Audio-Visuels to make short films,
documentaries, and educational and promotional films for both the private and public sectors.80
Tazi began with a bleak film on an isolated truck driver in Le Grand voyage (1982), followed by
Badis (1998), about two oppressed women drawn together and stoned to death by villagers when
they try to escape. Subsequently, he made A la recherche du mari de ma femme (1993), then Lalla
Hobby (1997) and Les Voisines d’Abou Moussa (2003) (Armes 2009 : 17-18).
Generally, Western media and critics are ignorant of the fact that Morocco produces the most
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films in the region and reached that position due to its economic and political rise during the
1980s. Morocco is still not able to distribute outside of the country or feature in any international
festival, and these Western media rely for information on what is already established. With
cinematic infrastructure lacking, Moroccan cinema remained artisanal (Serceau 2004: 7-8). Theatre
houses were reduced by a third from 1995 to 2005, whereas video clubs skyrocketed to more than
2,500 and satellite dishes have been introduced throughout the country (Hillauer 2005:333). For
years, local film clubs were the only market for Moroccan films, and at one point, there were about
100 of them (only 25 still do exist). Since the 1960s, more than 100 feature films and several hundred
short films have been made in Morocco (333). In the end, Moroccans have not suffered from a lack of
means, because they have continued to make cinema despite all obstacles. Today, Morocco stands
as the most advanced and productive filmmaking center of the three countries of the Maghreb,
searching for and finding an aesthetic form.
In Tunisia, there has been a coexistence of the private and public, and the state had the monopoly
on importing films between 1969 to 1981, as well as on allowing private distributors. Because of its
combined Algerian elements (leadership style) and Moroccan ones (art-commerce confrontation),
Tunisian cinema became very diversified in themes and aesthetics to a point where the filmmaker
seems to be a school in himself, and each new title constitutes an original experience in relation to
preceding attempts. Tunisian cinema has produced films on the struggle for liberation81, on the
attachment to the patrimony82, neorealist frescos83, as well as avant-gardist films and films of direct
political contestation (Boughédir 1987: 70-71).84
Tunisia’s initial focus was the past heroism and common struggle of the people to find a way
out of economic struggles, to change social structures and mentality, and the abuses of new powers
(Boughédir 1987: 61). Omar Khlifi is the Lakhdar Hamina of Tunisia, and one of the pioneers of
Tunisian cinema with his trilogy on the Tunisian struggle for freedom: L’Aube in 1966, Le Rebelle in
1968 and Les Fellagas in 1970 (Armes 2009: 10). His Hurlements in 1972 was a study of
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women’s oppression, and fourteen years after, he came back with a resistance tale, Le Défi in 1986
(Armes 2009: 10).
Tunisia was known for the least amount of coercion in censorship, and Belgium-trained Nouri
Bouzid was bold enough to combine intimacy and sharp political critique in his work; as early as the
mid-1980s, his first film spoke about child abuse and male prostitution, subjects that are rare in Arab
cinema. As Armes has shown, Bouzid’s aim was to subvert norms, refuse prohibitions, and unveil
sensitive areas such as religion, sex, the authorities, and the ‘father figure’. Bouzid’s
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protagonists are defeated by experiences rarely treated in Arab or African cinema such as sexual
abuse, torture and male prostitution, as in L’Homme des cendres in 1986, Les Sabots en or in 1988
and Bezness in 1992. Bouzid’s late 1990s features focused on female protagonists: Bent
Familia/Tunisiennes (1997), which depicted three women finding space in a male-dominated
world, and Poupées d’argile (2002), which explores young girls sold into domestic service in
Tunis. His Making of (2006)85 was the story of the indoctrination of a suicide bomber, which
depicted Bouzid’s bleak vision of Tunisian society, but it still won the top prize, Tanit d’Or, at the
JCC in 2006 (Armes 2009: 18).
Férid Boughédir and Abdellatif Kechiche are also part of the generation of Tunisian directors
with an international reputation who have set the pace for the development of cinema in the Maghreb.
Boughédir is one of the Arab’s world best-known critics and author of numerous books, and he
made two documentaries about cinema coming out of the Maghrebi regions, Caméra d’Afrique and
Caméra Arabe, which were presented at the Official Selection at Cannes in July 2021. His best -known
film is Halfaouine (1990), a derisive critique of social mores and government in Tunisia, offers a
rare view of Arab sensuality and shows the sexual plight of young boys in restrictive societies
(Asfour 2004:59). This film was also shown at Cannes in 1990 and is considered today the biggest
success film of Tunisia , a l s o in July 2021. Un été a la Goulette (1995) also won many
prizes and entered competition in Berlin in 1996. Boughédir became Delegate, then Director, of
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the oldest pan-African festival, The Carthage Film festival. As for Kechiche, his specialty was/is
“beur” cinema and is thus part of Maghrebi cinema in France, as he now lives and films from/ in
France.
The Nouveau Théâtre de Tunis saw the rise of directors like Fadhel Jaibi and Fadhel Jaziri in
the 1980s and 1990s who were theatrically trained in 20th century drama and whose films pointed out
collective failures in Arab culture, with La Noce in 1978 and Arab in 1988. Abdellatif Ben Ammar
also trained in Europe and made films to reflect his own civilization, which he thinks has often been
looked at through the gaze of the other, the West, such as in Une si Simple Histoire (1970), Sejnane
(1974), and Aziza (1980). Other directors followed similar paths: Brahim Babai’s Et Demain in 1972,
Naceur Ktari’s Les Ambassadeurs in 1975, Rida Behi’s Soleil d’hyène 1977, Les Anges 1984 and
La Boite magique in 2002. Behi sought international audiences, but with limited success (Armes
2009: 14).
Nacer Khemir, sculptor, designer, actor, performing storyteller and author of a dozen children’s
books, video and filmmaker, has a unique vision in African and Arab cinema; he mixes dream and
reality and a longing for Andalusia and the Arabic past, and his characters vanish in unexplained
ways in the narrative; he made Les Baliseurs du désert, 1984, Le Collier perdu de la colombe, 1990,
and Bab’Aziz, le Prince qui contemple son âme in 2005 (Armes 2009:19).
Tunisia exercised a freedom of expression that Morocco and Algeria did not have and
established the SATPEC (Société Anonyme Tunisienne de Production et d’Expansion
Cinématographiques) as early as 1957, but shut its doors in the mid-1990s (Armes 2009: 6). When
Ben Ali came to power, he focused on eradicating fundamentalist Islamic movements in the country,
in contrast to Algeria and Morocco. It seemed to many international observers that he had succeeded
in this task as well as improving economic development (Tunisia had the 2nd highest GDP in
Africa after South Africa at that point) (Hillauer 2005: 360). How wrong they were was shown by
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the swift demise of Ben Ali in the first salvo of the “Arab Spring” of 2011, resulting in his overthrow
and replacement first by an Islamist government under Ennahda, and by a compromised one between
seculars and Islamists. In effect, under Ben Ali, social inequity, corruption, and unemployment were
high, and state censorship was far-reaching: sites that spoke of freedom were blocked, email was
heavily monitored, only a small elite had access to web services, web cafes were often closed, and
harsh jail sentences were meted out to those convicted of creating or even visiting banned sites
(Hillauer 2005: 361). This state of affairs gives particular significance to the Tunisian film Bedwin
Hacker by woman director El Fani, which I will be discussing in chapter 4. When she showed her
film, oddly, Islamist audiences liked its subversive message as their movement made use of television
to spread their messages (Hillauer 2005: 361).
While the infrastructure of Tunisian cinema was impoverished (from 128 movie houses at
independence only a dozen are left, with less feature films, less distributors, no film library and the
SATPEC no longer in existence), Tunisian filmmakers have maintained a long record of treating
many topics that are generally taboo in Arab cinema, and these films have actually screened in
Tunisian movie houses: male homosexuality (L’Homme des cendres, 1986); sex tourism and
corruption (Bezness 1992); political repressions and torture by police (Golden Hooves 1988),
female nudity (Halfaouine, 1990; Un Eté à la Goulette, 1995); surgical restoration of the hymen
(Fatma, 2002) (Hillauer 2005: 361). With a ratio of a dozen theaters for a population of about
twelve million inhabitants, there is no access to a public space for a film-going public, and thus no
cinema culture. In France, India and the United States, the success of a film is measured by the
number of entries in theaters, not by DVD or VHS. Tunisian cinema has suffered from lack of
support from government entities, censorship, the creative bankruptcy of a generation of young
directors and no presence of film critics to respond to their work.86 Up to the end of 2008, Tunisia
produced the least amount of films compared to the two other countries in the Maghreb: 105 films by
51 directors compared to Algeria’s 78 directors and 187 films and Morocco’s 88 directors and 200
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films (Armes 2009: 7).

ii.

Women in the Cinemas of the Maghreb
Il faut que le cinéma aille plus vite que les mœurs, que les
femmes inventent leur propre futur, en modifiant leur propre
représentation
- Agnès Varda87

Women in the Maghreb discovered their cinematic potential long before India in their cinema
d’auteur. The absence of film schools in Morocco meant that women studied cinema in France mostly,
but also in Italy, the Soviet Union, and elsewhere etc (Hillauer 335). In the 1980s and 1990s, women
did appear in male-directed films treating various aspects of women’s emancipation in Tunisia88, in
Morocco89 and Algeria.90 In the Algerian Elles for instance, high school girls spoke of their condition,
echoing modernity with comments as “La Femme algérienne, laissée de côté” … “elle ne vaut rien
du tout” (Gheselle 2002). In Algérienne, trente ans après, Lallem interviewed these girls again; their
liberty had disappeared bit by bit with the surge of the FIS (Islamic Salvation Front) and the Family
Code of 1984, pretexts to return to a traditional society (Gheselle 2002). Women appeared frequently
in Maghrebi cinema of the 1990s, as evident in some film titles91, as one of the main themes92, in
films exploring divorce, a woman’s tragic situation of being enclosed or locked up, or as guardians of
homes.93 The majority of these male filmmakers featuring women were denouncing injustice and the
discrimination that made women into victims and they presented positive counter-images (Fertat
2004: 52), but they couldn’t represent women quite as effectively as women could themselves, as
Boughédir stated in his film, Caméra Arabe: «Quand les médias s’intéressent aux ‘’femmes
algériennes’’, c’est le plus souvent sous l’angle des violences qu’elles subissent: ‘’femmes victimes
du terrorisme’’, ‘’mères de disparus’’, ‘’femmes victimes du Code de la famille.’’94 In the majority
of films on women, a woman was not the main actor, and if she was, it was as though filmmakers
realized her importance and were evoking her out of duty (Fertat 2004 : 51). In Moroccan cinema,
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the strong recurrence of themes concerning women has led to the reproach that it has become
repetitive and sterile (Fertat 2004: 52), In fact, women in cinema held no political or social position
until some women filmmakers began making their own films in the late 1980s, featuring independent
women thinkers and protagonists. Women could not escape the

repetitive nature of their

representation in female-centered films and had to imagine their space and freedom elsewhere. As a
result, the greatest debates have been provoked by the way in which women were represented and
filmed (Armes 2009:20): As Nejia Ben Mabrouk states in Caméra Arabe: “Even male directors who
mean well, they are either full of gloom, or they idealize the woman. A woman is a human being,
with faults and contradictions. A woman is not a dream, but a reality…she is not just a moving
picture, not a doll, a goddess, or a fairy. She is a living person with difficulties, limitations, and
weaknesses. That is what I want to deal with.”
For many women filmmakers (Hillauer 2005), this meant having to leave their country whether
to escape censorship, political persecution, or suffocating social controls. Inadequate funding,
training and infrastructure indeed drive Arab filmmakers to go abroad as state subsidies are limited
and coproduction with private and European financial backers is a must. Censorship has not changed;
it continues to reign in the modern Arab world with its sights set on religion, sex, and politics (11).
Most filmmakers of the younger generation, both male and female, have studied in Europe95 and
other European countries but many returned to their country of origin when it became possible to
make films in their own country (362). Some women therefore experience(d) their life abroad as
either emigration or exile or both. For those who experience both, their new homes become their
creative space of freedom and they move back and forth between cultures, filming in their former
homelands and living their lives in their new homes (11).
Along with the mass of men-made women-centered films in the Maghreb, there were two female
pioneers of cinema on and about women: Selma Baccar with Fatma 75 and Assia Djebar with La
Nouba des femmes du Mont Chenoua, which both released in 1978. Yet, each Maghrebi country has
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its own success story of women filmmaking, and it is impossible to discuss all of them, so I will
only highlight the filmmakers who have made the most strides in the cinema of their country of
origin.
In Algeria, Assia Djebar, Yamina Chouikh-Bachir, Sarah Taouss-Maton and Hafsa ZinaKoudil stand out as leaders of women’s cinema. Djebar came to film through writing about
women’s silence and their invisibility in Algerian history and the Revolution, and broke new ground
when she became the first person of North African origin (Hillauer 2005: 303) and the only Muslim
woman to accede to the prestigious Académie Française in 2005. Her first film, La Nouba des femmes
du Mont Chenoua won the International Critics Award at the Venice Biennial in 1979 (303). Djebar
separated men from women onscreen, and in fact, kept men away from her screen (relegated to the
side or as pure accessories) because she thought that that was the reality and she wanted to show that
the more space a woman had, the more balanced she was (307). The film breaks with the cliché
of the traditional woman (Gheselle 2002): Djebar reverses the traditional spheres for men

and

women: passive/active, inside/outside (17), giving women their own space. Her 1982 La Zerda et les
Chants de l’oubli celebrated retrieving the pieces of the past which she thought were lost forever in
collective memory (Hillauer 2005: 309).
Sarah Taouss-Maton was born in Algiers of Jewish Berber parents and studied art in Montpellier
and Paris until 1970; she has worked as editor since 1972 for film and video productions. She has
also directed several documentaries and her films are a search for her multi-ethnic roots. She made La
Journée continue in 1981, in 1994, l’Age mûr, a documentary of two best childhood friends, one of
whom remained in Algiers and died at 20, while the other emigrated to Israel where she found a
second home, and in 1996, she made D’un désert, l’autre (319).
Hafsa Zina-Koudil was born in Algiers, worked as assistant director and journalist and wrote
several screenplays and novels (320). Le démon du féminin exposes the true story of a woman who was
exorcized by Islamist fundamentalists, who received death threats and who lived underground

in
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Algeria before going to Tunisia. She faced considerable hostility from males –cinema remaining a
male domain in Algeria- because she had ‘no training’. Cinema is a space where women are
marginalized and involves supervising a crew of 40 people where the director is the brain, machine, and
organizer (320-21). She felt that for those who controlled Algerian cinema, women were only good
for tending the stove. She took up the challenge to launch a film on exorcism because we are living in
the age of fundamentalism, and she wanted everyone to acknowledge that. Exorcism is not only a
result of fundamentalism and has always existed in Algeria but is performed differently there from
the rest of the world; Zina-Koudil wanted to denounce obscurantist practices, which persist in Algeria
today (321).
In Tunisia, which occupies a special place in the Arab world as being the only country to
have granted women almost total liberation after its independence in 1956 (Boughédir 2004: 107),
the reality is different. Laws govern women’s lives in the Arab world and are ahead of public opinion;
they emanate from the political will of governments and reflect expectations of the governing class, but
the resistance to the application of these laws and persistence of certain practices highlight the gap
between the enlightened urban minority, favorable to change, and the rural majority which holds
on to its traditions and is closed to all change, even when it is in the majority’ own interest (Hillauer
367). This is Arab women’s real problem in daily life, which has been magnified by the resurgence
of ultra-conservative Islam and the persistent struggle between the proponents of progress and
the defenders of conservatism, and women have become the hostages of these two forces (367).
Selma Baccar, Nejia ben Mabrouk, Kalthoum Bornaz, Nadia el Fani, Raja Amari, and Moufida
Tlatli stand out for their contributions to Tunisian cinema. Among these filmmakers,

I will be

discussing films by Nadia el Fani (chapter 4) and Raja Amari (chapters 5.1 and 5.2) in subsequent
chapters.
Selma Baccar was born in Tunisia and is part of the Tunisian Movement for Amateur directors
(FTCA). She studied cinema at the IFC (Institut Français du Cinéma) in Paris, worked for ERTT
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(Tunisian Television), then as assistant director on several films. She received the Cinema prize for
the Journée Nationale de la Culture in 2006. She made short films and participated in several
festivals including Cannes.96 Fatma 75 shows Fatma, the protagonist, who writes a paper on
women’s emancipation covering three generations, and it paved the way for future filmmakers. It was
banned for three years and never ran in commercial theaters but received a Gold Medal at the
Manheim Film Festival 1979 (376). Fatma 75 was made in 1975 to celebrate the United Nations
“Year of Women” (Armes 2009: 12) and referred ironically to all women who were called Fatma by
the French. The film opens with a quote from reformer Tahar Haddad’s Women and Islamic Law
“We love woman as a victim, but hate her as a free and conscious person, because we can enjoy
her body but not her mind.” It places women at the center of arguments on Quranic teachings. The
film was banned because of its depiction of sexual education for university students until 1978,
and still cannot be found easily today. Censorship silenced her film for years, but Baccar spoke up
in other films focusing mainly on women via close ups and voices: Danse du feu (1994) is the story
of Habiba Msika, one of the greatest entertainers of the 1920s who had numerous love affairs and
who was burnt alive by one of her lovers out of jealousy (378). Baccar used her to show that
everything was possible for women like Habiba, who was Tunisian and Jewish, a woman and artist
at a moment in time when this was not habitual in people’s ways of thinking. Baccar also made Fleur
de l’oubli in 2004 (Armes 2009: 13), which tells the story of a young woman whose dependence
on a plant leads her into deeper and deeper despair, and who learns to live and love again.
Nejia ben Mabrouk was born in southern Tunisia and studied literature in Tunis. She studied
film at the INSAS in Brussels where she is currently living, then worked as assistant for RTBF
production, the francophone Belgian radio and television (Hillauer 379). Her first film, La Trace, was
begun in 1979, but she did not finish it until 1988 for legal reasons (379). The film tries to break
taboos and millennia-old tradition about women’s condition through the magic that girls grow up
with and encourages sincere discussion (384). Kalthoum Bornaz’s feature film Keswa/le Fil perdu
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(1997) rejects the ‘folkloric image’ conveyed by the West and by some Tunisian films: an image of
couscous, camels, palm trees etc. (389). Her aim was to sweep away clichés by giving a young
Tunisian woman a new identity, but some saw her film as a reinstatement of clichés instead (388) (see
awards for these films in the Appendix A).
Nadia el Fani was born in Paris but lived in Tunis with her father then went back to Paris with
her mother, and then back to Tunisia again where she worked as assistant director under Roman
Polanski and Franco Zeffirelli (390). She has produced commercials as well as her own films (390).
She avoids exoticism in her films in order to not fit into a mold, and instead, shows modern Arab
society in Maktub and Bedwin Hacker in 2002 (395). Bedwin Hacker is her magnum opus and an
anti-cliché story of a bisexual Tunisian woman who hacks into French TV and broadcasting
channels to subvert messages on screen and the image France has of women in Tunisia (397). It is
discussed at length in my Chapter 4. After shuttling back and forth from Paris to Tunis she is now
settled in Paris and is secretary general of the African Guild of film Directors and Producers,
founded in 1998 (390).
Raja Amari was born in Tunis 1971, trained as a dancer at the Conservatoire de Tunis where
she received a prize, and studied Romance Languages in Tunis and film at FEMIS (Institut
de Formation et de l’Enseignement pour les Métiers de l’Image et du Son) in Paris, where she lives
today. She’s written articles for Cinécrits magazine, a radio feature, and screenplays (370). She is one
of the most prolific filmmakers in the Maghreb, the author of five feature films which garnered
numerous awards, beginning with Avril in 1998, then Un Soir de juillet in 2000, also recipient of a
double award (370), while her best-known film, Satin Rouge (2002), alone was awarded four times.
Sur les traces de l’oubli in 2004 was followed by Les Secrets in 2009. MOMA ran a retrospective
of her work on “Mapping Subjectivity” in 2012, which included Satin Rouge and
Les Secrets followed by another retrospective at the Alliance Française in 2014, which made
Amari more widely known in the USA’s art film world. Satin Rouge is a film about a widowed
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mother who obtains s her independence by dancing in a cabaret club. Amari wanted to film the way
things are done in Tunisia, because, she feels, everybody leads a double life to one extent or another
(373). Les Secrets is a dark fairy tale where the fantasies of the protagonist, Aicha, take a murderous
twist. While the mother in Satin Rouge gains independence through dance, Aicha in Les Secrets can
only break free by physically getting rid of those who oppress her, including the mother.
The other most famous Tunisian woman filmmaker is Moufida Tlatli. She studied film in Paris
at the IDHEC and worked as script editor and production manager at the ORTFF (Office de
Radiodiffusion Télévision Française) before returning to Tunisia, where she worked as film editor, and
also with Nejia ben Mabrouk and Selma Baccar (401). All her films open up spaces for women. She
debuted with Silences du palais in 1994, which exposes the silent lives of servants cloistered in a
beylical palace right before the outbreak of the Tunisian Revolution. The film goes into modern
times and the Revolution in order to show a continuation, out of time, of the beylical practices.
All the women are constrained within the tradition of silence, but the power of their gaze in the
film is extraordinary (406-07) and Tlatli wanted to change that silence into agency. This film won
no less than six major awards (appendix) (401). Along with Halfaouine (Ferid Boughédir, 1990),
it is the most widely released Tunisian film, coproduced by the Ministry of Culture (363). It is
considered the female version of Homme des Cendres by Nouri Bouzid, which shows how family
violence and sexual abuse impacts the life of a young man (365). Tlatli’s second feature film, La
Saison des hommes, poses sharp questions on sexuality and the problem of virginity (408). The
film was also shown at Cannes, and the following year, Tlatli became a member of the
Festival Jury, and it also received numerous awards (Appendix B) (401). Nadia et Sarra followed
in 2003, which explores a mother who is a professor and unhappy with her place in life.
Other women have made films in Tunisia, but no one sees their films, and in fact, out of the
ten filmmakers who presented at a Tunisian film retrospective in Montpellier in 1996, only two were
women: Moufida Tlatli of Silences du palais and Nadia Fares of Miel et cendres. Women-made films
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are still uncommon even though the numbers of male and female filmmakers in Tunisia are about
equal97 because “the point of view (in Maghrebi cinema) is majorly masculine since its creation”
(Gheselle 2002).
Moroccan women’s cinema came later than cinema made by women in Algerian and Tunisia,
and Farida Belyazid, Fatima Jebli Ouazzani, Yasmine Kassari, and Narjiss Nejjar all stand out for their
remarkable female vision. Farida Belyazid wrote the script for Ferhati’s Poupées de roseau, which
depicted unfair conditions for women in Morocco, and later, in her Porte sur le ciel (1988), she
portrayed an Islam of tolerance and justice, focused on women-centered Sufism, as a direct
counterweight to the monopolization of Islam by radical ideologues (328). It is the story of a young
modern Moroccan woman who finds her traditional roots through religion and spirituality (337). The
fictional character in the movie is a reflection of very real circumstances for many women dealing
with cultural inheritance issues. Belyazid’s first film – a short - was Identité des femmes in 1979. It
was about women immigrants in France and first aired on French television FR3 in 1979 (Martin
2014: 127). She also scripted Tazi’s A la Recherche d’une femme pour mon mari in 1986 (337) which
pokes fun at polygamy. She was the only woman filmmaker in Morocco until 200398 (328). She
made her ground-breaking Une Porte sur le ciel in 1988, followed by Aminata Traoré, une Femme
du Sahel in 1993, then by Ruses des femmes (an adult fairy tale about feminine wiles and amazing
perseverance) in 1998, and Casablanca, Casablanca (a story of human rights violations surrounding
redevelopment projects) in 2002 (337).
Fatima Jebli Ouazzani was born in 1959 in Morocco and her family emigrated in 1970s to
the Netherlands where she studied psychology, then in film school in Amsterdam (Hillauer 2005:352).
She graduated in 1992 as director and scriptwriter, and since 1983, she has worked as a freelance
author for Dutch radio and television. Her 1997 feature film, In My Father’s House explores
traditions of virginity before marriage, still significant in Muslim societies, and why every woman
who defies this tradition is cast out of her family (353) and it receive several international awards
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(appendix B). Sinned Again followed in 2000 and Halima’s Paradise in 2004 (352). Yasmine Kassari
was born in 1972 in Morocco but has lived in Brussels since 1991, where she studied film at the
INSAS (Institut National Superieur des Arts du Spectacle) and worked as production assistant for
several years. Her first film, Quand les hommes pleurent, received a Special Mention at the
Amiens International film festival and several other awards. The screenplay for her 2004 L’enfant
endormi – on women left behind - received several awards at festivals (Appendix B) (355).
Narjiss Nejjar was born in 1971 in Tangiers, Morocco, and lives in Paris. She made several
documentaries for television and founded her own production company in 2000, Terre Sud Films. Her
Seventh Heaven was screened at Cannes in the section “Quinzaine des Réalisateurs” 2003; she has
also written some screenplays and the novel Cahier d’empreintes (357). She is mostly known for Les
Yeux secs, which received several prestigious awards (appendix B). It tells the story of an isolated
village inhabited by prostitutes who receive paying customers on the night of the full moon, when an
old prostitute comes back after 25 years and helps free the women from their tragic destiny (358).
Hind Bensari is the youngest among these women filmmakers, and she has made one film, on Vimeo:
475 Trève de Silence, discussed in my chapter 4. Born in 1987 in Casablanca, she has lived in London
since age 13. After a French BAC, she double majored in economics and history and politics of the
Middle East at the university of Edinburgh. She spent one year at the American University in Beirut
where she studied political economics. Her year in Lebanon gave her the opportunity to engage in
the work of the Red Cross. Since 2009, she has worked with financial enterprises doing research on
raw materials, then on development for an Arab business chain, Libya Business TV, which has been
co-financed by Al Jazeera since the revolution99. The release of her first film 475 Trève de Silence in
2013 led her to discover a new vocation as activist filmmaker (Sefrioui 2014).
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C. Maghrebi Cinema in France
i.

Franco-Maghrebi Cinema
From the 1980s onwards, “cinema beur” and “cinema de banlieue” gave North African

immigrants living in France a voice. These cinemas overlapped since they both depicted a concern
with the place and identity of the marginal and the excluded in France. “Cinema beur” described
independently released films in the early 1980s by and about so-called Beurs,100 of which the most
prominent was Le Thé au harem d’Archimède by Mehdi Charef in 1985 (Tarr 2005: Intro 2). Beur
filmmakers were/are French-born children of North African immigrants who wanted to show from
their point of view how they suffered from unemployment, exclusion, and racism and the difficulty of
forging an identity in a society, which denied them full access and ignored or held their culture in
contempt. They also wanted to show how secular values and their traditional Muslim values clashed
(Assouline Stillman 2008: 71-72). Three other films of this era were Baton rouge (1985) Miss Mona
(1987), and Cheb (1991), all male-authored, and directed by Rachid Bouchareb (Tarr 2005: 31).
Despite its original awareness of and refusal to be trapped by the negative meanings of the word
“Arab” in the French imaginary,101 beur” became a problematic label due to its subsequent
patronizing, ghettoizing, appropriation by dominant discourses, notably in the media, and it became
unacceptable to many to whom it referred (Tarr 2007: 32). “Beur” filmmakers felt trapped in a
narrow ethnic social space, a sort of cultural ghetto, and their cinema underwent a conceptual
expansion, becoming more variegated, with comedies of life in the banlieues with serious subtexts,
such as Salut, cousin! (Merzak Allouache, 1996), 100 % Arabica (Mohammed Zemmouri, 1997),
Le Ciel, les oiseaux…et ta mère (Djamel Bensalah, 1997) (Assouline Stillman 2008 : 72). “Cinéma
de banlieue” emerged as a way of categorizing a series of independently released films set in the
rundown multi-ethnic working-class housing projects (the cités) on the periphery of France’s major
cities or banlieues, the most significant being Mathieu Kassovitz’s La Haine in 1995. Six films stand
out in this cinéma de banlieue: La Haine, etats des lieux (both in 1995) and Rai, all on Maghrebi
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identity and all authored by three white filmmakers, Kassovitz, Jean-Francois Richet and Thomas
Gilou respectively. Bye-bye, Krim and douce France were all released in 1995, were also maleauthored, but by Maghrebi filmmakers Karim Dridi, Abdelkrim

Bouchaala and Malik Chibane

respectively (Tarr 2005: 74). In both cases, the genre labels were controversial and potentially
reductive: beur-authored films shared the same concerns as banlieue cinema as they sought to give
a voice to the inhabitants of the marginalized spaces of the cités. Beur films began to tell stories not
only of their experiences but of their parents’ also. Beur cinema revisits the question of space and
territory, as we can see in the work of artists like Kechiche. Mireille Rosello describes characters
who are between two cultures, binational, bicultural, bireligious, as “passe-muraille” characters who
can pass through walls, allowing for cultural flows

back and forth, without being from elsewhere

(Murray Levine 2008: 44). This is what V.S. Naipaul described so long ago as the ‘riddle of two
civilizations’, and more recently, what Bhabha describes as ‘displacement’ between cultures as hybrid
and existing in a third space.
The beur generation gained valuable visibility and a political platform through one filmmaker
in particular, Abdellatif Kechiche, whose films continue to express the message ‘beur is beautiful’.
He is still considered a “beur filmmaker” in many studies on cinema and explores marginal sites of
social integration and cultural assimilation for French of Maghrebi descent in France. His La Faute
à Voltaire (2000) shot him up to even more renown as Voltaire’s call for freedom of speech in the
film became a rallying cry for anti-Charlie Hebdo critics/bloggers on the question of whether freedom
of expression exists in France. Kechiche’s Games of Love and Chance 2003 explores the urban life
of teenagers and multiculturalism in France, and its message was that one could neither escape one’s
origins nor dodge them, and it won major awards (Appendix B). La Graine et le mulet (2007) is the
story of a failed man whose dream is to open a couscous restaurant, which he does against all odds.
In its review, Libération stated: “all the burning issues of Arab and French identity are scattered within
this bizarrely static and electric drama…this is the great political film that was needed, at the same
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time breathtaking and allowing you to breathe more freely” (Assouline Stillman 2008: 75).
Kechiche received 4 separate awards for this film (appendix B).1 0 2 His Sorry Haters in 2005, which
asks the question about who we are, won Chlotrudis, an award for best actress.103 Some
theoreticians and cinema aficionados believe that France is beginning to recognize films of MaghrebiFranco origin as part of their national cinema, and beur films have been fostering public awareness of
the multicultural realities of French society and what it means to be French. Thus, the French
embassy helped sponsor a worldwide tour in 2007 showcasing beur films under the title “Beur is
Beautiful” (Assouline Stillman 2008: 76).104

ii.

Maghrebi Female-Authored Cinema in France
While dominant French cinema tended to maintain the hegemony of a white, patriarchal,

Eurocentric understanding of Frenchness, voices from the periphery, particularly those of Maghrebi
descent, have turned French cinema into a site of struggle for the construction of a French national
identity based on the realities of living in a multi-ethnic society (Tarr 2005: 86). This is true not
only for men who have made a life in France and a career out of cinema like Kechiche, but for
women, too. If male “beur” filmmakers or male French citizens of Maghrebi origin feel that they
are marginalized, the women of their culture are doubly oppressed in French society, both as female
and female ethnic Other. This has been reinforced by the French media, which has constructed
women of Maghrebi origin as lacking in social, political, and economic power, a position which
the ‘foulard affair’ and subsequent laws aggravated through a dominant narrative of victimization by
Islamic fundamentalism or alternatively, by traditions of Maghrebi culture. In addition to this, the
proliferation of films addressing ethnic differences, both female-

and male-authored, that take

women for granted in comic or other condescending portrayals, has not helped.105 In contrast,
Souviens-toi de moi by Zaida Ghorab-Volta (1996) and Yamina Benguigui’s Aicha (2009),
Inch’Allah dimanche (2001) and Mémoires d’immigrés (1997) stand out as exceptional works on
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women of Maghrebi descent. Ghorab-Volta’s and Benguigui’s film negotiate identity and explore
cultural subjectivity through female characters who enjoy some degree of agency.
Zaida Ghorab-Volta is an actress, screenwriter for several directors, producer, production
manager, and make-up artist, who works in television films and documentaries, and a filmmaker
who lives in France. She refuses to be typecast as expressing a minority perspective and resists
cultural ghettoization by making films on any subject she wants to address. She resents the fact that
French society puts people in boxes and seeks her out exclusively for roles as a “beurette” from the
outer city projects in French films. Indeed, she travels all over the world to represent “France” in
her films, but when she returns to France, she is only invited to play roles that portray an Arab from
the projects (52). Her first feature film, Souviens-toi de moi (1995), tells the story of a young
French woman of Algerian descent whose gender restricts her opportunities in life, and who must
choose between modern life or live with traditional Algerian culture. Leave a little Love (1998)
explores the relationship between a mother who’s retiring, one daughter who plans to enter Drama
Conservatory in Paris and another, recovering from a failed suicide attempt. It was shown at the
Cannes Film Festival in 1998. Jeunesse dorée (2001) is a comedy about two female best friends who
have led a sheltered life and set out to spend their summer photographing historic homes across
the country, during which they discover a lot about each other and themselves. The film was
screened as part of the Director’s Fortnight series at the 2001 Cannes Film festival.106 All three of
Ghorab-Volta’s films have female characters and challenge the masculine perspective of films like
Kassovitz’s La Haine.
Yamina Benguigui was born in France of Algerian parentage and is a writer and director who
has been involved in documentary cinema since 1994. She was among the first French directors and
producers of Algerian descent. She believes that it is necessary to know one’s history, even if it has
been obscured, or become taboo to one’s parents or the host country, in order to make it visible, because
she sees knowing one’s roots as a very important vector to restore one’s often truncated identity.
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She is an engaged filmmaker interested in issues of immigration and considers the image as an
incontestable tool to advance the evolution of mentalities and change one’s outlook on the Other,
and in the end, to transform society.107 Her films include Femmes d’Islam (1999), Le Jardin parfumé
(2001) and Le Plafond de verre (2005). In 2001, she directed her first feature, Inch’Allah dimanche,
which earned her 27 awards worldwide.1 0 8 It is a film about exile, displacement, belonging,
choices, immigration, and integration for the main protagonist, Zouina, whose story echoes all
women having to migrate: it is the subject of my third chapter. Le Paradis? C’est complet!
(2015) talks about the paucity of burial space for Muslims allotted in a France that did not anticipate
they would be there long enough to die there. She was appointed to the French government’s
Higher Council for Integration in 2006. She has received many prestigious national awards in France,
such as the Legion of Honor and the National Order of Merit.109
What stands out from this overview of women directors in the Maghreb is how much they
privilege the task of giving voice to underrepresented groups, and to reflecting on gender constraints.
They are not only directors, but they also act as journalists, historians and activists who are resolute
and engaging in exploring women’s complexities in the Indo-Islamicate worlds. Nair, Mehta, Amari,
Belyazid, Benguigui, El Fani and Bensari explore all the spaces women could possibly occupy,
spaces imagined, those not yet imaged or imagined for women of these world
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CH 3: BETWEEN RESISTANCE AND TRANSFORMATION: DOMESTIC SPACE AND
CONFINEMENT IN INCH’ALLAH DIMANCHE [YAMINA BENGUIGUI, 2001]

Il y a plus exilé que le travailleur immigré : sa femme
- Dora Carpenter Latiri1
Who is to say if the key that unlocks the cage might not lie
hidden inside the cage?
- Arvind Sharma2

In Yamina Benguigui’s Inch’Allah dimanche, the main protagonist Zouina is the key to
unlocking the cage in which she finds herself upon immigrating to France. Zouina arrives with
her three young children [Amina, Rachid and Ali] and mother-in-law [Aicha] from Algeria in the
1970s to join her husband [Ahmed], working in France since 1964. She arrives at a time when the
Chirac government wanted to stop new immigration of Maghrebis, and instead accorded permission
to the already existing Maghrebi men in France to bring their families to France through the
Regroupement Familial law of 1976. Zouina, a recent immigrant mother must put down roots and
make a home in a new country with the husband she has not lived with in the same house for years.
However, the space in which she finds herself with Ahmed is anything but welcoming, and in fact
quite often hostile.
Inch’Allah dimanche is organized around the literal and symbolic spaces that Zouina occupies
and the borders she must cross. The film explores Zouina’s trajectory from closed to open borders
or spaces and the in-between diegetic spaces. The spaces she occupies, how she interacts in these
spaces, and how she overcomes confining spaces to make her home in a new place are important
stages of her journey. This chapter will explore how one Algerian woman fits in instead of standing out,
in both the unfamiliar space of the host country and in the equally, if not more, unfamiliar space
shared with the husband whom she does not know. I will show that the only way for Zouina to make
a home in a foreign country is to appropriate the various spaces with which she comes in contact,
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starting in Algeria, and continuing in the spaces she inhabits in France. Inch’Allah dimanche
will be analyzed differently from my other films since it is a journey that goes from confinement
to openness and from veiling to unveiling in physical and symbolic ways. Therefore, the question of
borders is vastly important to show Zouina opening up and altering the margins of her domestic
confining spaces into “a space of radical openness” [a hooksian concept]. For hooks, radical openness
is about transcending margins, a not necessarily ‘safe’ but necessary space with a community of
resistance in order to locate oneself. From this space, Zouina will transform not just herself, but also
those around her, including her husband Ahmed, and the other women in the film, as well as,
potentially, female viewers.
I divide Zouina’s border-crossing journey into the following five spaces: 1. Zouina’s choratic
and in-between space, 2. Borders and domestic confining space, 3. Sunday space: escapades in interim
[outside] space, 4. Re-appropriating space via repurposing the headscarf, and 5. Circularity of space.

A. Zouina in Choratic and In-Between Space
From the first moment Zouina appears throughout most of the film, she is embedded in two
spaces simultaneously, whether emotionally, psychologically, physically, or symbolically. The film
opens with Zouina in a frenzied space when she is departing from Algeria. The commotion at the
boat scene shows how chaotic things are and how uncertain she feels about leaving. To create
this turmoil, the director has an initial montage of shot-reverse shots, which explicitly show or assume
two characters looking at each other. The chaos starts with a hand stamping a passport
unceremoniously, followed by her mother, then a moving suitcase, an officer’s face only, a midrange shot of one of her sons’ face, people queuing to have their passports reviewed and hurriedly
stamped, bodies shuffling outside, Amina (Zouina’s daughter) leaning on the counter, Zouina’s
face in a headscarf, and finally metal bars. All of these actions finally end in silence, except for the
extra diegetic scream, which we assume emanates from Zouina’s mother due to the contents of the
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words: “Zouina, my little girl! Don’t leave me all alone!” This scream echoes just before Zouina
steps inside the boat to leave Algeria for good.
This scream that rocks the film’s hectic beginning is significant in order to understand Zouina
and the connection she has with her mother. The aural-only scream introduces Zouina’s visual-only
anguish in close-ups. The film’s enunciation in fact begins in documentary realism style with visual
montage originating from an unlocatable, objective gaze on bureaucratic procedures associated with
migration, only to be punctuated by a woman’s scream (Fenner 2007: 107). The mother’s scream
accords with the umbilicus that sustains an aural connection when bodily contact has been severed
(Chion 1999: 61-62). But where Chion lends the umbilical cord a suffocating and regressive
dimension, Benguigui renders the maternal cry metonymic for her own intervention into inherited
discourses about North African diaspora (Fenner 2007: 107). While other films and grand narratives
silently shroud this affectivity of migrating female Maghrebis, in this film, this scream particularly
is the point of departure for Zouina’s journey from maternal space.
All that Zouina feels during this detailed separation scene in Algeria, which is the site of crisis,
has maternal/feminine connotations and can be conceptualized in the notion of chora.3
A c c o r d i n g t o Kristeva (1984c), chora is a place of rupture and articulation, and this precedes
spatiality and temporality (26). Chora embodies all that Zouina feels in the opening scene where her
spatiality is first ruptured. I borrow the concept of chora from Revolution in Poetic Language (1984b)
where Kristeva uses it to conceptualize a subject spatially and temporally, a subject at the intersection
of ‘corporeal, linguistic and social’ (15) forces. My purpose for choosing chora is not to adhere to
any orthodoxy of a particular school of psychoanalytic thought, [nor to analyze any discourse of
language or text], but to show the strong link between Zouina’s spatial inscriptions with the maternal.
However, where Kristeva uses chora to recover the long-lost body of the Mother and reinstate the
‘feminine’ in language, I use it to position Zouina in space[s], and not merely language. The ultimate
goal in adopting Kristeva’s chora is to show a chora-tic link that will reveal how subjectivity can be
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constructed and sustained from the maternal space, and not just from the ‘materiality’ of the female
body, nor from the theoretical materiality of language, but from Zouina’s subject formation as
constituted from a space that exceeds both body and language.
Kristeva defines chora as the place where the subject is simultaneously generated and negated,
and as the place where unity succumbs before the process of charges and stases produces the
subject (1984c: 28). In the opening scene, Zouina is simultaneously generated by her mother’s
scream and negated by Aicha’s scream in the same time frame, the latter shattering her unity with the
former. The counter shot to the soft, teary, loving words from Zouina’s mother is juxtaposed with
the shrill, harsh, raspy scream of Aicha, whose voice punctuates the tender moment with her mother,
resonating Zouina’s first negation while marking her in invisible space:
Customs officer [off-screen voice]: who are these children?
Aicha: they are my son’s children
Customs officer: and her?
Aicha: my son’s wife
Chora is also analogous to vocal or kinetic rhythm (Kristeva 1984c:26), and in the film, that is the
Voice and body - the voice of the mother [from the scream] and the body of Zouina [in space].
But, where Kristeva’s chora safeguards the notion of culture as a paternal structure and delimits
maternity as an essentially precultural reality (Butler 1990: 101), Zouina’s chora goes beyond the
Kristevan pre-mirror stage and female material body to designate the maternal in a relation of
continuity. Whereas Kristeva uses chora as a reference to the uterus and as a metaphor for the
relationship between mother and child only during the temporal period preceding the mirror stage, in
this film, the notion of chora is extended to all stages of a Zouina’s life, far beyond the pre-mirror
stage. The maternal connection is not solely between Zouina and her mother in Algeria and France,
but continues between another maternal couple in the absence of her own mother: between Amina and
Zouina in France until the very end of the film. Thus, the film ends where it starts, with a chora-tic
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link: it opens with Zouina and her mother in Algeria, and ends with Amina and Zouina in France.
Zouina extends this maternal connection a step further in maintaining chora with all her children, not
only the female (Amina), but the males also (Rachid and Ali).
Chora also expands Zouina’s subject formation beyond language and materiality – that
Kristeva uses as re-inscription [into language] - by insisting on mobility. In the same way that Kristeva
uses chora to inscribe the feminine back into ‘language’, I apply it to reinscribe Zouina’s experience
back into a ‘space’ that is activated at the point of the mother’s scream in Algeria, because it will
have spatial echoes in France, as Zouina navigates different spaces there. Several moments in
France hark back to this chora of maternal space from which Zouina draws comfort. The first time
occurs when she takes out the mother’s photo among the very few possessions she brought to
France, and holds it near her heart and cries silently. At other times in filmic space, she calls out to
her mother from extreme loneliness: when she is hanging clothes on the line outside, again when she
is looking to reproduce the maternal bond with Malika and in her own relationship with her daughter
Amina. Zouina’s non-vocal state, made up only of tactile communication – extra sensory, extralinguistic – even before she speaks, --or before Aicha speaks-- unpacks the strong

choratic

connection between Zouina and her mother, which the symbolic words “Zouina, my little girl, don’t
leave me all alone” only accentuate.
The scream causes Zouina to run back down the ramp, grab her mother, as they both erupt
in inconsolable tears, communicating only by choratic touch. However, Aicha tries to break the
choratic bond by blocking Zouina from her mother, telling people to not listen to her cries while
calling her a donkey, before finally giving up on her, negating her again by shouting decidedly:
“Keep her! I'm leaving with the children.” The nonverbal articulation of this entire opening scene
(except for her mother’s scream) does not silence, but amplify, the private grief and libidinal loss of
the mother that underpins Zouina’s journey. The torn state and in between-ness that she feels begins
as she is wavering between leaving a mother who loves her and going with a [substitute] ‘mother’
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who silences and insults her, and who, in fact, breaks the choratic connection Zouina cherishes
dearly. At the same time, in this boat scene, she is confronted with the impossible choice of choosing
between having a mother and being a mother (Fenner 2007: 108) to three children. The extreme
close ups of Zouina’s face crying, and her fainting mother clutching to touch her through the bars
are devastating as the camera then focuses on Zouina who is grabbing her mother through the bars.
Her incapacity to relinquish choratic ties from the network of female relationships through sisters,
cousins, and most importantly, her own mother, reinforces their choratic connection. The pain of
leaving is so unbearable that Zouina must be wrenched from her mother’s hands by a man as she
makes her way back to the departing boat ready to set sail. Even a hard shove from Aicha up the
ramp of the boat does not propel her, and she collapses lifelessly in resignation at the top of the
ramp in a final goodbye to her mother. This intimate, yet excruciating parting from her mother
and mother-country is not voluntary, but a forced migration, and clearly not for her ‘betterment’.
Leaving Algeria and her mother is for her ‘family’s’ benefit, which the women onlookers make
clear to her mother: “let her go to her husband!” After this separation and agonizing opening scene
in Algeria, emotional conflict, finding place and space for

oneself, and managing the pain of

separation throughout the movie are woven in the chora and foregrounded in the rest of the film.
This other choratic link is introduced in the choice of the song that begins to play during Zouina’s
mechanical movements to re-embark on the boat. The mourning song - Ageggig4 - sets the tone of
Zouina’s state of mind and rupture with this other maternal link – the mother country. The song
begins to play while Zouina is still on Algerian shores, and continue in moments of deep grief in
France, and it is to this diegetic choratic space – the mother country via the mourning song – that
Zouina returns during acute feelings of displacement. Ageggig follows her to France, across both
emotional landscapes and physical space. Ageggig is a kind of libidinal comfort and a means to
reconstitute a shattered self when Zouina is in France, and resurfaces in flashbacks.5 According to
Fenner’s thorough exploration of Ageggig’s implicit meanings (2007), the insertion of a mourning
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song in Zouina’s space mourns a dashed utopian moment for her, of having to leave behind her
homeland filled with memories and the sense of belonging to family and to social and cultural ties
(110). Ageggig conjures a certain type of imaginary space that exceeds the cinematic frame and
diegetic universe (110).6 Through the song, Zouina enters diegetic space. The lyrics of this song
open up a space of in-between-ness as it floats through the air, portraying Zouina torn in two,
having to leave behind her home in Algeria and move to France. Ageggig7 is a mourning song due to
its timbre and sadness and has become invested with profound patriotic and political sentiment among
Algerian and North Africans (108), featuring in another Maghrebi film, Les Yeux secs (Narjiss
Nejjar, Morocco, 2003) that also explores pain and isolation. In Les Yeux secs, a village full of
women is condemned to prostitution, and one woman, Mina, comes out of exile after twenty-five
years, and desires to change the sexual servitude of this female village. Mina and Zouina are
distanced and displaced from their country or society of origin. In the actual song, the singer, named
Ghriba, begs her father, Inouba, to let her in, because she is afraid of the outside.8 In both Les Yeux
secs and Inch’ Allah dimanche the song provides a linguistic articulation9 of the grief, rejection and
loneliness that both Mina and Zouina feel far from home. During exile, personal identity is more than
ever enmeshed with identities of other sorts, and films are concerned not only with self and individual,
but also with shared elements on which group affiliation are based (Naficy 2001: 105). Ageggig
associates with the involuntary exile that Zouina feels in France.
Zouina’s choratic link surfaces three times through Ageggig in Inch’Allah dimanche. The first
time it is played is when Zouina is leaving Algeria and the maternal bond with her mother is being
broken. The second time, it is heard when she thinks of, misses and cries for her mother in France, and
the third time again, when Zouina is forcibly and forcefully rejected from a bond with Malika
(explored later in this chapter). In Inch’Allah dimanche the extradiegetic melody of Ageggig
negotiates between two scales of relations: the scale of the imaged nation mapped onto the
geography of Algeria, and the scale of familial relations with their attendant body politics (Fenner
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110). In the first evocation of the melody during the departure scene, a long shot of the shoreline of
Algiers is matched by a counter shot of the ship leaving the shore as if the city were returning the
gaze of its departing inhabitants (110). Thus, the song becomes associated not only with the
departure from the mother’s body, but also with the departure from the mother country. It is
associated with the intimate familiarity of a particular geographical terrain and its attending
architectures (110). The second time it is played is to facilitate occasional shifts in orientation from
place-centered spaces to imaginary relational spaces - a psychical maneuver of critical support to
those who experience the profound displacements of migration (110). The song can be heard and
invoked by Zouina in moments of deep grief in order to self-medicate. This libidinal comfort10 is a
means to reconstitute a shattered self for Zouina. For her, Ageggig gently resurfaces amid
subjective flashbacks of her departure from the port of Algiers and permeates the diegetic space, its
pulsions animating Zouina’s body to weave a primal dance, a synesthetic blend of color, sound, and
rhythm (111). This deviates from classical conventions; the distinction between interiority of the
diegesis --indeed, the interiority of a character’s emotions-- and its external point of cinematic
enunciation within the soundtrack dissolves (111). Narrative action is momentarily arrested in
order to privilege a fleeting moment of spectacle outside diegetic time and space (111). The scene
evinces how music can shape human drive. In Nejjar’s film, Les Yeux secs, Mina must struggle to
rebuild a life in her vanishing Berber village much like Zouina must make home in France. In both Les
Yeux secs and Inch’Allah dimanche, the same mourning song foreshadows how both women face
painful transitions and losses elsewhere, in search of a second ‘home’. Both films have women
protagonists who are isolated, and Ageggig offers possibilities for growth and further individuation
that immigrants – many women – will encounter (109). The rebuilding of a life in Les Yeux Secs and
Inch’ Allah dimanche liaises with the third time Ageggig is heard, which is during the Malika- Zouina
rejection scene. The mourning that ensues after this rejection from Malika and her family hits Zouina
hard, evicting her once again from her mother-country or homeland. She is rendered homeless in
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this evocation of Ageggig when the sense of belonging to family and social and cultural ties are
taken away, leaving a deep wound11 in her that will be very difficult to heal (Beretta 61).
While the two opening sequences – the chora and Ageggig - establish the mood for the film
and Zouina’s state of mind, it is the third sequence, which, most prominently, concretizes Zouina’s
in- between spaces location. While Ageggig is still wafting through the cool air, and even before the
boat docks into Picardy, the landscape sequence that follows announces the rift that will continue to
grow in the rest of the film. This landscape, shot from afar and out of the boat, slowly panning the
drab, uninviting, sepia-toned apartment buildings and cranes against a flat landscape in France paves
Zouina’s way. It is this shot that announces Zouina’s in-between-ness presciently while solidly
anchoring her in between worlds like none other, in a cinematic master stroke.
There is a long take on the clouds above, as the camera, still mounted on the boat, and even before
reaching the French shores, rises to meet the very dark, almost black and ominous clouds that
adorn the French sky, introducing the beginning of the the film proper. The credits roll at this point as
the foreboding clouds envelop the entire screen in darkness and move to center frame to entrap the
film title - Inch’Allah dimanche - as its words struggle to break out of the imprisoning clouds and as
it tries to expand, taking up more and more space to announce itself. The two words, Inch’ Allah and
dimanche, push out the clouds, which slowly begin to fade to the left of the frame, disappearing
into off-screen space to make room for the filmmaker’s name to appear. This in- between-ness –
the push and pull between the ill-omened clouds and the film’s title trapped in the clouds metonymizes what Zouina feels inside. Thus far, Zouina has had to break through symbolic
and physical borders to reach her new home: forced to leave the maternal bond and Algeria on
one side, and on the other, inserting herself in an unknown land, France. Nothing lends more weight
to the struggle she is experiencing silently than the content, language and positioning of the words in
the title itself. That the title comprises two words in two languages – Arabic and French – and is
positioned in the order that the words appear, in extreme close-up, is deliberate. The first half of
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the title is in Arabic “Inch’Allah” representing Zouina, and the second half in French, or
“dimanche”, suggesting that Zouina’s displacement will be located not only geographically and
temporally, but also linguistically, ‘in between languages’, and culturally, ‘in

between cultures’.

Much like the clouds in this scene trying to swallow the bilingual and integrating the title of the
film, physically confining space that has been creeping up slowly on Zouina since her departure
from Algeria begins to close in on her, once she actually reaches the Saint-Quentin that Ahmed
calls home. Finally, the title alludes to the fact that the Arabic ‘ Inch’Allah’, if God wills, is always
used in Arabic to refer to something future [never it will be but if God wills it], while the French word
‘dimanche’ refers to a specific, finalized point in the calendar and in time; and further, the first formula
refers to Muslim faith expressed in Arabic as its sacred language, whereas “dimanche” is strongly
catholic-connoted (la Domenica in Italian, as in dominical).12

B. “Borders” and Domestic Confining Space
i.

Border-keeping in Domestic Confining Space: The Aicha/Ahmed couple
The spatial displacement looming over Zouina from Algeria accompanies her to France, where

she is made invisible again. From the moment Ahmed sees her in the family reunion at the taxi stand
at Saint-Quentin, he renders her invisible, the same way his mother did in Algeria with her effacing
shout. His eyes never once register Zouina, despite her close-up presence in this scene: the camera
jumps from Aicha to the children, back to Aicha again, then to Ahmed when he welcomes Aicha and
his children with hugs and smiles and bestows great tenderness on them, and especially on the mother.
Close ups of Aicha’s joyful cries of “my son, my son” evoke Zouina’s mother’s tearful cries in
Algeria (“my little girl”) and punctuate Zouina’s silent contemplation of her husband whom she
most likely only saw long enough to bear three children in the ten years during their separation.
When the camera registers Zouina, it is not within the family welcoming frames, but she is framed
separately from the rest, and then the camera quickly jumps back again to Ahmed plying his mother
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with kisses while she tells him how much she has missed him. All of the shots at the taxi stand scene
are in extreme close-ups and position Zouina apart from, and absent in, this family reunion moment.
The absence of Zouina in the family reunion is so obvious that the Pole – Ahmed’s friend, a complete
stranger to the family, and merely the driver of the van - notices it. Even the Pole occupies primal
space in this long close-up of the tender family scene between Ahmed and Aicha, because it is
through his eyes that the unwelcoming scene for Zouina is being captured. The camera only centers
on Zouina again in this family scene without jumping to the other family members on the way to
the house in Saint Quentin. En route to their house, her sad face is leaning against the rain-soaked
window of the van, as she watches the gloomy outside in a long take in extreme closeup. The camera’s
eye stays on Zouina to reveal the rupture and distance she feels. The town structure that her eyes
capture foreshadows her own in-between ness and isolated destination. The town is bordered by an
abandoned factory, a field, and a cemetery, away from the rest of the neighborhood, isolating its
inhabitants from others, both physically and emotionally (Johnson-Evans 2009: 52). This structure
announces Zouina’s state of mind as she approaches Saint Quentin, as images of modern houses
flash by through the car’s window. Zouina looks up - and not at - the buildings, unaware of it all, as
if she does not want to acknowledge the new surroundings, but centers instead her thoughts on/in
Algeria (Beretta 35). This long visual isolation shot of Zouina follows her until she reaches the
house, where she finds herself firmly planted in the in-between space.
There are two key in-between shots that isolate and root Zouina in this sort of space even before
entering the house: the first is when she is caught in-between two gazes, outside the house in the
yard; then a second time, while she is in the doorway between the outside and the inside of the
house. The first instance occurs just as Ahmed is taking out the last suitcase from the trunk of the van
and the Leroux bus pulls up. A medium shot outside separates Ahmed and Zouina into two different
frames, then three, by introducing the bus driver’s gaze. Zouina is captured in-between the space of
the two men – of Ahmed and the French bus driver, then between both of them and the camera. The
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camera jumps back and forth from the bus driver to Ahmed to Zouina as it did with Ahmed and
his mother in the previous welcome scene. The bus driver is looking at Zouina as she drifts between
visibility and invisibility: visibility for the bus driver, and continued invisibility for Ahmed. It
is only in this scene that Ahmed talks to Zouina for the first time, and it is to tell her to ‘get inside’
because the bus driver looks at her and sees her. After this bus driver/Ahmed gaze scene, Ahmed
invites the children and Aicha inside the house, and leaves Zouina in the outside space after telling
her to get inside. Waiting for Ahmed to invite her inside is the second instance where Zouina is
literally and symbolically in the in-between space. She stands on the threshold and lingers there for
a long time, motionlessly in a full body medium shot with the three children huddled up to her. While
she is still waiting on this threshold, the camera leaves her to capture Aicha strutting around inside
the house, expanding the foreground to zoom in on her admiring Ahmed’s ‘château’, while fading
Zouina and the children into the far background. Zouina’s threshold stance positions her as an
observer instead of someone belonging to that space, and this observer status is accentuated by the
sweeping pans of the suitcases and cardboard boxes in that place lining the walls. These pans are
both a visual proof of Zouina’s temporary and outsider status, as well as her unsettled state of mind.
Zouina’s place on the margins of both the house and camera are again revealed from the close-ups of
Aicha entering domestic space that establish her place immediately, but not Zouina’s. Zouina’s
anchoring in peripheral space – i.e., on the threshold - and not center space is significant to show
her exclusion from common space. A presence of self is needed to render a house a place where
someone resides, lives, exists (Cavarero 2002: 90), and it is not Zouina’s presence or comfort that fills
the house, but Aicha’s, that makes the house a home immediately. The house exists for, and by the
existence of, the woman who lives there and becomes the daily inhabiting of an embodied existence
(91). The deep focus shot of Aicha mapping out space with her ample presence should belong to
the wife, since mothers-in-law were not part of the package of the Regroupement Familial, which
was only for wives and children (Carpenter Latiri 2003). Nevertheless, Aicha invades and positions
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herself in Zouina’s space as the head of their household, head of the children, head of Ahmed, and
even head of Zouina in domestic space for most of the film. The medium shot that captures Aicha
settling into space to accommodate her and all her belongings - her huge, lush sheepskin - signifies
that she is there to stay and inaugurates her ‘belongingness’ in the house. The husband and mother
fussing and fawning over each other again like a long-lost couple is a homecoming scene for Aicha,
but an un-welcoming scene for Zouina. In stark difference to Aicha’s joy is Zouina’s acute
displacement filmed in extreme close-ups as she takes out a photo of her mother from her single,
simple bundle of clothes while weeping and calling “mother, dear mother”. She is confined to the
sad bedroom while Aicha is marking inside then outside territory, and when she returns inside the
living space, her voice rips through Zouina’s silence and sadness that is juxtaposed with Ahmed’s soft
words to the children to be quiet in the garden. Aicha’s loud voice in the kitchen scenes silences
Zouina, confining her to the kitchen space peeling vegetables, while simultaneously rendering her
useless in this space. Zouina is a guest in her material place of abode, always standing outside,
looking inside: the reaction shots of her face are unsettled and homesick, and suggest this is not a
home (McNeill 2011: 16).
Apart from her physical and literal imprisonment in domestic space, symbolic visual
constrictions also reveal Zouina’s voiceless struggles. Detailed camera work that situates Zouina’s
inside space excluding her from family or conjugal reunion locates Zouina in a place resembling a
prison that lacks care, comfort, warmth, and nurturance. Zouina’s unbelonging-ness and Aicha’s
belongingness are further reinforced in Aicha’s possession of the only key to the house. The key
marks Zouina’s lack of power and presence in the domestic sphere. The key is a symbol of power and
presence for Maghrebi women because it implies a hold over the house and its effects: "posséder
la clef signifie avoir été initié. Elle signifie non seulement l’entrée dans...une maison, mais l’accès
à un état, à une demeure spirituelle, à un degré initiatique"13 (McCullough 2015 : 86). Whenever Aicha
is handling the keys, she is the only person in the (camera) frame – a close up of her hands shows her
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unlocking and opening the sugar box to emphasize the distance between her and Zouina (85). She
jingles the keys as a constant reminder to Zouina of who holds power in family space. She changes
the key’s hiding place often to maintain this power, but mostly to prevent Zouina from taking away
her power (85) as the self-anointed and self-appointed head of their household. But the key is not the
only marker of power over space in the domestic sphere.
According to Mernissi (2003), a prominent writer and sociologist concerned with the position
of women within Islamic history and thought, the spatial division according to and between the sexes
reflects the division between those who hold authority and those who do not, between those who
hold spiritual powers and those who do not (490). Zouina’s so-called ‘home’ territory – the
domestic space - is coded as ‘female’, i.e., where the heart is, and where she should have spatial
mobility, but that domestic space as the territory of women is misleading. The attempt to confine
women to domestic space was both spatially and socially controlling, the latter exercised through the
former and shaping identity (Massey 1999: 180). Inside the Maghrebi household, space is divided
into two sub universes: the universe of the men [umma, the world, religion and power], and the
universe of women [the domestic world of sexuality and family] (Mernissi 2003: 490). This
household, called home for Ahmed and Aicha – but not for Zouina - with its strict space
boundaries, comes with its own rules and customs. Zouina must lower her gaze when Ahmed and
Aicha speak to her and remain silent. The slightest instance of disobedience on her part threatens the
whole edifice (Martin 2004: 191) because traditionally the duty of a Muslim woman is to obey
(Mernissi 2003: 491), but elderly women are exempt from confinement and they have greater
freedom (493). And as the sole possessor of the symbolic key, Aicha reminds Zouina of her
position as “only” the son’s wife, and that she will never be part of the initiated (McCullough
2015: 86), i.e., part of the home of Ahmed and Aicha. The key that only Aicha possesses literally
locks Zouina inside domestic space whose boundaries Ahmed defines.
Ahmed places restrictions only on Zouina and Amina, not his mother or sons, and imprisons
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Zouina’s every movement. He forbids her to leave the house, answer or open the door, something
that only her son - a ‘male’ - has the right to do. He reminds Amina that “on n’a pas le droit de
sortir”.14 Women in the Maghreb [have to] inhabit the ‘space of the other’, i.e., the space of the
husband, and their self is thus often fractured (Assa 2009: 31). In this domestic prison, Zouina is
indeed fractured: she cannot even put on makeup because her body does not belong to her, but to
Ahmed. The make-up is a metonymy for the ownership of her body by her husband. The idea that a
man’s home is his castle reveals an important historical link between masculinity, patriarchal
autonomy and its spatial expression in the form of private property (Duncan 1996: 131). Zouina
must refuse Nicole’s makeup because Ahmed does not approve of her adorning her own body and she
cannot act of her own volition. He reminds her of this ownership of her body when he dashes the
make-up to the ground and smashes it to pieces. Zouina is deprived of power even within the world
in which she is confined, since it is the man who wields authority within the family (Mernissi 2003:
491). In this private place, where men have traditionally dominated their families, and their privacy
to do whatever they want has been protected (Duncan 1996:131), her body is fully controlled.
In this domestic private place, the berating and beating Zouina mask the physical abuse and other
manifestations of power and inequality within the family, where “on leur a fabriqué des prisons”
(Hollis 2012:202). Ahmed and Aicha work as a team to consign Zouina to house arrest, and they
are the only couple in the domestic and outside space for most of the film, and not the Zouina/Ahmed
couple. Aicha’s insinuations of Zouina as a woman of loose morals15 and a bad wife are to maintain
her own honor and morality, and to earn Zouina constant punishment from Ahmed.
Aicha and Ahmed’s rigid control over Zouina and their bond also drives a wedge that prevents
the real husband and wife couple from reuniting. According to Carpenter Latiri (2003), the ideology
of the modern couple in the Maghreb does not exist, because the only hetero-sexual couple is the
mother/son couple which hinders all other couples: “Si les femmes sont ainsi ‘mères-avant-tout’, les
hommes, quant à eux, sont fils-avant-tout.”16 Ahmed’s strong connection to his mother and weak link
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to Zouina are revealed by the alienating shots of Zouina inside domestic space and inside the familial
setting, from the camera’s proximity and the back and forth of the camera movements between
mother and son. The camera in fact often captures Zouina in in-between shots

only on its way to

capturing the togetherness and love that exists between mother and son.
This confinement Zouina experiences is exemplified through the abundant use of shots where
the camera lingers on point of view to heighten the tension of the confining, isolating, imprisoning,
and suffocating she feels as she looks longingly through windows in extreme and medium close- up
shots. These shots through the bars of the windows allude to the thick bars that separated her from
her mother in Algeria. The camera’s emphasis on closed, narrow, poorly lit shots of Zouina inside
the domestic space are synonymous with various forms of oppression and confinement of women.
At the same time, those windows are a gateway to the outside and signal her longing for the outside.
They are a bridge between outside and inside or between confinement and liberation. Positioning
Zouina behind these windows on the inside of domestic space – and not the outside – is thus the
opposite of freedom. The shots in this sequence eloquently portray the tragedy of her involuntary
exile, and the “out-of-place-ness” she feels in her “homeless” space. Her exclusion from family
events and get-togethers when Ahmed comes home reflects her seclusion. In the scene where Ahmed
plays the guitar for their children and his doting mother who all gather around him, the camera has to
pin Zouina down at the side of its lens to see her peeking from behind thick, long, heavy drapes.
She is not part of the frames of the family, and remains behind the obscuring drapes, but this is
actually one of the few times that she shares space with Ahmed. The shot is not a close up, and it
suggests he might wish to include her, since it is the second time his eyes register her17, but he does
not dare to include her in the mother’s presence.
This fear that Ahmed has of sharing space (as reflected in the constricted camera frames) with
his wife coupled with Aicha’s seamless belonging in the house is not just a physical position of inbetween-ness for Zouina, it is also a conjugal problem. Both Carpenter Latiri (2003) and McCullough
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(2015) take issue with the Ahmed/Aicha couple as a team, and both see Aicha as an unauthorized
insertion in the film’s narrative. Despite wanting to distance my analysis from totalizing grand
theories, and wanting instead to embrace a multiple perspective to describe Aicha, Ahmed and Zouina,
it is impossible to escape the trope of the phallic mother. Since Zouina and Ahmed are profoundly
affected and controlled by Aicha, I partially accept the portrait that Carpenter Latiri and
McCullough paint of Aicha: as psychiatric and as the quintessential phallic mother consecutively,
especially in the scenes of violence perpetrated on Zouina by Ahmed, where Aicha manipulates her
son. Aicha surveils Zouina hawk-like, rummages through her affairs like a jealous lover, and when
she finds anything suspect, she waits until Ahmed comes home to make him beat her in front of the
whole family instead of confronting Zouina. Ahmed constantly proves his virility to his mother by
abusing, scolding, and generally treating and grounding Zouina like a child. The man-son’s powers
exist only in this domination on which his virility and honor depend, and as a result the violence to
which Zouina is subjected is the only form of communication between them (Carpenter Latiri).
Ahmed’s reliance on his mother points to his impotence as a husband in France, and as a result,
there is no investment in his own couple with Zouina. For instance, Ahmed takes Aicha with him
to go look for a sheep for Aid, but leaves Zouina at home.
According to McCullough (2015), Aicha is the quintessential phallic mother who represents
the absolute power of the autonomous and independent woman, and who demonstrates the castration
of all women - except her own self - which she maintains (83). Aicha threatens to replace Zouina by
another wife, despite the fact that she has already borne Ahmed two sons, and despite the fact that
women are traditionally only repudiated if they cannot bear a son. Her actions are synonymous with
what is considered an extremely controlling mother - not only controlling the children and Ahmed
- but she also deprives Zouina of any social interaction with the French neighbors (85). She keeps
her from becoming French. Whenever the French Madame Manant or Nicole Briat visit Zouina, Aicha
gets in between them and Zouina, to intervene and suppress their conversations and friendship. Aicha
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is cruel, powerful, and part of traditional rural Algerian culture where mothers of sons have power
over their households and can be castrating ogresses. Her inherent sexist nature and sexist storytelling
to the children, maiming one sex and obliterating the other further reveals her castrating profile as a
phallic mother (83). She tells the ogress story to her grandchildren and Nicholas, the French boy,
whom she scares half to death. She becomes the ogress of her own story in symbolically slaughtering
Zouina’s existence, and in curtailing little Amina’s creativity and independence by forbidding her
any creative outlet when she is drawing. She is the ogress who eats the ears of children and little
girls’ heads, but not boys’, which make boys live and devours girls (83), and she continues the
oppressive system of colonizing the daughter in law and granddaughter despite her own oppressive
colonization story (84).

ii.

Border-Crossing in Domestic Space: The Role of the Children, the Radio and Zouina’s
Nascent Independence
The only space of comfort in the new place for Zouina is in her children. They provide her

with an immediate refuge against the confinement, dislocation and the constant onslaught of verbal
and physical abuse she feels. The strong bond she shares with them is revealed several times in
the film. First, when she is holding Amina in her arms, then when Rachid is holding on to her
in Algeria and also when he runs back down the ramps to his mother, and he risks missing the boat
and not joining his father in France. It recurs when they reach France and the establishing shot
shows them huddled up against their mother at the taxi stand while waiting for Ahmed to pick
them up.
The space of warmth with the children for Zouina occurs in two scenes. In one scene, Rachid,
the older boy, is fed up with Aicha’s maliciousness and breaks his silence – imposed by Ahmed – to
defend his mother by denouncing Aicha’s accusations as untruths. Rachid refuses to accept the
gendered injustices he perceives in defending his mother against his grandmother:
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Aicha: When she sees me, she frowns...like this. I never did anything wrong to her. She is
always yakking with the French woman. She did not bring me coffee. She does not cook or
anything for me.
Rachid: You just have to ask her
Aicha: I am fed up asking her all the time. That is enough! Finish your homework!
The second scene is when Aicha threatens to replace Zouina with a second wife because she opens the
door for everyone. Rachid defies Aicha again, taking his mother’s side, and Zouina replicates the
choratic connection with them by fiercely protecting them from being otherized by Madame Donze
in the garden scene, explored later in this chapter. Later, when Zouina is alone, lonely, and misses her
mother’s warmth, it is her children who hug her, who play together, and who become her coconspirators, accompanying her on her outings, and who never slip up or tell the father about their
secret escapades. She takes them on the bus with her and gives them independence to run around
and play in the cemetery scene. She gives them a space of laughter and freedom that they cannot
have in the presence of the father, grandmother or neighbors and that they reciprocate by standing up
for her against the tyrannical Aicha. Moreover, the children first try to integrate by bringing a French
boy to their house, through whom Zouina finds the Algerian family to celebrate Aid. Kilduff (2017)
analyzes the part the children play in Zouina’s journey and their assimilation. They speak only rarely,
have little autonomy and are seldom seen alone, but their presence in the film provides vital, social
and transnational networks (201), which enable Zouina to navigate outside space. Their relative
ease in integrating and crossing cultures literally makes for a hyphenated identity of immigration,
negotiating, synthesizing while resisting national and transnational questions (201), a pattern that
Zouina adopts.
The children provide Zouina with some solace, but the boundaries, punishment and servitude
wrought on her by Aicha cannot always contain her, and signs of resistance begin to seep in.
Zouina begins to mark territory inside domestic confinement by standing up to Aicha. In one scene, she
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willfully disobeys Aicha’s orders by dashing down the vegetables on the floor instead of handing
them submissively to her. In a second scene, she dashes down the dough at Aicha’s constant
berating and threats to replace her with another wife for Ahmed. In this latter dough scene, Zouina
briefly enters Aicha’s space as head of the household by daring her to beat her instead of waiting
until Ahmed comes home to do it. With these two acts, Zouina is announcing her stake in her own
place and refusing to be a silent onlooker, subservient and displaced, but is also asserting her position
as nurturer and formative role model to her own young daughter and two boys amid the upheavals
of relocation. For Zouina, the domestic space has to give, to become a site of resistance, because
it is the only space from which she can recover her self (hooks 1990: 152). This start to Zouina’s
nascent independence occurs not only on the inside – inside domestic space and inside Zouina - but
also towards the outside, even if it is only an audible –not physical - outside. Her attempts to redefine
boundaries in domestic space coincide with listening to the radio.
Radio, television or movies are very effective strategies to diffuse dislocation and enroll listeners
into a new society, and can therefore be a tool for discovery of both self and society. Long before the
invention of modern technology, the radio was the only way to enter into conversation or contact
with a host society. In another Maghrebi film, Silences du palais (Moufida Tlatli, Tunisia, 1994), the
women, locked up like Zouina, but inside the palace basement, only know what is going on outside
from listening to the radio. The radio is the only source of information for women who are confined
in the inside. But, unlike in Silences du palais, the radio in Inch’Allah dimanche is not only a means
of escape from confinement and displacement but becomes much more to Zouina for whom there is
no one else to interact with. Whereas the women in Silences du palais only listen to political
happenings, Zouina listens avidly to cultural programs: Henry Kubnik's Jeu de mille francs, a kind
of French jeopardy, and Ménie Grégoire, which explored questions of love, romance and sexuality.
Where the radio lets the women in Silences du palais know only what is happening outside, for
Zouina it is a source of therapy for her confinement and displacement. Through its programs, she
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not only acquires the skills to talk to the French salesman, but the other program (Ménie Grégoire)
opens up an awareness and control of her own body.
Ménie Grégoire helps Zouina to mature psychologically and physically and to locate her
neglected femininity through its discussions on sexuality and love, subjects that she has never had
to think about in Algeria, where they never air on the radio. When Zouina arrives in France, she is
portrayed as simultaneously child-like and teenager-like, despite being a mother of three. She appears
child- like in Algeria at the beginning of the film in the separating scene when she is ripped away
from her mother. Later, she is again like a child punished by the wicked stepmother [Aicha]
and [husband] father for wearing makeup too young. Elsewhere, she is portrayed like a little
girl pinching the neighbor during a scuffle, at Malika’s place when she flies into a child-like rage
hurting herself impulsively as children sometimes do, and again as a teenager when she looks
through the windows of the bus or the house at the bus driver who eyes her often. Her teenager- like
body language is reinforced in these stolen glances that occur between her and the bus driver
(Carpenter Latiri 2003), both of them in a knowing yet, coy, teenager-like silence. The scene of the
flour on her face when she enters the bus can also translate to a kind of cold sweating, which masks
her panic at the possibility of an amorous transgression (Carpenter Latiri 2003), an action which is
again coincident with teenaged girls having crushes on boys. She is also depicted like a teenager
when she is giggling while listening to the program about sex, libido and sexuality on Ménie
Grégoire and in the field when she is lying down during one of her escapades like a girl watching
her hands against the backdrop of the sky. Zouina is also presented as a teenager becoming
aware of her body through the radio in the makeup scenes, sitting in front of the mirror pinning her
hair up to see how she looks after applying red lipstick. Her teenager-hood is further strengthened
when she puts on the perfume Nuit d’ivresse that moves her growth from a girl in search of love
to a young woman on a wedding night (Carpenter Latiri 2003).
Zouina can also imagine the sufferings of others beyond her own through Ménie Grégoire.
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Ménie Grégoire was the first show in France to disseminate information on sexuality and air female
witnesses live to tell of their sufferings to listening audiences (Carpenter Latiri 2003). The program
facilitated sharing among women of their private fears and desires, which issue forth from, and are
received within, the privacy of one’s home, while always mediated, or

mirrored through the

reassuring pedagogy of the female moderator’s maternalistic voice (Fenner 2007: 112). The name
Ménie itself is diminutive, intimate, and resembles “Mamie”. In a brilliant discussion on the merits
of Ménie Grégoire, Cardon (1995)18 states that before Ménie Grégoire, biographical suffering was
normally expressed in the confines of face-to-face situations protected by secrecy, such as religious
confession, social aid bureau, doctors’ consulting rooms,
intimacy, or it remained incommunicable. Ménie

confidences between friends, conjugal

Grégoire enables Zouina to inhabit a space of

sharing with other women like herself by passing through different positions while hearing other
women air their problems.
Women on the radio would take on different identities depending on the sphere of experience
they had to pass through, switching from sympathy to identification, indignation, amusement,
disgust…and it is the particular competence acquired for switching into these different modes that best
characterizes the social learning medium which Ménie Grégoire provided (124). Listening to the
radio, and Ménie Grégoire in particular, is an active act involving emotions, thought, engagement,
stimulation, and gestures, which Zouina displays in the film via giggles and eye movements while
listening to it. If women’s narratives often come from an area of sorrow, grief, and pain where a
‘talking cure’ helps (Weber-Fève 2010: 191), Zouina’s cure for displacement is listening to the radio.
This radiophonic solidarity and intimacy at a distance allow Zouina - confined in domestic
imprisonment and forbidden to leave - to build an affective, personal relationship with others on the
air. These other women would question their hostess, ask if they could meet the caller, attend public
meetings, and send her notes, poems, dried flowers or photos (Cardon 1995: 128) to express their
solidarity. Through Ménie Grégoire, invisible but sturdy links were created forming “a community
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of hearts” like Zouina’s because “listeners awaited Ménie Grégoire like a daily visit, since it
penetrated their homes with her [the facilitator’s] voice” (128). Listening to the radio, Zouina can
take shelter in the sorority for which she yearns through the radio. Ménie Grégoire would calm
troubled waters, fill silences, turn complaints into hopes and comfort the unhappy by assuring the
caller that nothing was permanent, that their situation was not blocked, and they were ‘all together’
(129). It offered a world of possibility to the distressed when they had none, and offers Zouina the
perfect companion in 1974 when she entered France. One letter of 1967 sums up the effect that
Ménie Grégoire had on female listeners:
I’ve been listening to your program since 1967 when I was a housewife who felt 'lost'… but
who suddenly became aware of that passiveness, frustration, slavery,

dependence and

devotion to a man. Thanks to you, to the awareness you gave me, I wanted to take control of a
fate that I had until then endured due to an outdated upbringing. I started by reasoning in terms
of what I felt and desired, and not in terms of what others wanted from me…I took two years
to mature...
And that Ménie, is the enormous influence that you have had in my life. I thank you for it. I'm
sure that all your programmes, that unfortunately I can no longer
listen to, are extremely useful for communication and justice between men and women, white
and black - in short, humanity - which needs it so.
The letter is also proof of the courage it provided women to resist or get out of oppressive situations
(144), much like Zouina’s own imprisoned situation.
Ménie Grégoire provides Zouina not only with a virtual platform of solidarity with women, but
it also enables her to forge a bond with Malika when she meets her, with whom she discusses love
and sexuality and things she heard on Ménie Grégoire. Zouina tries out her curiosity and burgeoning
independence with Malika, one of her own, since women can discuss things with other women that
they cannot normally discuss in a traditional culture. For women like Zouina and Malika, locked
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in confinement, the radio offers hope and provides resources to its listeners, but more importantly,
teaches that one needs courage and strength to know how to say no, how to rise up after many
years of humiliation and to recognize that accepting unhappiness is not brave (142). Zouina hopes to
introspect with Malika about their condition as women but it falls on deaf ears, when Malika aborts
it even before Zouina could finish bringing up the topics she heard on Ménie Grégoire. Malika
rejects any knowledge from the radio outright. For Malika, listening to the French radio is a sin, and
she remains alienated in France. Malika is unable to discover that Ménie Grégoire is a women’s
court for women to address grievances, claims that they can problematize and question in a forum
setting (141). Listening to the radio and to the women on the air makes space for Zouina to inscribe
herself also in the national narrative of French identity, but not for Malika. Listening to the radio is
characterized by plurality of engagement and is not a passive, but rather active act for Zouina. Zouina
becomes part of the conversation taking place - she and Madame Donze are not in the same space and
place in society but listening to the same program shows that they are united through the shared
pleasures of the radio. The camera thus crosscuts to Zouina peeling potatoes, then to Madame Donze
sitting in her armchair contentedly. The radio metonymizes the broader capacity of the cinema to
reach a community of spatially non-coterminous spectators through the technologies of aural and
visual pleasure (Fenner 2007:113). The radio moderator stands in for Benguigui herself who leads
a doubly celebrated life as a talk show host on French television, and

in 2003 was declared a

Chevalier of the Legion of Honor by President Chirac for her role as a spokesperson for people of
Maghrebi descent in France (113). The radio becomes Zouina’s technological surrogate bringing
her into a relationship with people on the outside, instead of isolating her. Thus, the radio
furthers Zouina’s evolution and cultural knowledge towards her eventual independence.
Jeu de mille francs also puts Zouina in contact with the outside world, and gains her first steps
toward growth, autonomy and independence. In the vacuum salesman scene, Jeu de Mille Francs
affords her the imagination to speak to a Frenchman. The culture of the society of residence in
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which Zouina finds herself is a culture learnt at school, written, knowing, urban, and in reality,
dominant (Freedman & Tarr 2000: 59), thus it behooves Zouina to learn it, and to teach it to her
children. Jeu de mille francs provides a doorway into the world of French society, and is an
oblique way of forming her own brand of feminism, which occurs later in the film. She does not wait
for permission from Aicha or Ali, the older son whom Ahmed leaves in charge of his mother in their
house, to open the door to the Frenchman in domestic space. Instead, she listens and speaks to the
salesman behind the closed door because she thinks it is the game of Jeu de mille francs. However,
Ahmed enters through the same door that opens up to the outside world for Zouina, closing it on
her, taking away her newfound agency, and speaking for her to the salesman. She can speak the same
language as the French vacuum cleaner salesman, because listening to the radio helps her imagine
the conversation in the new culture and makes it easier to encounter others on the outside: Nicole,
Madame Manant, Madame Donze, the French grocer, the French police officer, who all provide
a kind of dialogue between Algeria and France.
This scene of Zouina opening the door to ‘unknown people’, i. e. the French salesman, is not
a haphazard inclusion in the film. Nor is it a strike against Zouina for only getting the answer right
once. Whether she answers the questions to Jeu de mille francs correctly or wrongly is not
important, nor is it relevant to the space she appropriates at that moment with which she is not
familiar in French culture. What is essential is that she never stops listening to the radio, never
stops trying to get the answers, and the day she gets it right and opens the door to the salesman, or to
the outside world, is the day she is punished and confined the most. When Ahmed punishes her for
opening the door to the salesman, it is not for signing away the payments of his hard-earned money,
but for knowing ‘how’ to sign her name on the loan papers. She takes the decision on her own to act,
and this makes Ahmed fly into a rage, because he feels his superiority dwindle away opposite
Zouina’s power of literacy. Zouina is clear and articulate, which she gets from the radio, and that
heightens Ahmed’s powerlessness in the house they occupy, which is the only place where he has any
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real power over her, or his family (Johnson-Evans 2009: 72). Listening to the radio is a small act of
transgression towards agency, a strike toward her independence. Both the literal and

symbolic

opening of the door to the salesman represents her desire to reach out to the world outside. She
does not need Aicha’s key to unlock the door to the outside because she can read, write and speak
to others outside her traditional sphere.

iii.

Spilling over Boundaries: Resisting and Assimilating in Spaces of Otherization: Madame
Donze and Nicole Briat
Inch’Allah dimanche shows how domestic space can become a prison, through the notions

of gendered spaces both inside and outside domestic space in a new country, and shows how Zouina
seizes her reprieve where she finds it. It explores othering and being othered for the female, newly
arrived, immigrant who negotiates space with the help precisely of those who otherize her. The two
who most otherize Zouina in the immediate outside space are Madame Donze and Nicole: Madame
Donze negatively, and Nicole positively. Madame Donze and Nicole Briat are the
positive/negative forces of otherization in Zouina’s world.
Zouina’s encounter with Madame Donze is marked by Eurocentric hostility from the getgo. Madame Donze has an orientalist perspective toward Zouina and family. She believes herself
superior to these non-European peoples and cultures (Said 1979: 3). Her hostility, xenophobia, and
paranoia become concrete when Ali’s ball lands on her side of the garden and on her flowers. She
bites his ball into pieces, throws it back at him, and makes him cry. Zouina’s fights back against
Madame Donze physically. This is the first time Zouina asserts herself and tests boundaries to
claim her and her children’s territory. It is Zouina’s first moment of empowerment outside the
domestic confining space: the first time that she acts alone, speaks freely - at 26.57 minutes into the
film – to refuse otherization by the French. The confrontation between Zouina and Madame Donze
in this scene and other scenes in the garden – the only space where they interact – does not simply
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happen in a physical space that Zouina and Madame Donze share. Nor can the garden scenes be
dismissed as simply comic relief (Ballesteros 2012: 150), Commedia dell’arte style with Zouina’s
knickers flailing in the air while jostling a grown French woman de souche.
The common space of the garden where the confrontation occurs is a metaphor for unpacking
the film’s discourse on space and belonging, otherization and the clash of cultures between France and
Algeria. The visual and aural elements of each encounter attest to this divide. Madame Donze’s side
of the garden is prize-winning, while the Algerian side is a space for the children to play, for Zouina
to make coffee outside, or for Zouina to escape the confines of domestic space. The otherization
of Zouina and family by Madame Donze is revealed every time she opens her mouth to define and
defend her space. The first time she sees them, her prejudice towards these unknown people is
revealed: she labels them “Indian people’, not Franco-Algerian or Maghrebi, who had been in
France before the first world war when labor migration became an established component of the
colonial economy, of which Algeria was a major settler colony. Her ignorance in not
distinguishing Indians from Arabs is again revealed when tabla music is playing as Zouina is
burying Madame Manant’s dead dog in the garden. The choice of tabla, an Indian drum, is not an
instrument of Algerian culture, but points to Madame Donze’s fear of immigrant invasion and the
‘herding together’19 of immigrants, mixing up Algerians for ‘Indian people’. The Donzes have
never seen Ahmed before the arrival of Zouina, and this invisibility or non–existence of immigrant
Ahmed suited them well, since they never had to share space with him. Madame Donze otherizes
Zouina and family by trying to shut them out of, or displace them from, shared garden space,
saying: ‘ce nest pas la Kasbah ici’, which is short for “this is not Algeria, but France”. She wants
them to conform to her idea of space, reminding them that they do not have the right to do as they
like, and if they do not adhere to her notion of space, she verbally attacks them. The right to be
different is a concession granted by the majority to certain minorities, by those who are dominant to
those who are dominated, on condition that hierarchical relationships are preserved (ben Jelloun 1999:
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87): “Arrêtez! Ça suffit maintenant! Vous n’avez pas le droit! Il y a des lois ici! On n’a pas le droit
de jouer au ballon. Vous voyez pas que c’est un jardin? Vous savez ce que c’est un jardin?” (Stop !
Enough already ! You have no right to do that! We have rules here! No balls allowed. Don't you see
this is a garden?”). Madame Donze’s benign racism upholds the idea that it is impossible for different
cultures and the people belonging to them to coexist peacefully (87). The presence and visibility of
Zouina and children in the garden reactivates dormant fears in the Donzes (Johnson-Evans 2009:
54), and tests Madame Donze’s threshold for tolerance. According to Roca (2014), the garden is a
monument of the immaculate French tradition of order almost on the religious scale of the Marian
tradition (42). A testament to purity, free of weeds, this garden represents the bulwark of protection
against the ‘uncivilized’, ‘barbarous’ foreign presence that are incarnate in Zouina and her family
(42). The well-manicured garden has to be carefully tended and kept beautifully for the annual
garden competition, and its borders have to be heavily guarded to prevent the immigrant neighbors
from invading and destroying it (Ballesteros 2012: 150). Similarly, the French nation/garden has to
be protected against the Algerian neighbors who are ‘weeds’20 that invade the whole garden and
have to be pulled up (Ben Jelloun 1999: 94). For Madame Donze, Zouina and family will
contaminate the French garden and the French culture. She must protect her space from the
primitive habits of her Algerian neighbors who pollute the garden. She takes on a defensive posture
to protect her space telling the flowers ‘Je vous protège’, which signifies that she will protect them
against the invaders. Madame Donze dredges up the ghosts of the colonial past (Johnson-Evans
2009: 61) with her prejudice. Her aggression and defiance against the Algerians can be understood
in the bellicose language she uses21: ‘kill” for ‘making a hole’ in Ali’s ball, “slaughterers” and
“murderers” to describe two little boys playing ball in a garden, and ‘invade’ when Zouina is
burying the dog. Her choice of such words gives away that she sees them as backward people from
the French colonial past. The terms she uses reference the tactics employed by the maquis against
the French and those Algerians who were traitors to the independence cause during the Algerian
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insurrection (Johnson-Evans 2009: 58): “on a gagné, malgré les embuches,” she says while practicing
her victory speech for ‘best garden’ in front of the mirror as though talking about a war she has won.
The throat-cutting image was widely circulated during and after the Algerian war, and it is in this
context that Madame Donze uses language to assert her superiority over Zouina (58). The history
that bears and determines them takes the form of a war rather than that of a language, of relations
of power and not relations of meaning (Foucault 1980: 114-115).
In the garden scene where Zouina removes layers of dress, she is also removing layers of Algerian
tradition to ease her transformation into French culture. Removing her dress in front of the French
woman Madame Donze and the Algerian woman (Aicha, who is looking from upstairs) signifies
liberation and resistance toward the French as well as the confines of Algerian tradition (Pacheco
Beretta 47). The husband punishes Zouina for disgracing and dishonoring them by lifting up her
dress, because he acquiesces to the French to whom he is invisible (the Donzes have never seen nor
heard him before Zouina’s arrival). On the other hand, Zouina takes a stand against them, refuses
being relegated to a tiny space and retaliates by taking Madame Donze’s prized cockerel

and

smashing it to pieces, smashing Madame Donze’s desire for perfection to maintain her prizewinning
and unblemished garden. Her desire for perfection borders on obsession and even mania and is a form
of perceived purity as cultural, national, religious and ethnic purity, which the cockerel standing
proudly in the garden is the proof of and which Zouina mars (Hollis 2012: 204). The smashed cockerel
is the culmination and rejection of all the old memories and hostilities on a miniature scale between
Algeria and France, which continues to plague Franco-Algerian relations until today. The breaking of
Madame Donze’s cockerel is a significant turn of events in the otherization for both women.
While the cockerel is not the official symbol of the republic, it stands for a certain idea of France
(Johnson- Evans 2009: 59). The cockerel, in the collective imagination, remains the best illustration
of the French nation and people, to which the French Revolution gave currency. The cockerel has a
long history of affiliation with French culture as the official symbol of the Third Republic. It
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was present on coins from the 19th century, recognized as a symbol of sovereignty in Article 2 of
the French Constitution of 1958, and on the French flag.22 To destroy the cockerel is to destroy
a certain idea of France that is linked to the past and to colonization and France’s former empire
(Johnson-Evans 2009: 59), as well as to Algeria in the process. To destroy it is also to change the
notion of France as unchanging and static in its relation to Algeria. According to Hollis (2012), the
first wounded bodies in the smashed cockerel scene are Madame Donze and the prized cockerel itself
(203). Hollis sees this as the immigrant crossing into France as a nation symbolized by the cockerel
(203), but it can also be interpreted as an immigrant crossing in reverse – where it is Zouina who
crosses over in French space and not Madame Donze who represents the French invasion of
Algeria in 1830. It is significant that Ahmed is s e e n a s apologetic toward le patrimoine
français, but not Zouina. Ahmed continues to remain on the sidelines, in submissive space, even after
ten years of existence in France, but Zouina is instrumental in asserting her belonging in France
in this scene (203). Madame Donze’s aestheticization of her garden as meticulous and elaborate
compared to Zouina’s unkempt and overgrown garden (204) reflects a continued status quo between
the two nations, with which Ahmed is happy to comply. Madame Donze otherizes Ahmed easily –
she simply does not see him - but she cannot otherize highly visible Zouina. The right to be different
never leads to equality (ben Jelloun 1999: 87), between Madame Donze and Zouina, but difference
is what defines someone’s identity (ben Jelloun 1999: 87), and what will shape Zouina’s emerging
identity.
Zouina’s encounter with this negative French Other in the garden scene also explores the
interesting parallel of who-is-otherizing-whom in two other key scenes. In the first scene, Madame
Donze’s subsequent discovery that quack grass or couch grass – chiendent

23

- is indeed a French

herb, and not an Algerian invading herb - brings us to the parallel between the two women who
listen to and enjoy the same shows. The camera, mirroring these two women, crosscuts from one
woman to the next, reversing the Othered/Otherizer order and the invader/invaded24 dynamic,
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while at the same time subtly revealing Zouina’s continued integration into French society. The fact
that these two women have the same interests and share the same experiences create a continuum
between the two worlds (Ballesteros 2012: 151), and while Madame Donze stays in her own world,
closed in in one space - the garden - Zouina crosses over and absorbs both worlds. In the second
scene, Madame Donze wants to continue otherizing Zouina, and she assumes victimhood in front
of the police while she is the aggressor (Johnson-Evans 2009: 59) and provocateur for Zouina’s
actions, not Zouina. She is the one who does not act in a civilized manner, referencing again colonial
ideology when in fact it was France that invaded Algeria and colonized its people (59). Madame
Donze loses space to the ‘female Arab Other’, Zouina, which becomes evident when she looks
in the mirror in the sad scene where she is repeating her winning speech to her reflection. This
act of looking does not only reveal her lack of desire to welcome and integrate her Algerian
neighbors, but it also mirrors her own loneliness.
Madame Donze is an example of the failure of hospitality toward the immigrants in French
society that has political and cultural implications as Zouina’s – and Aicha’s – presence is brought
into question. Through Zouina’s interaction with Madame Donze, Benguigui takes the opportunity
to redress this problem as well as provide balance to the citizenship status of a female immigrant
situated at the intersections of origin, class, and gender relations. The suspension of immigration in
France in 1974 with which Inch’Allah dimanche begins, led to the feminization of the population of
immigrant origin as wives and children came to join husbands already in France (Freedman and Tarr
2000: 1). Zouina is a ‘ postcolonial guest’25, invited by France, and being a guest entails
hospitality by the host (nation), but that is not always the case. Rosello’s (2001) study on the
paradoxical absence of hospitality of France toward its former colonies is very helpful to understand
both Madame Donze’s and Nicole’s attitudes toward Zouina and family. Rosello considers how
hospitality and its denial are defined, practiced and represented in European and African nations.
She explores how western powers could be lacking or excessive in their hospitality leading to either
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a mistreated or a protected guest. Madame Donze subscribes to the ‘lacking in hospitality’ position
while Nicole is generous toward Zouina. Madame Donze does not want a stranger to upset her
timeless routine, but others are willing to practice hospitality to new

people, a process that

transforms the two. While Madame Donze tries to maintain and draw boundaries between the
French and the Algerians, Nicole becomes a conduit who provides Zouina with a space of inclusion
- not exclusion - in a space of rapprochement and agency, allowing the possibility of reparation and
trust between French and Algerians to commence. Only hospitality can provide a continuum where
the guest invites their hosts and vice versa, where affinities form, disagreements can develop, and
new guests can be included or excluded (167). This chain of hospitality does not break but creates
continuum and perpetual fluidity between guest and host, a flexibility that could compensate for the
specific imbalances of power (167) that Madame Donze displays toward Zouina.
Nicole, unlike Madame Donze, a thirty-something, independent French divorcée, is a positive
role

model toward Zouina’s acceptance in France. She willingly gives Zouina companionship and

helps

ease her loneliness. They first meet when Nicole comes outside to defend Aicha as Madame

Donze rows with her. Nicole seeks to know new people and notices Ahmed. That small detail shows
the cultural difference between Nicole and Madame Donze (Hollis 2012: 203) and the two
Otherization models. Nicole sees and notices that Ahmed is handsome, whereas Madame Donze has
never seen him or registered him. Nicole is the sister whom Zouina would like to have: “You’re so kind
to me, like a sister”. Nicole reciprocates with "I like you very much". This budding solidarity
shows the guest [Zouina] and host [Nicole] willing to welcome the possibility of being challenged,
shaken, and changed by their encounter (175-76). Nicole also tutors Zouina in the art of makeup and
sexuality, with gifts of eyeshadow, lipstick, and perfume. When Zouina smells the Nuit d’ivresse
perfume, she smiles, but hastily retracts her joy out of fear of being caught by Aicha who will ‘kill’
her. Nicole sympathizes with her as she also had a horrible mother-in-law, and when Zouina tells
her they are replacing her with a second wife, Nicole encourages her to assume agency over the
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production of her own image: ‘we [women] manage our sexuality. Your body belongs to you and
you are the one who decides’. However, when Zouina follows up on this notion of freedom, her delight
is short-lived. Ahmed shatters the makeup, taking away the brief ownership she feels.

C. Sunday Space: Escapades in Interim [outside] Space: ‘Seeking Home’ in Malika and
Encounter with Madame Manant
Zouina continues to test boundaries beyond the domestic and garden spaces by turning outward,
into public space when Ahmed and Aicha leave to look for a sheep for Aid. The reason for her
escapades is to find an Algerian family whom she has only heard about, and with whom she and her
children can spend Aid. Zouina is also trying to find ‘home’, even if it is only a virtual home with
the Bouiras by combing the outside space in search of them. Home invokes a broad yet productive
set of ideas about human relationships with lived space (McNeill 2011:13). It is a place where we live
and one that we know intimately, which implies that home is a space to which we have an emotional
attachment (13). For Zouina, the Bouiras will be a home away from home, and a place to belong
to culturally. Women left behind their family, hammam, marriages and their circumcision
ceremonies organized by women (Barlet 2011)26 to go to France to join their husbands. Seeking
female solidarity is thus a way for women to resist an imprisonment that Maghrebi men did not
experience. Zouina copes with her actual and psychic displacement by trying to assemble a makeshift
family and reconstruct a familiar community with Malika Bouira. It is an attempt to reproduce
contact with her Algerian culture of origin in the new space by fostering a sense of community and
belonging for both her and her children. Indeed, there is no emotional attachment at Zouina’s house,
and she turns to another home to situate herself: the material spaces we inhabit emotionally and
physically play a role in helping us situate ourselves in cultural and social space (Jones 2007: 59).
Zouina, alone and desperate to find sisterhood, searches for the Bouiras for most of the film, risking
even more punishment if she does not get back before Ahmed and Aicha return home. She also faces
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another great risk in occupying male space, since she needs permission from her husband. The public
space is indeed usually male and out of reach for women immigrants, which Benguigui’s Mémoires
d’immigrés: l’héritage maghrébin (1997) reveals from her interviews with women who stayed at
home and never integrated into their new society. In Mémoires d’immigrés men, women and
children speak freely in documentary style about their immigration experience and daily life in
France. The men had their coworkers for company in the new country, much like Ahmed does with
the Pole, but women were confined to the domestic sphere, like Zouina. They were relegated to
domestic life while the men went out to work all day, leaving them to face their solitude and regrets
at not being able to assimilate. Although Zouina is not one of the regretful women that Mémoires
d’immigrés is speaking about, she does belong to that group, but chooses not to stay at home. She
accomplishes the task for the women in Mémoires d’immigrés who wished they could have
assimilated, thereby restoring hope for other female Maghrebis by going out into public space, even
if she needs to commit a transgression of the social order to do so. This order forbids a woman to
enter public space since it is an attack on the acknowledged allocation of power (Mernissi 2003:
489). Women are allowed to trespass into the universe of men only to go to the Hamman, the
tombs of saints or if chaperoned by an elderly woman, usually the mother-in-law, but she would
still require the husband’s permission (493). In another film, Aicha (2009), Benguigui explores young
Aicha’s journey as she also transgresses into public space, as she is also barred from outside space
like Zouina. Ahmed forbids Zouina access to the outside, even to look outside, but Zouina disrupts
this order, and instead of Aicha or Ahmed accompanying her in public space, it is three young children.
Such a transgression of social and moral codes would normally be rendered ‘sensible’ by assigning a
woman like Zouina the status of prostitute, or insane woman, who has lost her orientation altogether
(493). Yet, these prohibitions do not deter Zouina from leaving the foyer, trespassing into
institutionalized male space outside, risking everything by implicating the three children in her
fugues, and knowing that the sons or the daughter could inform the father of their whereabouts and that
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Ahmed could ‘kill’ her. Alternatively, Zouina’s risks and escapades make her a catalyst for change
for others to move outside established identities and hierarchies (Fauvel 2004: 155), as with
Madame Manant and eventually, Ahmed.
It is important to note that while Ahmed and Zouina both enter outside space, the camera
only shows Zouina occupying it, never Ahmed and Aicha, who also roam the city every Sunday
in search of a sheep, or even Ahmed who goes to work every day. Ahmed is never shown in outside
space, only in inside space, and mostly in the abuse and guitar scenes. Although he is always neatly
shaven, well dressed in a suit, with polished shoes, white shirt, carrying a brief case, his
whereabouts are unknown. His ‘right’ to male space outside and his nomadism are not represented in
the film; the camera does not disclose his space. It is Zouina’s space that is marked, and not the male
Maghrebi’s as is usual in films, making her the Sunday nomad, despite being trapped in the identity
of an immigrant that the wives of the Maghrebi men in Memoires d’immigrés rue, thus challenging
that so-called ‘male only’ space. Nomadism is marked in Inch’Allah dimanche as female - not
male - privileging only Zouina’s free movements in open space. Zouina’s nomadism paradoxically
grounds her as she navigates open spaces in search of an Algerian family. By moving away from her
spatially excluding domestic realm on three consecutive Sundays and scouring the city to find the
Bouiras, she hopes to find a space where she feels safe, comforted and accepted. And while the road
to finding this sister Algerian is long, it is also exciting for Zouina and paved with encounters and
new experiences.
The virtual states of being that one single day in outside space offer Zouina help her to deal
with the entrapment of her domestic reality six days a week. She leaves her woes behind and makes
hidden constraints and boundaries visible as she moves between open spaces, and as her behavior
shifts. The spatio-temporal registers that she inhabits give her many visual, sensual, and aural
potentials to create new volumes of space and new levels of consciousness. James S. Williams’
brilliant exploration of open space and being in the work of five French and francophone directors
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who represent and frame space exceptionally in their films provides insight into the impact of
outside space on Zouina’s emerging subjectivity.
According to Williams (2013), subjectivity is inherently relational: what one is, is largely a
function of how one connects to the world (18).27 Perceptual, psychic, and communal connections
trace how one positions oneself both physically and psychically in the world (18). All Zouina’s
spaces – social, physical, geographical, and semiotic – link into the constitution of her subjectivity:
the texture of her consciousness, how it is lived, the forms of relating available to it…and its capacities
for receptiveness and change (17).28 Zouina’s relation with outside space and her receptiveness to it
are revealed in the wide-angle shots, which invest her with a liberating energy as she goes
through fields, streets, with different gazes. The deep focus panoramic views open the world to
Zouina’s interior eye, privileging both background and foreground to reveal the hidden, immobile, and
the inaudible of Zouina’s world. She embraces everything she comes in contact with, which is
revealed in the camera’s emphasis on her every movement, following her walking, smiling,
breathing fresh air, even rushing through the streets to make it back before Ahmed and Aicha
return to reconfine her. She can smell, see, taste, and touch freedom on the outside, a space that
cannot be locked up by a key, nor surveilled by a mother-in-law or a husband. Her sensory
interactions with the environment create a self for Zouina through the interiorization of her
relational field (18), which is the open space. In this relational field, Zouina inhabits the entire
visual turf and frame, which the abundant close-ups of her face capture. Benguigui’s camera
confers on Zouina ‘virtual states of being with its arrangement of subjective and objective point of
view shots and reverse field shots in montage’.29 The levels of consciousness that she experiences as
she populates the open space are shown in the camera’s back and forth shift between subjective and
objective worlds, between external and internal moments. Tracking shots capture the outside she
experiences, which reflects her interiority. Zouina disengenders the masculine space outside, actively
de-codifying and de-segregating that space that is always apportioned and distributed according
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to exclusionary gender codes (147). It is in this external environment that space and subjectivity
are free to co-produce one another. This shot of Zouina in outside space contrasts with the first shot
of her in France, physically and symbolically covered with the veil in the car. Although she is
on the outside in that shot, she is framed within a finite space which shows an alienated, empty
field. In these outside shots, on the other hand, she is shown as unframed, smiling, overjoyed, and
hopeful.

D. Re-a p p r o p r i a t i n g Space by Repurposing the Headscarf
What is in a woman’s head is much more than what’s on it
- Zuhur30

From radio to shoes to cockerel to make-up to scarf, objects in Inch’Allah dimanche are
invested with symbolic meaning, the scarf being among the most multilayered. The scarf appears
everywhere in the background in the film for its symbolisms. It is a symbol that tends to stand for
the entire woman enshrining her in discrimination in France- silence, oppression, dependence,
religiousness etc. Thus, the scarf only becomes a veil because of the way it is encoded as transgressive
or forbidden in European cultures today, specifically France. Zouina wears the headscarf, not the
veil, which the film uses as an emblem to divest France of its obsession on transparency31
[unveiling] and conflating veiling with the headscarf.
The veil’s strong visual vocabulary in Inch’Allah dimanche mirrors the real-life situation in
France and Algeria at the time of its release in 2001. Preceding the banning of the hijab in 2005, the
period 1989 to 2004 was particularly heated when the veil was entrenched in a socio-cultural system
in France that saw it turn from being a simple headscarf to hijab to veil, which was due to the
increasingly hostile gendered debates and restrictive policies emanating from French authorities and
the French media around it that became acute. But three defining moments in France shot the veil to
prominence: 1989, 1993-94 and 2003-2004. In 1989, three students were expelled from school for
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refusing to unveil in Creil. This was followed by the affaire Akouih in 1993-94 when more school
girls refused to take off the headscarf, including a French girl in Grenoble, who had converted to
Islam and refused to unveil during gym (Bowen 2007: 87- 88). The veil debate raged throughout the
1990s with Islamic organizations intervening in negotiating in local conflicts between pupils
who refused to unveil and schools insisting upon neutral classrooms (Lettinga

2011: 145).

Inch’Allah dimanche was released just before the third defining moment which occurred in
2003-2004 when politicians took over the veil issue from teachers and principals, legally banning
the veil in 2004 in all public educational establishments, thus excluding all veiled Muslim girls from
getting an education. What contributed significantly to the weight of these three events inside France
was that they paralleled certain incidents occurring outside of France. 1989 was the year that a fatwa
was issued on Salman Rushdie’s head for his work Satanic Verses, which went viral, and remains
today, almost thirty years after, as an anti-Islamic text. 1991 saw the birth of FIS [Islamic Salvation
Front] in Algiers that made veiling mandatory, with the corresponding

civil war and deaths in

Algeria, then, ten years later, the tragic events on American soil with the terrorist attack on the
World Trade Towers in September 2001 claiming 3,500 lives. As global resentment and anger
against terrorism, conflated with fundamentalism, stirred, France responded

with increasingly

restrictive headscarf policies, which the mass media picked up on and used to stoke peoples’ fears
at home. The mass media facilitated the connection of the headscarf with broader dangers through
a series of contributions before the banning of the scarf. TV5 aired a documentary Egalité, Laïcité,
Anxieté32 in 2003 that framed and televised the political history of the voile as ‘events that made
news’ (Bowen 2007: 81), which made the headscarf the most vocally denounced object in this
narrative and a stock story that was recycled regularly. Le Nouvel Observateur33 put out a story
entitled Fanaticism: The Religious Menace depicting a girl in full black chador, followed by
L’Express34 featuring the story The Secular School in Danger: The Strategy of Fundamentalists,
while Le Point added its opinion with a cover called Fundamentalists, the Limits of Tolerance also
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depicting a chador-clad woman (Bowen 2007: 84). All of these events can be summed up in the
affaire du foulard that became a real danger for Muslim women [and men] in France, and unleashed,
both from laymen and those in authority, the clashing viewpoints of inclusion [belonging] and
exclusion [un-belonging], progressive and regressive, emancipating and humiliating (Masood 2008:
219), as well as conflicts around respectability, virtue and immodesty, protection and exposure,
proscription and sanction. Thus, the global “war on terror”

increased discrimination against

Muslims, causing unrest to spread throughout cities in France, and the ban of the veil only deepened
the alienation of a community that was already suffering its

‘postcolonial’ predicament acutely

(Mookherjee 2009: 128) in France.
This global veil issue is the backdrop that precedes and contextualizes Inch’Allah dimanche
and that Benguigui would undoubtedly have known about, particularly because she had previously
released two ‘three-part’ documentaries in which the veil features prominently. Femmes d’Islam was
released in 1994 and Mémoires d’immigrés: l’Héritage maghrébin in 1997 first for Canal+ television,
then in theaters. Femmes d’Islam’s three parts: Le Voile et la République35 , Le Voile et la peur36
and Le Voile et le silence37 were global and transnational in reach, interviewing Muslim women
living not only in France, but in other Muslim majority countries about the headscarf and other broad
inequalities women face (Assouline Stillman 2008: 73). Part two of Mémoires

d’immigrés:

l’héritage maghrébin38 was dedicated to women only who talked openly and ruefully about their
immigrant experience in France where they were seen, but not heard. Inch’Allah appears as a
stroke of genius in the context of all that was occurring in the world and France, because Zouina
can be both seen and heard, without veil. Benguigui lifts not only the cinematic “veil” from viewers’
eyes in a fictional story, functioning on a macro level for the controversy already raging in France.
Inch’Allah is also a visual response to why a piece of cloth that women had been wearing in France
since the 19th century would provoke such a threat as to necessitate legal and religious intervention.39
For all these reasons, and because of all these viewpoints, the veil does have a singular focus in the
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film. It is not seen merely as a symbol of personal religious beliefs, nor simply as a red flag for
gender discrimination or oppression, neither as a vision of womanhood and piety, nor as a vehicle
of resistance in Islamic society (El Guindi 1999: xxii). I will use ‘veil’ and ‘headscarf’ to unpack
what it conceals and simultaneously reveals or communicates about a woman’s position in French
and Algerian contexts. My goal is to go beyond the two extreme views of the scarf to “unveil” why
this three-dimensional object - visual, spatial and ethical-- that Zouina wears sometimes turns woman
into a one-dimensional object in the space of this film, and why, moving far from this view, her
individuation will be finally accomplished. Zouina’s journey originates from a space of physical
and symbolic veiling in both Algeria and France, and the scarf motif in the film unties the knot
by unveiling exclusion and making inclusion public for female Maghrebi immigrants like/through
Zouina. The scarf starts as both a physical and symbolic object of confinement and ends up an object
of freedom for Zouina through the twin processes of assimilation and integration.

i.

Tradition: Scenes of Veiling
L’interprétation nait dans la tête des hommes et se matérialise sur le corps
des femmes…soumis aux pressions, aux préjugés et aux préoccupations
du moment
- Malika Zouba40

Zouina’s journey starts with prominent scenes of the headscarf and veil when leaving Algeria.
Her veiled head stands alongside her mother’s body entirely clad in a white full veil and gown. The
mother’s veil behind thick bars juxtaposes with Zouina’s mostly absent voice, which Aicha further
veils by speaking ‘for’ her when the officer asks about her three children.
The second veiling occurs on the ride to the new place in France with Zouina’s covered head
taking up almost the entire frame in a very long take. This extreme close-up of her covered head
leaning against the window is a profile shot, staring outward at the new world. The veil at this point
offers both comfort and anonymity behind the glass curtain of the van window. She continues to
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veil physically and symbolically inside domestic space and in one scene, she is doubly veiled when
behind a curtain while Ahmed plays the guitar in their common living space. In this space,
everyone is in plain sight except Zouina. According to Fatima Mernissi (1987) the headscarf, in its
visual dimension, hides something from sight: in its spatial dimension, it separates, marks a border,
or establishes a threshold; and in its ethical dimension, it forbids (83). All three dimensions

hide

Zouina from sight because the curtain creates visual, spatial and ethical boundaries for her: visual
because she is hidden behind thick, long, drapes; spatial because she is not in visual space, entirely
obscured from the rest of the family; ethical because she is forbidden to enter that space unless
Ahmed tells her to enter it. Thus, the separating and ordering of space in this scene into the private
and shared announces segregation, un-belonging-ness and ownership over/for ‘Zouina only’,
because she cannot come out of hiding until Ahmed gives her approval. Here space has a primarily
social or symbolic rather than physical quality: the notion of [Zouina] trespassing is related not
so much to any real physical boundaries as to the identity of the person performing the act (Mernissi
1975: 143). That Zouina cannot trespass male space unless Ahmed permits her in this first domestic
scene in France indicates how she feels physically and symbolically.
This concealment or symbolic veiling of the drapes opens onto the window from where Zouina
is frequently looking and peeking out, but only from inside to the outside. The window, like the
heavy curtain she is hidden behind, is at once veil and barrier - she can only look through it in this
scene. The symbolic veiling quality of the window is reinforced by the repeated ensuing scenes of
windows through which Zouina often looks and that reinforce her separation from the outside,
while the traditional mother-in-law and husband maintain her inside domestic space. The notion of
confined space stays with Zouina and is projected on every space she will ultimately encounter
(Chebel 1984: 207), including and especially, on the street at the beginning of the film when
Ahmed sends her to buy food, until she unveils her new ways of being.
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ii.

Assimilation: Lost and Found in the Cemetery by Madame Manant
Veiling in Algeria and other Muslim countries has always been relational and contingent

on ‘cause’ for its adaptation or rejection: the way a woman covers herself can vary in response to
personal, geographical, social and political events (Lewis 2003: Preface). At the very beginning of the
film, the scarf operates as an extension for Zouina of the Choratic link of earlier mother/daughter
scenes – first between Zouina and mother in Algeria, then between Zouina and Amina in France,
because the point of departure of space becomes the body, its senses, and its position in concrete
geometry where all the sensations that occur are spatial…tactile and visual (Chebel 1984: 208).
Using the veil as she does in the early scenes underscores the significant emotional charge of
displacing the veil from the head to other parts of the body, when she uses it to wipe her own tears
and grief away, then later to cover Amina’s grief and tears. But the traditional attachments of veiling
begin to cede to ways of veiling or unveiling that are rooted in Zouina’s specific interactions
opposite Others. Her scarf is often in neither one place nor the other, but ‘multi portal’41 moving
from being a tool of comfort to a hiding place or simply a bandage to cover a bleeding wound. It starts
to fall off symbolically or drop down physically to Zouina’s shoulders at key moments of negotiation
with members of local, national or diasporic communities. I read

these various moments of

repurposing the scarf –a falling/shifting of the veil-- as steps to Zouina’s assimilation and integration,
which re-appropriate space for her both at home and in public.
However, despite France’s upholding of integration as the ideal for immigrants, and conflating
assimilation and integration, I separate these processes, given that, in this film, what constitutes
Zouina in the end is a long process. There is all manner of unprecedented becoming in the space that
exists

between

‘having

been

deterritorialized’

and

‘awaiting

to

be

reterritorialized’,

(Radhakrishnan 2000), given the differences in Zouina’s culture, language and experience. I accept
Brubaker’s (2003) description of assimilation as the “increasing similarity or likeness”, and not
identity, “becoming similar, making similar, or treating as similar” (534) because to assimilate
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something is to ‘convert [it] into a substance of its own nature…to absorb into the system, [to]
incorporate (534). In assimilation, the emphasis is on the process, not on some final state and it is a
matter of degree that designates a direction of change, and not just a degree of similarity (534).
Integration on the other hand, makes room for a person’s individual cultural values, for practice and
identity to emerge from having assimilated. Zouina does not assimilate, which conveys some
passivity, but integrates. Integration sees subjects as active (542) but the meanings of this twin
process of assimilation and integration are related, differing sharply in their affective overtones,
moral, political connotations, and intellectual respectability (533). In addition, Zouina does not fit into
the French integration model of integrating without assimilating with laws of secularism which
can imply losing one’s identity, risking becoming absorbed passively in the new system. Such
narrow categories of belonging essentialize Zouina, and do not describe Zouina’s subject formation
nor represent who she is. Zouina fits rather to the US model…where immigrants can retain and
celebrate their “own” culture within an American way of institutionalization and with

the

“American” aim of becoming… (Schneider & Crul 2010: 1144). In addition, I reinforce their
difference by adding Joppke’s (2009b) distinction of assimilation as “done by the Other”, whereas
integration is “done by Self” (116), and I supplement this difference by noting that self- assimilation
is part of the assimilation process, because of the choices Zouina must make from her

various

encounters. Meeting Madame Donze, Nicole, Madame Manant and Malika all enable Zouina to
assimilate aspects she deems necessary for her own identity. Zouina will adopt news ways to
be[long], to assimilate in a space of inclusion, rather than exclusion, in a space of rapprochement
and agency, which will become her bridge between two cultures.
Zouina’s encounter with French Nicole Briat is a positive side of assimilation: Nicole influences
her to try new things - going out to dance, discussing their bodies and rights, and adorning her face
with make-up. Zouina applies the red lipstick that Nicole gives her, lets her headscarf fall back
while framing her face, smiling at her newly emergent dramatic look. But the ‘mirror of identity’42
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that allows her to see what life is on the other side is short-lived and she wipes off the lipstick with her
djellaba. She uses the scarf as a hiding place to wrap and stash the make-up from Aicha’s and
Ahmed’s watchful eyes, but Aicha and Ahmed unveil any threat of western influence on Zouina and
stomp out the make-up by breaking it into pieces. However, for Zouina, putting on make-up is a
testing ground and step toward integration and becoming.
If assimilation is a process of becoming similar, or “treating as similar.” then the reverse
also exists: if the assimilator treats the Other, i.e., Zouina as dissimilar, instead of similar,
then assimilation is left up to the Self and self-assimilation occurs. I would like to make it clear that
I am not equating assimilation with unveiling and risking the shutting out women who veil for
different reasons, therefore I restrict my analysis of veiling to Zouina in the space of the film.
Assimilation in Madame Donze’s version falls on the side of ‘difference’ rather than ‘resemblance’
(Brubaker’s 2003: 536) ...[it] is no longer inevitably occurring into one, single, indivisible, national
state or one, simple, unitary national society (540), where the immigrant is a moldable, meltable
object (542). Madame Donze is the Eurocentric and Islamophobic assimilator who treats Zouina and
family as fundamentally different, which is a reverse assimilation. In the encounter between them,
assimilation is opposed to segregation and marginalization (543). Madame Donze forces Zouina
to self-assimilate because Zouina does not capitulate in front of her anti- assimilation tactics.
The scuffle between Zouina and Madame Donze is in fact one of the only two shots of Zouina
completely unveiled in the film. Disrobed down to her long white slip and knickers with long,
thick, unraveled hair, she moves freely, unconfined in her objective to stake a claim for space in the
new home. Her clothes and headscarf no longer provide the safety or familiarity they did in the
beginning scenes and later, when the police officer insists that Zouina’s dress or disrobing is of no
importance to France. Zouina’s scarf in this scene is co-incident with French flag colors: blue,
white, orange, and pink (forms of red) and yellow, part French flag and part her own making,
suggesting again that she makes her own rules regarding assimilating and belonging. Self109

assimilation and unveiling follows this garden scene with madame Donze, starting with the pan of
Zouina’s scarf in the garden. She is in the immediate outside space and her head is bare, scarf
falling back behind her ears, with eyes only scanning her surroundings. This pan that starts with a
back shot of Zouina tying the scarf on her head in the garden in extreme close-up is very important in
announcing Zouina’s self-assimilation. The unveiling is a 360-degree pan, commencing from the
back of the head with only the scarf visible-no face--, then hands only tying the scarf--still no face-, and finally unveiling the face: face only. Zouina surveils the surroundings in this pan as though
seeing for the first time, despite having already been in that space before. The uncovering of her head
shows belongingness in that space, and from this moment on, her perspective begins to shift, which
the physical shifting landscape of the 360 degrees pan mimics and [re]presents. The garden pan puts
Zouina and Madame Donze in spatial equality with the beige (but not white) scarf with big, lavish,
beautiful red and yellow flowers mimicking the colors of Madame Donze’s lush, resplendent garden.
The veil does not cover Zouina’s ears, as it does in the earlier scenes, but softens and complements
her face allowing her ample black hair to overflow like Madame Donze’s abundant garden. The scarf
is framed as a still life portrait of the real flowers in the Donzes’ garden, loosely tied, reflecting a need
for Zouina to affirm herself in space on her own turf and terms. The veil does not define Zouina in
this pan; it is rather Zouina who defines the veil – not Madame Donze who takes issue with her
dress - assimilating space in this outside garden location.
The assimilation process continues in the meeting of Madame Manant, a French widow, which
is indispensable to Zouina’s subjecthood. Madame Manant helps Zouina find her way out of the
immense cemetery where she and her children are lost. She is in perpetual mourning over the
husband whose body has never been recovered, and she goes to the military cemetery to seek
comfort. She helps Zouina to find her way out of the cemetery, and to crossover into a welcoming
French public space at a moment when Zouina is lost geographically and culturally. The cemetery is
a confluence of multiple histories, personal and national, between two countries: a war that claimed
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the husband’s life, Zouina’s loss and madame Manant who is stuck in the past of her husband’s
death that disorients and disconnects her from the present. Their encounter in this burial ground is not
only significant to Zouina’s integration, but also equally important to unveil the amnesia between
France and Algeria. The cemetery is highly symbolical and brings about the unveiling of physical
and mental veils over both women. It unveils the hostility between the French refusing to recognize
Algerians [like Madame Donze] and the French [like Madame Manant] who did not properly
grieve the Algerian war, and both are suffering consequences (Johnson-Evans 2009: 68) as both their
tears show. Their meeting in a military cemetery is not by chance for it becomes the ground on which
solidarity and equality are conceived. They both share deep losses: Madame Manant for a husband
on whose death she cannot put closure, and Zouina for a homeland that leaves her stranded and
for a new family who rejects her in France. Madame Manant sustains a further loss when a military
convoy kills her dog and Zouina comforts her, wiping away her tears. Madame Manant and Zouina
are symbolic stand-ins for unveiling the mal du siècle43 between France and Algeria, representing
a Franco-Algerian reconciliation (Carpenter Latiri 2003) on a macro level, and on a micro level,
a huge leap in Zouina’s integration. Madame Manant’s generosity and hospitality in the cemetery
open borders for Zouina in France a terre d’accueil rather than the unwelcoming encounter with
madame Donze and French “refus de voir l’autre”.
The motif of the hidden scarf in Zouina’s bosom just after the burial of a French dog, Simca
(Madame Manant’s dog), in an Algerian (Zouina’s) garden at night is also a sign of burial of the
Franco-Algerian past, but also indicative of Zouina’s emerging identity. They bury past hostilities
between French and Algerians as well as in a place [garden] where reconciliation could grow. Zouina
digs up the dirt, overturning it with her shovel and buries the past for good. It is indeed the dead dog
that symbolizes the dead past, and the burial scene is crucial for lyricizing Zouina’s first happiness
despite the darkness of the night and the situation, which the witty lyrics of the song “Le Premier
Bonheur du Jour,” further cement. This jovial, sprite, upbeat, music replaces the usual sad Ageggig
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played just before the glass-shattering scene in the kitchen and expresses hope. The dropping of the
glass while the scarf is hidden in her bosom is borne out of nervousness, causing it to shatter, but the
shattering is also the breaking free of the tight hold on Zouina and the corresponding falling of the
veil from its rigidity, at least in French eyes, but also in Ahmed’s. It is during this shattering scene
that she looks Ahmed straight in the eyes for the first time, without lowering her eyes before looking
at him and speaking.
The scarf thus becomes less ideological and reveals more of Zouina: the burial is shot from
afar and not in close-up like many other shots of Zouina, suggesting she is becoming part of the
new landscape, or assimilating. She is shot with the surroundings of the garden, not separately nor
in close-ups as before, but as part of the French garden, contrasting with the early shots of her as part
of the Algerian landscape. The scarf is a physical and private space to put things in, since she
literally has no space of her own, a place to hide evidence of her escapades, i.e., hiding the proof of
burying a dog, thus pulling a veil over any questions that Ahmed may ask her. It is hidden to
dissimulate Zouina’s emerging identity; Zouina’s bosom covers the veil and not vice versa.44
Zouina reverses the ‘supposed’ Qur’anic injunction that makes covering the bosom mandatory for
women45, removing the one-dimensionality of the veil understood only in terms of the significance of
the illicit sexuality that Islam was fighting against (Mernissi 1987: 183). Zouina’s repurposing of
the headscarf from head only to ‘in’ and not ‘on’ her bosom, in her purse and on her hand, makes
it synecdochally part of the very assimilating process she undergoes, completely free and mobile as
she is.
Zouina’s visit to Madame Manant’s museum-like house that memorializes colonial success
is another part of assimilation. It is the only scene in the film where Zouina feels out of place and is
aware that the scarf has fallen off her head. Her awareness of the scarf not on her head suggests her
own need to unveil. She looks around the house full of artifacts in a medium-far shot and blends
in with the French landscape of artifacts, suggesting readiness to see new things, as she did in the
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garden pan. The falling off, or unveiling, of the scarf in this French house symbolizes the falling of
cultural burdens when Zouina is not confined in domestic space. The scarf around her neck, and
not on her head, as she drinks tea in Madame Manant’s porcelain cup suggests seamless assimilating
taking place. The book she gives Zouina on Algeria represents the access to the reading and
education for Zouina that French laicity prohibits for veiled girls and women at educational
institutions, and which she started in watching and learning from French TV. Zouina does not wrestle
with the divisiveness characteristic of citizen vs subject that plagues the earlier

immigrées in

Benguigui’s other films or in many postcolonial nations as seen in other films. The radio programs
offer her consolation in and from confinement, but they also provide her information about the
new country, which allows her to participate in the new culture. The opposite effect is rejecting the
culture, rejecting assimilation, and not being part of it, like Aicha or Malika, and only speaking one
language while refusing to speak the other. Not assimilating correctly, such as with the Pole, who
cannot complete the forms necessary to bring his family to France, is also incomplete and divisive. He
sacrifices one language and culture for the other; the Pole’s is family in Algeria at a distance from him
because of his hesitation to access the law on Regroupement Familial – this is an example of
integration without assimilation. Zouina, on the other hand, code-switches from Arabic to French
and French to Arabic, gaining membership in her new place. While French may not entirely be a new
language for her, it is important to note that Algerians deferred to Arabic in an effort to conserve their
culture, both in Algeria post-independence, as well as among those who relocated to France. Malika
and Aicha, like other Benguiguian women46, regretfully attest to the isolation they felt in a country
where there was so much to learn47 , even if they were confined indoors. Zouina is confined, even
caged, but she listens to the radio, soaking up all kinds of information, then tries it out with both
French and Algerians: The French vacuum salesman, and Malika.
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iii.

Integration and the Impact of Malika’s Rejection
Although Zouina’s assimilation process is well underway, it is the encounter with Malika

that impacts her most. Eager to share what she learnt in France so far, Zouina discusses love
and sexuality on Jeu des mille francs and Ménie Grégoire, a topic not part of traditional discourse.
Talking about sexuality and love is a deed by which Zouina constitutes herself as a subject of rights
and she invites Malika to participate in the rights and space open to women in post’68 France.
However, Malika tries to silence her, to re-inscribe her back into tradition - and in Arabic says “the
woman is gone crazy! Cursed be the devil! Your husband...he says nothing?” Zouina changes
dominant classifications of representation by alternating and juxtaposing Arabic and French, to
reposition and re-evaluate herself, hoping Malika would be game: “why are you speaking to me
about husband? My husband knows nothing. You don't hide things from your husband? You speak of
husband, husband!” Malika then kicks out Zouina, casting her out of the Algerian community she is
seeking. The rejection wrought on Zouina when she is forcibly thrown out of Malika’s home achieves
literal and spatial dimension.48 In the wound scene, when she is banging on window glass, and cutting
herself on the broken glass propels her integration process. The literal wound Zouina sustains and
the symbolic rupture that ensues, expose the trauma that both women suffer in physical and
symbolic space. Zouina bangs on the door, crying and pleading to be let back in while the neighbors
look on. This is a significant act against women’s confinement, and it breaks the silence of both
women confined in spaces on the opposite sides of the same door. Zouina’s repetitive scream
“Let me in! Don’t abandon me! Open the door! Don’t leave me out `here!” shows

the depth of

abandonment she feels a second time. This cry of abandonment alludes to her mother’s scream in
Algeria who shouts to reclaim her daughter and to not be separated from her.49 But in this scene, it
is Zouina, and not her mother, who is trying to not be separated from Malika. The former scream
indicates an intense separation, but there is neither a literal wound nor a symbolic separation between
Zouina and her mother, and their choratic bond remains firm. However, in the latter scene at Malika’s
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home, there is both a literal and symbolic rupture that splinters Zouina’s self, which is manifested
in the splintering of shards of glass. This separation and rejection scream that Zouina utters outside
Malika’s door is the equivalent of a maternal separation, shut off from her mother country whom
Malika represents. While Zouina’s mother absorbs her loss of family by fainting in the Algerian
scream scene, Zouina is so distraught that she punches her bare fist straight through a glass window,
lacerating her hand. Her bleeding hand symbolizes the dismemberment of social relations with
Malika, her last hope for solidarity in France, that would constitute her cultural identity (Fenner 2007:
114). The glass-shattering act is a categorical refusal of the double sense of displacement that Zouina
feels when rejected, and the wound unveils the paradoxes and ambiguities of symbolic veiling on
both the Algerian and French sides.
For Malika, everything is frozen in place, as though she never left Algeria, despite being in France
for fifteen years where she remains invisible. And despite her unresponsiveness to Zouina’s’ pleas and
screams, she is a tragic figure, clearly devastated by Zouina’s determination to enter public space,
unveiled and unaccompanied. Malika pounds her chest behind the hidden door, biting back the
streaming tears that indicate her understanding of Zouina’s pain and rejection cries, but she is too
afraid to accept an Algerian sister on the border of change. Malika upholds tradition out of fear:
of her husband who dictates her world, of assimilating and of integrating, and restricts herself to inside
domestic space only, while Zouina dares to break her own confinement and enter public space. Both
suffer wounds from their tragic encounter: Zouina in searching for sisterhood in an Algerian Malika,
and finding herself and children homeless, and Malika in distancing herself from this Algerian sister
in France, remaining confined.
On a literal and practical level, Zouina puts the scarf to good use by covering her self-inflicted
wound in order to stop the bleeding hand, and on the symbolic level, the open wound she bandages is
the equivalent of a crash landing, from which she must pick up the pieces and mourn a new loss. The
conflict that Zouina experiences creates a remapping of cultural practices, meanings, valuations,
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and institutional configurations in order to navigate the shifting terrain (Fantasia & Hirsch 1995:
158). She has to transcend the acute inner struggle after the rejection, which is captured in a
close- up of Zouina walking past madame Manant aimlessly into open space. This cultural
dislocation she feels disorients Zouina deeply, leaving her on another threshold. Standing on Malika’s
threshold confusedly trying to put on one shoe is the second time Zouina finds herself on a threshold
- the first time is when she reaches Saint-Quentin and waits outside again for an invitation to enter
Ahmed’s place. But these two thresholds are different: one leads to a domestic confinement that
shuts her ‘in’, while Malika’s threshold ends up shutting her ‘out’ of intimate space, leaving her
wandering in open, unfamiliar public space. Indeed, this threshold at Malika’s door that leaves her
exposed outside is both a frontier and passage, a part of a space larger than itself, and socially and
institutionally permeable to the outside. Left in outside space, Zouina refuses to accept the
conservative, traditionalist position in which Malika tries to reinscribe her.
The choices Zouina is forced to make after being rejected by Malika—conforming to the
conservative confining model, or continuing her journey of discovery--can be read through the
lens of integration. In removing the headscarf from the head to cover her wound, she symbolically
displaces veiling from its conspicuousness in France. When she uses it to heal herself, neither the veil
nor Zouina are conspicuous any longer. The act of displacing the veil from head to hand does not
remove her from society or her environment because there is no longer a need to conceal and efface
her sense of self under the veil, which is a public [ostentatious] statement in France. The veil is
embedded in gender and too often studied from the perspective of ethnocentric or women studies
alone (El Guindi 1999: 1). It is often used as a tool to erase woman on both sides – tradition, where
Malika is trapped, and integration, where Zouina is headed. She de-publicizes the veil in political
movements, de-romanticizes, de-ideologizes, de-fictionalizes it in literature and film that view it in
terms of combative forces: religious vs secular. Zouina frees herself from the one- dimensionality
of the veil in French culture by the plural ways she wears or carries50

it as her lived experience
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necessitates.
At the end of the film, Zouina returns ‘home’ completely unveiled, with her face shown in extreme
close-up, as the camera focuses on her veil-bandaged hand around Amina’s shoulders. She asserts her
belongingness in front of a gathering of family, neighbors, and acquaintances who are all waiting
for her. She defines her identity through her family, nationality and a transnational community
of women in this scene, while smilingly approaching Ahmed. She disembodies all that

the veil

represents by displacing it from the head or and tells her daughter “Tomorrow I’ll be taking you to
school”. This subaltern who names herself “Zouina” at the grocery store, evolves at a different
pace from the women before her--the ones who speak in Mémoires after a life of silence, who stayed
at home, cut off from their homeland and alone in France, and who never integrated.

E. Circularity of Space
i.

Hooksian’ Reworlding of Space
Zouina is free from any determined position and outside any national discourse – Islamic

or French: she is situated in an in-between space, that Bhabha calls Third Space. Zouina becomes the
symbolic mediator not only for women like Malika and Amina by breaking down confinement, and
despite stealing the opportunity to freely move about in public space in Ahmed’s and Aicha’s absence,
Zouina must still develop strategies to cope with the domestic situation. Freedom is not accomplished
by the sole act of unveiling in public, or by flows and influences she encounters on the outside people (Nicole, Madame Donze, Madame Manant), and objects on the inside (radio, cockerel,
makeup, scarf). And while she can easily resist negative flows, like Malika, Aicha or Madame
Donze, and not disrupt the status quo, she organizes these flows to assemble new ways of reappropriating (Appadurai 2015, but Appadurai does not discuss Inch’Allah dimanche) her domestic
situation. Mobility and spatial [re]appropriation become crucial for negotiating ‘home’ life, not
only in the exterior space which she slowly claims the right to access as an individual, but more
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importantly, within the domestic sphere and material dwelling space whose confines she increasingly
challenges.
The loss of grounding she experiences after the deep fissure following Malika’s rejection is
a catalyst for awakening and shaping her ‘mutiplicitous’ identity, which she uses to deconstruct the
domestic to which she is tied, then reconstruct it to make it home. Her emerging subjecthood postrejection which leaves her ‘sisterless’ is easily understood in hooksian (1990c) spatial terms
because of the space where her resistance takes place: the margins. The domestic space or margin is
a place where one confronts and accepts dispersal and fragmentation as part of the construction of a
new world order that reveals more fully where one is, who one can become. This order does not
demand forgetting, for the “struggle is also a struggle of memory against forgetting” (148). Thus,
marginality is a stage in the process of constructing a radical subjectivity in a space that is central
and marginal at the same time despite the risks of contradictions, ambiguities, and perils that Zouina
experiences, but it is also a space that offers her new hooksian possibilities. The center and margin –
like the windows through which she is always looking when trapped inside - enable her to “look both
from the outside in and inside out …focusing attention on the center as well as the margin because
she understands both worlds (hooks 1990c: 149). The construction of hooksian identity pushes the
process of identity formation beyond exclusionary struggles [traditional or modern] …on to new
terrain, a ‘space of radical openness’ where the key question of ‘who we can be and still be ‘Muslim’51
can be politically re-imagined (Soja & Harper 190). Zouina’s subjectivity is wrapped around the
empowerment of multiplicity, and her identity is combinatorial rather than fragmented [such as
Malika’s or Ahmed’s or Aicha’s who all exist in a separate community] and builds upon the
empowerment of the subaltern against any oppressive forces. Hooks’ marginality reconceptualizes
subjectivity in a way that retains and enhances the emancipatory power of Zouina’s muslimness52
and at the same time opens up to a new formation of multiple communities of resistance. Zouina’s
domestic space becomes a place where she discovers new ways of seeing reality, frontiers of
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difference (148), because spaces can be interrupted, appropriated, and transformed (152). In this
space, Zouina transforms individually and collectively, and makes radical creative space which affirms
and sustains her subjectivity and gives her a new location from which to articulate her sense of the
world (153).

ii.

Spivakian Reworlding of Space
Spivak’s concept of reworlding also offers change and consciousness in the construction of

identity and is a corrective to hooks’ “we” because Zouina is not part of the collective ‘we’, as Malika
and Aicha are. Zouina is not part of a group of women - hooks’ black women - who begin a process
of revision by participating in counter-hegemonic cultural practice (145) toward black liberation or
solidarity. Her transformation is possible despite failed attempts at solidarity with her own people
- Malika - and because of her unique situation: rejection, abuse, dislocation and politics of location
in post-68 France. For hooks, the streets are sites of resistance that are part of a rhizome- like process
of deterritorializing and a progressive opening up to the political sphere (Duncan 1996: 129), but
for Zouina it is where she gets her tools to transform domestic space into home. hooks offer a
destabilizing perspective of the traditional home as a place of immanence rather than transcendence:
because public space can be very hostile to African Americans, the home becomes an important site
of resistance. This is not the case with Zouina. Home is the place that is hostile, and NOT the outside
as in hooksian discourse.
Spivak chooses marginality and locational politics of difference through similarly
deconstructing, displacing and repositioning, like hooks, but by remapping where the margin is at
the service of the center: “When a cultural identity is thrust upon one because the center wants an
identifiable margin, claims for marginality assure validation from the centre” (Spivak 1993:55).
This remapping is a new “worlding of the world”53 (Spivak 1985: 243-244): a space of being
and presence in the world and it is where Zouina reworlds. Zouina reworlds the space surrounding her
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in Saint-Quentin, reworlding the female presence and body, since women are subject to male
authority in patriarchal cultures. She is still ‘colonized’ in her domestic space, despite
appropriating space and gender scripts outside and confronting boundaries between male and
female. She worlds the outside, thus displacing the worlding that occurs in her domestic space
which feeds and enables her agency at the end of the film. There is a push and pull effect in her
spatial formation- while Ahmed and Aicha take away space from her at the house, she takes it back/
conquers it outside. She is thus forging and affirming her existence to become stronger on the
inside. The space she reconstructs may not resemble any space she knows or one that is traditional or
western because making home will require actively redefining boundaries. Indeed, domestic space
engenders traditional roles, standards, expectations of socially ascribed female and immanent
behavior - cleaning, cooking, grocery shopping, caring for and raising children (Weber–Fève 2010:
xviii).
To be unhomed is not to be homeless, nor can ‘unhomely’ be easily accommodated in that
familiar division of social life into private and public spheres. The unhomely moment creeps up
on you stealthily … shrinks…and then expands enormously…the recesses of the domestic space
become sites for most intimate invasions. In that displacement, the border between home and world
become confused; and, uncannily, the private and the public become part of each other, forcing upon
us a vision that is as divided as it is disorienting (Bhabha 1992b: 141).

iii.

Reworlding Ahmed
In Zouina’s reworlding process, her provisional status is disrupted: the more she reworlds,

the more she subverts the notion of spatial confines that dictate that a woman’s place is controlled
socially and spatially. She moves into a re-visioned spatiality that creates new sites for struggle and
for the construction of interconnected and non-exclusionary communities of resistance (Soja 1996:
96). In reworlding her space, she becomes a catalyst for others’ reworlding, including in men’s
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space. Like Mesdames Manant and Donze and Nicole, Ahmed and the bus driver are flows to
Zouina’s force, energy, life, direction (Appadurai’s terms (2015), but not for film) and examples of
modern vs traditional, but both are at the service of Zouina, positive or negative. The bus driver is
literally a moving force, flowing, taking her wherever she wants to go. If the bus driver allows
mobility, Ahmed prevents it. The bus driver is seen, and Ahmed is not. He is busy trying to adapt to
life with a new family. He is invisible to the Donzes, to the story, to the viewers, but visible to Zouina
who notices Ahmed’s virility [his moustache54] and handsomeness. Ahmed takes furtive glances at
Zouina in the guitar scene, almost pulling her out from behind the thick veils that occlude her in the
kitchen scene, but Aicha’s harsh voice insulting Zouina interrupts Ahmed’s tender gaze toward
Zouina. In this scene they are shown in the same frame and he keeps turning back to include her in
their family get-together.
If Zouina’s problem is belonging inside domestic space, Ahmed’s problem is belonging
outside. He only belongs home with his mother and children, but not his wife, nor any French person.
He is afraid to take risks outside like Zouina and his integration will never occur without her. In 1974,
when Zouina arrives in France, Maghrebi men could either go back to their homelands or stay and
bring their families with financial and logistical help from the French government (Kilduff 2017:
200). That Ahmed brought his family from Algeria to France signifies that he is ready for change,
compared to the Pole who cannot complete the forms to bring his family and will not try. Ahmed
tells him he could not continue life without his family in France. He has not resolved his
unbelonging-ness after ten years, m u c h like Malika’s lack of belonging for 15 years. He allows
the children to slowly assimilate (he lets the kids go to school alone after the 1st time), and Zouina
to go to the grocery; he explains to her how to go, what to buy, and generally shows small moments
of willingness to change, particularly when the mother isn't around. These signs of Ahmed’s
malleability are reinforced in his willingness to cut the symbolic umbilical cord and assimilate
when he stands up for Zouina at the end of the film and code-switches also: “ici tous les moutons
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sont français” and “Laisse-la tranquille! Dégage!” The public declaration of a man the Donzes
have never seen or heard and in their language marks his turning point and journey to come. With
everything out in the open, he is ready to take on the public gaze. His journey has begun toward
assimilation, but Zouina’s is leagues ahead of him. She remaps space, ignoring gender lines that
have defined both the Muslim social order and the French socio-historical order. She moves in
solidarity to erase the category colonizer/colonized [hooks 1990c: 152], and Ahmed is no longer the
abuser or traditional confining man, because Zouina controls the flow of their existence (Fenner
2007: 112). When she pulls up four hours late in a bus with the handsome bus driver whom Ahmed
notices in the beginning of the film, she announces a change of terms, claiming the right to both
outside and inside space.
The modern bus driver is there to aid Zouina in developing and accepting herself, and in
the reworlding of Ahmed. He is not explained nor are his sentences completed because his purpose
is literally to drive Zouina ‘home’. Another film in the other region I mention in this thesis does the
same thing: in English Vinglish [Gauri Shinde, India, 2012] Shashi, also a mother, also goes to a first
world country [USA], also has to manage on her own, and also meets a very handsome
Frenchman, who falls in love with her and who teaches her to love and accept herself. Shashi, like
Zouina, does not need romance, but respect, recognition, and acceptance in the domestic sphere.
Both women are free in public, but face physical and symbolic confinement in their dwelling.
Zouina, like Shashi, refuses the western way of liberation, she does not exit her confinement
by driving off with the bus driver, but instead chooses marriage over the modernity that France, in
the figure of bus driver, offers her. She is not pursuing a love interest to liberate herself from the
domestic prison, as some Maghrebi films show. Zouina’s identity is not based on an essentialized
sexual desirability – she does not choose the bus driver but sticks with Ahmed – either de-sexualized
or hypersexualized – and does not mime a European lifestyle. She is able to negotiate a place for
herself within her marriage that also opens up the possibility of integration (Tarr 2005: 178) and as
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a result, Ahmed’s reworlding occurs. The question is not whether or not to stay with Ahmed, but to
rearrange desire: anything worthwhile is medicine and poison at once as Spivak (2010) says:
belonging has geographical, historical, emotional and political implications.

iv.

Finding Home between two Cultures and Zouina’s Algériance
Zouina’s own displacement and search for home is complicated by the speed at which this

new world of movement and displacement is changing and at which traditional places of belonging
are being eroded (Jones 2007: 56). Zouina arrives after Mai 68, a major social, political and cultural
movement, which had paralyzed French traditions, institutions and value, including sweeping
changes in culture, religion, and freedoms regarding women’s rights, which Nicole’s words echo: a
woman’s body belongs to her and not her husband, and she no longer needs her husband’s
permission to go out. Nicole is the perfect example of the spirit of this period and change: divorced,
modern, free, and always Ms. She invites Zouina to go out with the girls, but Zouina thinks it a sin,
and refuses. For Nicole, Zouina is Algerian, but for Malika with whom she tries to broach the subject
of sexuality and love, she’s already French, and that is not acceptable for an Algerian woman. The
beauty products which Nicole gives Zouina do not constitute self-emancipation nor the
womanhood she seeks (Hollis 2012: 204). When Zouina looks in front of the mirror with t h e
make-up on that Nicole gives her, and talks to herself, she’s’ processing her subjectivity. The
mirror image exposes her interior reflection, not vanity. The images in the mirror reveal her
preoccupation with self-definition, looking meditatively, searchingly in an effort to discover or
confront the inner self through the individual expressivity of her face.55 She can remove her scarf
from her head to bandage her bleeding hand and refuse closure, but that does not make her less
Muslim or Algerian or more French. She does not feel she has to re-republicanize or re-feminize to
integrate into French society (Kemp 2009: 25). For Muslim women to assume femininity by
integrating into French society only produces a petrified notion of French womanhood that bears no
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resemblance to the living diversity of women’s experience (31). She doesn’t subscribe to this
narrow definition of a French femininity that is superficial or aesthetic that is followed by three
women: the em anci p ating Nicole who thinks makeup makes a woman, Madame Manant’s
obsessive neatness or Madame Donze’s impeccable garden (Hollis 2012: 25), which all beautify the
outside. Nor does she subscribe to an Algerian femininity based on adhering steadfastly to one’s
culture, tradition and confinement in a country where women’s rights have been fought for and
won in part. She does not construct her gaze through the other male or female but challenges it to
come to her own femininity. She is similar but different to Nicole who sees her as isolated and
suffering because of marriage and family, while both dislike their racist neighbors (Fauvel 2004:
153). Zouina’s notions of femininity do not clash with Malika’s or Nicole’s, two polar opposites,
because she wisely observes that staying true to oneself is a work in process that Aicha, Malika and
Madame Donze do not contribute anything to. Both French femininity and Algerian femininity are
narrow: both pose as the universal ideal of female emancipation, but both are limiting and limited.
Zouina’s femininity is incompatible with either the purely French or purely Algerian model and
she rejects both holds on her. The different women whom she encounters outside domestic space
expose her to different perspectives that lead her to her own self-definition. Make-up is a choice, but
not essential, only identity is, and only self or agency is essential for her. Zouina is part of the plurality
of womanhood, whose cultural belonging is linked to material spaces she inhabits emotionally and
physically, and which play a role in helping her situate herself in cultural and social space (McNeill
2011:13). Zouina’s home and identity are located in the realm of the beyond: the beyond is neither
a new horizon nor a leaving behind of the past…she finds herself in the moment of transit where
space and time cross to produce a complex figure of difference and identity, past and present, inside
and outside, inclusion and exclusion (Bhabha 1994: 1). Zouina occupies in-between space from the
get-go, which enables her to negotiate spatial boundaries and reconfigure frontiers for her and family.
It is the reason she is able to stay within her culture and appropriate spaces, including the space of
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the hijab. Zouina’s double and even triple consciousness as a Muslim female, immigrant Other,
confined wife, and the two-ness that comes from these issues do not tear her asunder. Yet, Zouina’s
double consciousness does not evoke opposition nor plague her: what plagues her is the confinement
of her own people, and the narrowness of identity in France. Zouina’s double consciousness does not
confine her because she is constantly negotiating space - between two worlds, two desires [stay or
go at the beginning], two feminine ideals, two masculine worlds [French vs Muslim, interior vs
exterior]– two opposing cultural perceptions of space, of gendered relations to that space (Hollis
209). The different selves can reconcile to produce a better, truer self, losing neither of the older
selves (Dickson 1992: 306) to find ‘home’ between exile and anchoring, by remapping space where
ties are severed, subjection abounds [Malika] and at the same time recovery and resistance occur
in a meeting place where new and radical happenings occur – Bhabha’s third space. The interstice
or in-between space in which Zouina exists is not static, but carries an inherent potential for
exchange, negotiation, and self-discovery that Bhabha (1994) describes as “providing the terrain for
elaborating strategies of selfhood” …in the emergence of the interstices…where the intersubjective
and collective experiences of nation-ness, community interest, or cultural value are negotiated (12). According to Bhabha, this in-between space is conducive to exploring a cultural hybridity that
entertains difference without an assumed or imposed hierarchy (4). This is the space where the
meaning of culture is negotiated (38).

v.

Home at Last! Zouina in the Croisement
Zouina exists in between the past and present where time and space are transcended and where

past and present collapse to inhabit and belong to two worlds at the same time (Thapan 2005b: 5556). She reconstructs a space of identity for a different subject [other than white feminist or
traditional woman] to speak and act. She gives herself a name at the grocery store “Zouina” not Mr.
Zouino, as the grocer calls her, and even before her fugues. When the police call Ahmed
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“monsieur Zouina” in the garden scene it signifies that Zouina’s importance is recognized in
France. She has a name, Ahmed does not. She is not unnamable, she is not an A.N.I [immigré
nord-africain] or O.V.N.I.56 – objet volant non identifié – both referring to Beur culture, both
designating an extraterrestrial figure descending from another planet (Crouzières-Ingenthron
2001: 111). ANI describes someone with no place or identity, and on the peripheries of the town
(111), a place Zouina combs on Sundays and does not avoid. By creating a Third space, the first
space-second space dualism or prison can be escaped (Soja 2009: 52). Zouina breaks from her prison
– she’s neither first space, nor second space. Il y a toujours l’Autre which disrupts, disorders, and
begins to reconstitute the conventional binary opposition into an-Other that comprehends, but is
more than just the sum of two parts (52).
The process that begins when one leaves his or her country never ends – it is always in transit
and shifting, so always an in-between that the film structures so well. Home is a geographical, historical
and emotional space that has political implications (Mohanty 2003). Zouina’s identity formation is
not complete, but it acknowledges fault lines, conflicts, differences, and containment that borders
represent. It acknowledges that there is no one sense of a border, that lines between and through
nations, races, classes, sexualities, religions, and disabilities are real, and that a feminism without
borders must envisage change and social justice work across these lines of demarcation and division
(Mohanty 2006). Zouina’s hyphenated identity takes place in a new and imaginative way.
Instead of an ideological identity separating the two worlds, Zouina’s is a continuum, between
past and present where time and space are transcended and where past and present collapse to inhabit
and belong to two worlds at the same time (Thapan 2005b: 55-56). Zouina is an Algerian living in
France who is able to maintain a choratic bond throughout the film. Her way of being can be
captured in the notion of algériance - a place independent of struggles, claims, and reproaches
(Cixous 1997). Zouina’s algériance comes from the way she wears and carries her scarf, never
abandoning it after arriving in France, and always keeping it near or on her person wherever she
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goes and choosing her own space. Her journey is marked by passance - always passing by, staying
passing in a place, and always in movement (Cixous 1997). She can live in a zone between
belonging and not quite belonging, because the world was always two to begin with, more than
one, never one, where a connection between different places [exile, migration, cultural and
religious otherness] plays an important role in the construction of the ethnicized and female
subjecthood. Her algériance is born of the same two-world phenomenon as Cixous’, but in reverse,
because Zouina is expelled from Algerian space in France by Malika, and must break free of that
Algeria that puts her in a domestic prison in France. She constructs her unique identity in relation to
the French language and culture in which circumstances have inscribed her. She has the
adaptability to make herself at home where she can: outside: “in motion rather than in place”,
acquiring an imaginary identity that rejects the traditional fictive architectures of national identities
(Parati 2006:112).
hooks’ politics of difference is again fitting for Zouina whom the American model of assimilation
and integration encapsulates, because Zouina has a hyphenated identity, which the French model
does not follow or allow. Hyphenated identities do not exist in France, but in America, which is
another reason why Zouina’s assimilation and integration matches the American model. She
dwells in the hyphen – Maghrebi-French or Franco-Maghrebi or Algerian-French or FrancoAlgerian, but not purely French, nor purely Algerian, where on either side of the hyphen exists the
traditional Algerian [Malika or Aicha] and the traditional French [Madame Donze or even free
Nicole]. Her hybridity is comprised of an identity that is neither one nor the other, but a symmetry of
the two and one of her own making. In choosing neither, she does not risk falling between the spaces
of the hyphen and drowning. In Anna in-between by Trinidadian author Elizabeth Nunez, another
immigrant, Paul Bishop, an acclaimed doctor in the USA, is homesick despite his success in New
York and is never fully at home in America. Bishops says: “over there in America, I’m CaribbeanAmerican, but that hyphen always bothers me. It is a bridge but somehow, I think there is a gap on
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either side of the hyphen. Sometimes I think if I’m not careful, I can fall between those spaces and
drown”. For Zouina, the hyphen is a bridge to both heritages. What the hyphen makes explicit is the
ideological link necessary for Zouina who is home in a social and political space, outside her
‘legitimate’ space and yet, home and community are kept intact in her own identity. She is culturally
western and Muslim with a new self-definition, a new form of visibility in both Arab and French
worlds. The dislodged subject has to learn to invent and imagine community along multiple
non-totalizable axes and cultivate tactics of resisting representation

from within the field of

representation (Radhakrishnan 2000). Both identities are not mutually exclusive of each other, but
are constitutive of each other. Zouina’s hybridity is re-centered and a juxtaposition between two
places, traditional yet modern, and not according to any regimes of representation. Zouina wears
babouches at home, a djellaba outside or over her sweater, she wears a skirt, a man’s raincoat, and
high-heeled white shoes on the streets (Fauvel 2004: 153). The way she deploys this hybridity can
be summed up in the famous song in Shree 420 [Raj Kapoor, 1955]: Mera joota hai japani, yeh
patloon englishtani sar pe laal topi roosi, phir bhi dil hai Hindustani [my shoes are Japanese, these
pants are British, on my head is a red Russian hat, nonetheless my heart is Indian]. At the film’s end,
Zouina exists in the exhilarating anomie between ‘having been deterritorialized’ and ‘waiting to be
reterritorialized,’ between which there can be any manner of unprecedented

‘becoming’

(Radhakrishnan 2000). She is approaching home, smiling, unveiled, in center frame outside, among
all the French neighbors in a medium shot in which Ahmed and Amina are included. This scene
is crucial to show home for Zouina as more than a physical space – one that is not tied to the house,
or only to family, but to community too. Home is a ‘croisement’ for Zouina, where private home is in
sync with the public sphere, a space of the individual consciousness, a psychic space, and above
all, a space of integration that breaks up the homogeneity that exists in France – where everyone
should stay within their boundaries. Zouina finishes France’s incomplete

universalism and

integration, cohabitating linguistically, geographically, whether a multicultural France indeed exists.
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She doesn’t promote separatism, but instead opens bridges for outsiders and insiders to approach.
She claims cinematic space in France’s lieu de memoire, helping to define new space for postcolonial
France. Her regroupement familial begins on her terms, and dimanche, inch’allah, she will take the
children to school.
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CH 4: CYBERSPACE OR DIGITAL SPACES OF EMPOWERMENT IN BEDWIN
HACKER [NADIA EL FANI, 2003] AND 475: TRÈVE DE SILENCE [HIND BENSARI,
2014]
Women must write through their bodies; they must not let themselves
be driven away from their bodies and must thoroughly rethink the body
to re appropriate femininity
- Trinh Minh-ha1

A. Technological Context of the Films
In the previous chapter, “Between Resistance and Transformation: Domestic Space and
confinement in Inch’Allah dimanche,” we saw how women were physically and mentally confined
within an actual physical space. Within that space, the female subjects develop, give expression
to themselves and encounter prohibitions (Lefebvre 1991: 34). As a result, there is sometimes no
alternative place for them to go to; the women either perish or go inward when all else fails, as is
the case for Malika and Aicha in Inch’Allah dimanche]. In Satin Rouge (Ch. 5, part II), this movement
inward will be effectuated through silence in an underground world, out of which the women had
to break physically to form a new identity and to recreate their new space from parts of the initial
one. In India Cabaret, similarly, the women will use the imposed space, but break it apart by
speaking at once for themselves and through the filmmaker. In such films, it becomes apparent that
space is no longer merely a physical entity that is classifiable primarily by its dimension or by what
it contains.
Yet, because women have been left out of place in any mainstream or minority male-authored
cinema, and because space is nevertheless paramount to grounding identities, the fundamentally
changing nature of digital space, which I will explore in this chapter, is the one with the potential to
impact women most in today’s world. At a time when belonging and being were viewed as
established forms, Spivak implied that “there is no space from which the gendered subaltern can speak
within certain discourses of representation. The subaltern woman cannot speak in the place
where she is subalternized, but this does not preclude her ability to speak in other contexts for
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herself” (Weber- Fève 2006: 40). James Clifford also asserted in the same year: “people and things
are increasingly out of place”.2 Thus, what is crucial here is that dominated space can be transformed
and mediated, in particular, through technology (Lefebvre 1991: 164).
In this chapter, I discuss films that show a genuine lack of investment in physical space or
how women can reinvent old space. Women in the two films Bedwin Hacker (Tunisia, Nadia El
Fani, 2003) and 475: Trève de Silence (Morocco, Hind Bensari, 2014) are not perpetually condemned
to silence, but can speak, in fact, sometimes from the domestic space itself

that has now been

transformed into another platform. In Bedwin Hacker (from here, BH), Kalt – Kalthoum- is a savvy
Tunisian computer programmer/hacker who broadcasts messages promoting freedom and equality
for North Africans in both France and Tunisia, because she is deterritorialized. The French DST
[Direction de la Surveillance du Territoire] attempts to find and stop her, but to no avail. Nadia El
Fani thus breaks from all stereotypes and proposes a vision of innovative resistance in Kalt’s
ceaseless border crossings and identities.
475: Trève de Silence is a film that treats the subject of violence against women on a daily
basis, especially through rape, in a documentary mode, and highlights the empowering role for women
of contemporary forms of Internet communication, specifically, blogging. Blogging both allows
women who have been raped to make demands for justice through anonymous tools and spaces, and
the women interviewed in the film to speak through and beyond the cinematic medium, inserting
themselves in the film’s very cinematic texture through digitized voice and image.
With the aid of Internet technologies, they are able to resist repressive gender regimes and
enact equality. Women worldwide are indeed using new technologies to transform their material
and corporeal, lives in many complex ways that resist hierarchies of both gender and race (Daniels
2009: 101). Their private space becomes a public space in Internet telecommunications, but in fact,
there are no private/public spaces anymore, as in the other films I explore in the thesis, and in real
life. The women in India Cabaret and Satin Rouge used the cabaret space as their virtual home, but
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it was real, physical, and not located in cyberspace. BH and 475: Trève de Silence, however, present
a safe, protected, virtual world for women to inhabit and from where they can break their silence. Cyber
feminism is empowering to women who have little material and socio-cultural privileges the world
over. The Internet and its anonymity constitute a world where gendered roles can break down because
communication is limitless and “bodiless” (Carstensen 2009: 1) and it facilitates new identities.
The women in these two films display real agency in virtual worlds because they can participate
unimpeded in discussions of patriarchy, feminism, and gender politics. They are interactive agents
in simulated realms because “the virtual is informed by the real as much as the real is by the virtual”
(Guertin 2002). BH uses both real and technological space to fight the empire and promote inclusion
for France’s marginalized, while raped women in 4 7 5 : Trève de Silence use technology as a tool
to speak out and build community.
Flows of information and people are very important in the two films. In BH, the characters-Kalt (the heroine), Frida (the singer), Chams (the French Maghrebi boyfriend), Julia (the French DST
agent) -- as well as the back and forth shots from Tunisia to Paris which do away with state
censorship, French or Tunisian, all function as constant flows of information. I am using flows in the
Appaduraian (2015) sense about scapes in everyday culture. The flows are brought on by the massive
new spread of information, culture etc. due to globalization, and individuals are also made up of
these flows and influences. In 475: Trève de Silence the women who are raped, as well as the
filmmaker, employ technological innovations, such as video and computer technologies and become
the purveyors of the digital flows of information.
I will discuss these two films separately as their digital paths to agency differ: BH via television
and hacking, and 475: Trève de Silence via social media, and particularly, blogging. In both cases,
however, women occupy two authentic, safe, spaces: the one accorded to them by the filmmaker, and
their own onscreen and online liminal space.
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B. Bedwin Hacker
L'idée m'est venue d'une pirate informatique, pour une
prise de parole
Nadia el Fani

i.

Advocating Hybridity and Defying Stereotypes
Kalt jettisons western preconceptions of Arab women, breaking every stereotype that French –

and others - have of Tunisians and Arab women. Arab women, Muslim women, Maghrebi women,
and Tunisian [Algerian and Moroccan] women are the lowest minority categories in France. Onscreen,
they are presented as veiled, oppressed, and silenced. Kalt and her band of unconventional,
stereotype-defying female friends and family are anything but that: they are merry-making, smiling,
smoking, drinking, bonding, partying and dancing [doing sexy chewing gum dances]; they do not
wear hijabs, and act as music sound engineers in the desert for Frida’s concert. They are not
relegated to a domestic ‘inside’ space, but are very visible and occupy ‘outside’ space. Kalt is an
empowered figure who has as many identities as she has lovers: hacker, schooled at the prestigious
Ecole Polytechnique, computer engineer and programmer across borders whom we meet first as
heterosexual, then discover she is bi-sexual. BH breaks ground as the first film in the Maghreb to
represent bisexual and lesbian sexuality (Martin 2011:151). As Foucault’s History of Sexuality has
affirmed the relationship of sexuality to power, so Kalt’s sexuality or fluid sexual identity is one
imbued with power relations. Just as goods and people come to circulate in new ways in this era of
exchange, encounter and informational flows, and power relations generate new asymmetries
(Grewal & Caplan 2001: 663). Moreover, Kalt’s sexuality wields great personal power, as she
does what she pleases with Chams and Julia, flowing back and forth according to her own decisions.
Grewal and Caplan claim that one aspect of freedom of choice in the nexus of modernity is marked
by ‘coming out’ as a lesbian (670). While Caplan and Grewal only entertain the possibility of lesbian
identities and claim that the study of sexuality and feminism is new in transnational studies, Kalt
brings a different perspective: because she is bi-sexual, she goes against any prescriptive sexual order
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within an Islamic culture, but since she destroys Cham’s and Julia’s expectations, too, she also
undermines the gender order of Western sexuality, brazenly flaunting the rules of heteronormativity
in both cultures.
Gauch (2011) has incisively explored another dimension of Kalt’s universe as an advocate
against branding: the camel icon she uses in her digital interventions becomes Kalt’s imprimatur,
a gender-neutral cartoon camel in color against a black & white background, which mocks the
binaries of post-World War II politics (37). The camel cartoon, which Kalt uses to convey political
messages with humor, suggests that culture is not fixed but fluid, much like Kalt. The cultural
detours and codes that Kalt’s signature – Bedwin – brings with it hijack all stereotypes: the camel
signs in the desert, the camel figurines in her garage where she and Qmar hack, the babouche wearing camel dressed in a white djellaba on French televisions, as well as the camel dressed in
jeans and t-shirt reminiscent of the iconic Joe Camel. Bedwin is not dangerous to one’s health like Joe
Camel, and it calls for a wide array of forms of resistance (Martin 2011:151). The camel also has
raised hands like Agent Marianne or the Statue of Liberty, proclaiming freedom.
The camel is a reminder of the one-sidedness of broadcast media and the limitations and
exclusions that are perpetuated on the Internet. It suggests how the utopian vision of cyberspace as
facilitator of global democracy can lose ground to its exploitation as a commodity-delivery system and
shaper of consumer identities (Gauch 2011: 37). As Gauch has analyzed, the military cap that Kalt
wears re-appropriates militancy- her remote desert location evokes the spaces where the atomic
bomb was initially developed and tested, where nuclear weapons are feared to proliferate today in
areas

like Afghanistan and Pakistan. The film opens with Kalt directing the camel’s position on

screen over Truman footage when he inaugurated the Kentucky Dam in 1945 and when he thanked
God that the atomic energy was in US hands, and not in their enemies’. Today, information
and knowledge are still controlled by the western powers we see on BH’s opening screens, but Kalt’s
voice directs the camel to drown out the noise and position itself [doing a split] over Truman and the
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breaking news concerning atomic energy. This opening scene of Kalt superimposing the camel over
Truman’s speech on First World controls of energy, information, power and space is significant
because Kalt is then going to control information and power in the current epoch with the click of a
mouse, and not through her real presence, like Truman’s in this opening television broadcast. Her
battle is not located on land as was Truman’s, but in the digital divide: in the gap between spaces
linked to modernity and those allegedly pre-modern spaces threatening that modernity (37).
There is a parallel between the atomic weapon and Kalt’s weapon: the Americans had the power to
bomb, and Kalt can hack-- and both powers have extensive force. Truman’s, to wipe away Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, and Kalt to put out La Defense, disrupting the surveillance system which France
keeps tightly secret.
The iconic camel [or the camel icon] that works to give digital information in BH could be a
reference to the 14th century legacy of Ibn Khaldun – a Tunis-born historian and sociologist - who
characterized nomads as ‘wandering rebels against established seats of power’, which would make
Kalt and fellow Tunisians nomads and wandering rebels as well, and the camel, a symbolic threat to
the sedentary authorities (Gauch 2011: 38). The camel can also put out France’s lights when it tells
viewers to dial a telephone number, which brings La Défense to a grinding halt, further crippling
the French surveillance and information system. Millions of euros are wasted

to put out

disinformation about the Bedwin hacker and to find Kalt, but she is always one-step ahead of the
French intelligence services. Neither Kalt nor the camel is a technical error, and their

repeat

appearances reveal misinformation by the French government. Kalt and the camel are there to stay,
appearing and disappearing at will, and signifying that no one can control them.
The DST chief refers to Kalt as Robin Hood because she is elusive. The DST proves no match
for her brilliant and elusive cyber skills. She compares herself to an American cyber thief / hacker
who dodged the FBI for years because of his brilliant hacking skills. She is multilayered and
multilingual, combining French and Arabic. She is also a veritable Tunisian--a Tunisian citizen who
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is obliged out of necessity to know both French and Tunisian linguistic and cultural codes while,
generally speaking, the French know very little about the Arab Other within its national borders and
on the other side of the Mediterranean (McFadden 2013: 6I). Kalt skillfully shuttles between two
countries and two cultures, embodying the ‘in-between,’ as does director El Fani. She exists not only
in-between countries and cultures, but also in-between identities, and she does not choose any fixed
one. This model goes directly against the French national model of assimilation in the colonial past
and largely in contemporary France (7). While discussion of France’s integration of second and thirdgeneration citizens of North African descent is still often couched in terms of assimilation, the notion
of simultaneity in regards to national identity gives visibility to individuals who live both existences
on a local and transnational scale (7).
Kalt refuses to be the perfect postcolonial subject that France wants – unlike Chams, who is
willing to comply with dominant cultural norms and practices in order to obtain his citizenship (18).
He leaves the desert behind and walks off with Julia hand in hand at the end of the film to go back and
assimilate the French way. Kalt refuses to ‘become somebody’ in a society in which she is not free and
refuses that so-called freedom. She refuses to follow France’s prescription of cultural
assimilation and models of success, and fully embodies dissonance and resistance (Martin 2011:
149). She is an advocate for hybridity and is against the notion of a uni-dimensional Arab woman. BH
transcends identity, abolishing any monolithic meaning of terms such as francité, or Arab or Muslim
woman. Unlike the frustrated heroine combatting taboos to realize the freedoms of her European
sisters so familiar to audiences of Tunisian cinema, Kalt urges not just Tunisian friends, male and
female, but also Europeans to resist national, transnational, and globalizing hegemonies (Gauch 2011:
39).

In so doing, she spurns the circumscribed role assigned to women from the ‘global south’ by

feminist activists in the north, and crucially universalizes the need for resistance (39). She
decolonizes herself and the Arab-speaking world who are the only ones to decipher her message
on national French television.
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In effect, Kalt nullifies the category of minority entirely, negating the label in any sense of
the word. Instead, she is a depoliticized “beur, blanc, black” who transcends all notions of identity.
She escapes the surveillance of racialization and the discrimination of imagined threats to work for
actual racial and religious equality (Hudson 2012). Kalt inhabits three spaces: Tunis, Paris, and
cyberspace, all of which she impacts and transforms. One could also say that she exists in a third
space where neither the colonized nor the colonizer reside, in an in- between space where meaning is
produced from the two sides being mobilized (Bhabha 1994: 36). She creates a culture along the clash
of two cultures, forming a third. She can only exist in between-ness, in those interstices, Homi
Bhabha has formulated, and that bring about a process of creating a new culture from the clash of
two cultures. Kalt resists culture’s contained-ness and its boundaries, even if BH uses cyber-slang
to reject monolithic identity (Hudson 2012) fight “the empire.’

ii.

Advocate for Agent Marianne--Beurette and Beur CinemaBH is also an advocate for female “beur” cinema and against the male -authored “beur” version,

for a female-authored cinema by young people born in France of Arab/North African descent; el
Fani is one of them. Men in BH are not the sole locus of cultural values and space, as is customary in
films in France and even Tunisian male cinema. Men in BH care for the children while their wives
are away and manage their homes or practice charms and magic, while the women excel at such
traditionally male-dominated fields as technology and leave their husbands and children a t
home to pursue careers. All the women in BH disseminate and access information as they please,
despite the film’s omnipresent visual and verbal references to censorship and spies (Gauch 2011: 3839). Even Chams, who is a leftist Tunisian journalist and in love with Kalt, is like other male figures
in the film [such as the chief of the DST] and the digital world, who think they are free, but are
instead often deluded. Kalt rejects Chams without sentiment or regret, leaving him bewildered
and without answers on whether Julia was her lover; she turns down his marriage proposal and
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French citizenship, and even dismisses him and his heterosexuality with the remark “we have the
same taste in women”. In this film, it is the female who objectifies the male body; it is the male whose
body is displayed onscreen and not the female body: indeed, Chams is shown naked while Kalt is
fully dressed in one scene, and in another scene, when she does get naked, it is to sleep alone after
sending him outside. In many frames, Chams is shown following her, trying to catch up with her,
trying to comprehend or pin her down-- but she eludes him constantly. In the end, Kalt rejects both
Chams and France. She is mysterious as are her methods of hacking, and she delegates duties to the
Tunisian men in the film who give her buddy pats and shake her hands like business partners.
Kalt uses a cyber verlan based on keystroke-saving phonetic substitutions to point to larger
frames

of reference – thus while so-called “beur” cinema is maligned for the way it ghetto-izes

Maghrebi or French people of Maghrebi origin, a film such as BH that uses verlan reminiscent of
“beur” cinema, creates a cinematic intertextuality that is at once transgressive and resistant (Hudson
2012). For instance, La Haine and Ma 6-T va crack-er3 are male authored film using male actors
[in which verlan is freely used] while Bedwin Hacker is a woman- authored film using a female
protagonist who hacks into the utmost sophisticated surveillance machine. DST’s French Qbor,
Julia’s partner at DST, uses slang like “kife” [love] and “blem” [problem] or “bled,” while
Cham’s sister observes that the dromedary on television with the message is in “rebeu” or Arabic.
Cham’s sister is part of the collaboration apparatus, but Qbor is part of the repression; their slang
does not have the same meaning. Kalt completely rejects stable notions of identity based on historical
legitimacy. To have historical legitimacy means that one represents a

collective social force and

therefore has a right to be heard.

iii.

Advocate of Technology
Kalt’s greatest strength is hacking. She manipulates computers, hard drives, satellites and

cell phones to thwart dominant French culture from anywhere: from a remote village in the desert
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in her uncle’s garage, and in an ancient, abandoned amphitheater in Tunisia, as well as in a
commissariat in Paris’s 18th arrondissement, where she first hacks into the Parisian police computer
network to free Frida. Frida is an Algerian living in France without a valid visa – a “sans papiers” –
who has been indicted by the French authorities and whom Kalt endows with a Moroccan
diplomatic identity. Kalt’s hacking into the system to free Frida shows how technology can be used
to regulate regimes of virtual labor recruitment and immigration. Not only do the hacks intersect with
a longstanding political narrative about limiting Arab and African immigration to France (40), but
they also are a welcome change in centuries of Eurocentric knowledge. Kalt’s hacking is not a
destructive form of vandalism against intellectual property or terrorism against the state. Kalt “skills
up” in the data terrain: she is a virus of the new world disorder, who ruptures the [French] symbolic
from within and sabotages the big-daddy mainframe (Pierce 2002: 22).4 Her hacktivism is not meant
to steal identities such as the one we are familiar with today – but to reclaim an identity or defy
what the French de souche allow her and other Maghrebis as an identity.
Kalt uses MUX – multiplexer – to interrupt and convey messages online on French television
via the camel. MUX combines multiple inputs into a single data stream, and those on the receiving
end of the MUX get the single data stream in the original multiple signals. In BH, French viewers
receive single and multiple signals interrupting their television screens each time Kalt hacks. She
disrupts the established televisual order, enjoining spectators to playfully resist passive
consumerism (30). She diffuses subversive messages in Tunisian Arabic dialect on French national
television at a time when there was no other way to let the world know about the events in the
Arab world. Al Jazeera was launched four years after, in 2006, and was a much-needed critical
intervention for the Arab world in the beginning but was still silenced by cable and satellite
providers that did not include it in their packages despite Google’s constant outsourcing of
investigative journalism.5 In a pre-Al Jazeera, pre-Twitter, and pre-Facebook era, Kalt was able to
transmit critical political messages via this method.
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BH destabilizes the paradigms that posit the west-to-east, North-to-South flow of freedom,
knowledge, and progress (Gauch 2011: 41). In the public domain, men have not only dominated
the major spheres of political and economic influence in society but also, more importantly, have
done so through masculinist forms of knowledge.6 When Kalt alludes to Mitnick7, it is because she
has not found a female hacker of that caliber, even if Internet technology is not new for women in
the western world. Women in the western world shop, tweet, email, blog, post, date etc. on the Internet,
but in every other respect, the digital world is generally coded as masculine. Kalt subverts
representation nonviolently in order to advocate for herself and her fellows, women and men, by
showing different images on French, European, and American television screens. That El Fani
chose to present Kalt, a woman of the ‘Third World’, as a skilled digital warrior was highly
transgressive in that women in industrialized nations have more access to computers than in a
developing society and the digital era has not abolished the Third-Worldness of these societies,
even though women have increased their rate of participation online (Daniels 2009: 104). Kalt thus also
destabilizes popular knowledge of universal cyber feminism as white. Cyber feminist practice

is

indeed exclusionary like its sister, traditional Western feminism, and comes with its own set of
problems. Although the lives of white women and women of color are mutually dependent in many
ways, cyber feminist writing too often assumes an educated, white, upper-middle-class, Englishspeaking, sophisticated readership which ends up replicating the damaging universalism of oldstyle feminism (Fernandez & Wilding 2003: 21). BH echoes the position of Sadie Plant, one of the
leading figures of cyber feminism, who views cyber feminism as positively transforming the lives of
women who see the Internet as a site of liberation for women.8
Kalt comes from the respected Ecole Polytechnique, and has assembled a computer with Julia,
a third- level student, when she was only a first-year student. She was assured a top-level job with a
prestigious French firm or government, with French citizenship to follow upon graduating. Yet,
instead of being satisfied with a paternalistic gift of access to the rights of a French citizen, she
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hacks to defend and expand her rights beyond those that would be granted to her by a country that
– according to the hierarchies implicit in international rights discourses – proclaims itself a model of
human rights of the sort that those in the ‘global south’ can only dream of (Fernandez 2002: 39).
In BH, it is Kalt who is has the ultimate control rather than Julia, the top agent of the DST
(the equivalent of the American CIA or NSA). Julia is an expert in counterterrorism and
counterespionage and is responsible for the general security of France against foreign threats and
interference. Julia is trained to track down and stop the hacker’s transmissions. The chief of the
DST often refers to her as Agent Marianne, an icon of freedom and democracy in French history.
Julia’s code name - Agent Marianne - may stake a feminist claim in its assertion of an active rather
than simply iconic role for women in the functioning of the state, but it also makes clear that even
cyber feminism with its vaunted fluidity, remains as mired in differences of race, class, and
national origin as does the cyberspace on which it depends (Gauch 2011: 40-41). Marianne is
the most prominent depiction of the French republic and has been painted by Delacroix leading the
people on the barricades, and Daumier and Doriot sculpted a bronze sculpture of Marianne
overlooking the Place de la Nation in Paris as the triumph of the republic, and her presence is
engraved on euro coins, bank notes, and stamps.9 She has always played a crucial role in the
construction of the republican nation and French national identity (Jones 2002: 371), as a selfsacrificing, solemn republican of the 18th century to a chic Parisian with a strong sense of self (Jones
2002: 371) in the 21st century. While Julia embodies Marianne and freedom since Marianne was
against all forms of dictatorship, in BH reality she restricts the freedom of others. Julia quickly
discerns the common language of hackers in the Arabic letters she seems to decipher, and reads
in the message a non-terrorist challenge (Gauch 2011: 40). Despite this and her hip cyber feminist
trappings and immigrant boyfriend, Julia remains committed to notions of France’s civilizational
superiority as the guarantor of liberty, equality and fraternity (40). I t i s Kalt w h o is Agent
Marianne’s beurette, and who represents a modern multiethnic France in the third millennium.
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She is the Arianne rocket maghrebine whose hacking escaped from the sun like a solar explosion,
and who shuts down all the power in France, and like Truman’s atomic bomb, she burns all
transmission satellites.
When Kalt’s first message appears on screen, Julia latches on to the word ‘pirate mirage’ and
sets out to find the individual behind that image (Gauch 2011:41). The choice of ‘pirate mirage’ to
describe Kalt’s hacking is interesting, as space is a mirage,10 sometimes illusory,11 and the closer one
is to mapping its critical boundaries and lieux communs, the more the horizon of fixed and unifying
knowledge withdraws (Williams 2013: 287). Thus, the closer Julia gets to the hacker, the further
the hacker gets away from her; Kalt withdraws each time Julia is on her heels. But, the message
in the mirage is not individual, but plural, and in Arabic only. They are not alone. Someone is watching
them. ‘Pirate mirage’ could also be translated as an Internet meme, a concept that spreads via its
networks. The Internet allows a concentration of memes to propagate simultaneously, depending on
several listeners, adherents, or viewers to disseminate them. In her activism as a hacker, Kalt shows
herself to be at once an advocate against oppressive French media-television, and an advocate
against French immigration policies. Television is the porte-parole into which Kalt hacks for western
images to appropriate and resignify. BH thus interrupts flows in what is considered one of the
most powerful media to speak to [French] people: television, where millions watch events,
including a football match, a sport that has the largest audience worldwide. By hacking, Kalt is
able to convey a highly charged political message in a pacifist tone through popular mainstream
culture, simultaneously by meme-spreading and message-spreading. Kalt uses television images
to remove misunderstandings that Europeans harbor regarding Tunisians as backward people of
the South (Barlet 2002: 1).
The message that they are not alone ostensibly dismisses assimilation, the model that
characterizes French colonization and immigration policy (Gauch 2011: 41) for Maghrebi and
Africans immigrating to France. In writing the message in Arabic on French screens first before
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translating it into French, Kalt articulates that there are other ways to speak (McFadden 2013: 14)
on public television, for example. This message, illegible for some, rattles the notions of omniscient
control and centrality that television cultivates in viewers although it is a proliferation of information
and entertainment channels – some of them flickering across the screen during subsequent hacks.
Yet, those who understand the message know that it cannot be confined to the screen (Gauch 2011:
41) and those it exhorts to stay tuned and not tune out (“we are not a mirage” or “a technical error”)
know that it is a call directed at them. This raises the very interesting question of how civilizational,
gendered, and cyber feminist divisions of labor are understood by the viewing audience – which
includes the French as well as North Africans - suggesting that all of them know that Kalt’s
successes are going to shake up and imbricate those discussions (42).
BH further challenges assumptions about postcolonial migrations as unequivocal threats to
the

lives of law-abiding nation-state citizens in the former colonial metropolis. It defines the

congruencies between discourses that malign immigration as a degenerative form of cultural
invasion or submersion, and discourses that malign hacking as a destructive form of vandalism
against intellectual property or as terrorism against the state (Hudson 2012). These discourses are
mobilized in the film when highly stylized, two-dimensional, animate images of camels interrupt
television broadcasts to proclaim a “new epoch” and to affirm, “Bedwin is not a mirage” (Hudson
2012). Kalt’s transitory breaches draw attention to the illusory comprehensiveness of France’s
televisual landscape (Gauch 2011: 41). In the hermetically sealed world of the French immigration
system, BH wears down such one-dimensional, essentialized, civilizational oppositions, the
unsettling perceptions of the desert as either an empty wasteland or an extremist lair, while
contemporary Europe is a privileged site of knowledge production and freedom (37). Throughout the
film, characters’ existence and free-spirited pursuits are naturalized in a manner that ridicules the
French fears of immigration and of terrorist infiltration from the South, illustrating a deep socioeconomic divide portrayed in the Parisian scenes of the films (39). The old-school chief of the
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French security services who tracks Kalt’s virtual incursions is a parody of European fears
concerning all who come from the poorer, presumably less free, and more dangerous, former
colonies (40). In most frames with both Julia and the chief, the camel is positioned directly above
him, with a raised hand or raised hands, like the statue of liberty. Gauch points out that on the other
hand, French sit-in participants, identity-check opponents and the chief’s mocking DST
subordinates convey more nuanced and open perspectives on immigration (40). The chief, the
veteran of the Algerian war, sees only a threat in the Arabic letters scrolling across the television
screen and DST computer monitors. For him the images are a sign of irreconcilable civilizational
difference regardless of what they may actually say (40). He places the military on stand-by alert and
completely misses the multiple, playful significations of the cartoon camel, signaling that the
contested terrain really is not geographical, but virtual (40) while Kalt’s message states:

i.e., that day [the day will come] more than visas will be needed to stop immigration. Yet, the camel,
like Kalt, needs no visa, because it occupies virtual, not physical, space. When the DST is closing in
on the Bedwin hacker, the chief tells Julia they do not have authorization if it is in Algeria. However,
Kalt is not in Algeria; she is in Tunisia. However, the chief does not know where she is, and for him, it
is all the same whether Algeria or Tunisia. She tells him: “at any rate, the solution is “informatique”
or IT based, or electronic. He runs the DST but does not know how to protect France when that
physical presence is not needed to solve their hacking problem. The end is ambiguous: maybe Kalt
is discovered, maybe not. If she is, she has already passed her tools on to Qmar and other Africans
through code, which she destroys, just before Julia reaches her in the Tunisian desert where she is.
With characters like Kalt and their political messages, El Fani paved way for the Arab Spring
because political operatives now fight on social media and not just on the ground. The Arab spring was
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a revolution that began almost nine years after Bedwin Hacker - late December 2010 – through
politically charged messages. Its birthplace was Tunisia where Mohamed Bouazizi, a 26-year-old
fruit and vegetable seller lit himself on fire in protest when he could no longer sustain a living,
and soon after, protests spread across the Middle East like wildfire on Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube before worldwide audiences and support groups. Today, change and politics have become
about message control on these outlets.12 In this movie, Kalt was controlling such politically
charged

messages on French television nine years before this revolution. Message control has

rewritten the rules, as we see with Kalt who controls the airwaves, and this new virtual reality really
determines who takes charge, as Kalt takes charge of surveillance. She reverses the role of the French
and the Maghrebi in not only cloaking the chief of the DST, but the entire system in her hacktivism.
The French - and not Kalt nor the Maghrebi, or French of Maghrebi origin - are concealed.
Gauch (2011) believes that the film shows that, far from being crushed by a feeling of inferiority,
people in Tunisia are laughing at the French government’s censorship policies because they are aware
of France’s multipronged governmental tactics to suppress freedom of information, movement, and
association, while Kalt and her friends elaborate even newer strategies of circumvention (42). In the
film, one can notice how Maghrebi families laugh when the camel appears on their television with
Arabic words sprawled across their screens with a message. Directed at television viewers in Europe
and coming from the presumably more repressive and dangerous Arab South, Kalt’s culture jams
thus target discourses of civilizational [technological,

cultural, and social] incommensurability

(Gauch 2011: 30). Rather than arguing for greater access and more balanced representation on
behalf of the global south, BH exposes the less visible restrictions

placed on expression and

communication in the global north, even as the pace of televisual convergence and media
globalization accelerates (31). Kalt appeals to audiences dissatisfied with mediated landscapes where
consumer choice is displacing demands for broader freedoms (41). One of Kalt’s hacked messages
directs viewers tired of the sound of boots to wear North African slippers: an ironic reclamation of
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the so-called exotic. BH thus plays with the f i l m audience’s preconceptions by leaving them
in the dark concerning a given detail, but also grants them privileged insights into the real stakes
of Kalt’s symbolic world, and she once again garners an enthusiastic following through her tactics
(41). “We are not a mirage” is accompanied by the words “Are you?’ The Internet and anonymity
constitute a world where gendered roles break

down because communication is bodiless and

facilitates new forms of identities. Bedwin is not a technical error, but a vehicle that empowers
women and men of lesser material and socio-cultural privilege to occupy space and claim it as their
own. Dislocation and resistance become the norm as is evident from the many occasions from where
Kalt hacks.
Kalt looks after Frida’s daughter Qmar, who is ten years old teaching her how to hack her way
out of servitude, how to be free of western surveillance, how to resist the lure of emigration and
how to reject authoritarian régimes. At the end of BH, when Julia arrives to arrest Kalt, she asks Kalt
if she is teaching a child to become a terrorist tomorrow. But, Kalt insists that it is an honorable
connection to teach Qmar to become free, and to not live on the run like her mother, or struggle to
get a ‘carte de séjour’ or French nationality or a visa. The brown female bodies of Kalt and Qmar
are made legible onscreen, and their lives have advanced beyond eurocentrism from the desert. Even
if BH is shut down, Kalt and Qmar have already paved the way by passing the hacking baton to the
Zoulou Hackers as hackers of peace that Kalt succeeds in setting up just before her computer blows
up. They manage to erase all files before Julia gets her hands on them in their computer. This female
twosome also alludes to another hacker group, Anonymous, a group of good hackers in the USA
and worldwide, who brought down scientology, Ben Ali in Tunisia, and helped the Arab spring
etc. They jammed scientology sites, and showed Egyptians how to turn their Internet back on when
the government shut it down to prevent the people from speaking out during the Arab spring.
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Kalt occupies a multitude of spaces simultaneously, existing in the peripheries and between
all rigid power structures: religion, sexuality, technology, immigration; she is a Tunisian female
Kevin Mitnick, who can decode systems and remain invisible despite the most sophisticated
surveillance and satellite techniques, never once slipping up. She exists not only in third space, but
also in three spaces at once: Tunis, Paris and cyberspace, all of which she impacts and transforms
to making the desert landscape become a source of pride, culture and music onscreen. No data can
implicate her hacktivism since she escapes all check points; she leaves the French in the MUX
darkness 24/7 despite their most sophisticated surveillance techniques and agents, and when the DST
does get nearer to finding her, she has the power to delete everything with the click of a finger. Like
Mitnick, Kalt was only found out because Chams went into her computer and enabled Julia to track
the venue from where she was hacking.
Kalt’s mobile devices become receptive vehicles throughout the film for her social and cultural
inclusion thus making the cinematic frame itself inclusive. The Sans Papiers, invisible minorities, and
other ‘immigrants’ are also captured in El Fani’s inclusive frame. At the same time, Kalt’s and
Julia’s statement at the end “Dommage que tu sois de l’autre côté” suggests the impossibility of
transnationalism and transculturalism for Tunisians and French. They find themselves on either side
of a huge gulf of misunderstanding and distrust (McFadden 18), but Kalt’s smile in the very last
frame suggests she is ready to hack again. Being discovered will not stop her. There is no exit except
through a subversion that further isolates the North and South, France and Tunisia, France and the
Maghreb, from each other.
In the end, the film has also shown that the landscape in Tunisia is neither an empty cultural space
nor a dead space; it is performative, generative, and poetic. While at first it seems a space where
there is no subjectivity for women in any sense, the landscape is on its way to being completed and
redesigned by its mostly female characters: Kalt and her sisters, including Frida, female cousins,
and Frida’s daughter, Qmar. Cyberspace is a way of reclaiming self-hood and nationhood in BH.
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Kalt’s polymorphous identity posits her beyond nations, borders, and space; she cannot be embedded
within space, like her camel in cyberspace. She no longer has roots, but aerials, and no longer origins,
but terminals (Morley 1999: 158), or an imaginary home, as Shohat suggests

(1999). Kalt

completely unthinks eurocentrism, in the sort of terms used by Shohat and Stam in their 1994
Unthinking Eurocentrism: Multiculturalism and the Media, proclaiming a new epoch for France, and
reminding « them » again and again that:

C. 475: Trève de Silence
I am a being of desire, therefore a being of words

- Nicole Brossard14

Your body must be heard…must invent the impregnable language that
will wreck partitions, classes and rhetorics, regulations and codes
- Helene Cixous15

The film’s title 475: Trève de Silence alludes both to an Article (Article 475) concerning rape in
the Moroccan Penal Code and to the refusal of women to accept the status of silent victim, hence
“trève de”—or “enough silence.”16 The film opens with screen-filling contents of Article 475, the
same way Deepa Mehta’s Water [discussed in Ch. 6.1] opens the entire screen to alarming statistics
s of women cloistered in ashrams in India. 475: Trève de Silence announces that while rape occurs
everywhere in the world, in Morocco, it is because of the quasi absence of its criminalization. The
film is a bitter portrait of an extremely violent and hostile environment towards women, who are
harassed and/or raped on the streets or at work, despite the Code du Statut Personnel (also called
the Moudawana or the family code), which was amended and implemented in 2004 to give women
more rights. There were certainly enough reasons to amend the law: two thirds of the female
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population was illiterate, every six hours a Moroccan woman died during childbirth, while
proponents of change sought to raise the legal marrying age to 18, to ban polygamy, and grant
women the right to divorce (Hillauer 2005: 331). I will rely on the work of Hanafi & Alaoui “Beyond
the Law: Protecting Morocco’s Women” (2014) to lay out the problems and hurdles which exist for
women in Moroccan society.
Given the deleterious consequences of violence against women on the economic welfare
of communities, it became one of Morocco's pressing obligations to seriously address the issue. The
Moroccan government in effect paid attention to it due to a few major efforts including a UN study and
a conference on gender and grassroots organization. Indeed, a 2006 United Nations study showed
the extent to which violence prevented women from fulfilling their potential, restricted economic
growth, and undermined development. At a conference on gender violence held in Rabat, UN Special
Reporter Rashida Manjoo (January 2014) commended the country on its recently introduced draft bill
protecting women against violence (1). The article reemerged when grassroots activists such as Avaaz
called for its repeal (1). Avaaz is a global, civic organization in 194 countries that promotes
activism on issues such as climate control, human rights, animal rights, corruption, poverty etc. and
works to close the gap between the world we have and the world we wish to live in. In 2012, The
Guardian named it the largest and most powerful activist network.17

i.

Setting for Bensari’s Urgent Film: Amina Filali’s Suicide
475 Trève de Silence is a film made as a web documentary born out of the tragic story of 16-

year- old Amina Filali, who was raped, severely beaten, forced into marriage to her alleged rapist,
couldn’t go back home then committed suicide after going back to her forced marriage. Compelling
young women to marry their rapist is a commonly accepted practice in Morocco. To break the silence
on this issue, Hind Bensari set out to examine commonly held views and the opinions of the legal
establishment as well as the work of activists in fighting against the brutal culture of victim blaming.
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Bensari engages with survivors,

allowing them to tell their stories for the first time and her

interviewees come from the rural areas around Casablanca (El Ank, Ain Diab) and lower-income
areas (Rahma, Hay, Hassani, Oulfa, Lissasfa) in Morocco. Among the interviewees are Malika
Slimani and Houda Lamqaddam - both students who survived rape, Harakat [sexologist], Jalila
[journalist], Dr Siham Benchekroun [writer and psychotherapist], Dr Jamal Khalil [sociology
professor], and many others, including adolescent high-schoolers from five schools and adults of
both sexes and age groups who are randomly addressed on both urban and rural streets. Bensari
conducts her many interviews in areas with the greatest working-class populations are those most
affected by gender inequality. As for rural areas, they are largely subaltern zones, where tens of
thousands of vulnerable women toil for low wages as seasonal workers picking fruit to be exported
to Europe, or as under-aged wives who are de facto servants in their husbands’ homes.18 According
to the film, 3.4 million girls are raped, beaten, and abused in Morocco by age 18, and the figure
doubles for the victims in rural areas. That translates to 6.8 million girls in rural areas alone out of
a population of 33 million plus people: thus, a staggering third of the female population under 18
has been abused, beaten, or raped in Morocco.
Rape is a problem that affects working-class and poor women the most, which everyone denies
in Morocco (Sefrioui 2014). Larache, from where Filali came, is a village on the outskirts of a small
northern town near Tangiers, where Berbers and Amazigh originally settled. In Larache and many
other regions in which Bensari chooses to do her interviews, there is a lack of basic infrastructure:
roads make it impossible for women to go to court in Tangiers; further, in such rural areas, there is
no access to legal aid, many women are unaware or misinformed about their legal rights, and many
lawyers refuse to take on pro-bono cases or lower their service rates for victims (Hanafi & Alaoui
2014: 1).
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Filali’s rape and suicide created great civil unrest in Morocco. Filali’s death propelled Morocco's
Article 475 to international headlines. Article 475, from which the film partly gets its title, is from the
Moroccan penal code which comes from the French penal code, and which specifies:

“He who, without violence, threats or fraud abducts or deceives a minor under 18 years of age, shall
be punished by imprisonment of 1 to 5 years and a fine of 200 to 500 dirhams. If the nubile who was
removed or deceived marries her abductor, he can no longer be prosecuted except by persons
empowered to demand the annulment of the marriage, and then only after the annulment has been
proclaimed”.19
However, having a law against violence and abuse on the books does not necessarily guarantee
that violence against women will stop. In 1956, India too promulgated a law - the Immoral Traffic
Prevention Act – to protect women, but brothels, trafficked girls, and rape like Nirbhaya’s [Jyoti Singh]
in 2012 (and those that continue today) still abound. Such laws did not protect Amina Filali, or
female students Malika Slimani, Marwa Belghazi, Houda Lamqaddam, or another 13-14-year-old
girl referenced in 475: Trève de Silence. Malika Slimani was raped after Hassan Arif– a politician
– spiked her sprite, and then raped and beat her for having turned him down a few times in the past.
She hid her pregnancy out of shame and from people’s judgment and even asked Arif to marry her, but
he refused. She went to the police with a bloodied garment to prove her virginity, then later again
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conducted a paternity test, which proved Arif to be the father of her child, but 3 years passed at the
etime of the film, and she was still waiting for him to be prosecuted for rape. After 284 calls on his
cell, and several to her number, a bloodied garment, and DNA testing, her proof was not sufficient to
punish either rape or the rapist.
In Morocco, rape is thus considered a step in a relationship between male and female; it is
not considered an act of violence against women (Sefrioui 2014). Many of the people to whom
Bensari spoke saw no difference between extra-marital sex and rape: ‘when you say ‘rape’, do you
mean rape with or without violence?’” explains Hind Bensari in the film. On the other hand, as one
middle-aged man puts it: “There are two scenarios with rape: the first is that the woman wants to be
raped so she can become a prostitute. When she eventually marries, she then knows how to satisfy
her husband.”
Another girl, 13 or 14,20 who was gang raped during Ramadan then left to die on the streets
found her way by herself to the police station; the policemen took her back to the scene of the rape,
and one of the rapists turned out to be a policeman, who married her and thus “saved” her from
dishonor. However, although Moroccan law sets the minimum age for marriage at 18 for both males
and females, judges often waive this requirement at their own discretion, allowing female minors
to be married. Alleged rapists often receive the benefit of mediation with the blessings of legal
aides, police, and religious figures without facing prosecution. The laws are bent because, culturally
speaking, girls tend to marry far older men and are often married when they are under 18. Despite
the provisions of Article 475 that demand prosecution of the rapist, the policeman in this case did not
lose his job even though the victim was just a child. Fifteen-year-old girls have interiorized that they
cannot do anything without being married to a man.
Cultural views of honor and traditionalist Islam are two very important structures in the Maghreb,
and as a result, these factors affect the way women and female sexuality are represented in cinema and
life. The scope of honor for women is exclusively defined by virginity. Virginity must be preserved
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at all costs, since a lack of honor – such as that caused by rape - equates a condemnation of a girl’s
moral life without parole : « ni le facteur temps, ni les processus de changement socio- culturels qui
travaillent le Maghreb ne semblent avoir réussi jusque-là à réduire la charge symbolique que ce
tabou exercé sur les représentations collectives… » (Ben Ameur-Darmoni 2000 : 252). If a girl
loses her virginity by accident, she is still considered leftovers, “yesterday’s couscous,” which is to
be discarded. Some women sew back a hymen to become marriageable again (Nadine Labaki’s
Caramel in 2007 and Yamina Benguigui’s Aicha in 2008) but first and foremost to avoid bringing
dishonor to the family. The rapist, however, loses no honor, and he simply must marry the girl he
rapes to save her from ‘her’ dishonor and a life of misery. Marriage is the only way out of rape for
a girl in society, but Article 475 protects a rapist from prosecution if he marries his victim: “…If the
nubile who was removed or deceived marries her abductor, he can no longer be prosecuted…” But,
Dr Benchekroun also believes that marriage to a girl’s rapist is not about honor, but about securing
material gain. Marriage fixes the problem of rape for society and the men who rape, but not for the
girl who is raped. She is raped, humiliated, abused, and then abandoned by all support systems: the
family, community, courts, and country. She is sometimes chased away by her own mother because
the rape brings shame on the family, or the brother kills her for the same reason. The mothers
condone marriage to their daughter’s rapist because it does not make sense for a man to spend money
on a girl raped by another: “qui voudrait dépenser l’argent pour une femme qui a été violée par un
autre?” (Who would want to spend money for/on a woman who was raped by another?). Jalila, the
journalist who is interviewed in the film, states that she cannot understand how the judges let rapists
free who rape twelve-year old children, who do not even know how to express themselves in court
or in front of their family. The only female minister in cabinet – Bassima Hakkaoui – responded
to this with: “Sometimes marriage between a rapist and his victim causes no real harm” when
Moroccans mobilized throughout the country denouncing Article 475 (Errazzouki 2013).
The film also confirms a common notion that a woman is only valued socially, even idealized,
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as a mother, but scorned, an object of defiance who incarnates tricks, temptation and evil otherwise.
Morocco is a society in which shortcomings in women’s rights are both de facto and de jure: thus, one
of the characters in Bensari’s film, an illegitimate [born out of wedlock] young man, proclaims that a
man is innocent until his guilt is proven whereas a woman is guilty until proven innocent. However,
even when innocence could be proven, a woman or girl remains guilty morally. Despite the advances
that Moroccan legislation has made to improve women's rights, it remains hindered by several
hurdles. Legislative and administrative local instruments like ICCRR (International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights) and CEDAW (Convention on the Elimination of All Forms

of

Discrimination against Women) have failed to improve gender equality.21 Moroccan judges
continue to waive the age requirement for marriage at their own discretion.

ii.

Houda Lamqaddam: Blogging for Female Community
Houda Lamqaddam’s story touched Bensari’s life at a time when she started to lose hope

for Moroccan women upon seeing how the law encourages men to rape and get away with it. Houda’s
fighting spirit made her decide to continue her fight as well for women’s rights in Morocco and to use
film to do so. After being threatened with disfigurement to her face with a razor, stripped, tied up,
with a dirty towel shoved in her mouth, she was raped by four men on the beach on the last day of
school while waiting for friends. What pained her most was that everyone asked her what she was
wearing the day she was raped and how she provoked them. Female victims of violence are thus
often presumed to be accomplices and questions of consent overshadow the harm they have
incurred. Houda’s only solution was technical, to blog. She became a digital Scheherazade telling
her story of rape online to whomever would listen. The more comments and stories she received
from others, the less her pain felt. At the end of the film, Bensari thanks all the contributors
including the victims who told their stories anonymously. Rape is not considered criminal, but
something that happens between “fille et garçon”. Men in Casablanca who were interviewed by
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Bensari think that sexual harassment is a normal part of adolescence. Women should go out to
do shopping or business but nothing else, otherwise they are ‘asking for it’”. The same situation is
revealed in Attorney Sharma’s defense of the five rapists of Jyoti Singh in India’s Daughter: she
was raped because she was unmarried, and out at night with a male. Moroccan men interviewed in
Bensari’s film feel the same as the men in India’s Daughter: “they are flaunting themselves” or
“they’ll have relationships, and then cry rape”. Not only is the girl provoking rape to prostitute herself
but also, she forces the rapist to marry her (Sefrioui 2014). This is the belief of both men and women
regarding rape in Morocco. Harakat, a sexologist, confirms that men say to her that if she did not
pass in front of them, they would not have the need to hit her; or if she wore a djellaba they would
not have to approach her, but given that, she is dressed ‘western’ style, she provokes them.
In 2011, in Morocco, there was a mass movement for democratic change, lower food prices,
and freedom for Islamist prisoners, the rights of Berbers and variety of other causes including panArab nationalism (Erlanger 2011). The Movement for Change began on Facebook then spread to the
streets in Rabat and Casablanca. That spawned the “February 20 movement” in which many women
were involved as legal counselors and played active roles (Salime 2012: 102), with leadership
shared by men and women. People chanted slogans such as ‘down with autocracy” and “the king
must reign not govern” and “democratic constitution = parliamentary monarchy” (Erlanger
2011). February 20 was an extension of the struggle for gender equality to issues of social justice.
It highlighted how old fears regarding the Woman Question were subsumed under broader demands
for political change that may or may not occur (Salime 2012: 107), and some activists feel betrayed
by this February 20, which hadn’t been informed by the struggle to institute gender equality. Women
had to work in this movement with other political partners such as the Islamists of Justice and
Spirituality who are on opposite ends of the political spectrum (104). For Islamists, gender equality
cannot be isolated from the general struggle for democracy and justice

for all (107). Yet Arab

women’s real problems in daily life have been magnified by the emergence of an extremist Islamist
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Salafist movement and the persistent struggle between the proponents of progress and the defenders
of conservatism, and women have become the hostages of these two forces (Hillauer 2005:367).
Female equality can only conform to the new code but not be absolute, because feminist and Islamist
goals have different objectives.
Article 475 does not help women who are raped like Malika and Marwa. Although the King’s
advisers warned that the internet allowed young people to become citizens of the world, it is still a
virtual world,” and to avoid thinking “that you would like to live in the United States and Norway, but
we have to get there” (Erlanger 2011). In the film, and in their life, Houda and Marwa decided to
demonstrate self-expression and networking before a global audience to champion social justice for a
better world for women. If Kalt is a hacktivist in BH, Houda and Marwa are techno-activists who
represent the next evolution of the web-based experience of women, and their blogs make the idea of
a dynamic network of ongoing debate, dialogue and commentary central, and thus emphasize
interpretation and dissemination of alternative information to a heightened degree (Kahn 2004:
87). In 475: Trève de Silence it is mostly teenaged girls who are targeted for rape and who are blogging
their way out of violence.22 From 1995 to 2013 – a span of eighteen years- Internet users went
from 16 million to 2,749 million, which is approximately 40% of the world’s population (Shephard
2013: 2). With the emergence of the blogosphere, the percentage of women bloggers increased, as
it is a particularly attractive medium for girls and women, even if another study found that among
the A-bloggers 70% are male, with 24.2% focused on information and written by men (Carstensen
2009: 3). Yet women are no longer an exception, and online Blogs encourage discussing,
commenting, and criticizing gender, violence, caste, racial issues etc. Internet technology provides
a Wikipedia of ideas for women’s activism; a space where they can negotiate and renegotiate their
identities and where everyone can contribute, add information, and make the site overflow with their
stories. Blogging is a kind of digital Ménie Grégoire for the community of girls raped whom Houda
inspires.
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Amina Filali‘s death had already caused a Facebook page to be immediately launched in solidarity:
“We are all Amina Filali.”23 Houda followed with “Ce n’est pas votre faute” (it is not your fault)
and published it on the Internet, too at http://houdalamqaddam.wordpress.com/2012/03/20/javais17-ans/.

This garnered a lot of support and people began to follow her online, with victims speaking up. She
had 103 comments at the time of the movie release and exhorts “if you don’t speak you won’t get
help”. Marwa Belghazi is a contributor to the blog Qandisha and thus speaks about rape: “in our
society marriage is a way to fix rape, as though marriage will fix the act of rape”. Girls like Houda
and Marwa believe in women’s future in Morocco and admonish others to not hide the injustices that
both women and men perpetuate. Incarcerated inside repressive religious practices and beliefs, denied
public presence and voice because of their gender, these countless young women in Bensari’s film
debunk stereotypical views of them as doe-eyed, naïve etc. and are awakening to freedom and
breaking [fire]walls to defy the imposed silence they have been kept walled in for so long. Assia
Djebar suggested that to unblock everything, there was only one single way: “to talk, talk, talk,
without stopping, about yesterday and today, talking among themselves, in all of the women’s
quarters, the traditional ones…”24 And in new ones also, in the new quarters of social media, which
offer a new space for that nonstop talking Djebar recommended long ago, and a new platform on
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which the modern – day digital subaltern can speak. Thus, the subalterns can indeed speak on social
media, they do not need anyone to theorize or represent them. Their discussions are taking place
across boundaries from the streets to the screens.
Questions of space have always been monovocal, centering on who holds rights, who has
the cultural capital and the historical legitimacy to make cinema. Bensari opens up this monovocal
space in film for subaltern women to speak, beyond the limited frame of the film, beyond the visual,
and into the virtual, where women are increasingly reclaiming space. To de-frame the cinematic
frame is to both expand filmic space and unframe our standard perceptions of the material world
(Williams 2013: 288). Some fear that the digital has replaced celluloid and the mainstream form of
projection onto a vast cinemascope screen - because we’re living in a world of fabricated realms of
virtual reality and generated imagery (290). In this cinema represented by El Fani and Bensari, new
existential frontiers and thresholds are offered as cinematic space, and those born in the digital age will
have a different response to cinematic landscapes founded on the coherence of image and sound rather
than on the correspondence of the film to a sense of preexisting form These new films will call for
the creation of new portals to study them and inspire new ways of writing about them (292) - for
instance by disseminating their message and activism online instead of waiting for funding or
permission or official diffusion. El Fani di not get funding form the French for BH and had to scale
down on making the film, which shows, but her message for women is nothwitsnaing clear. Baudry
had already considered cinema as an apparatus in 1970 while Lefebvre predicted that dominated
space could be transformed and mediated by technology at the very start of the digital era (Lefebvre
1991: 164). If cinema is that technological apparatus they spoke about, the director’s eye or camera
can be the transforming apparatus, reordering space for their protagonists and viewers. Thanks to the
digital era, for people like Bensari who have no cinema background, social awareness is a click
away. She had never made a film but double-majored in Economics and Middle Eastern Studies at
the University of Edinburgh, and had an eye for visualizing social justice for women in Morocco.
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With her simple technological apparatus - a Canon EOS, a tripod – Bensari started filming about
breaking women’s silence on rape in Morocco, something which came out of Filali’s grim story of
rape and abuse, and which she initially wanted to blog about. Yet she felt a large public was needed
urgently and she set about making her film (Saddiqi 2013).
Bensari launched a crowd funding and social media campaign to raise awareness of Article
475 of Morocco’s penal code, using the internet from start to finish, including a Facebook page about
her project, and for two months, searching everywhere on the internet, shooting ideas, and getting
feedback from her London professors and other associations. First, people refused to support her
because she had no experience, but people as far as Japan eventually contributed towards making the
film. Indiegogo, the largest global fundraiser, supported her venture financially. She filmed and
edited using Internet software in three languages - Arabic, English, and French – with a budget of only
$4802.00, and she made the film freely available for women to access on the Internet through
YouTube and Vimeo (Saddiqi 2013).
Bensari has also done a TedX video that asks audiences why “we let so many girls suffer silence
for so long?” Her plan worked: her idea inspired others to follow; a group of young girls called her
saying that they were going to make a video after seeing her film and TedX (TedXcasablanca). For
women who have no access to print or auteur films, weblogs, wikis, podcasting, and social networks

like YouTube, Myspace, StudiVZ, Pocket Films in India, Festival de Très Courts in France, Vimeo
etc. thus promise new forms of agency. Bensari organized projection sessions in high schools so that
high schoolers and young women, who are most affected by rape, could see the film, talk about it,
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and reflect on it (Sefrioui 2014). Bensari’s digital cinema is realistically directed to the population
that it serves and underscores that film is only meaningful if it has kinship, or relation, with the engaged
reader or viewer. Complex systems and virtual worlds are not only important because they open
spaces for existing women within an already existing culture, but also because of the extent to which
they undermine both the worldview and the material reality of two thousand years of patriarchal
control (Youngs 1999: 55). The Moroccan women Bensari films are women who do not know about
hermeneutics, science or literature, semiotics, or philosophy. Bensari’s digital cinema is not focused
on curing rape, but on preventing it by empowering women who were raped, detained, repressed,
silenced, shamed, killed, and immolated to write, speak, and tell their story, to demonstrate and
convince others to do the same. In the end, a story is not a static commodity, and changes from being
written about. Storytelling alters the storyteller, the reader, and many women who have suffered
similar fates as Houda.
Cyberspace is a liberating territory of one’s owns—a place to resist a traditionally imposed
subordinate identity while providing a break, in the case of Tunisia and Morocco, from pervasive
Islamic restrictions in public physical space. The structure of interconnection in cyberspace draws
participants into ongoing discourses on issues of feminism, patriarchy, and gender politics, and the
textual process of expression without the prohibition or limitation of physical space (NouraieSimone 2005: 61-62). The world of BH and 475 Trève de Silence is not purely digital or virtual, but
one that is embedded in the material world25 of women; it is not only subversive, but also a necessity
in the face of repressive gender regimes. In the cinema of both BH and 475 Trève de Silence the
liminal space becomes the screen on which Maghrebi women negotiate and represent their own
mobile cultural hybridity in a process of becoming (Martin 2011: 14). Although women stand alone
wherever they are, technology and social media can become their microphone and megaphone to
amplify their voice to reach thousands of other dying to be heard also. Technology, these two films
suggest, could very well give women who have been absent from screen space their ultimate freedom.
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Space is thus reconceived in the absence of a real space, after a woman has been raped, where no
corporeality is needed, and from where some choose to fight back. These women cannot be
marginalized but empowered as it is space of resistance where they are silent but interactive,
and where margin and center change perspective [Spivak]. Their third space undoes binaries of
inside/outside, center/margin, real/imagined (Khatib 2004: 84).
At the end of the film Bensari’s film voice echoes: “qui perd son honneur dans un viol?”
Women and girls like Kalt and Qmar in Bedwin Hacker, and Houda, and Malika in 475: Trève de
Silence give themselves the right to narrate, to act, to speak, to write and become part of the
dialogue and of knowledge-making, and for them boundaries are not roadblocks, but a space where
their presencing begins.
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CH 5.1: BREAKING OUT OF THE SOCIO-CULTURAL “BODY” IN INDIA CABARET
AND SATIN ROUGE
…Le corps ne signifie rien, il ne dit rien, il parle toujours et
exclusivement la langue des autres qui s’inscrivent sur lui.

- J. Gil11

Le corps dansant devient un véritable révélateur de tout ce qui est
tu…soumis à un code social tacite et néanmoins rigoureux
- Fili-Tullon2

Women in India Cabaret and Satin Rouge - Rekha, Rosy, Lilia - Linked by more than just Cabaret
Dance
This chapter focuses on two films –India Cabaret (Mira Nair; India; 1985) and Satin Rouge
(Raja Amari; Tunisia; 2002) --whose main protagonists are women who dance in cabarets, and
both films concern real-life women. India Cabaret is based on actual cabaret dancers – not actresses
- while Satin Rouge’s cabaret dancer, Lilia, played by Palestinian actress Hiam Abbas, is based on
an actual Egyptian belly dancer, Samia Gamal [1924-1994],3 who was also an Egyptian star in the
1940 and 50s. Amari herself studied belly dancing at the Conservatoire National de Musique et de
Danse in Tunis, even earning le Premier Prix de Danse before studying film at La FEMIS (WeberFève 2010: 6), from where she graduated in 1998. Amari’s Satin Rouge is a reworking of the
Egyptian musical she loved as a child, as epitomized by Samia Gamal through its soundtrack and
Lilia’s cabaret’s performances, but also by the way Amari keeps Gamal in the center of the
cinematic frame offering a privileged discourse on Arab femininity (Weber-Fève 2010: 7) through
the character Lilia.
Samia Gamal was proclaimed the “National Dancer of Egypt” by King Farouk and became
an actress with over 50 movies at the height of the Golden Age of Egyptian cinema in 1940s and
1950s and continued acting until 1963.4 As Telmissany (2013) pointed out, despite the stigma of
dancing, Gamal had a stunning elegance, gracious beauty, and an unapologetic affiliation to dance
with her playful and hybrid style of dance. Gamal used the whole stage while dancing and introduced
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ballet into oriental dance improvisations that were bold and graceful simultaneously which
confirmed her regional and international reputation throughout the 1940s and 50s. Thus, Amari’s
film, which takes place in Tunisia, implies a strong Tunisia-Egypt link throughout the narrative,
suggesting that they are in fact synonymous in some scenes. Through the analysis of these two
films, I will delve further into a broader link between India and the Arab world, more specifically,
Egypt, reinforced by the fact that cabaret in both films is shown as having evolved from some form of
belly dancing5, also known as danse du ventre or danse orientale in Europe. Although its
antiquity is impossible to date in cultures that did not keep records for various reasons, its existence is
chronicled in European traveling accounts from the late 18th century, and the Eastern “oriental”
sensuality was exported in both European cultures and Hollywood6 and appealed to Europeans
and Americans alike, especially in America when burlesque started to decline. The term itself was first
used by Sol Bloom7 who introduced middle eastern dancing at the Chicago world Fair of 1893, and
because Americans did not favor eastern dancing and started referring to it as ‘belly dancing’ to
debase it (Bagnole 2005:13).
While India and Tunisia seem to be two very distant locations, I will endeavor to demonstrate
in this chapter that there are rich cultural connections, in the immediate history of the belly dance as
well as in the very distant historical past, between these two spaces of women’s performance and the
dance styles they cultivate. These connections are reflections of the re-imagined Hindu-Muslim or IndoIslamicate space that I have inscribed at the core of my thesis, and these two films evoke the
importance of that space through a larger reference to the Arab world—specifically, to Egypt—as
a nexus of exchange of musical, performance, and filmic traditions.
In fact, nowhere are Hindu and Muslim or Arab cultures more bound and fused together –
outside of pre- partition India - than in the history of dancing women, not merely because of the
fascination exercised by the “Orient” on the “Occident,” but because of academic studies that
have, for centuries, attempted to link the two cultures. Scholarly studies, elicited by the British,
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French, and German presence in India and by the French presence in Egypt and Tunisia, have paved
the way for a connection to modern cabaret dance. These Western scholars transformed the gaze
upon the dancing body they encountered into what cabaret has become today; they recorded how the
dance in both India and Egypt changed, then durably mummified its images in both countries in
European eyes, and sometimes even in the view of the dancers’ culture in their homeland. Dance was
a huge component of this European gaze on the Other, it was first exported to worlds outside of India
and Egypt, then re-exported back to these countries of origin, changing the dance that the women
performed.
India Cabaret and Satin Rouge at once illustrate and disrupt the center of the cinematic
enunciation itself: the body of the woman as the fetishized representation of the dancing [Hindu and
Muslim or Arab] woman. India Cabaret profiles mainly two cabaret dancers: Rekha and Rosy,
who are geographically displaced within India, who leave their small villages to go to the ‘maximum’
city,
Bombay, to work in cabaret, and earn their living in a suburban nightclub called the Meghraj.
This theme also appears in Suketu Mehta’s 2004 book, Maximun City: Bombay Lost and Found
that follows a bar dancer raised in poverty and abuse - much like Rekha and Rosy - to Bombay, the
stunning metropolis and criminal underworld of rival Muslim and Hindu gangs that attract
countless villagers in search of a better life. Satin Rouge tells the story of one widow and housewife,
Lilia, who discovers the cabaret nightclub one night while looking for her daughter, and her dull life
forever changes. In these two films, neither directors Nair nor Amari nor their dancing women ever
lose sight of the dancers’ point of view, forgoing their [male] beholders’ gaze to show women dancing
their way into cabaret clubs, and they do this within two cultures where a dancing woman is heavily
coded in sexualized socio-cultural and religious practices. This chapter explores how this dancing
body was inscribed in society, what mythology and ideology circumscribed it, and how it leaves
its inscriptions behind to become its own actress and agent, dancing to the beat of its own rhythm.
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A. The India-Egypt Link in Literature and Dance
Although research shows that the encounter with India began early, orientalists and Indologists
were documented only in the 18th century, first with the presence of British, followed by French
and Germans, who all made observations on Egypt, linking both countries. William Jones [17461794] thought Egypt was known as the Sancha-Dvipa8 continent in the Skanda Purana9 and
wrote that Indian music in general, if not specifically, that of bayadères, shares elements with the music
of ancient civilizations including Egypt (van Rij 2009: 4).10 His Music of India cites evidence that
Egypt may originally have been an Indian colony (4). Francis Wilford [1761-1822] On Egypt from
the Ancient Book of the Hindu set out to prove that ancient Indians settled in Egypt (Arianuova)11
and Paul William Roberts [1950-2019] made it easy to believe the Vedic era was the lost civilization
that the Egyptians inherited, in his Empire of the Soul: some journeys in India (Arianuova). Although
the British orientalists published works on India, which everyone sourced including the French, it
was Frenchman Louis Jacolliot [1837-1890] who wielded huge influence with the copious amounts of
‘documented’ and ‘published’ books and pamphlets he produced about India.12 Once Chief Justice
of Chandranagar and Tahiti,13 he also translated numerous Vedic hymns, the Manusmriti, and
the Tamil work, Kural.14 Jacolliot repeatedly made the connection between India and Egypt. In
his 1869 Bible dans l’Inde, he was even convinced that Egypt was born of India: “l’Inde est le
berceau du monde […] Les émigrants auront beau s’enfoncer dans les froides et brumeuses contrées
du Nord, ou traverser la Perse, l’Arabie et l’Egypte, loin de cette terre du soleil qui leur a donné
naissance » (Jacolliot 1869: Préface 4). He believed that Egypt was one of the first places
colonized by emigration from India (89), and emphatically stated several times that Egypt copied
India and not vice versa as some believed : “les chercheurs qui ont adopté l’Égypte pour champ de
manœuvre, qui fouillent cette contrée de fond en comble, voudraient bien faire croire…que tout nous
est venu de leur pays de prédilection. Il en est même qui vont jusqu’à prétendre que l’Inde a copié, en
Égypte, ses castes, sa langue et ses lois, alors que l’Egypte, au contraire, n’est tout entière qu’une
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émanation indienne” (21). Jacolliot claimed that India and Egypt had the same government, same
caste divisions of the people into four castes (63)15 , and the same social institutions and laws
(10)16 producing identical results (93). Jacolliot connected Manu [of India’s Manusmriti] to Manes
[Egyptian legislator] to Minos [Greek king and son of Zeus] to Moses [from the Bible] and
believed a Cretan visited Egypt to study institutions, with which he desired to endow his country and
that history preserved this Cretan’s memory under the name Minos (63).17 Germans also believed that
these two countries were connected, but only in an attempt to isolate a race, the Aryan race, and lay
claim to belonging to it.18 Jacolliot stands apart from the rest, not only because he wrote tomes
about India in general, but because he also included dancing women – specifically devadasis
[Sanskrit deva-god and dasi-female slave of god] or temple dancers in India, known as bayadères
in France - to whom cabaret dancers in India Cabaret and Satin Rouge are indebted. Jacolliot
linked dancers in India to dancers in Egypt, who, he believed, inherited the devadasi tradition:
consecrated virgins from Egypt who danced in front the statues of gods, pythonesses [Greek
priestesses] at Delphos, priestesses from the cult of Ceres who gave oracles, and vestal virgins in
Rome who kept the sacred fire, were all merely successors of Indian devadasis (114). Others also made
the India-Egypt link in dance, including Pietro Lichtenthal [1780-1853], Danish choreographer
August Bournonville [1805-1879], composer Daniel Auber [1782-1871] and French Romantic
composer Hector-Louis Berlioz [1803-1869].
According to Lichtenthal’s musical dictionary19 [the French edition that Berlioz consulted in
1839], the entry for India states:
There is such a great resemblance between the musical and astronomical system of India
and those of the Egyptians and the Chinese that one could logically attribute to them a
common origin, or believe that these sciences passed by tradition from one of the people
to the two others.
Bournonville [1805-79] suggested a similar connection in pointing out that the music and dance of
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Egypt derived from India (van Rij 2009: 4):
the second kind [of dance, the voluptuous style] stems from Hindustan, where female
dancers are raised in temples called devadasis and from them come the Egyptian almées,
the Moorish and later Spanish and Italian dances whose central motif is the ecstasy of love
and whose performance is, left to women. That is the Indian genre.”20
Daniel Auber’s opera Le Dieu et la Bayadère in 1830 was an artistic mélange of India and Turkey
with its visual topoi of dancing girls, funeral pyres, licentious sultans, eunuchs, snakes in baskets,
magic bouquets, slave markets on stage, false and monstrous relics that fed European fantasies
even as they were reinforcing the belief in India’s cultural stasis (Engelhardt 510).
Berlioz would likely have read Jacolliot and known about the Dictionnaire de Musique and
Bournonville and seen, if not read, about Auber’s opera-ballet in the news, since his own operaballet Les Troyens had connections to devadasis or bayadères. Les Troyens was based on Virgil’s
epic poem, Aeneid in 1856, and according to van Rij (2009), Berlioz might have also found
sources that connected bayadères to Virgil’s time [70 BC- 19 BC] at least. There are very few
reports of devadasis earlier than the 10th century CE, and the earliest references to something
resembling the practice of the temple dancers dates from the 6th century CE. In introducing
bayadères – devadasis or temple dancers in India - to Dido’s’ court in his Les Troyens, Berlioz
anticipated their existence by about thirteen hundred years (3). The Berlioz connection is made
possible because the French occupied Pondicherry and only knew what went on there, and not in
other parts of India where Indian devadasis actually lived and practiced, and not the devadasis
who came to perform from Pondicherry in Bordeaux then Paris. Indeed, the French lost desired
territory in India to the English following the Napoleonic wars in 1916, but still ended up with five
possessions: Chandernagore in West Bengal, Karikal in Tamil Nadu, Yanaon in Andhra Pradesh on
the Coromandel Coast, Mahé on the Malabar Caost and Pondicherry, which was a ‘mélange’, and
therefore different from the devadasis in India. Berlioz’ anachronism is not surprising given that North
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Africa and India were both objects of French imperialist designs in Berlioz’s time (19), and reveals
that Bayadères were casualties, not only o f the male gaze, but also of history, including from
encounters with the Western worlds.
This brief introduction to the links between Indian and Arab cultures prepares the stage for the
discussion of the cabaret dance in India and Egypt that we know today, but in the past, the dance was
viewed differently. Moreover, not even cinema could come to dancers’ rescue, because first, silent
cinema naturally silenced women, including dancers, and secondly, when talkie cinema was
invented in the 1920s, dancing women were still silent, with only their body moving, and still not
their lips. Dance was therefore the perfect antidote for [dancing] women’s silence, which explains in
part why Spivak posited in 1988 that the subaltern could not speak; she became used to not
speaking and only moving her dancing body--which left space wide open for orientalism and
orientalists to dance their way in.

i.

Origin of Dancers in India and Egypt
Devadasis or Bayadères
The Devadasi system, or dedication of a woman to a deity through ritual marriage, originated

between the third and sixth centuries CE and was practiced predominantly in South India (Gupta
2013:1). Devadasis sang, danced, and performed various rituals in temples, and sexual activity was
limited to one partner who was chosen by a devadasi or her grandmother or mother, in the case of
professional patrons, which was seen as a celebration of the union with God (Srinivasan 1985: 1).
From the moment they woke up, devadasis bathed, adorned themselves with fresh flowers and
clothes and spent the day participating in rituals, which included waking the deity with song and
dance rituals, lighting lamps in the evenings, and performing prescribed musical and dance oblations
at set times. Devadasis in turn were entitled to a share of the offerings as a temple honor and to
temple payment revenues (Nair 1994: 3163).
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As discussed by Spear and Meduri (2004), devadasis were a strong presence in major temples
and in royal courts that had many musicians and performers assigned to them. Their dancing,
performing, singing, and playing of instrumental music ranged from temple ritual and strict
devotion, to seductive nautch21 dances, to satirical and comic numbers, and even feats of gymnastic
dexterity.

They sang in Sanskrit, in local languages, and even in English (438). As

‘nityasumangali’, an ever-auspicious woman, evergreen bride of God, the devadasi’s bangles
could not be broken because she could not be widowed. When she died, her body was covered with
the god’s own cloth; her pyre was lit by temple fire, and the idol himself observed mourning (437).
The kingdom of Tanjore was preeminent among the southern kingdoms in music and devadasi
dance performance with Raja [Hindi for king, ruler, or monarch] reformers in Tanjore tutored by
Westerners and who were great patrons of the art. The rajas promoted modernity and introduced
western learning, instruments,

and performers, experimenting with western music and musical

notation. At the court of Serfoji II, Tamil devadasi dance was performed in a concert format, which
had aspects of European music and ballet, and which became the ancestor of Bharatanatyam.
Devadasi patronage was an expensive tradition based on the support of the temple, the royal court,
and the emulation of the court by the wealthy. When the king died without heir, old temple cities
where most devadasi were based waned overnight, making them the subjects of an English
codification of Hindu law, and leading to their slide into the abyss. The key legal question was
whether the devadasis were essentially prostitutes and only accidentally artists because it was only
their religious status that distinguished them as devadasis (438-439).
If they did not perform their assigned religious duties, it was a grave violation of the temple
code and the priests imposed on them rituals of atonement. However, if they could be shown to
have violated tradition, the Mysore administration could become the true protector of dharma
and restore previous standards of purity by removing these immoral women from sacred institutions
such as temples. If they were to continue enjoying land grants and other perks, they had to make
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celibacy a condition of their dance rituals (Nair 1994: 3163)
Despite being a liminal figure, a dangerous supplement to the conventional domestic order, and
an ambiguous presence in the long South Asian literary tradition, the devadasi was an auspicious
being. She performed aarti [prayers] to ward off the evil eye from gods and human beings alike,
blessed marriages, performed other ceremonies of rites of passage for families that could afford her
services and who were of appropriate caste status (Spear & Meduri 2004: 437).22
There are no known references to dancing in the temple in the oldest books of dance theory,
and the first mention of dance comes from the Natyashastra23 and the Abhinaya Darpana, in the
eleventh century collection of stories – the Kathasaritsagara24

(Nair 1994: 3159). But the

Natyasastra, a work composed of gestures and postures codified in Sanskrit dating back to the 2nd
century was not always present and was only rediscovered piecemeal in European archives between
1865 and 1890 and published in English in 1890 and in Sanskrit in India in 1894. Thus, there was
a long period of loss without it, during which time oral transmission of the dance revival took place
(Spear & Meduri 2004: 437).

ii.

Louis Jacolliot’s Body of Work on Devadasis in the 19th century
Due to the long-lasting loss of the Natyasastra, Jacolliot could only write what he had heard

about devadasis. Legend had it that bayadères were temple dancers who had a celestial origin:
they descended from apsaras, courtesans or dancers from Indra’s heaven (Jacolliot 1877:169).
Apsaras came out of the sea. Evoked by the poets’ pen, they began dancing immediately and were
so very seductively and beautifully formed that they made the Devas25 forget their task and fight to
resist them. The Devas who succeeded in resisting the dancers’ charms led them to Indra who
made them into ordinary dancers from the heavens, giving them musicians who were the only ones
with the privilege to be in their court. One of them mated with a mortal and had a girl and couldn’t
reside in the heavens anymore, because she too became a mortal and was delivered to the Brahmins to
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be raised in the temple where she danced instinctively before the murtis or gods (170). A
bayadère could not marry, because she was attached to the service of God and could not therefore be
attached to any man (171).
Jacolliot is important for the discursive space he accorded the devadasis whose story was
abjected and consigned to oblivion, while their Vedic ancestor was celebrated (Spear & Meduri 2004:
437), whether this was due to an obsession of his with the Indian woman, or a real desire to change
their lot by writing about it.26

What sets him apart from his fin de siècle cohorts is that he did not

frequent the same India they did--Calcutta, Bengal, Agra, Benares, Delhi, or Lahore, because he
didn’t consider those areas the ‘real’ India (Jacolliot 1868: 8). Instead, he visited and stayed in other
parts of India, w h i c h escaped the gruesome influence of invasions: Hyderabad, Karnataka,
Tanjore, Malayalam (9), writing about devadasis in the 1860s, at a time when no one else was writing
about them – and about widows [discussed in the Conclusion, part 1]. Jacolliot wrote a great deal
on the woman in India, and specifically on devadasis, whom even their Indian brothers27 forgot. He
dedicates a chapter [XI] in La Bible dans l’Inde in 1869, an entire play written in Tamil, which
Jacolliot calls ‘une langue savante et perfectionnée’– La Devadassi [Bayadère] – une Comédie
en quatre parties - at the Théâtre Indou in 1868, and finally an entire book on devadasis - Voyage
au Pays des Bayadères in 1889. His La Femme dans l’Inde [1877] established from the onset that
he was writing about the Oriental woman in the domestic sphere and social life who is loved,
venerated, respected, as a mother and companion, as a priestess and warrior, and when the poets of
ancient times wanted to create a symbol of incessant divine richness, ‘woman’ naturally came up (2).
Jacolliot’s intention after this impressive opening at the beginning of an almost 400-page book was to
prove that slavery and degradation were imposed on this woman by a bunch of vagabonds, Egyptian
pariahs who called themselves “people of God” and who only made history by their indiscipline,
coarseness, debauchery, and pillaging (3), which I expand on when I discuss Sitamania. Jacolliot
then set about to explain what happened to the Indian woman by gathering up everything from Vedic
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and Brahmanic literatures, including what he labeled various sorts of documents, hymns, chants,
historical narratives, legends, tales, and tragedies (3-4). He discovered that bayadères were
traditionally virgins, but that Brahmins made them prostitute themselves for money to generate
revenue for the temple. When their numbers began to decrease, virgin girls from certain castes were
then accepted to the temple to become bayadères and once they were admitted, their parents could
never reclaim them (171-72). They were sold at auction to high bidders once they were consecrated,
and subjected to the power of their acquirers, who were rajas, old impotent maharajas and so on,
and who treated them like objects of luxe, but no matter how low they fell, they never shared an
outcast’s bed (172-73).
Unfortunately, although Jacolliot’s work on devadasis or bayadères along with his many
other novels on India were significant, they provided significant fodder for what I call Sitamania
and will discuss further on, just by the very fact of being ‘published’. His colonial encounter with
dancers did not only seize him in its fervor, but Europe, America, India, and Egypt also, all eager
to make art [or trash] out of dancing women in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

iii.

Origin of Belly Dancers in Egypt
“Their dance was at first voluptuous, but then it became lewd…it was no more than
the most outrageous and indecent expression of bestial desires”
– Baron de Denon28
Bayadères. – All the women of the Orient are bayadères. This word carries the
imagination very far
- Flaubert29

Belly dancers existed in Egypt before any portraits of them surfaced on the book covers
of Flaubert’s Salammbô and Desert and the Dancing Girls [1857]. Eastern dancers have been
depicted in art since the early existence of Mediterranean cultures and evidence of them has been
found in ancient writings and on ancient sculptures, vases, and wall paintings where the female
dancers were mostly represented as goddesses, priestesses, and worshippers (Bagnole 2005: 13- 14).
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The images and persona of the Middle Eastern dancer, also known as raqisah sharqi, Almeh and
belly dancer were developed by western and eastern artists, including western women who liked
her freedom (Bagnole, abstract 3). These belly dancers descended from Awalim [plural]
and Ghawazi in Egypt were hired to perform at important family functions such as births and
marriage in the 1700s and 1800s. Awalim were a group of scholarly women writing poetry,
singing songs, composing music, improvising lyrics for ballads who performed and entertained
privately for women only, possibly within the old harem system (Rothman 2013) or women’s
quarters of well-to-do Egyptian households. Awalim were a celebrated class of entertainers and
esteemed singers with a command of Arabic poetry and the ability to improvise verse and melody on
the spot. Also in the harem were odalisques, female slaves or concubines of the harems, who have
been described as its highest expression with their mysterious and luminous presence, hidden yet
available, throbbing with restrained sensuality as well as Almehs and bayadères who were transient
guests of the harem and who animated it with their song and dances (Alloula 1986: 86). Ghawazi
were a lower class of Awalim, differentiated from their higher-class peers by their propensity to
perform in public for the Egyptian lower classes (Ward 2018: 8). They danced unveiled in public
places before non-familial men and women (Rothman 2013). Their origins are ambiguous but,
Rothman suggests, they could have roots in the many Gypsy-Rom tribes who traversed the region
in ancient and modern times, whose primary occupation was providing music and dance for private
and public celebrations, and were simultaneously loved and reviled, similarly to Indian courtesans,
devadasis, and bar dancers like Rekha and Rosy of India Cabaret. Ward also suggests that it is
impossible to pinpoint the dance’s antiquity but existence of dancers is chronicled in European
accounts from as early as the late 18th century (Ward 2018: 8). Muhammad Ali Pasha al-Masud- the
Ottoman governor of Egypt - banned public festivals and dancers in 1830 [some records give the
date of 1833] in response to public concern over the propriety of female entertainers who were
associated with prostitution and other vices, which is another parallel with India with regard to the
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anti-nautch campaign and the bill against tawaifs. By the early 1900s, dancers had to flock to
entertainment halls instead of traditional celebration celebrations as a way to evade restrictions on
public performance.
Ward (2018) believes that, contrary to some scholars of belly dancing,30 many popular venues
were frequented by indigenous audiences from a broad range of social strata and that both Egyptian and
other Middle Eastern and North African forms of entertainment were in high demand, and, further,
that foreign elements were invariably adapted and repurposed to suit indigenous interests

and

aesthetics. Ward also thinks that the overwhelming importance given to the figure of Badiah Masabni
in these studies ignores the history of Egyptian entertainment halls prior to 1930s and the influence of
earlier entertainers and business owners on the development of raqs sharqi, as well as on Badiah’s
own business model (11). Badiah Masabni owned several entertainment halls in

Cairo and

Alexandria from the 1920s through the 1940s and many raqs sharqi aficionados believe she
singlehandedly invented the dance, but Ward disagrees. Entertainment halls were a melting pot of
dancers and performers from all over Egypt, North Africa, the Mediterranean, the Middle East, and
Europe. Awalim and ghawazi dancers absorbed influences from a variety of dance styles and aesthetics
to become raqs sharqi at the end of the 19th century, synonymous today with belly dancing (9). Two
critical features mark raqs sharqi as a concert dance and differentiate it from the awalim and ghawazi
dances: Performance for the sake of performance and performance for a primarily nonparticipating audience. Both forms of dance were in place in the Egyptian entertainment halls as
early as the 1890s, much earlier than the grand opening of Badiah Masabni’s first establishment in
1926. This chronological error implies that Egyptians created raqs sharqi to

please Westerners,

ignoring the substantial primary source evidence available, and reduces Egyptians to passive, agencyless entities who create only in response to the powerful impulse of Western influence (11-12).
Indeed, this is predictable within an orientalist framework, in which the Orient lacks agency, cannot
act on his/her own, the West is the actor, and the Orient the passive reactor (Said 1979: 109).
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Orientalism defines itself by constructing and controlling and opposing the Orient, or “East” (3),
which is characterized by its timelessness, irrationality, disorder, and depravity; and, in direct
contrast, the Occident is progressive, rational, orderly, and virtuous (12).
In the 1920s, raqs sharqi began to disseminate from the urban music halls to the wider Egyptian
public thanks to the new medium of television, when the “golden era” films of the 1930s and 1940s
cemented raqs sharqi as part of Egyptian culture (jenbellydance),31

which Amari often watched

while growing up (Amari interview with Schultz). I am aware that there exist distinctions in belly
dance apart from raqs sharqi, which can be traced back to early Egypt or the Ottoman Era, and that
each must have its story- whether raqs baladi or raqs sharqi or awalim or ghawazi -- as is the case
in Indian dance. However, this thesis does not offer a strict analysis of belly dance and is only
concerned with the belly dance Lilia performs in Satin Rouge, which I call cabaret dance, to show
how the character is constructed to avoid being Orientalized.

B. Devadasi Dance and Belly Dance as ‘Transfert Culturel’ into Art for the West
The Orient, as Edward Said reminds us, was contained in a ‘closed field, a theatrical stage
affixed to Europe’ to cull from and put into the service of empire (1979: 63). Dance became a
‘transfert culturel’ and became art par excellence for the West -- a cultural mélange from devadasi to
bayadère. “Transfert culturel’ is essentially a dynamic and implicitly contrasting way to approach a
phenomenon and is founded on positing a given cultural identity as contrasted to the imagology of
alterity, according to Ehrhardt (2016). Imagology is a branch of comparative literature concerned
with the study of cultural difference in terms of attitudes and perceptions rather than essences; it sees
nation and culture as natural and fundamental, mutually interdependent units of humanity (Leerssen
2007: 18). In reality, it is a national-characterological systematization of ethnic stereotypes and
anecdotal knowledge concerning the

‘manners and customs’ of “others” that was intellectually

dominant into the enlightenment period, for instance as the national-psychological investment
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displayed in Montesquieu’s Esprit des lois, in Hume’s “Of National Characters”, in Voltaire’s Essai
sur les moeurs, or Vico’s Scienza Nuova. Culture and cultural difference increasingly became
anthropological categories of

the other, and less of an ethnographical phenomenon, with Johann

Herder especially (17-18), who was only one of many Germans to have contributed to a race science
of India in order to prove the German superiority as Aryans. This practice of seeing others
imagologically helped lead to salomania and Sitamania (see notes 36 and 37).32 This history of
“orientalized” dance and opera begins with a European narration, so it is no surprise that Herbert
Schneider and Arnold Jacobshagen33 would apply the notion of ‘transfert culturel’ to the sphere of
opera, leading to a more or less creative mutation or modification of the material. I use the term
strictly to show how India’s devadasi dance went to France and changed, becoming a ballerina-ized
devadasi dance, moving in a transfert retransfert trajectory, or an India/Pondicherry-France- India
one. A group of late 1980s French historians34 also used this term as a tool to analyze the
nationalization of opera beyond the framework of a particular nation, and rather, to focus their
attention on a continental discourse arising as European nations were responding to each other
through their nationalistic ideologies and in response to Germany as a rising power.35 This notion
explains why salomania36 and Sitamania37 took dance by storm.
This particular Transfert culturel started with Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s 1797 Der Gott
und die Bajadere, which was the primary source for Daniel Auber’s 1830 opera-ballet Le Dieu et
la Bayadère, ou la courtisane amoureuse, also inspired by Pierre Sonnerat’s 1782 Voyage to the East
Indies and China, which includes a section on bayadères (Engelhardt 2014: 511, my translations).
Goethe, who never traveled outside of Europe, merged Sonnerat’s Voyage with a Shiva myth of
dance as bliss,38 and with the motif of the temple dancer as a fallen woman, reinforcing the myth
that devadasis were prostitutes (512). Even though a person who grows up in a culture might be
thought of knowing more about that culture or its phenomena than a pen or camera, Transfert
culturel specialists, whom Jacolliot called “orientalistes en chambre” like Goethe, think up or write into
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existence whole cultures and genders, whether in India or Egypt or Tunisia, by lumping together
human movements, travels, dissemination of books, and objects of art, without necessarily considering
the ideas behind them. Jacolliot calls such works “ingénieux romans” and “rêveuses

fictions”

(Jacolliot 1868, Préface 8).
Le Dieu et la Bayadère was also inspired by Jacob Haafner’s Reize un eenen Palanquin of
1800,

another travel narrative circulating widely in Europe, which described in great detail

Haafner’s experience of living in Eastern India for thirteen tears (Engelhardt 2014). Haafner was a
German- Dutch travel writer – who was born and lived in Halle and Emden between 1754 and 1763,
went to Dutch East India in 1763, then died in the Netherlands in 1809. He was a staunch anticolonialist who wanted to correct Western myths about Eastern dancers, who were not forced into
marriage with the main priest of the temple [whom Jacolliot met so often] after reaching puberty,
and who were not prostitutes, so he has a full chapter on devadasis in his narrative (512). Despite
his best attempt to not add to salomania or Sitamania, Haafner’s description of devadasis adorned
with flowers etc. served the Romantic ballet dancers well because they all adorned themselves the same
way Haafner described his devadasis: the ballet dancers took notes of that and walked in flowers and
wore them to perform, to evoke the characters they were trying to embody on stage (513).
Berlioz’ many performances of Les Troyens followed in 1856-58, 1859-1861 and 1863. The first
bayadère troupe performance in Paris took place in 1838 (van Rij 2009: 5), and Berlioz had
undoubtedly seen them perform, to say nothing of devadasis from a Hindu temple in
Thiruvendipuram near colonized Pondicherry, from where the French obtained the dancers-- who
had long existed in India in numerous other locations that the French did not know. Reports
of “véritables bayadères” who had performed in Bordeaux before Paris began to reach Paris because
articles in the Courrier des Théâtres and Le Figaro highlighted them and announced their sold- out
performances and extended season (5-6), spreading the devadasi mania.
Théophile Gautier’s [1811-1872] 1856 oriental ballet Sacountala also featured bayadères.
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Gautier claimed that the original author of Shakuntala, Kalidasa, was a contemporary of Virgil [1st
century CE Roman poet] --by about four centuries later (4). It was inspired by ‘authentic’ Indian
dancers, but also by the fact that Gautier had written about devadasis and had seen them perform.
He described them so accurately that when he saw them, he did not wish to change a single word,
because they met his preconceived fantasies (8). However, Gautier’s erotic, purely physical
description of Amani, a young Indian dancer whom he befriended in a fatherly manner, totally
objectified her and other devadasis.
Jacolliot’s opera-ballet La Devadassi appeared in 1868, written in the style of high Indian
drama, but incorporating the liberty and style of Greek and Latin satires, followed by Lakmé,
another Indian-themed opera. Lakmé was a 19th century French piece by librettists Léo Delibes
and Philippe Gille telling the story of an ill-fated young Brahmin girl. ‘Lakmé’ is derived from
the Sanskrit ‘Lakshmi’, goddess of wealth and prosperity, whom all Hindus celebrate at Diwali, and
invite into their homes for the Hindu New year. The 1883 opera in three acts is based principally on
Les Babouches du Brahmane by Théodore Pavie [1811-1896], according to Cronin and Klier, an
overlooked orientalist and linguist (Cronin & Klier 1996: 19). In Pavie’s other tale, Soughandie,
Lakshmi is also used, and both Lakmés in his stories fall in love with a Western man. Pavie chose
pretty lakshmis for the Brahmin’s harems in Soughandie, who were branded on the chest and cast out
to spend the rest of their lives as beggars when they began to fade and had to rely on their brand
to attract alms from those wishing to please Vishnu (24). Lakmé is the story of how patriarchy
and imperialism formed an alliance to keep the woman silent and obeisant, so no history could be told
of her. Lakmé in the opera was brought to commit suicide (23), much like Spivak’s Bhubaneshwari,
and Mata Hari [discussed in European sitamania].
Twenty years after Berlioz’ death, another composer, Reyer, used music from Sacountala for
the dances of his operatic treatment of Flaubert’s Salammbô in 1890, which was set in ancient
Carthage, re-enacting the musical journey of Indian bayadères to Carthage (van Rij 2009: 4, n 2),
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which is in modern-day today Tunisia--where Lilia dances in Satin Rouge.
Oscar Wilde’s 1891 Salomé: Drame en une Acte and Richard Strauss’ Salome: Dance of the
Seven Veils [1905] that was based on Wilde’s Salomé, would forever change belly dance in
Egypt, provoking salomania. In this next section, I will explore salomania, which goes back to
Egypt, and which drew its source as far back as the Bible, before Tunisian Lilia arrived on stage in
Raj Amari’s film. And although it reached its peak and decline in the years 1909-1910 (Hamberlin
2006: 671), salomania remains vivid in the European, Arab, as well as Indian, imaginary.

C. The Impact of the Colonial Encounter on the Dancing Indian and Muslim Body
i.

Salomania: The Masculine Creation of Salomé, from Orientalized Kuchuk Hanem, to Oscar
Wilde’s Salomé, to Samia Gamal, to Modern - Day Lilia
Society does everything it can to drum into her head the fact that she is
only a body, and that special care must be taken of everything that
concerns this purely physical shell
- Nawal El-Sadaawi39
…sometimes she bent completely over backwards, supporting herself
on her hands in the position of the dancing Salomé over the left portal of
the Rouen cathedral
- Maxime du Camp40

French society suffered a second mal-du-siècle in the nineteenth to early twentieth centuries:
the modern Romantic individual searching for a remedy for his alienation in a distant locale through
adventure, which incorporated investment or passion (Ray 2000). The exotic provided these
individuals with that Other space to exercise their heroism and accomplish their self-worth in the
process. Popular writers of exotic fiction privileged the erotic, where nature and landscape in their
travel writings and fictions were depicted in feminine metaphors. Sexual metaphors of domination
and penetration also pervaded the description of the Other space (55-56).
The eastern dancer was transformed into an icon of wickedness in western art (Bagnole 2005:
26) through the figure of Salomé. Oscar Wilde’s Dance of the Seven Veils in 1894 was a seminal
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marker for the transgressive interweaving of sexuality emanating from the exhibited dancer’s body and
the sacred in the legacy of the exotic dancing female, derived from Flaubert and others, which became
superimposed upon the real dancing woman. As Charn Jagpal (2011) points out, the modern dancing
women had become the daughters of Salomé, because they were increasingly destructive and
dominating in their sensuality. They deviated from the “angel in the house” image and exhibited a
female sexual energy41 that was disruptive to conventional ideas of female decorum (224),42 as
Rosy, Rekha and Lilia do in the films by Nair and Amari.
My exploration of salomania for analyzing Satin Rouge [and of Sitamania in India Cabaret]
is indebted to Karayanni’s three insightful semiotic studies of Egyptian dance and dancing women
- Dancing Decadence: Semiotics of Dance and the Phantasm of Salome (2004), Dismissal Veiling
Desire: Kuchuk Hanem and Imperial Masculinity (2005) and Sacred Embodiment: Fertility Ritual,
Mother Goddess, and Cultures of Belly Dance (2009). Salomania is the term Karayanni chose
to describe how Western men sexualized the Middle Eastern dancing women whom they tried to
subdue and conquer sexually starting in the 19th century. The idea for the term comes from two events:
two Salomé opera-ballets and a biblical story gone wild with interpretation. In this consideration of
woman-as-object, I take a two-tiered approach to show that, in the beginning was the imperial
male gaze, then the Islamic or Indian male gaze, which collaborated to conflate the sacred and the real
woman, stigmatizing them as polluted and bad women even before Rosy, Lilia, and Rekha started
dancing on film. I will first trace salomania back to its seed, the Bible, then to Egypt, and then I
will discuss salomania in the Indian context, referring to it as Sitamania. In both Islamic and
Indian cultures, key precursors of dancing women are associated with the pre-linguistic, silent,
dancing body that long predates Rekha, Rosy and Lilia. Egyptian salomania and Indian Sitamania
are parallel, since what was happening in Europe also reached Indian shores, as Jacolliot, Gautier
and other Indophiles prove, but Sitamania is a more accurate term, because in the Indian context,
every woman is modeled after the goddess Sita. The conflation of ‘their’ religion and ‘their’ culture
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gave rise to making the sacred and real woman into one ‘object’ for the male gaze, both at home and
abroad.
What is known of cabaret dance today and the sexualization and salomization of these dancers
in Egypt and India was cripplingly influenced by visits and writings of and about Egypt and India by
Western travelers--and just as Jacolliot chose India, others chose Egypt. The contributions of their
travel narratives and their imperial inscription toward decadent salomania (Karayanni 2004: 101)
idealized but also sexualized the real dancer in Egypt in both Satin Rouge and India Cabaret as
iterations of Salomé, as ‘native Salomés’. Then they attempted to appease that intransigent dancing
body by explicating it in terms of familiar markers of reference, such as classical traditions and the
Bible (39) or through the Indian epics, as will be discussed in the section on Sitamania.
The end of the 18th century saw a renewed interest in ancient Egypt by Europeans and Americans
as result of Napoleon’s Egyptian Campaign that began in 1798. Many scientists and scholars had
accompanied Napoleon to Egypt and documented ancient monuments, and during the same time,
Jean-François Champollion deciphered hieroglyphs in 1822, thus beginning the study of
Egyptology, which led to egyptomania. Orientalists constructed identities for entire regions using
stereotypes based on misunderstood cultural practices, and quite often, on too little or no knowledge
of the people of whom they spoke (Vincent 2011: 4). The topos of the Orient seized the imagination
of 19th century French painters, including Delacroix, who painted Arabian battle and hunt scenes,
Jean-Léon Gérome,43 depicting Muslims at prayer, and Ingres portraying oriental bathers, odalisques,
and slaves. This fascination with the Orient manifested itself through other arts also - literature,
architecture, and performance – seeking and consuming the erotic,

forbidden, unknown,

uncivilized, grotesque dancers of the Middle East (Lowe 1991: 78, n 3). Seeing oriental dance
and dancers for the first time outside of ballet, Europeans tried to contain what they encountered
within a manageable frame, but they could not. The excess of Eastern perversity they were
discovering came to embody the Middle Eastern dancers’ performance (Karayanni 2009: 456),
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and what we know of cabaret dance in India and the Maghreb comes from a mix of colonial
encounters and already existing myths about women, which became legion in the orientalist
figuration of the eroticized dancer.
The story of Salomé, while present in Christian art in the West since the late Middle Ages, took
a different turn when 19th century Decadentists took hold of the theme; it was made highly visible in
art circles of the 19th century when Gustave Moreau and Audrey Beardlsey portrayed her.
However, another Gustave was already obsessed with Salomé since 1877 in his Hérodias. Gustave
Flaubert’s novella title is deceiving; it is not about Hérodias, but about her daughter, Salomé,
whom he fully sexualizes. Flaubert has Salomé fall in love with her stepfather, but the biblical
Salomé (Mark 6:17-29) displays no such perversity. Flaubert’s 1874 Tentation de Saint Antoine
also evokes a dancer who performs scenes from the stories of Salomé and the Queen of Sheba.
Yet, the biblical Salomé is just a young, docile, and not particularly remarkable girl, who performs a
dance and is accorded whatever she wants by King Herod, her stepfather. Her mother goads her to
ask for John the Baptist’s head on a platter because he had opposed her marriage to Herod since her
first husband – Salomé’s father - was still alive. It is this Egyptomanic Salomé who was born from
the Western egyptomania that was occurring at the time, dancing like the Nubian girls of the
Cataracts, like the Bacchantes of Lydia, pirouetting madly around the Tetrarch’s table (Karayanni
2004: 117).44 This Salomé was constructed to conform to exotic and erotic stereotypes of a great
number of fin-de-siècles artists, writers, and musicians visiting Egypt. Although the Bible charges
Herodias with the responsibility of John’s death, the Western Decadence movement zeroed in on
Salomé’s dance, making her a femme fatale on whose body they wrote imperial motifs (107).
According to Shteir (2005), Salomé was not a girl or even woman at all to the French; she was
a brute, insensible force, whom Mallarmé describes as being inscrutable, f o r w h o m t h e
“the veil always remains.” Huysmans’ Salomé is “the symbolic incarnation of undying Lust…the
monstrous Beast, indifferent, irresponsible, insensible” and a “weird and superhuman figure he had
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dreamed of…in her quivering breasts…heaving belly…tossing thighs …she was now revealed
as the symbol incarnate of old whore vice” through his hero Des Esseintes in A Rebours (Shteir
2005: 46).
Flaubert’s literary contributions birthed the highly Orientalized, egyptomanic Salomé,
forever changing the gaze toward the dancer. His novels are belabored with historical and
learned reconstructions because he felt compelled to “bring the Orient to life… to deliver it to himself
and his readers” (Said 1979: 185). Flaubert’s retellings dramatized the exoticism of the characters
by virtue of their ethnicities and geographical location, and by the end of the 19th century, poor Salomé
had fully developed into the Oriental femme fatale (Vincent 2011: 1). Dancers embodied various
fantasies for the French men who saw them as eroticized female figures posing in the tradition of
orientalist iconography--sexual enchantresses, romantic muses, and as dehumanized machines [or
racially inferior] (Karayanni 2004: 55). When Louise Colet expressed jealousy to Flaubert in one of
her letters, he gave her the impression that he was only taking notes for his narratives by telling her
the Egyptian dancers were like machines and made no distinction between one man and
another,45 but he wanted to subdue the dancer to rid himself of anxiety through scopic conquest and
sexual possession. Flaubert’s use of the word ‘machine’ to describe Hanem in particular betrays
his orientalist concern and fascination with Egyptian women. 19th century travel accounts were to
be taken back home and describe oriental debauchery, and Salomé became the cultural and sexual
fantasy produced by the prejudices of [his] western exotica about the oriental woman during the
Decadence movement (108). It is no surprise that Flaubert’s and Gérard de Nerval’s literary
female fetishized figures were born only after their visits46 to the Orient (Said 1979: 180). After
spending a year in Egypt from 1849-50, when Flaubert frequented belly dancers, he undoubtedly took
plenty of notes unless his imagination was photographic. His great eye for details, as well as other
fin-de-siècle writers’ eyes, borrowed heavily from the legendary, richly suggestive, and associative
Oriental [dancing] women from Egypt to valorize and enhance their own female types in literary
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works - Cleopatra, Salomé and Isis

47

- setting the male gaze firmly into place. Kuchuk Hanem

was a masculine fantasy of pure erotic service in the age of French imperialism, generating sexual
pleasure, yet impassive, undemanding, and insensate (Lowe 1991: 76). The oriental woman appears
again in Flaubert’s Voyage en Orient,48 resembling his first encounter with Kuchuk Hanem, and
he even names one of his oriental women Ruchiouk-Hanem (84), eroticizing through anatomization,
particularizing, and sequestering isolated parts of her body as Bollywood does with close ups of
body parts moving, heaving, during dance sequences particularly. Portraits of Kuchuk Hanem as
Flaubert’s oriental woman can also be found in his Correspondence written during Flaubert’s
travels to Egypt and the Middle East between 1849- 1851 (80). Salâmmbo [1862], L’Education
Sentimentale, Madame Bovary all contain a topos of orientalist image that he projected onto his
female characters, modeled from Hanem, orientalist motifs he evoked in his works iwith odalisques,
parasols, and Egyptian tarboosh to paint an exotic world. Flaubert’s Salammbô, in the novel of the
same name set in Carthage or old Tunisia, albeit objectified, resisted possession and referentiality
(82), like Hanem, whom he tried hard but failed to possess in the long-term.
Such is the textual, sexual salomization that fed into the ‘moving-image’ salomania, w h i c h
w a s a l s o conceived from the union of the egyptomanic Salomé and the Oscar Wilde’s/Richard
Strauss’ Salomé operas in 1894 and 1905 respectively, which gave birth to salomania. Thus,
salomania sprung from Wilde and Strauss, who took a Galilee narrative and subjected their female
character Salomé to their orientalist interpretations, and decadent obsessions, none of which have
anything to do with the biblical Salomé. The Wildean and Straussian Herod is portrayed as lusting
after Salomé, while their Salomé desires John the Baptist. But Wilde’s Salomé, which incorporates
the Seven Veils dance is scandalous – pure excess

and transgressions, violation, and indignity,

explicitly thematizing the intricacies of scopophilia,

transformation, and dance movement

(Karayanni 2004: 100-101). When the Dance of the Seven Veils transformed Salomé from a chaste
teenager to a dangerous femme fatale, with the addition of Middle Eastern qualities, with Salome
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using sexuality over Herod, it made Westerners associate Arabic dancing with sexuality and seduction
during the 19th century (Vincent 2011: 7). The Orient, as Gérard de Nerval states in Voyage en Orient
“c’est bien là le pays des rêves et des illusions”, which conceals a deep, rich, fund of female
sexuality” like “the veils [one sees] everywhere in Cairo (Said 1979: 182). This Egyptomanic
Salomé fulfilled her corrupt wishes by kissing the lips of the severed head of John who spurns her,
which became an erotic symbol in art, although no such provocative Dance of the Seven Veils or
necrophiliac impulse exist in the Bible or in the performance of real dancers.
These early accounts of dancing reveal how disarming the erotic relationship was for the
colonized dancer opposite the Western male viewers. Their controlling and conquering gaze worked
to sate their own desire and at once subdue their psychological anxiety through possession of the
Egyptian dancer. While the nature of Flaubert’s gaze towards Hanem was entirely sexual, his
intent to possess her went beyond the performance proper, and perdured through his pen and art so
that he could keep her alive for all to read and see for generations to come.

ii.

Salomania in America
Before Francisque Hutin- a Parisian ballet dancer- performed a romantic ballet in 1827 for

the American aristocracy at the Bowery in a semitransparent Grecian robe reaching only her calves,
only prostitutes and waiter girls [quasi prostitutes who toiled in working class concert saloons]
bared ankles in public in North America according to Shteir (2005). Before salomania, undressing was
considered pornographic. Before 1860, Maxime du Camp wrote that any artist depicting a woman
in the act of undressing demoted himself automatically to the status of pornographer, stating: “art
should have no more sex than mathematics” (19).
However, when film erupted in France and the USA, the view of undressing changed. Edison’s
kinetoscope, a kind of ‘peep show’ machine, offered paying clients a short, less than a minute view
of mostly vaudevillians shown in storefront kinetoscope parlors, the first of which was located
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in Union Square in 1894. It had ten machines and customers paid a nickel to peer into them. The
kinetoscope expanded the possibilities for the public viewing of undressing as it could reach a wider
audience, so they started to also feature vaudeville performers dancing, revealing their knees and
thighs (39-40). However, a new force was required to modernize undressing – and that was the harem
girl of orientalist dreams.
The first oriental dancers appeared in 1876 at the Philadelphia centennial celebrations, wearing
short skirts and silken bands around their breasts (Shteir 2005: 41). Then came the Algerian Village in
1893 at the Chicago fair, and the Persian Palace of Eros, with their dancing girls doing the danse du
ventre from Paris--and American fascination grew. Then Annabelle Whitford, the vaudeville dancer
dubbed Little Egypt, who once performed the serpentine dance, and who was proclaimed “the once
and future new woman”, emerged from nowhere and managed to make modern striptease an appealing
blend of domestic naughtiness and sexual aggression “as hot as the Fourth of July in the hottest county
in the state” (42-43). Little Egypt came to stand in for a ‘loose woman’, and she was at first the
only woman to move her hips to an oriental tune – at the turn of the century, European and
American capital cities were full of women whose dances took their cues from the East. But she was
soon joined by the French Salomés, who reached American shores, starting with Loie Fuller in 1886,
doing her “Arabian nights” at the New York Standard Theater; it was a composite of several
oriental dance numbers including the “Dance of Light” done with electricity and the “Veil of Vapor”
with clouds of steam instead of fabric. Her dance was denounced as ‘suggestive, lascivious’
contortions that were ‘ungraceful’ and ‘shockingly disgusting’. Fuller, like Little Egypt, and also La
Fée Lumineuse was more than a performer: she was a force transforming her environment, whirling
her garments around her, turning the danse du ventre into a modern art form as vibrant as the electric
light radiating from the Eiffel tower and on Broadway. Little Egypt became a stock character at Coney
Island from 1898 because it was a growing destination for the nabobs [sic] and conmen of the
Gilded Age. She shed oriental pretensions and respectability, exposed her torso in burlesque theaters
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and catered to an exclusively male audience. She performed a dance in gauzy and diaphanous apparel
on the tabletop at a raucous bachelor party at the Waldorf Astoria and became an explosive scandal
(44-45).
Then came the Salomé fad that was the next phase of undressing with roots in Europe with
the F r e n c h fascination of Salomé upon seeing Gustave Moreau’s Salomé paintings, reading
Stéphane Mallarmé’s dramatic poem “Hérodiade”, Joris Karl Huysmans’s A Rebours, Gustave
Flaubert’s Salâmmbo etc all produced in Second Empire France where Salomé inhabited the realm
of the decadents (Shteir 2005). However, if the French Salomé stood as a symbol of raging,
inexpressible desire, in America she crashed into puritanism. Salomania touched every aspect of
popular and “high” culture of American life, from opera to burlesque, from nightclub revues to
department store fashions for women because of Salome’s strange allure and scant costume. The
crowds applauded the vaudeville performer, Eve Tanguay performing Salomé as a burlesque until
Richard Strauss’ vengeful Salomé was first staged at the Met opera in 1907, when Tanguay had to
withdraw from the stage because it sickened the public to see Salomé kissing John the Baptist’s head
(45-46). But, the church-going Americans could not handle either the kissing of the severed head
of John the Baptist in the Strauss opera, nor the dance, and many left for a smoke in the corridors.
Some left when Salomé began singing to the head before her, and those who remained shuddered
in their seats (Hamberlin 2006: 635). The New York Telegraph described her ferocious appetite with
awe and horror in her tempestuous dance, and because to them, garbed in draperies, she appeared
naked. The dance that caused discomfort to as many men as women in the USA [and in London
where it was first banned], known as the “dance that women turn away from” became a stock
euphemism for belly dancing, originating in descriptions of the Midway dancers at the Chicago
World Fair in 1893 (635).
According to Shteir (2005), psychological theorists in the USA began to associate movement
with women’s lesser brains and unstable sexualities and seized Salomé as an example of the worst
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modern trends. To fill the dangerous voids created by this creature, others rushed to treat Salomé
parodically, like t h e

cross-dresser Julian Eltinge and vaudevillians Bedini and Arthur who tried

a blackface version, Irving Berlin’s Sadie Salome Go Home (46-47). Some, like Anna Pavlova,
Mikhael Fokine, Isadore Duncan, Ida Rubinstein, and Ruth St Denis, and even Colette in Rêve
d’Egypte in 1907, championed Salomé in their dance, while Salomé renditions lingered on,
continuing to adapt to whatever zeitgeist came about. Among these was Alla Nazimova’s Salomé
in silent film; mulatto prostitutes during the jazz age performing the Salomé dance and Zulu dance,
and later, glamorous and exotic oriental dances in striptease acts, which suggested how forcefully
Americans needed relief from everyday restrictive qualities of their lives even if it was out of a
commercial spirit (48). Americans might not have paid much attention to Salomé’s influence in Egypt,
but they might have known about the other couple linked to seduction from the Bible, given their
puritanism -- Judith and Holofernes.
Flaubert and other fin de siècle writers di d not use this other biblical beheading couple,
Judith and Holofernes, to salomize belly dancers and devadasis perhaps because it was already
complicated in anti-Semitic legend. But, India told a salomized story of this other couple in Judith
and Holophernes [Variety Film Service, in 1932] (Dwyer 2006: 15), where Judith seduces the Assyrian
general Holofernes with her beauty – not dance - and ‘made him’ drunk, then beheaded him in his
sleep. No one talks about this film [yet over 200 Salomé films exists!] nor of Judith’s beheading
because she does not dance. Only Salomé dances, which is interpreted as sexual, and for which she
is judged for the remainder of history. It is Herodias who is guilty, yet Salomé, a mere child but
female, becomes the empty slate upon which elaborate sexualized stories are carved and upon
whom all kinds of lines are drawn - from India to Egypt to Tunisia to Europe to America. She gyrates
through the fin de siècle wrapped in veils of anxiety, mystery, macabre horror, and desire, becoming
the avatar of dance itself as conceived by decadent aestheticism: [her dance making her] foreboding,
alluring, fearful, irresistible and full of possibility (Karayanni 2004). She becomes a potent and
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powerful embodiment of male phobia that Wilde inherits from the extensive legacy of French artists
in the second half of the 19th century (107). The dancing body of a 2000-plus years-old Salomé
has become the unrestrained body of a dancer, which has become a statement of unrestrained
immorality.
Several hundreds of years of portraying a little biblical girl through several mediums, not just
films, but folk tales, poetry, musical adaptations, including operas [as with Shakuntala etc] have gone
by, yet salomania continues to wield great seductive force. A recent IMDB title search49 yielded over
two hundred Salomé films – either with the name Salomé in the title or with the Salomé theme - and
included feature films, television series, and shorts in many languages including Hebrew, Spanish,
Italian, French, English, American English, Chinese and more. The earliest Salomé is a short film
in 1909 Salomé Mad [A. E. Coleby] and the second is by Theo Frenkel, both in the UK. The earliest
full feature was La Salome [Oreste Mentasti] in 1912, but only because film was barely existent at the
close of the 19th century, while there were plenty of books, travelogues, novellas, lithographs,
photographs, and operas on the theme filling in for cinema. The constant retelling of Salomé points,
not to the eastern, but western psyche and desire (Hamberlin 2006: 632).
Regardless of reactions in the United States, European Salomés continued their salomized
dance. German Salomés focused on suggesting sexual perversion, moral depravity, and the “disease”
of Jewishness, while Parisian Salomés centered around theatrical dance – conferring artistic and
social respectability to female display onstage by “resituating strip-tease for upper-class audiences”
(Hamberlin 2006). The English Salomés danced in veils, which upheld a British colonial discourse that
“produces the colonized as a fixed reality that is at once ‘other’ and yet entirely knowable and visible”
(632).
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iii.

Sitamania in Europe
Few myths have been more advantageous to the ruling caste than the myth of woman:
it justifies all privileges and even authorizes their abuse
- Simone de Beauvoir50

The arts have played a major role in carrying out the effects of colonial ideologies in the East,
bolstering programs of domination and colonization. As Majumdar points out, it was in the name of
the Republic that the French colonialists were bringing the universal values of the Enlightenment to
the colonized peoples they ruled, and sometimes to those they did not rule. The Rights of Man were
trumpeted as universally applicable, as were the Republican principles of

liberty, equality and

fraternity” (Majumdar 2007: 8). Men wrote and women performed, a division of artistic labor that is
still prevalent today, for instance in India and elsewhere. Males decide what roles they would play
and those the women should play, and in this instance, in the creation of the polluted dancer myth,
India and France concurred on the roles assigned to women on stage. As I have attempted to map out
in the previous sections, Salomé was a creation of male writers and composers, but they still needed
more elaborate exotic props to make these “exotic” works compelling. Exotic operas were thus well
received in France, while exotic dancers made stunning performances dancing as Salomé and
devadasis.
As discussed by Ray (2012), the end of the 19th century had seen an influx of exotic dance in
the avant-garde Ballet Russe in Paris, which included six exotic ballets with ‘Javanese belly dancers’,
and ‘Hindu’ tea sellers, Spanish flamenco, and Creole girls, Romanian cigarette sellers and Egyptian
dancers. Very few of them however, were Hindu devadasis, and the rest were French actresses
animating orientalia through spectacle, a radical departure from the inert images of odalisques,
belly dancers, harem women, bayadères, and other costumed figures tucked away in travelogues or
painted on canvas and paper (95).51 Among these European devadasis or bayadères whom European
audiences preferred to the ‘real’ devadasis and belly dancers, and who became famous, were Pauline
Duvernay [1812-1894], Marie Taglione [1804-1884], Loie Fuller [1862-1928], Ruth St Denis [1879190

1968] with her Indian Noche Dance, Mata Hari [1876-1917] and Anna Pavlova52 [1881-1931]. Some
of these dancers performed both Salomé and devadasi dances, sometimes even in the same opera,
like Mata Hari, France’s most famous bayadère.
According to Ray (2012), Mata Hari was another conflation, a seemingly benign vector of
aesthetics in the epistemic violence of the 1 9

t h

century imperialism. Born Margaretha Zelle,

then surnamed Macleod, this Dutch danseuse debuted as a bayadère before three hundred
fashionable Parisians at the Musée Guimet in 1905, and then reinvented herself as a bayadère after
spending time in Java while it was still a Dutch colony (87), and where she got the stage name
Mata Hari. Zelle was able to erase her Dutch identity completely as a bayadère in Paris by using
self-styled exotica, dancing in front of the Nataraja [dancing Shiva53], which was already a
recognizable archetype of seduction (90). Mata Hari’s Orientalized artifice sacralized her identity
as a dancer devoted to Shiva (87). Shiva, the fountainhead of most Indian dance forms, is dancing
the world into being in the Nataraja pose as the Lord of Dance. The Nataraja symbolizes, in one
single image, all of Shiva’s roles: as creator, preserver and destroyer of the universe. This is what
Homi Bhabha’s notion of agency through colonial ‘mimicry’ means when he says that the
Othering of the European body frequently disrupted and realigned the European normative by
producing fresh signs and meanings for it (Bhabha 1994: 86) – Mata Hari’s images elide clearcut definition that she captivates, titillates even (Ray 2012: 89). Devotion through dance is a
long-standing tradition in India through devadasis in specific temples in India, and Mata Hari, living
in Java where there are Hindus [and more numerous during her time than now], knew of the Nataraja’s
iconicity when she bestowed on herself a darshanic identity by standing in front of Shiva. For Hindus,
Shiva or any deity is very iconic, and just standing within eye view of the god/goddess is equal
to receiving blessings [darshan] from that god. However, Hari’s dancing on a private devotional,
shrine-like, stage and exhibiting herself as Shiva’s bayadère and highly fetishized empties the
ritual of darshan. She danced with her back to Shiva while devadasis danced gazing at the
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Nataraja, who is meant to be adored and not the dancer, thus disavowing particular circuits of
vision that sustain a deity’s iconicity. The sacrality of the devadasi ritual is dislodged in Mata
Hari’s reenactment, but the iconicity persisted in the collecting of bronze statues which Guimet, the
Lyons industrialist founder of the Guimet Museum, had already done. Mata Hari was influenced by
the trope of the bayadère who was famously romanticized in Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 1797
ballad De Gott und die Bajadere, who was an entrancing temple dancer who sacrificed herself
for Shiva by dying on a blazing funeral pyre,54 and who symbolized the horror of annihilation
unleashed by male censorship (92).
According to Ray (2012), three temple dancers [Amani, Rangam and Sundram] went to Paris
in 1838 to perform at the Théatres des Variétés, where they contradicted the literary fantasy of the
tragic bayadère (Ray 2012). They came off as strange, mysterious, and as curiosities compared to
the Opera-ballet of Le Dieu et la Bayadère [performed in 1830 at the Paris Opera], as Mata Hari’s
performances would come to show later. Devoid of the narrative of erotic/masculine desire so central
to the European fiction of the Hindu temple dancer, the authentic devadasis or dancers inevitably
challenged the iconicity of the bayadère’s seductive powers and violent demise, threatening to dispel
the Otherness of the very epistemes they had been used to shape. Contesting fantasies of
bayadère/devadasi caused confusion, with Mata Hari, who embodied a more convincing
expectation to the audience, providing a sharp contrast. However, her recital ended tragically--she
was a living parallel to the literary fiction of the bayadère’s tragic ending by swooning and collapsing
during her recital. An erotic undercurrent transformed the Nataraja from an objet d’art to a
sexual object for the remainder of her performance, with everyone watching. The unraveling of
[seven] yards of silk cloth,55 the serpentine poses, were signs of perverse eroticism, fascination
with and fear of a woman’s sexuality in all the performances of n o t o n l y Mata Hari, b u t
Loie Fuller’s and Sarah Bernhardt’s also. Between 1909 and 1913, the exotic ballets56 that had
come to Paris, capitalized on the eroticized beauty of the Orientalized figure/body, and not on the
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subdued conventional ballets like Giselle or Swan Lake (94-95).
Photography stepped in to amplify the European devadasi’s exotic image. Mata Hari, along
with Loie Fuller as Salomé photographed by Langfier, famous courtesan Cléo de Mérode as a
Cambodian danseuse by Léopold Reutlinger, Ruth St Denis as Radha by Aura Hartwig, and Maud
Allan as Salomé by Frank Foulsham, were all photographed in erotized Orientalized roles (Ray
2012: 88). Mata Hari’s recital photographs could be seen as enshrining the masculine desire to
claim and exhibit artifacts that now included her, the beautiful temple dancer (93). Photography
helped in establishing a recognizable archetype by grafting from well-established aesthetic traditions
where the danseuse was already standardized as a paradigm of alterity and the locus of male desire.
Edward Muybridge’s 1887 Animal Locomotion also helped fetishize the dancing female figure as
a desirable photographic image, in particular his Dancing [nautch] that encoded the sexually charged
trope of a “nautchgirl” [as Rekha, Rosy, Lilia are considered by the men in the films and in real life]
or bayadère, in the semi-naked European women pirouetting before the camera. By focusing on
nautch, Muybridge harnessed the power of photography to mediate the erotica of “nautch dances”
performed by nineteenth and early twentieth centuries European and American dancers. The
partially clothed dancing body of the bayadère rendered the female body pleasurable through visual
technology and through Nautch – a recognizable dance form inspired by colonial accounts of Indian
recitals or appropriated from the serpentine repertoire of Indian devadasis visiting Europe and
America. Adding the title “nautch” made the photograph of a still bayadère a vision of a cavorting
bayadère, in same the way Bollywood’s hand-drawn posters are used to create that impression
for Indians. These posters were displayed everywhere before a movie’s release, which spurred the
crowds to flock to the theaters to see their favorite actors and actresses.

A “vamp” was always

mentioned and shown in skimpy resplendent color costume to lure men into the theaters, not very
differently from Mata Hari’s photographs. Mata Hari’s juxtaposition with Nataraja, whose recitals
drew heavily from the veiled eroticism of Salomé, because of salomania in fin de siècle France,57
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and Zelle’s identity as Mata Hari validate her as the genuine bayadère while framing the mythical
Salomé as her principal fiction (97-98).
Zelle/Mata posed as Salomé at an opportune moment: ever since Oscar Wilde’s infamous
play Salomé: Drame en une Acte [1891], written with Sarah Bernhardt in mind for its lead role,
had been banned in London in 1892, Salome was nonetheless all the rage from Russia to France (Ray
2012: 100). As Mata Hari’s Salome evolved within this trajectory of salomania, her dramatizations
generated what Judith Butler calls a ‘variable boundary’: a transgressive figure whose otherness was
amplified by conflating the fictitious idioms of a Hindu temple and a biblical femme fatale (Butler
1999: 177). In fact, the caption of one of the cabinet cards of that era by Walery, one of the
photographers who photographed Hari and other bayadères into an artfully composite site for erotic
entertainment (Ray2012:100), reads “Mata Hari, danseuse indienne, création de Lady MacLeod.”58
Photography thus encompassed a longing for ambiguity, a radical departure from the rational
empiricism of 19th century ethnographic images of bayadères from India, Egypt or Algeria
exhibited like anthropological specimens (102).
Zelle’s ‘ sexual promiscuity’, exoticism, and links to high-profile men came under scrutiny
and eventually did her in. She underwent a visual beheading as Salome with a photo of her face
compressed into a tight space. Mata Hari became a Salomé décapitée – a reverse John the Baptist,
which despite being mimicry, points to the fact that the bayadère or devadasi whom she represented
is condemned and killed off. The conflation of the two proves fatal for the dancing female. The
same apparatus that gave her birth decapitated her. It silenced her multiple temporalities and
fabrications, enacting the last testament to her corporeality and the charade of Mata Hari (Ray 2012:
107).
Similarly, Saramani – in Roland Meyer’s book, Saramani Danseuse Khmère in 1919 - was also
a court dancer with a French lover, Komlah in Cambodia was killed off at the end like Mata Hari.
Saramani’s omniscient, judgmental, male narrator suggests that her death was a retribution

for
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having abandoned her tradition and family (Sri Lata 62). Meyer’s construction of Saramani [or
Flaubert’s of Kuchuk Hanem or Oscar Wilde’s of Salome] is representative of most literary
exoticist projects where the feminine Other was the object of the male fantasy (Ravi 2000: 63)
Toward the end of the 19th century into the twentieth, opera’s upstart rival, film, took possession
of the genre, ending live representations, but continuing to gaze at dancers onscreen, and at the
same time, giving reins to new directors, with new ways of seeing dancers.

D. Homegrown Sitamania
Dancing remains the most living and developed of existing Indian arts…it sends its call to
a people’s soul, it is alive and forceful. All the more tragic is it, a very tragedy of irony that
the dance…has been by some curious perversions of reasoning made the special object of
attack by an advanced and reforming section of Indian publicists…on the score of morality
- not that they allege the songs and dances to be immoral… but that they say the dancers are.
- Otto Rothfeld59
Everything that has been written by men about women should be viewed with suspicion,
because they are both judge and party
- Poulain de la Barre60
Saints should always be judged guilty, unless proven innocent
- George Orwell61

i.

Influence of t h e Epics on ‘Woman’
Just as Salomania describes an obsession with the dancing woman in the Egyptian context,

Sitamania describes the same phenomenon, but in the Indian context. According to Lata Singh62 the
tawaifs were translated to mujrewali63 to bar dancers and then item girls64 due to shifts in
patronage, from nawabs and rajas to business communities and rural non-gentry patrons. Whether we
believe it was the devadasi from South India or the Tawaif from North India or the baijis in Bengal
or the naikins in Goa65 who were translated to cabaret dancer matters insignificantly. What is essential
is not which dancer opened the doors for the cinematic characters Rekha and Rosy in India Cabaret
[chapter 5.1 and 5.2], but that “all” dancers were stigmatized as prostitutes in both nationalist and
colonialist discourse because that was the prevailing ideology in India. Sitamania has thus done a
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great deal of damage to past and present dancing women’s identity, bodies, and culture.
According to Srivastava & Chowdhury (2018), the classical Indian epics -Mahabharata and
Ramayana- are filled with mythical narratives including a universe of paramount gods, mesmerizing
goddesses, ravishing apsaras,66 generous gandharvas,67 toxic devils, cunning Rakshasas,68 elite sages
and their chaste wives, holy rivers,69 authentic rituals and paradigmatic70 customs, lush forests, and
appealing Nymphs (171). These two epics wield immense influence in Indian culture and society –
in tradition, religion, and popular culture, including and especially film. While neither is considered
the word of God, they are powerful fables/myths that represent for Hindus what the Bible and
Greek myths together may have historically represented in the West according to Sengupta
(2010). Rajneeti’s [2010] director Prakash Jha believes that no one is ever out of the Mahabharata,
that it is the reference point to our psyche – “there’s no story that is not contained there”. According
to Jha, epic stories do not get transmitted via books, but via the traditions and cultural framework
within which one is born (Sengupta 2010). Thus, these texts function essentially like Foucault’s
“founders of discursivity” (Foucault 1980: 154), as decisive or foundational texts that are endlessly
rewritten and even enacted in dance. They are critiqued, their values challenged, their structures
destabilized, even parodied, but they remain foundational nevertheless (Mishra 2002:4), and all
Indians [whether Muslims, Jains, Sikhs, or Christians] understand and accept some version of
the Ramayana, but only Hindus follow its precepts. These epics are not mere secular cultural
texts, but texts of darshana,71 of religious homage, as well as texts that function as metatexts of
tradition and dharmic values (Mishra 2002: 5). Jacolliot’s writings were positive regarding women
because the Tamil Ramayana is more sympathetic to women and less harsh than Valmiki’s
Ramayana, but it is not the Valmiki Ramayana that scholars study, a n d whose precepts are seen
on television and cinema, a n d which elicit conferences in academia, and on whom women are
modeled. A girl’s first exposure to stories and notions of good and bad and what everyone should be
like come from these epics, which spell out ethics, morality, and principles (Anand)72 or dharma and
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good governance, all of which also frame the dancing women.

ii.

The Sita Myth of the Ramayana
What frames the dancer in India specifically is the Sita myth. Goddess Sita’s story is by far the

most emulated in Indian culture, regardless of gender, and it is the greatest inspirational icon in the
lives of Indians, and Sita remains Ra mayana-l i ke without any pressing necessity to change
anything about her for modern women. Sita comes from the Ramayana – the exponent of rigid
Brahmanical standards of male-female relationships where the focus is on family [and not wars
as in the Mahabharata]. The symbolism of Sita as a devoted wife to Lord Rama has endured – and
kept women within the Lakshman Rekha, of which Nair and Amari in India Cabaret and Satin Rouge
respectively provide a retelling. Lakshman Rekha refers to a symbolic line of values to be emulated
and followed in Hinduism. According to the Ramayana, Lord [and King] Rama and his queen, Sita
along with Rama’s brother Lakshmana [also Lakshman], were exiled to the forest for fourteen years
following a boon his father had promised one of his wives, who wanted her son to become king, and
not Rama. One day in the forest during their exile, Rama was lured away by a trap the demon God
Ravana set for him because he desired Sita. Rama left Lakshmana to guard and keep Sita safe in his
absence. Lakshmana drew a line around her, which she could not cross. Thus, Lakshman Rekha means
the line that was drawn around Sita by Lakshman. This proverbial line drawn around Sita that
Lakshmana guarded has become a universally accepted idiom in India over centuries to denote
the ethical limits of any action, and that traversing it will lead to drastic consequences. The Lakshman
Rekha governs rules of conduct for women mostly. Sita is a paradoxical figure: on one hand, she is
the epitome of self-sacrifice, chastity, virtue, and wifely devotion, unlike the other women in the
epics,73 and on the other hand, she crosses the Lakshman Rekha. However, only the chaste part of
Sita is used to set the ideal for women. Instead of rewarding her for stepping out of the Lakshman
Rekha, especially as she heard Rama calling out her name, she is taught a lesson: she is punished
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by abduction by the demon Ravana, then banished into the forest for possible defilement, which
secures the patriarchy of the kingdom or realm of Ayodhya and Rama. The feast of Diwali [the
Hindu New Year as well as the Ramleela play] enacts this every year, celebrating Rama, not Sita, for
having brought light into the world. Rama is made into the ideal husband and Sita, the ideal wife
for her sacrifices to Rama.
Simone de Beauvoir’s critique of the myth of the ‘eternal feminine’ is pertinent to how women
are seen in India. Beauvoir asserts that “Few myths have been more advantageous to the ruling caste
than the myth of woman: it justifies all privileges and even authorizes their abuse” (1949: 317). The
Sita myth provides women with a glorified, revered, and rewarded role model when they uphold
the morals of patriarchy (Khanna). The ‘good’ woman is Sita who is submissive, passive, docile,
self-sacrificing, and devoted to her husband, while the “bad” woman steps out of the line drawn by
male gods and, in the case of devadasis or tawaifs, is sexually aggressive and assertive. There is an
odd dynamic occurring in Sitamania – historically, men constantly wanted to see dancers, yet
they were repelled by these same dancers, as India Cabaret and Satin Rouge both prove.
The Devadasis’ sisters in dance and art were the tawaifs, an Awadhi term for highly skilled
courtesans, who rose to prominence in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in the royal courts of
Awadh [Uttar Pradesh today]. They sang, danced and were generally purveyors of all that was in
good taste and high fashion (Bhasin 2019). They took Persian influences from the courts of Shia
kings and married them with Indian forms, and from them, India inherited the Kathak, dadra74 and
thumri75 dance genres (Bhasin 2019). However, as colonial mores and ideas strengthened, they,
like the devadasis, slowly began to lose the dignity of their métier. Apart from both being dancers,
tawaifs and devadasis had no husbands, were forced into prostitution, and lost their temple home
and kothas [equated with brothels] (Oldenburg 1991: 31). Tawaifs were twice maligned first by
Hindu society and its Reforms, then by Bollywood with its long list of tawaif films, worthy of
another thesis. Knowledge and perception of tawaifs are shaped from these movies, much like our
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idea of bellydance was shaped from I dream of Genie or James Bond movies or Bollywood cabaret
dancers. Tawaifs were an institution of dancers and storytellers - India’s first female Dastango, i.e.,
Urdu storytelling, and children went to them to learn etiquette and art. They were repositories of art,
dance, music, poetry (Deb 2019). Some tawaifs went into the nascent art of film when tawaifs were
abolished with their arsenal of skills, which Bollywood put to use immediately: their Kathak, mujras,
dadri or thumri songs, the ability to write Urdu poetry, becoming successful writers, directors and
producers76 (Bhasin 2019), thus paving the way for women, including dancers, to follow. Tawaif
culture influenced the very grammar of Hindi films in recreating the music of the kothas and the
song “Mohe Panghat pe Nandhal Ched Gaye Ro”77 taken from Uttar Pradesh’s tawaif repertoires
was sung as a jagmohana or song in praise of [Hindu] Lord Krishna’s birth and became part of
K. Asif’s magnum opus, Mughal-e-Azam in 1960 (Bhasin). Besides this, many legendary figures of
Hindi film music were indirectly indebted to mehfil sangeet,78 where Naushad even worked with the
accompanists settled around the kothas of Lucknow and Benares (Bhasin).
Tawaifs were dancing in North India from the 16th century onwards in Mughal courts, while
the devadasi in South India danced in the Hindu courts, but once legislation passed banning them
all in 1911,79 Sitamania moved onscreen. Both groups of women shared all the taboos heaped
on unmarried dancing women with the introduction of British jurisprudence and with the Brahmins’
helping hand. However, devadasis did not enter cinema like the tawaifs, even though they
possessed equal talents, were of the same bloodlines of polluted dancers, and were both subjected to
the same anti-nautch laws. Devadasis were temple-related, thus sacred, and untouchable. The lawyer
Sharma for the five rapists in the real-life case of Jyoti Singh in India’s Daughter [Leslee Udwin,
2015] confirms my suspicion of this untouchability—being associated with a “temple” is associated
with hallowed ground, and therefore untouchable. Attorney Sharma states: “a female is like a
flower…that flower needs protection. If you put that flower in a gutter, it will be spoilt. If you put that
flower in a temple, it will be worshipped."80 Devadasis were kept out of cinema to preserve religion
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and temples that house gods and goddesses, even while being simultaneously prostituted and banned,
but tawaifs lived in kothas or “brothels” and were dispensable. Tawaifs were

considered

homewreckers, nautch girls, kothewalis,81 gaanewalis [singing women], baijis,82 Kalawant,83
nachnewalis [dancing women], sex workers (Deb 2019), while the men who accompanied them
musically were ustads84 [honorific title for a male expert in Indian classical

singing and as

instrumental player, like world-famous ustad Zakir Hussain]. The devadasis did not earn all those
objectifying monikers as the tawaifs did and were simply polluted bodies within India’s moral
mission, and then disappeared. All that remained of the dancing woman is that she was merely ‘a
purveyor of sexual pleasure and entertainment’ and it did not matter that tawaifs were ‘not’ forced
into their profession, unlike devadasis.

iii.

Antinautch Campaigns and Legislation to Rid Society of any Female who was not [from
the] Epic
Victorian moralists sided with the Indian Brahmins’ patriarchy and god to legiuslate against

dancers, first banning them in 1911, then forcing them into prostitution in big cities like Bombay in
the 1930s. During the Reform movements, in a bid to keep body and soul together,85 marriage was
deemed sacred and women who were not married were not sacred and therefore polluted. The long
yet clearly insufficient history of Indian laws is evidence of Sitamania. The Modification of Sati Act
in 1813, the Bengal Sati Regulation and Child Marriage Restraint Act, both in 1829, the Hindu
Widows’ Remarriage Act in 1856, Contagious Diseases Act in 1864 [to regularize tawaifs

into

prostitutes], the Female Infanticide Prevention Act in 1870, the Age of Consent Act in 1891, Devdasi
[sic] Prevention Act in 1934, Karnataka Devadasis [prohibition of dedication] Act in 1982 and Sati
prevention Act in 1987- only affected the female population. These many laws were needed to keep
women both protected and in line, within the Lakshman Rekha.
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iv.

Onscreen Sitamania – from Stage or Royal Courts to Movie Houses
With the devadasis gone, cinemas became the modern temples of India, designed to seduce

spectators, with monumental spaces gleaming with light and color, vestibules plastered with posters
of gods and goddesses, red carpets exuding desire and wantonness (Mishra 2002: 1). The trend of the
seductive and fascinating

dancer continued onscreen after their demise in the flesh, and they kept

coming back to life because audiences wanted more of these ‘morally reprehensible’ dancers. The
audience was not disgusted by them because they entertained, seduced, and titillated them, as in
the Meghraj club shows where Rekha and Rosy dance. The negative portrait of these dancing
women was necessary for the successful functioning of a patriarchic culture whose mythology
forced certain types of heroes on

the Indian public, while female experience was silenced or

compromised, if she was a dancer.
Bhasin ( 2019) has shown that cinema then propagated Sitamania in its portrayal of tawaifs
as stock characters whose lives were intertwined with morality, oozing sexuality, or as prostitutes
with a heart of gold, doomed to stay unmarried and who could only achieve redemption through
death, seen in classics such as Mughal e-Azam and Devdas. Their performance became more dance
than song; the form became mujra in Bihar and elsewhere, the dancers became mujrewalis and
soon their songs matched film songs, and dances became bawdy routines. The new mujrewali catered
to the male gaze and unlike a tawaif’s performance, the bar dance and item number are consumed
almost pornographically by men (Bhasin 2019)- such as what Rekha and Rosy perform in the
Meghraj. Kamal Amrohi directed the only tawaif film for his wife Meena Kumari in 1972 in
Pakeezah, the same way Shahjahan made the Taj Mahal for his wife, Mumtaz - with love. Amrohi
writes on Sahibjaan [Meena Kumari as courtesan in Pakeezah]: “a nautch girl is born to delight others;
such is her destiny” and “preferred to die a thousand times than to live as a body without soul.”
Because Sahibjaan’s destiny is ensconced inside a respectability narrative, she can only marry
respectably after giving up every aspect of tawaif identity (Bhasin 2019), and film after film reinforced
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these tropes. Both released in 1958, Sadhana [B R Chopra] shows Vyjayanthimala as a sex worker,
and in Adalat [Kalidas] Nargis86 has her daughter refusing to acknowledge her mother (Chatterji
2011). They still came across as the typical, “pure” screen selves they were modeled on (Chatterji
2011). Two years later in 1960, the character Anarkali abandons her lover and is entombed by the
sultan in Mughal-e-Azam87 and, in 1978, Zohra Begum dies rather than defame Sikandar’s family
in Muqaddar ka Sikandar. R eal -l i fe t awaifs had to relocate their kotha every time a politician
turned on them, which is seen in Shayam Benegal’s 1983 Mandi, and Umrao is sold into a kotha as a
child and never quite belongs in any world in Umrao Jaan88 [Muzaffar Ali, 1969] etc. Never did
Bollywood portray their fascinating lives or show them as transgressors in Indian history, nor that
they were early freedom fighters in the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857, despite sheltering freedom fighters
in their kothas,89 despite financing revolts against the British, despite having considerable agency
over their financial, sexual, and spiritual lives, and despite Azizan bai of Kanpur ewho rode onto
the battlefield to exhort Indian rebels to fight the British in 1856 (Bhasin 2019). Sadly, Bollywood
portrayed the lives of tawaifs as shrouded in morality narratives, and apart from a few scholars like
Veena Oldenburg, Lata Singh and Bhasin, little is written about their contribution other than in
dance and song. Manjari Chaturvedi90 believes there were 500 tawaifs who performed Kathak, thumri
and dadra dance forms but in her own reproach to revive them through her Courtesan Project,
she only came across 200 names since India did not archive them because they were not worth
archiving (Deb 2019). History portrayed them as entertainers, religion showed them

as polluted

women, and cinema joined hands with these, to portray them as women whose destiny was to never
have a husband and to only sing sad, mopey songs in their kotha. Yet, it would behoove more
scholars today to revive more than their performative bodies, since they are more than their body,
and had such agentic presence in Indian cultural and even political life.
Cinematic tawaifs were first played by young hairless boys who never met the same end
as women at the beginning of cinema. The first set of female dancers onscreen could not possess
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virtue and sexuality in Hindi cinema, so they were often split in two female bodies91: the heroine and
the scarlet other woman who is the tawaif, the socially institutionalized Other woman (Kesavan
1994: 254), despite being reformed.
Then came the Bollywood vamp – a dancer as a hybrid creature whose line of descent is
somewhat Hollywood: she is beautiful and unscrupulous and uses her wiles to seduce men and lead
them to their ruin (Kesavan 1994) via dance. Something of this aspect survives in the Indian avatar,
and in the women in India Cabaret. The Bombay vamp incorporates another Hollywood strain, the
moll: her wiles often further the designs of her boss, paramour, or villain. The vamp is no longer
the faceless courtesan who threatens the wife’s existence and peace of mind. Hema Malini92
is intriguing, but she knows that she can never achieve the respectability that wives have, and only
when she turns malevolent does she begin to morph into the Hollywood seductress, to produce
vamps like Helen, Aruna Irani, Nadira and Bindu – all vamps of the 1970s and 1980s. Her dance is
hybrid like her pedigree: khatak is freely and suggestively interpreted with movements and
mannerisms borrowed from the mujra, and mixed and matched with everything from belly dance to
flamenco, the whole choreography done in close-up for the big screen ((253-255). The sustenance of
Hindi films in fact came from dance in the 1960s and 1970s, from the nimble feet and classical
dancing of Vijayanthi Mala,93 Sridevi, Hema Malini,94 Waheeda Rehman, Jaya Prada etc. Then
1980s disco came and dance changed with Bappi Lahiri’s music, which took over Hindi cinema
rendering “classical arts futile if not foolish” (Jha 2016).95 With disco music and dancing, lyrics
became unimportant and orchestration and fusion with Western music emerged as key to a new kind
of urban cosmopolitanism (Chakravorty 2016: 134).

v.

Modern Sitamania - the 1990s onwards
With a new breed of dancing heroines, Bombay cinema found a way to alleviate the threat of

the female body in public. What made the body so dangerous, from song and dance numbers like
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‘morni bagama’96 to ‘choli ke peeche’97 [Madhuri Dixit is Ganga, playing the chaste heroine
masquerading as a vamp in Kalnayak 1995] to ‘chaiya chaiya’98 [ D i l S e , M a n i R a t n a m ,
1 9 9 8 ] , dancing women embodied Otherness. The visible body of immorality was revised
through the good girl, sari-clad, wife. Vamps, who were bold, playful, bawdy, ‘easy women’ were
always shown in bars, nightclubs--dark spaces that were encoded in desire, liquor, and sex. With the
shift of the 1990s, women’s bodies began to be on display, constantly circulating offscreen, in the
media. Taut, toned, bodies were a statement that women cared for themselves and how they appeared
to the world, so this was body at odds with the body-as-vice from previous decades (Sundar 2017:76).
A change in perception of the public body came with economic liberalization – the sexualized
female body became more visible and ceased to be a sign of immorality, but it was still considered
brazen. Over time, the sexy body would be commodified and incorporated into the notion of the
modern, cosmopolitan, form of Indian identity (78).
Before that moment, Madhuri Dixit in Dayavan99 [Feroz Khan, 1988], Sridevi in Mr. India100
[Shekhar Kapur, 1987], and Kimi Katkar in Hum101 [Mukul Anand, 1991] would come along and
steal the show from the vamp with their bump and grind routines that Helen102 found adventurous
(Kesavan 1994: 255), sending cabaret dancers or vamps out of existence. While cabaret dancers
once stayed only inside the kotha, the new breed of two-in-one were outside. The tawaif and begum
[usually the in the role of the Madam] have been joined in Madhuri103 and Sridevi104 roles, but she
still is not the whole woman of feminist aspiration and is rather the legendary object of consumerist
passion (255). Today, this Sitamania still exists, and the latest tawaif-style dancers include
Deepika Padukone,105 Priyanka Chopra,106

Katrina Kaif107 and outsider/newcomer/ Moroccan

Nora Fatehi,108 all of whom are doing the same dances that tawaifs were maligned for.
India Cabaret was made in 1985 just before the global fever seized Indian dance. After the
spread of globalization [1990s], the ideology of polluted women loosened up, yet, in 2014 four men
raped Jyoti Singh because she was a ‘bad’ girl. Jyoti revealed her name despite India’s rape shield
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laws preventing news outlets from publicly identifying sexual assault ‘victims’. She was called
Nirbhaya before revealing her name, which means fearless, because she fought to live, but died from
the severe, brutal rape and abuse she endured inside a moving bus masquerading as public transport,
for four hours in december 2012. These instances of rape committed by groups of men continue and
are a burning issue in India today, with women, especially, demonstrating massively for justice. Thus,
real women - not privileged actresses or Ms. Worlds or Ms. Universes or foreign- born Indians with
star power or NRIs [non-resident Indians] – continue to be conflated with the Sita model.
While the role of the courtesan cum cabaret dancer may have changed, her role as the other
woman is unchanged and she remains a bifurcated woman, the heroine’s alter ego (Kesavan 1994).
As an object of desire, the heroine is unsatisfactory, blurred by virtue and the soft focus of romantic
love – but the flaunted carnality of the vamp invites uncomplicated lust (255), which men around the
table speak about in India Cabaret. Nair allows her male audience the privilege of voyeurism without
guilt, minus the charade of courtliness of the tawaif of yesteryear.
This homegrown Sitamania proves that while women’s entire being spins around a morality
tale- in life or in cinema, with every argument, law, and contention concerning them amounting to a
respectability narrative, all aim to keep a dancer in the Lakshman Rekha. However, the film characters
Rekha, Rosy and Lilia step out of this millennial Lakshman Rekha, to speak and dance at once, freeing
themselves from the shackles of prescriptive purity.
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CH. 5.2 SUBJECTHOOD AND CROSSING THE LAKSHMAN REKHA: INDIA CABARET
AND SATIN ROUGE
If the act of unveiling has a liberatory potential, so does the act of veiling. It all depends
on the context in which such an act is carried out…on how and where women see
dominance. Difference should not be defined by the dominant sex nor by the dominant
culture. So that when women lift the veil…they do so in defiance of men’s oppressive
rights to their bodies; but when they decide to keep or put back on the veil they once
took off, they may do so to reappropriate their space or claim a new difference, in
defiance of genderless hegemonic standardization.
- Trinh Minh-ha 1
“This is what I am, if you’re interested, you can film it”

- Rekha and Rosy to Nair

The preceding sections have shown the historical inaccuracy surrounding the dancer because
of orientalism, film or television portrayals 2 of it, operas, concerts, nightclub performances etc,
which mythified dancing women as sexual enchantresses or bad women. They also show how real
and sacred women in both the Indian and Arabo-Muslim worlds were conflated into the dancer.
Because of the limited view to etic 3 observation [whether foreign and/or local], women’s experience
was essentialized through it and missed the interplay of culture, societal norms of femininity, the
individual expression and women’s emic 4 experience (Moe 2012: 207) inherent in dance. But, given
that originally societies such as India and Egypt were once reliant on oral traditions and therefore
had only myths to propagate the culture that shaped dancers, these dancers could not contribute in a
patriarchal economy where their mythologized female identity was

constructed according to

notions of purity. In this section, women’s emic experience is the priority. The dancer’s story in Satin
Rouge and India Cabaret is an example of how women make culture because they ‘are’ culture. The
gaze is a constraint in the beginning, but the dancers free the gaze from its masculine hold on them
and assume the power that resides in the gaze. These films possess a different economy of looking
and being looked at – of performance and display - which challenges and interrogates sexual
representation in films that present women’s bodies onscreen [dancing or not]. The women have
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no desire to become sensational, their body is not excess or pornographic, but they are embodied
in looking [back] technologies.

A. From Invisible Dancer to ‘Speaking’ Dancer
i.

The Direct Address of Rekha and Rosy
Historically, dancers dance, not talk, from apsara [in the Hindu epics], to devadasi [in South

India], to bayadère [dancing priestess in Pondicherry, and not India and on the French stage], to
tawaif or courtesan [in Northern India in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and in
Bollywood], to prostitute, to nautch girl [Indian dancing girl], to belly dancer [in Egypt, in the Arab
and the Middle Eastern worlds]. Their own silence was compounded by men of God and the silence
of scholars who only had scattered interests, whether in defending their sacred texts against
Indologists, or keeping women ‘pure’ out of nationalism, or showing loyalty to the British
jurisprudence, or following religion blindly, or resuscitating performative studies of dance only.
Section 294 of the Indian Penal Code [IPC] defines that any act of singing or near a public place
is punishable by imprisonment or fines or both. Between 1870 and the 1970s, the Indian legal system
engaged in the understanding of ‘public place,’ sometimes revising decisions on what constituted
public place from prior decisions and periods [Mazzarella 489]. The bar ban in 1947 outlawed temple
dancing and prohibited devadasis in South India (Singh 2007: 61). The performing women’s
excessive mobility in the public sphere disrupted the foundational moral distinction between the
home and the world (Singh 2007: 61), so another ban came in 2005 in Bombay. This time, dancers
had to contend with both outside and inside inheritances that trapped them into a purity model where
they had little power to self-define, and that men chose to represent: as either for love or sex, but
not the two. They had become conspicuous by their absence, and were ‘on their own’. If they had told
their own stories, they would have indeed told remarkable stories.
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Spivak’s famous question: “Can the subaltern can speak?” can yield no singular response. How
a woman is ‘heard’ depends on the specific conditions under which her subaltern representation can
occur. Her voice may not be free from constraint, or simply, her voice does not need to be heard
to be represented. The subaltern dancer draws on her cultural resources, as discussed in this chapter
– in the nightclub – where people go to look or be looked at, as the sign outside the Meghraj proudly
displays – “For Your Eyes Only”, because they do not go to a nightclub to talk. The visible “For your
eyes only” outside the Meghraj is betrayed however as soon as Nair’s camera enters the club, and
the audience learns that it is an audible place in fact, and should rather read “For Your ears only,”
because the dancers begin to speak immediately and do not stop until the end of the film.
In fact, in India Cabaret the dancers speak more than dance to their syncretized cabaret music.
Rekha and Rosy dance a cabaret style that is syncretic, which the incomparable queen of cabaret in
Bollywood, Helen [1938-], had already been

doing for decades. Although globalization, new

technology and the democratization of consumption [particularly via MTV for image-based media]
had not yet officially been anchored in Bollywood, other flows had come in, which changed the
earlier aesthetic, the cultural identity of devadasis and tawaifs, creating a cultural ‘mishmash’ of
Bollywood, high and low, classical and folk, Hindi filmy song, American and English songs, including
Jim Morrison, and other mixes that the orchestra is heard playing and singing at the Meghraj to
produce endless hybridity [Chakravorty 2016: 128]. The tawaif and post- tawaif culture, as well
as western practice now accessible in India via internet and globalization, shaped constructions of
display and nudity, gender, eroticism and pleasure, including dance. In fact, no one goes to see a
Hindi movie if there is not a dancing girl. The dancing girl has always drawn crowds and driven box
office profits.
Alcoff (1991-1992) adds to the subaltern debate by pointing out that a speaker’s location [social
location or social identity] has an epistemically significant impact on her claim and can serve either to
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authorize or de-authorize her speech, since some locations can be discursively dangerous, or
because speaking on behalf of less privileged persons can actually result in increasing or reinforcing
the oppression of that group (6-7). 5 Speaking constitutes a subject that challenges and subverts the
opposition between the knowing agent and the object of knowledge, an opposition that is key in the
reproduction of imperialist modes of discourse (23), and in the context of India, Tunisia or Egypt, of
religious discourse. Rekha and Rosy are not from the elite classes nor do they profess specifically to
speak for all women, but they do so only incidentally by speaking multiple, intersecting, discourses
from the location of a space – the nightclub - that has historically been laden with oppression. 6
Rekha and Rosy are from the disenfranchised subaltern classes of strippers, prostitutes etc, and
at the center of Nair’s film. Nair's camera opens out to ask viewers to look at its subject just as
frankly as we look at ourselves looking, in the process, breaking down the dialectic of inside and
outside, subject and object, viewer and viewee (Sharma 2007:181-82.
Spivak states that finding the subaltern is not so hard, but what is hard is to actually enter into
a structure of responsibility with her, with responses flowing both ways: learning to learn without
this quick-fix frenzy of doing good with an implicit assumption of cultural supremacy which is
legitimized by unexamined romanticization—that is the hard part [Spivak 1996: 293]. Nair,
however, brings forth the active subjectivities of women as speaking subalterns…by foregrounding
identity in first-person address, in the naming of her subjects…and the manner in which she avoids
the disembodied knowledge of the standard documentary voice-over (Sharma 2007:189). In India
Cabaret the dancers speak directly to the audience, telling their own stories, as Sharma argues,
witnessing failures and joys and their very corporeality. In one of the opening shots, another dancer,
Lovina, flirts with the gaze of the camera as she applies her makeup, while Rekha tells of her dating
ability in distinctly bragging tones, then explains the double standard toward strippers, “everybody
goes to cabarets but won’t admit it” (189).
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A dancer’s body is always a site of resistance in female-oriented cinema, but in India cabaret,
Rekha and Rosy use their dancing body to earn their living and tell Indian society the same
message, thus subverting the common fate of the muted and forgotten devadasi or tawaif. Rekha and
Rosy tell their story for all the world to hear, as many times and from wherever it sees and hears
Rekha and Rosy onscreen, which becomes a form of history - cinematic oral history. Since their
stories are the central focus of this cabaret film, little camera technique is employed to
subjectificate 7 the dancer [compared to Satin Rouge]. I adopt the term ‘subjectificate’ thanks to
Kotz’ (1992): it is opposed to objectificate [or make into image or object] 8 as it encapsulates well the
production of woman not just as any subject, but as a ‘speaking subject’, which documentary
representation can easily do, but has not in the past. Subjectificating is a useful concept as it
engages body and representation, colonialist discourse, the construction of the Other in film, the
critical implications of the interpenetration of first and third worlds (49), and I will add to Kotz’ list,
‘socio-religious discourse’. What makes Kotz’ work on the dancers in her striptease films 9 useful,
apart from the obvious fact that India Cabaret is included in her study, is the setting in the “Third”
world, which for me is important, as the notion of this type of subject is usually absent from
respresentation and is the one I bring to the fore. Additionally, Kotz’ subjectification
corresponds perfectly with the women’s self-making and self-imagining 10 in both India Cabaret
and Satin Rouge, as the dancers are products of transnational and local cultures that have changed
their [Indian and Arab] cultures.
India Cabaret uses close-up shots, eye-level shots, and handheld camera, all of which
offer intimacy with the subject, since she is a speaking cabaret dancer. Close-ups elevate attention
to the importance of things (Gianetti 2014: 10), and in this film, the dancers are always elevated. Eyelevel shots permit us to make up our own minds about what kinds of people are being presented
(Gianetti 2014: 14). Handheld cameras were originally used by documentarists to shoot in nearly
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every kind of location (121), and Nair began doing cinema-vérité style to get at the ‘truth’ of her
characters, starting with the Jama Masjid Street Journal documentary as her thesis in 1979, followed
by another documentary, So far from India in 1983, then India Cabaret two years later (Nair 186887: 70). Jama Masjid explores people caught between two cultures, 11 filming life around the Great
Mosque in the old city of Delhi. Nair wants viewers to notice what is being photographed, not how
it’s being photographed, and this, coming from a director of mega- Bollywood production and hits,
the cabaret dancers’ story struck a big nerve. 12 However, a director chooses to direct, framing or
angling to tell her story is the most important decision. Nair’s camera is an extension of her, following
the dancers everywhere, bonding very closely with them. 13 Viewers thus discover, after the film
begins, that unlike in Satin Rouge, the dancers already had Subjecthood before the film even began.
Nair’s framing leaves out a lot of irrelevancies to present only a piece of the dancers’ reality. From
full front position shots, which offer an intimate view of the character (Gianetti 2014: 75), viewers
learn of Rekha’s harsh story: her father married her off to his nephew at eight and she went to his
house at fifteen, where she was treated well until she had a baby a year after, and things started going
badly. She went back home, but her parents refused her, her husband took her back then started selling
her to different men for 15 to 100 rupees ‘here and there’. Rekha’s story proves that epistemic
violence is not only imperialistic, but homegrown, too, perpetrated by Indian men on Indian women.
Spivak’s Bhubaneshwari had to end her life and leave a note, 14 preferring to kill herself in order to
‘speak’. The suicide note was for the very same society that killed Bhubaneshwari. Rekha, however,
does not succumb to that crushing patriarchy that killed many women, and decides instead to make
money by dancing, and have ‘men come to her instead of her going to them’. Rosy’s story is about
her family, who takes her money as the British did from the tawaifs, and as the brahmes did from the
devadasis, then condemns her. Rosy pays her mother’s medical bills and for her sister’s wedding but
cannot attend; she cannot even enter the house, because she will pollute them, and the brother-in-law
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is the first to let her know that. She sits on a rock outside the family home when she vists telling her
story while her family remains silent in the background. She and Rekha talk back and take back space
denied them from time immemorial.
Nair’s camera makes viewers more interested in the dancers’ stories than in their dances or socalled polluted bodies. They consistently shed that mantle, pushing back against the stigmas of
cabaret dancers, and refusing to repeat the oppressive marriage Rekha once endured, an institution
which was supposed to mark her as part of the ‘ideal’ tribe of women. Unmarried women, and
particularly dancers, were seen and considered as prostitutes if they were not married. Only married
women were respectable, which is why devadasis and tawaifs had to be erased from Indian religioushistorical and nationalistic history. Married women who suffered oppression on the other hand, were
not allowed their own subjecthood. In fact, it is within the holy institution of marriage and sacred
motherhood that Rekha was prostituted, abused, beaten and silenced. And it was outside of marriage
that she was no longer prostituted, toppling the myth of female respectability for married women in
Hinduism. Also, Rekha and Rosy are outside of widowhood, like their predecessors and sometimes
more devadasi than tawaif, performing aarti [ritual offering to the deity] at home. But they are also
tawaif, who can have any lover they want, without fear of erasure. They are not the subalterns in the
context of colonial production, who have no history and cannot speak (Williams 83). They are real
women talking to Nair’s camera without a script.
Alcoff agrees with Spivak that we should strive to create, wherever possible, the conditions for
dialogue and the practice of speaking with and to, rather than for, others. Indeed, if the dangers of
speaking for others result from the possibility of misrepresentation, of expanding one’s own authority
and privilege and a generally imperialist speaking ritual, then, speaking with and to can lessen these
dangers (Alcoff 1991-92: 23).
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ii.

Kalification of Scheherazade Rekha through her Yamaraj Story
Rekha‘s liminality starts with her very name. She’s the namesake of two great women in Nair’s

other films: the most famous courtesan of cinema, Rekha, of Umrao Jaan fame, who is essayed by
the real-life Rekha, 15 and who also plays the role of Rasa Devi teaching Kamasutra in Nair’s
Kamasutra: A Tale of Love [1996]. Other women in history and the Hindu pantheon have also
contributed to India Cabaret’s Rekha’s liminality: devadasi [puja-performing, dancing women];
Sita [Rekha knows how to play coy (at the nightclub)]; Durga, Radha [promising love and
cavorting 16 with men when necessary, a Juliet or Laila or Layla model 17]; but she takes her
distance from these fear-abiding women and is more like Kali.
Kali is a dark 18 goddess, born of Durga’s 19 temple, and is portrayed naked, with unbound
hair, personifying the wrath of Durga, with a thirst for blood, unbridled lust, outstretched tongue,
and she wears a garland of human skulls. She defeats the powerful male god Shiva and is represented
as dominating him with her foot over his neck or sometimes standing on him. She decimates, even
devours, the armies she conquers and is shown drinking the falling drops of blood of the demons she
slays because their falling blood multiplies (Sen 2002: 183-84) and clones into more demons if it
reaches earth. Rekha is a Kali-like figure, dark, strong, fearless, and merciless, crushing lovers,
keeping them in line, daring to tell them whatever they wish to hear. Rekha’s self-confidence
echoes in the lyrics of a song in the Egyptian cabaret film Aziza where the cabaret dancer sings:
“Whom do you love now ‘Aziza? I love money. Which men do you love? The richest of
them all. How long will you love your man? As long as his money flows. And if I brought you
ten thousand pounds tomorrow? In paper? No, in gold. Then I love you!”
[Husain Fawiz, 1954]
Rekha has lovers but is not in a hurry to marry again to risk being re-subjugated. Rekha stands
alone and is not afraid to be. She is like Kali, standing fiercely alone and invincible. Whereas other
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goddesses of the Hindu pantheon were invoked as consorts of the gods from AD 400-600: Lakshmi to
Vishnu, Parvati to Shiva, Sarasvati to Brahma, and Sita to Rama (Sen 2002: 182), Rekha is never
framed as a cohort [wife or partner], mother or daughter. All of t he s e positions can maintain
women in lakshman rekhas and put them in harm’s way, and like Kali, Rekha is a [street]fighter, a
survivor: “All that Rekha, Rosy and the rest of the dancers have is their bodies and their will to
survive” (Nair 1986-87: 67). Rekha is self-made in a patriarchal culture, which sets her leagues
apart, as Kali is.
Kali/Durga violates the model of the Hindu women in many respects by not being submissive to
a male deity, by not fulfilling household duties, and by excelling at what is traditionally a male
function - fighting in battle (Sen 2002:185). Durga/Kali and Rekha do not lend their Shakti or
female power to male consorts, but rather take power from them in order perform their own
exploits (Sen 2002: 185) – the Durga/Kali couple proves that goddess and demon can lie within the
same woman-- or dancer.
Kali is associated with Shiva [on whose neck she stands], thus tying her inextricably to him. It
is never Kali who tames Shiva, but Shiva who must calm Kali (Kashgar 2017). Her dark deeds are
matched with darkness; similarly, Rekha has no intention of buckling to any consort. It is believed
that Kali awakens Shiva, which makes her a goddess, who makes him God [since he is the great God
Shiva who destroys the universe to recreate it]. Thus, I also use the Kali comparison to Rekha
because of both Kali’s and Rekha’s female self-empowerment through a male god. Rekha relates the
dialogue between Yamaraj [the god of death] and three women who are asked at judgement time 20
what sins they committed on earth. In Rekha’s story, the first woman awaiting judgement says:
“Sir, I did not sin. I loved one man, I left him and married another man. After marriage, I did
not even look at any other man”.
“Give her the silver gates” the Lord said, and she went to heaven through silver gates.
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The second woman comes. “What did you do down there?’ the Lord asks.
“Sir, I loved only one man and married the same man. After marriage, I did not look at any
other man in the eye.”
“Give her the golden gates!” the lord commands.
Last comes the cabaret dancer. “What were your sins?” asks the Lord of death.
“Sir, down there I made no man unhappy. I gave pleasure to every man, to every man I
brought ecstasy. To all the men in the world I brought happiness.”
“Give her the keys to my room!” the Lord says. “Down there you made so many men happy,
now up here you can make me happy too.”
Rekha tells Nair: “What did the virtuous virgins get?” one gets a lousy silver door. The other gets a
lousy golden door. Only Rekha gets the keys to the Lord himself!”
If Kali’s necklace of severed heads is a tantric metaphor of creative power, so is Rekha’s power
to tell the Yamaraj story so differently from its original. According to Hindu mythology, Yama is Lord
of Justice who keeps a record of the good and bad deeds of mortals and decides the final destination
of the dead and their cycle of rebirth. 21 He knowledge of scriptures is immense, and he is the ultimate
arbiter of truth and falsehood (Apamnapat). 22 In the Rigveda [also written Rgveda] 23 Yamaraj helps
humankind find a dwelling place and gives every individual power to tread any path which s/he wants,
including Rekha. Sometimes, Yama is lord of justice and associated with dharma [in the brahma
purana]. In the Katha Upanishad, Yama is teacher to Nachiketa – son of Yudhishthira, the oldest of
the five Pandavas 24 in the Mahabharata. Both Kali’s and Rekha’s handling of a male deity signifies
their severance from the bonds of karma and accumulated deeds. In fact, Rekha tells the Yamaraj
fable as she glares at viewers, smoking, laughing, gesturing, and refusing to assume the mantle of
the polluted subaltern (Foster 1997: 114).
This Yamaraj story is surely Rekha’s, based on her instinct for survival and sheer courage.
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The virtuous virgins get nothing, bet remain mere characters in the male’s story. Their myths do not
mute Rekha. Rekha gets the keys to the lord himself, unlocking patriarchy from its caged-ness
and silencing of her gender. She will not be a beggar at her own gate like the poor devadasi of yore,
nor a condemned Salomé, nor a tawaif. By inserting herself into the fable as the third woman, this
cabaret dancer claims a pride that can only amount to a certain power over the client as well as
some measure of control of her own destiny (Sharma 2097:190).
Rekha also posits herself as a mythic goddess of privilege, a position reserved for males only,
and which is self-affirming and empowering. Chandralekha’s dance poster [ s e e C h a p t e r 5 . 2 ]
as well as Kali’s and Rekha’s metaphoric decapitation, can be interpreted as severing the head or
human ego with the sword of higher knowledge to exit from the cycle of life and birth, but also to
escape the patriarchal control of women and their narrative of subjection in order to tell a new story
for women. This new story defies attempts to tame and domesticate women, as Kali has been
doing since the beginning of time (Kashgar 2017). The notion of a good versus a bad narrative is
transcended with this retelling of a story of “deeds” as sins.
In addition, Rekha’s Yamaraj story is the ultimate power of subjectification--the ultimate power
she gives herself, upending many discourses, including the old order of purity vs impurity, of
female submission to male dominance, of shudra females missing in elite religio-narrative texts, and
particularly, the desirer/desiree order existent in Indian narrative for millennia. Rekha is the
Voldemort 25 of Indian culture, saying that which is not to be said – talking about an unutterable
thing: the sex life of Yamaraj - the lord of death. Rekha’s feminist vision of a well-known fable – the
story of Yamaraj - is important because it has contributed to feminist mythmaking, while other women
who are condemned to die stick to the traditional myth of purity. Rekha’s reversion of the Yamaraj
story erases her imposed ‘scum-ness’. 26 She is speaking loudly, albeit from a subaltern position, on
themes such as sexuality and the sanctity of marriage. In Foster’s analysis, she is aware of her
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commodification in a system that sees her as polluted, but she refuses her invisibility and
objectification, whether by an eastern male gaze or western ethnocentric gaze. She is a body-inaction, which subjectifies herself with such actions as smoking, laughing, gesturing, and refusing the
mantle of the polluted subaltern as she tells the fable: to act is to affirm or construct an identity, and to
identify with such a process is to forge an identity bound up with the very act, a sense of self as
being-in-action. Nair spent three months living with the women in their shared flat, which reveals a
great deal about her desire and the length she goes to so that the subaltern can speak themselves.
This proximity allowed Nair to observe her subjects in settings at once more intimate and more
mundane (Singh 2018: 50). Nair achieves genuine performative feminism from a space of selfknowledge and class perspective (Foster 1995: 114). Indeed, Nair never uses her middle- class
background to patronize her subjects or present them as passively oppressed or full of hidden virtues,
overturning the voyeuristic male gaze. She points out that India Cabaret is a postcolonialist answer to
the images of the romanticized empire often seen in travelogues and quaint memoirs of India (Foster
1995: 115).
Nair enters her characters’ private lives, narrativizing and normalizing them in ways that
ethnographers often fail to do. She talks to the subjects while they are on camera, puts them at ease
while they are clearly performing with a transparency that recalls the early Godard who was able to
make actors talk at the audience without losing the sense of narrative contingency (Appadurai &
Breckenridge 1991: 96). She was too involved to appear as an ethnographer, and achieving this
result was her greatest accomplishment. In getting the subalterns to speak, she mapped space for
the culturally invisible women in the cabaret world. In Morocco, as in other societies, feminism is
presented as a foreign element. It is associated with

sexual liberalism and with the dismantling of

family values, as an ‘anti-men’ ideology” (al-Hossain 2011: 57). Rekha’s story of Yamaraj turn an
anti-men’s ideology on its head because it is a man who suggests that the last woman is worthy of
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him, a God (Kozma 2003: 118).
A.K. Ramanujan’s 1994 When God is a Customer: Telegu Couyrtesan Songs by Kshatriya
and Others depicts the courtesan as a metaphor for the human soul and the customer as a metaphor
for God who is loved and sought after but often absent (Caldwell 2010: 121). In India Cabaret
Rekha tells the story of her afterlife. All Hindus desire to return a better person in the next life.
Most accounts of death in the epics and holy books are male-centric: Nachiketa, Yudishistra, etc. and
women do not get to tell their stories. And if they do, cabaret dancers in film are killed off by the
end with a bullet or another quick device, without a chance to weep or give some suitable speech.
Indeed, redemption in Hindi cinema - and life as we see in India Cabaret - only awaits the man
who sins, should he repent in time, but ‘bad girls’ have no such luck; they are effaced by a careless
script or they die (Pinto 2006: 124). This goes against Hindi cinema’s portrayal of the dancer as an
unequivocal evil -sometimes they do not even have a name (124-25) -- but Rekha has a name that the
Lord knows, and she speaks her speech and does not die. She can dance and make others dance to
her tune and still go to heaven. She destroys the religious hold on women, particularly on performing
women.
Rekha’s kalification also anticipates the highly provocative, stylized cabaret that NRI
[non- resident Indian], ex-Ms World, star-powered, Bollywood Diva, Priyanka Chopra does in
Gunday [Ali Abbas Zafar, 2014], in ‘Asalaam-e-ishqum,’ 27 but without the influence or help
of the globalization and transnationalism that enabled Priyanka to play such a role without
being ‘polluted’ or blasphemous. Almost thirty years after Rekha’s kalification, Priyanka is both
Kali and Durga - dancing cabaret at night, and by day, she is a mala-smelling, 28 homely, sariclad, traditional girl. She is a cabaret dancer who goes to Bala’s & Bikram’s house [the two
male protagonists vying for her love], throws water on their sleeping, naked, bodies as they grab
sheets to cover their nakedness, and she asks: “so, you think I’m a cabaret dancer and will happily
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end up in bed with one of you? Then the other...?”, which they interrupt with “wait a minute we’re
honorable folks here”. Then they both profess their love for her, and she retorts “really? One lover and
another for free! hmmm?” Despite positing a good model for a strong female, Kali/Durga, a brazen
Sita for whom Bala and Bikram will break the bow to marry her, and who expresses choice and decides
whom she chooses, Priyanka re-inscribes herself in what Hinduism considers

the role of an

‘acceptable’ woman by informing them that she will marry whomever wins her heart, r e - enacting
the Rama story of breaking the bow to win Sita in marriage. She tells them she will worship Durga
Mata with the man she loves – but only one of them, not two as Rekha does. Priyanka plays a cabaret
dancer by night, performing purely for the male gaze both in and out of the screen, and for whose
spell many men fall, much like Rekha, and it doesn’t matter—yet, for Rekha, it is ‘all’ that matters.
This ‘Asalaam-e-ishqum’ dance could in fact easily be an enactment of what Rekha describes to
Nair as stringing along two lovers, except that in Priyanka’s case, the film visualizes the two lovers
while we only hear about Rekha’s two lovers. Rekha is the sum total of what she does at night –
dance. Subaltern women are not spared the wrath and judgement of agamiks [keepers of dharma] 29
like Priyanka is. Priyanka even says to one admirer: “Sita belongs to Ram” and that she is Durga,
Kali and Sita, but clearly not the same Kali that Rekha is in India Cabaret because the world sees
Rekha as only Kali, or only Durga or only Sita, not all three in one woman.
One lover even asks if Priyanka in Gunday has forgotten one chapter of the Ramayana [perhaps
where Ravana kidnaps Sita and defiles her]. But Priyanka’s character retorts that nothing can happen
to her because she is “both Durga and Kali, and Goddesses do not fear the evil eye”. However,
Rekha, Rosy et al are not identified as strong or independent women like Priyanka, earning the
livelihood of a Bollywood diva, but are judged and attacked as bar dancers, prostitutes, and
polluted women. Neither Bollywood screen nor the Meghraj stage, nor Brahmin nor shudra, 30 nor
class nor caste should dictate who can be Durga and Kali in one: all women should have the same
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choice over her body or person without any moral reprisals.
The new cabaret dancer is the new post-Helen woman exposed to a new patriarchy. The modern
woman must acquire modernity without jeopardizing her place at home – a reconstructed tradition.
New movies engage in a total enactment of Ramayana, keeping intact the status quo of women
who choose not to marry or dance. In Dil Aashna Hai [starring Hema Malini, 1992], Laila, despite
being a cabaret dancer brought up in a brothel, does not die because the hero falls in love with her and
her story becomes purified through the institution of marriage, thus passing Laila off simply as a
good-girl-gone-astray type. By having a man save the ‘corrupt’ dancer, films try to restore or maintain
the culture of male domination on a moral and quasi-religious basis, which tawaif films, among
others, show.
Holding women up to the purity model keeps them subordinate and dependent, but they can
still be successful and not wear the mantle of the polluted dancer. Actresses and real-life women
who perform erotic dances and Bharatanatyam that ‘good’ women perform did not inherit the
cultural baggage of Rekha, Lilia, and Rosy. Yet, Rekha’s Yamaraj story delivers her from the
Hindu belief of the fears of the next life.
There is no voice-over needed in this film. The language of the film is a very constructed
language, the same way that reality in a film is a fabricated one (Nair 1986: 68). The women speak
ordinarily and the audience ignores that. But Nair finds them articulate and aware and recognizes
their place in the world. Many men and women would rather not hear or recognize themselves as
participants in the game of superiority over women and their double standards, the two standards they
have for the two different kind of women they wish to have in their lives – the wife and the whore
(Nair 1986: 68). Yet these cabaret women are neither wife nor whor, but they are free. Nair, like
Judith Butler, 31 is interested in rewriting and re representing (onscreen) the body’s imagined,
pre-discursive condition (its irreducibility) as itself a function of a kind of discursive practice that
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fixes the body along a gendered matrix and then covers over this gendered materiality in the name of
irreducibility (Sharma 2097:183).
Nair was criticized for showing a negative image of “incredible India”, and WNET banned
the film in New York when PBS was showing it all over the country, but people demanded
an explanation of WNET, writing letters of protest (Nair 1986: 69). One such letter stated:
“Nair’s film brings the viewer an India that is ALIVE, struggling, arguing, and moving on. It
is not an India of panoramic beauty, epic tales of a romanticized empire, nor is it the palatable
tale of the long-suffering poor. Nair’s India is about change: it is about contemporary
confusion in a land that is confusing even to an Indian. Images and perceptions of contemporary
India are needed on public television; they are needed much more than the oft-repeated
travelogues and quaint memoirs” (Nair 1986: 70).

Nair’s India Cabaret is a brilliant cinematic work that allows the most scorned and
marginalized subaltern in India to speak her own story and to even retell an old epic story, something
that breaks all molds in subaltern studies. It breaks spaces of differentiation, diversality [sic] and the
paradox in subaltern theory (Clayton 2011) of an epistemic violence, i.e., speaking for, muffling the
voice of, or subsuming the subaltern into hegemonic space. Nair puts an end to the neverending challenge laid down by Spivak’s penetrating questions (whether the subaltern can speak) and
who can speak for whom, and from where etc. Geographers and investigators have not paid attention
to the postcolonial marginal voices, but no one can deny Rekha as the subject of her own history. She
subverts all the discursive epistemological binaries and becomes über-subaltern.
The author of “can the subaltern speak?” is thus no longer in the same place as where she started,
and neither is the subaltern female - Rekha. They have both become heterodox - unafraid to face
the unfamiliar, and ever ready to grapple with new problems.32
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Rekha can truly say ‘trève de discussion ! trève de religion qui limite les femmes ! and trève de
dépendance conjugale!’ and unlike bollywood divas or real-life dancers, she is not killed off, does
not have to impress anyone, lives truly by her free will and agency, and inherits eternal life.

B. From Invisible’ to Making a ‘Spectacle of Herself’
What seems most obvious to me, whether in my own films or others’,
is that men seem to cut up women’s bodies more frequently and show
often what we might technically call the erogenous zones. They show
women’s thighs, women’s breasts, women’s behinds
- Agnès Varda33

i.

Lilia’s Speaking Body– Performance Text and Vocal Corporealization
Female voice in Satin Rouge is indicated as an inner textual space deposited in dance, and the

main character Lilia’s body becomes the element of the enoncé, drawing the curtain on the male
discursive gaze by isolating her into her own trance-like world. In the act of dancing, Lilia gains
power as she maintains control, engages and directly manipulates the audience who, usually male,
comes only to look at the dancing body. The voice her body speaks is heard in the angles of her
dance and in fragments of visions in the nightclub where mirrors have ears to listen and eyes to
see, breaking what is forbidden or not said in Arab culture.
Putting women in images – not necessarily speaking – bypasses the silent subaltern. She does
not even have to speak if she does not want to, and in any case, “they” do not want to hear her
speak, only perform for them. Her voice has been asphyxiated since birth in both Hindu, Arab or
Muslim cultures. But, silence of voice does not matter then, for movements do the storytelling and
filming.

ii.

Lilia’s Indo-Arab Threads
As the very eclectic selection of songs that Rekha and Rosy dance to in India Cabaret reveal,

so too is the Lilia personage, in extensu Samia Gamal. Gamal’s mixing of different types of dance
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was precisely what garnered her the national dancer title, but she also became a famous actress during
the golden age of Egyptian cinema.34 At the same time, as this artform shows, and as this thesis
aims to underline, Samia Gamal had sisters in India mirroring her dances. This was not a small
surprise, considering that Oriental dancers and bands were performing early on at the Royal Opera
House, passing on their performance techniques to their Indian counterparts (Bali 2014: 98).
Famous performances by Mademoiselle Bibi Jan, an expert of Turkish dances, and Roshanara,
who performed Delhi gypsy dances, could be seen at the Royal Opera House in Mumbai in 1918
(Bhaumik 2011). It is no surprise then that Arab threads can be seen in Indian dancers or Indian
threads in belly dancers. Helen, for example performed black and white dance numbers before
Satin Rouge when she played an Orientalized character in Howrah Bridge35 and could easily have
been Samia Gamal. Samia Gamal dances 'kahramama' in Afrita Hanem in 1947, and Helen’s
dances always caused the male/s to break out in sweat because of her brazenness, delivered with
finesse and a smile.36 Helen danced mostly alone, taking up an entire frame, but in her
choreographed dances, she danced like Samia Gamal in Ahibka Inta, 1949.37 Gamal’s dance in
Birth of Venus38 atop a table, for paying men while they are drinking, dancing in and around them-usually male customers are visible in these clips -- is what Helen was best known for in many films,
including in ‘Jua Kisi Ka Na Hua’ from the 1979 (or 1980) Teen Eekay.39 Both dancers are often
shot from the same angles to emphasize the sensuality and beauty of their dancing. In the 1954
French film40 Ali Baba, Gamal’s crimson costume41 recalls the many scenes in Bollywood films of
tawaifs dancing, surrounded by nawabs watching them, and both décors in Ali Baba and
Bollywood dance films especially share the same opulence.
Because of the similarity of music, décor, dance, dress, and facial expressions, the dancer could
be transplanted in any of the two cultures and appear as though she belonged to that culture; for
instance, in Valley of Kings (1954),42 Gamal’s beautiful blue Indian-style costume is reminiscent of
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the costume that cabaret dancers in Bollywood, particularly Helen, wore. E v e n Gamal’s facial
expressions while dancing can easily belong to pre-globalized Bollywood, with all the men glued to
the dancer and her face replete with erotic desire through music and dance - the embodiment of this
sringara rasa43 encapsulated in a notion known as ‘chherchhar’, i.e., flirtatious playfulness in songs
and dances that transforms into a new kind of desire (Chakravorty 2016: 127). As Chakravorty
has argued, it [chherchhar] has reshaped the erotic desire of sringara rasa into a new sexual and
erotic emotion, and Bollywood has pushed dancing bodies and commodification of dance images
to new material and aesthetic dimensions of desire and sexuality. Gamal dancing ‘Zeina’44 in
Zanouba [1956] and Helen dancing ‘piya tu’ in Caravan [1971]45 highlight movements and
expressions from this sringara rasa. The only difference between the two was that Samia Gamal was
a lead actress and Helen could never be,46 but visually, they share the same rasas.
The Helen-Lilia resemblance is as striking in this Helen medley of cabaret47 and Lilia’s dances
– their energy, vitality, quick-wittedness, and allure are on full display. The Helen-Lilia binome
expresses sexual energy in similar ways, always smiling while dancing: Helen with Rajesh
Khanna48 and in Elaan [1971]49 and Lilia with the drummer, Chokri. They both dance with abandon,
without a care about anyone, which is what prompts the manager of the nighclub to tell her she is not
there to dance for herself, but for customers. Their enthusiasm and panache are so infectious that
even the audience can haptically feel their energy. When color arrived in cinema, the similarities
became more prominent because of the lehenga-like costumes in resplendent colors that Lilia’s
fingers touch, and that Egyptian and Indian dancers wore. In one scene, Lilia is wearing a lehenga-like
costume with gold sequins in the back, in true Samia Gamal and Helen style, dancing like that
bee the Flaubert had named his favorite belly dancer, Kuchuk Hanem.
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iii.

The Lilia/Chandralekha Thread
Lilia’s visual and desiring presence recalls some formidable Indian women of the past

era: Chandralekha and Charulata. Chandralekha [1928-2006] was a dancer and choreographer from
India who fused Bharatanatyam [ex- devadasi dance] with yoga and martial arts. She emphasized the
centrality of the female principle [Shakti] in her dance, engaging in feminist issues from the 1960s
through the 1980s, and she wrote, spoke and choreographed productions around the notion of
empowerment for women (Ganesh 2015). Chandralekha designed the first poster for the Forum
against oppression of Women in this image below, courtesy Global Feminisms project for the
National Conference Bombay, November 1-4, 1980.50 This poster above shows a Kali-like figure
with a scythe and severed heads Women (Ganesh 2015).

Chandralekha also created the logo for a publishing house, Kali for Women51 (Ganesh 2015): in the
image below, the symbol with expressive eyes takes notes from Bharatanatyam, and the eyes are
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often seen in Kali representations:

Interestingly and co-incidentally, Chandralekha’s logo has Kali-like eyes and her poster design is also
reminiscent of John the Baptist’s severed head in the Salomé dance. It also recalls the ten heads of
Ravana [demon god who kidpnaps Sita in the Ramayana. Chandralekha was known to discard
devotional elements of dance for passionate, body-oriented movements, with the same electrifying
effect that Lilia experiences in her famous dance scene when she gives in to the music and aliveness
of dance one night. Chandralekha attempted to reconfigure the language of Bharatnatyam by reaching
back to its corporeal roots; she is one of the dancers who tried to push the boundaries of ‘acceptability’
in the newly defined space of the theater by evoking images of sexuality and desire52 (Mitra 2006:
77).
Lilia portrays Chandralekha’s philosophy of dance regarding the tactile and sensorial power
of dance.53 The vital link between body and nature, body and work, body and ritual snaps, makes
dance almost a total spectacle (Mitra 2006: 74), in the same scene where Lilia experiences a trance- like
ecstasy. Lilia embodies Indian dance and devadasi’s dance more than her India cabaret sisters

in
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Mumbai, because of the passion both she and Chandralekha share for dance, looking ‘within’ as
though to seek out the hidden and untouched (Bhattacharya 1999) parts of themselves. Lilia
reclaims the Indian woman’s body and sexuality from the bonds of patriarchal nationalist propriety in
fact more than the Indian dancers. The confidence and awareness of Lilia’s and Chandralekha’s body
emerge both in its spiritual and sexual manifestations, which signifies male and female energies
(Bhattacharya 1999). Dance sets their body free, because sexuality and spirituality live in the same
body and cannot be separated as Chandralekha’s dances show. Chandralekaka/Lilia indeed becomes
very aware of her body while she dances as Chokri beats the darbouka [known also as a tabla in
Indian culture, a fundamental instrument in every aspect of South Asian life, which is also heard in
Chandralekha’s dances]. While Chandralekha performs a mock coitus to express the primal essence
of sensation in her dance (Bhattacharya 1999), Lilia does not feel her essence in dancing and
consummates her desire with Chokri. What also links Lilia and Chandralekha, was Chandraleka’s
constant engagement with modernity, the way Samia Gamal and by extension Lilia’s raqs sharqi
absorbed many influences from East and West, renewing yet incorporating traditional dance into it.
Chandralekha embodied an alternative modernity because she was concerned with the body, about
space and time, about the struggles of women and a nascent feminism, about the feminine principle and
power, about sensuality and erotica in the body (Aranyani 2020), which is what filmmaker Amari
tries to do for the Lilia character. Amari tries to free the dance from its cultural taboos but also its
ageist bias.
Lilia feels charged and recharged when she dances and keeps going back for more at the club.
The entire frame and screen light up when she dances. Lilia embodies what Chandralekha believed
that dance had the capacity to do: see meaning, understand the meaning of her body, and revive her.
Lilia becomes free from the mundane world of chores in the nightclub. She experiences dance as a
sensual language of beauty and freedom, a movement toward the human essence, the vitality, the rasa
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(Mitra 2006: 74), regenerating her spirit. For both Lilia and Chandralekha, dance is a metaphor
for freedom. It is an inward journey into one’s own self, enabling tradition to flow free. Dance
engages the body, freeing it from primitive accumulations, social complexes, and cultural
stratification (Mitra 2006: 77) that society heap on women.

iv.

Framing Lilia’s Subjectification

a. Integrity of Contiguity must be Violated to Reframe Lilia
A good film should intersect and extend beyond our frame of vision. Images shouldn’t rely on
words for meaning. Words sometimes limit meaning. Framing in Satin Rouge covers much more than
Lilia’s desire and reflection. The opening shot of Satin Rouge is a long panning of the inside space
of Lilia’s bedroom and living room. Given that pan shots emphasize space and the connectedness of
people and objects in that space [Gianetti 116], we can note that Lilia is often not in the same space
as the objects being framed. Her actions appear intrusive as she enters into each frame and obstructs
the spectator’s’ view of the setting in the establishing sequence of shots.
Lilia’s position at the edge of the frame recalls another unhappy housewife in Gauri Shinde’s
English Vinglish [2012]. Shashi, the main character, is also absent from the frame in the opening
shots which are being captured the inside of the house. The visual and auditory sounds are of tea
being made, pots clanging, milk pouring into chai, paper opening to be read, but no woman yet in
view in that domestic space registers Shashi in domesticity. The camera in Satin Rouge similaraly
reveals more in dissecting Lilia’s body, filming her hands, shoulders and upper back, hips and torso
as if all were separable from her body as she moves into each frame, but only to foreground women’s
important functions in traditional Tunisian society, i.e., housework and childrearing--her moral and
spiritual mission (Weber-Fève 2010a:19- 20).
Traditional femininity is on display in this opening sequence (Weber-Fève 2010a:19). This 3-
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minute tracking and panning shot of Lilia cleaning windows and dusting as she looks around the room
is already announcing a leap to a symbolic level; the unified spirit of the house space includes all of
its members, dead husband, daughter outside, and Lilia only in that space that she keeps jumping out
of. Because the audience expects a panning shot to emphasize the literal contiguity of people sharing
the same space, these shots can surprise us when their realistic integrity is violated (Gianetti 2014:
116). It is as though Amari’s camera is doing the housekeeping while Lilia busies about, getting ready
to step out of that contiguous space. The integrity of contiguity is violated when she falls off the
frame; this happens because the space has become hostile – Gianetti suggests that hostility and
suspicion are conveyed when a character is at the edge of the composition (Gianetti 2014:79). Lilia
breaks out of the confinement of the frame and breaks contiguity; she no longer wants to be a part of
that world of household objects, bereft of human company. She is about to step outside of it and, not
only of the house to look for daughter Salma, but out of the frame and static life of that space of
isolation.

b. Windows a n d Mirrors Framing Lilia’s World
Amari mostly frames Lilia through windows and mirrors. Mirror is a device suggesting dual
identity between self and image. It reveals the body of Lilia in the beginning but not yet the person.
The first time Lilia’s face is seen is in the home mirror when she touches her pendant, looks at herself,
lets down her dark, black hair and begins moving to music from the radio, but the objects take back
the camera’s attention to the husband, then back to Lilia dancing in a full frontal shot of her before
the mirror. She then leaves the camera in haste to return to her chores. The camera interrupts the
housekeeping performative act with Lilia’s impromptu raqs sharqi performance, registering the
resistance between housekeeping as central and dancing as marginal, which is the way hegemonic
society sees women’s role in contemporary Tunisia (Weber-Fève 2010a: 23). Weber-Fève believes
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that the variety of reformist thoughts by political, artistic and intellectual figures coming out of
the construction of Tunisian woman’s

images in a ‘new’ postcolonial and independent society

coalesced into a single, unifying image of motherhood for the modern Tunisian woman (WeberFève 2010a:1). Weber- Fève suggests that the household objects, including family photographs,
show the priority in Lilia’s life and traditional Tunisian female society (2010a: 19). She lets down
her hair and dances sensuously around the room brightening her mundane chores. She stops in
front of mirror, frowns and reattaches her hair in a bun and continues housework. The chores paint
her as dutiful mother caught up in motherly tasks: sewing, watching soap opera, waiting or daughter
to come back from dance school after finishing cleaning. They seem to anchor her in the quotidian,
and when the lens keeps excluding her, it suggests that she wants to break out of this frame, this
mundane world of lifeless, static objects--that she wants more that the frame allows. The cultural
double standards of society

are announced in this opening scene, which becomes clearer in my

comparison to Lilia’s Charulatan desires.

v.

Framing Lilia and Charulata
Another thread of similarities in the Indo-Arab world in the window motif can be traced to

another character, Charulata in Charulata [Satyajit Ray, 1964]. Ray’s narratives often focused on the
subordination of women, and questioned traditional superstition and paternalist authority. It is often
said he had a female sensibility because of the way he filmed women, privileging female points of
view. This theme is prevalent in Ray’s Devi [1960], Kanchenjunga [1962], Mahanagar [1963],
Charulata [1964] and the Apu Trilogy [World of Apu 1959 and Pather Panchali 1955] gives a lot of
female point of view shots. Both Charulata’s and Lilia’s framing iscentered on desire via the window
and love triangle. Both women are surrounded by lifeless objects, and find some solace in looking
out the window. Lilia and Ray’s Charulata are both trapped inside their home, and while Charulata is
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not a widow, she is often as alone as Lilia, framed alone as is Lilia, because her husband is always
busy, and both women take to looking through the window, longingly at the outside world. Charulata
looks through opera glasses to view the world outside. But so does Zouina in Inch’Allah dimanche,
who she is captured looking through the window in a few scenes when she felt trapped inside, and
before she leapt into the outside world.
Looking through the window is imagining that one is crossing the Lakshman Rekha for both
women while also emphasizing their exclusion from it. The window is a transparent filter between
Lilia [and Charulata] and the outside world, and also marks their physical and sexual constraint
(Khatib 2004: 80). The window to the world represents pleasures they are denied: “going to the
window …becomes a figuration of dis-connectedness from one’s surroundings, but it is also the first
step, of finding, or re finding one’s place in the world” (Searle 2000).54 On the inside of the window,
the camera uses many point of view shots and tilting shots around the room, zooming in and out to
show subjective, everyday space. There is no transformation in the looker or seer but looking outside
the window allows Lilia and Charulata to see from their own eyes, and not those of the husband’s or
society’s. Both Lilia and Charulata move though the space of their home wordlessly and ritually,
framed in loneliness, and respite only comes for Charulata when she grabs opera glasses to peek
outside her window, and for Lilia when she looks outside. Looking through the window appears a
few times in Lilia and Charulata’s worlds, revealing an expansive other world beyond their walls.
When they proverbially leap through the window and enter another space, a love triangle, they find
what they are looking for: themselves.
If Lilia is quasi absent in the home frames, she owns mirror space in the nightclub where she
dances. Close ups of Lilia through more mirrors become windows to her interior world. For Rekha
and Rosy at the Meghraj, the mirror is a literal object used to apply make-up and see how costumes
fit before getting on the floor. But in Satin Rouge, the mirror is highly symbolic, a reflection of Lilia’s
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trajectory from lifelessness to freedom and sensuality. It helps Lilia to search for a center, for some
kind of real self. In India Cabaret Rekha and Rosy have already found their center, because the film
begins in medias res – they have already gotten out of the frame of mirrors and already know how to
refuse victimization and entrapment in the gaze of male pleasure in the club. They are already immune
to the male gaze, compared to Lilia’s first contact with the masculine gaze in the club, when her body
suffers a physical, violent, rejection because the male audience and its gaze are so overpowering,
causing her body to give way and faint. The scopic indulgence of the male audience consumes her
(Karayanni 2002: 99), and the desiring look that is not hers makes her dizzy – the whirling pan over
the audience staring at Lilia, the desiring object of their look who is the seen, the spectacle in the
aggressive male gaze. But that changes when she actively starts to gaze back at the largely male
audience whom she pacifies with her gaze – and the oohs and aahs or noise the audience makes is
drowned out as they become the spectacle in the gaze Lilia holds, trapping them in her gaze, and thus
controlling what she sees and hears.
Every time Lilia looks in the mirror, she is unmasking part of the real self, stripping away layers
of the past buried under dowdiness and a sublimated existence. As she watches herself in the mirror
each time, she sees more and more – breaking out of the dualism of night and day life, of surface and
depth, to acknowledge who she is becoming. Close ups of Lilia’s face and fragmented body frames
also orient the viewer’s gaze, to not dominate. It is she who dominates with medium shots and close
ups rather than long shots with the male gaze peering in. The fragmentation one sees of her body is
because the rule of fragmentation was respected in traditional Arabic poetry, when poets wrote
stances on the beauty of the beloved’s eyes, lips, thighs or belly button (Telmissany 2013).55 The
movements liberating the flesh from the duality of subject/object of desire and the hegemony of social
aib [shame] imposed on the female body manifestations (Telmissany 2013).
Amari consummately subjectificates Lilia in the mirror scenes, beginning with the morning
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after Lilia stumbles into the club for the first time, after seeing Folla dance. Lilia is framed smiling
while having coffee, and everything is in a new frame: red colors, white curtains, yellow dishwashing
soap bottle, red lampshade, blue coffee mug, and light blue tablecloth. There is an abundance of
clothes and colors in her subjectificating, and her world changes, brightens, and the second time she
enters the nightclub, she sees more colors, sea foam and pink costumes on the walls of the bare
nightclub, a golden bra which is shot from behind, and she goes around the room picking up purple,
teal, black, gold, orange, pink, and green costumes in extreme close ups, while swaying to music and
holding them against her.

vi.

Sharing Mirror Space with Chokri
Whoever enters her mirror plays a role in Lilia’s subjectificating through their physical and/or

emotional contact. Such is the case with Chokri [the drummer] and Folla [the club’s star dancer].
Medium close-ups signify a complicity between two people, intimacy or solidarity, and medium shots
create some sort of relationship between characters (Hayward 1996: 317-318). Lilia is staring at her
face with Chokri’s face in the mirror and this reflects female desire, not male [or Chokri’s]. Chokri
is included in her identification process, thus he plays a collusionary role but does not have the power
of speech, and later she consummates this desire for Chokri. Chokri is defined by Lilia’s centrality
and not vice versa. Lilia is concerned exclusively with the private sphere, the sphere of the intimate :
she is a being of desire : “Ce que revendique Lilia d’abord par la danse, ensuite par le charnel, c’est
d’abord une récupération de son moi profond, entendue ici comme une réconciliation avec
l’organique qui nous vient droit de la nature » (Chamkhi 2010).
Women have depended on the male dominating gaze for centuries: men look at women.
Women look at themselves being looked at [as her mirror scene with Chokri and the club’s men].
This determines not only most relations between men and women, but also the relation of women to
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themselves (Berger 46-47). Thus, it will not be overnight that Lilia deconstructs this gaze, and the
camera situates the Chokri gaze within her evolution toward emotional maturity. Her internalization
of that gaze is a process of displacing little by little. Part of her self-image depended on Chokri’s male
gaze mediating the process of her self-validation, and this self-validation is what turns her into the
female subject necessary to free her from his hold. She reexamines her relationship to Chokri’s gaze
even before consummating it – the mirror scene is longish – she breaks the dependency,
reappropriates the gaze and is no longer held prisoner to his projection of her. She becomes free to
shape and articulate her own experience, to serve as her own mirror – he will no longer share the
frame with her as he did in Folla’s dressing room – and she can see and be seen without any mediation
by the Other—something that she makes clear at the wedding, where she is now a woman in charge.
She seduces and sways to her own tune, and no one matters, but the sheer joy of dancing and
celebrating her daughter’s wedding.
The display of Lilia’s body in the drum scene in Satin Rouge- in this scene, there is a dance
paroxysm from the beat of the darbouka, a goblet shaped drum feeding into the frenzy of Lilia’s dance
which translates into a sexual encounter (Martin 2011: 118). Lilia and Chokri both share in a mutual
exhilaration, which leads them to consummate that energy. The darbouka frenzy scene is structured
in shot/counter shot between Lilia, the audience, and the instrument. Usually, one character looking
at the other, in this scene, it is Lilia, the audience and the instrument taking turns looking at the other.
The long full center frame close-up of the opaque membrane of the darbouka throbbing under
Chokri’s touch echoes Lilia’s desire. The rhythm is infectious and in perfect sync with Lilia’s
movements on stage and they both share a sensual, ecstatic performance (Martin 2011: 125). This
shared sensuality onstage is carried into the dressing room where, while Lilia is dressing in the mirror
for another performance, Chokri enters the camera and mirror frame. He can only think of Lilia and
he strokes her shoulder while he tells her this. The spatial and haptic recognition in this scene
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functions metonymically to codify the characters along the axis of touch – as in the earlier scene
where his fingers made her dance (Martin 2011: 125). Touch participates in this visual experience
because the experience is one of the lived body (Marks 2002: 13), which feels the red satin slip in the
lingerie store that she fingers slowly. Lilia’s world is tactile, visual, and aural at once, because she
feels the sensuality of dance in every member of her body. Lilia perceives it with all her senses,
thinking with her skin, giving as much significance to the physical presence of an Other as to the
mental operations of symbolization, which is not a call to willful regression but to recognizing the
intelligence of the perceiving body (Marks 2002: 18). Her perceiving body embodies the dance with
all her senses like an outer body experience. The body focus in Satin Rouge cannot be read as a single
meaning across the object’s body, usually sexual desire, typical of mainstream narrative films’ use of
a system of ocularization to control and indirectly possess the female;’ neither through internal
ocularization - when shots in a film are seen through the male gaze – nor through external focalization
- through male narration56 (Smelik 1998: 84). It is not a body for others, it is not for scophophilic
gaze. Making Lilia the object of the male gaze only considers “what she provokes, what she represents
as the one, or rather the love or fear she inspires in the hero, or the concern he feels for her who makes
him act the way he does, but in herself, the woman has not the slightest importance” (Mulvey 1975:
4).57 It is not about the body seen in some female breaking-out roles in new wave cinema, such as
Jules et Jim [François Truffaut, 1962]58 with “le sexe à l’état pur” of characters who are muses and
figures of inspiration, and who motivate, incite, and sustain but who cannot create themselves from
their own self (Martineau 1979: 18). Nor are Lilia and Charulata women in female-oriented films in
the cinéma du look of the 80s and 90s and even the 2000s, which are still fundamentally conditioned
by their sex.59 As Martineau has pointed out, this state of conditioning is ontologically conceived as
a lack. These women are often the shelter for the man in war or refuge for the frustrated. They claim
female liberty in the private. The request does not carry so much weight on the social and economic
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status of the woman, but on the lived erotic femininity, a space of expressing libidinal investments, a
space of representing the body and desire. There is a very Chandralekha resistance that Lilia’s dancing
reveals when she is told to learn to be an artist. But she doesn’t want to; she wants only to dance for
herself. She is now in full center frame at the nightclub compared to the edge of the cinematic frame
in domestic space.
Lilia’s reflected image becomes real when she looks meditatively and searchingly in mirrors,
in an effort to discover or confront the inner self through the individual expressivity of the face (Assa
2009: 26), to reverse the process of unselfing, and having become someone else, still attached to the
husband whose photograph she handles tenderly. The reflected image with Chokri signifies the
relationship – they do not have physical or emotional contact yet, but in this scene, merging a wife’s
duties and desire is transgression.
Women in this film do not conform to mirror aesthetics: they are not seated, combing long,
black hair, or supine, but standing defiantly so they become a singular image challenging ideal
femininity.60 The woman wears no mask so she does not remain veiled - she reveals herself to herself
but does not reveal herself to the male gaze. As a gazing subject/holder of the gaze, Lilia, in the end,
creates her own mirror image that goes against the psychoanalytic Lacanian model, devoid of the
customary lack.

vii. Lilia’s Other Charulata Moment - the Love Triangle
Amari named the film Satin Rouge not because it is the name of a cabaret, but because, the
moment Lilia felt the red satin fabric, she was tempted (Interview with Schultz). Touch and feel is
how Lilia communicates her desires, and one day she finds herself unknowingly in a triangle. The
theme of the triangle is common in Amari’s films, and only one woman’s sovereign existence matters
and triumphs. Amari uses cinema to test the limits of the permissible. A product of two elite cultures
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[she studied French literature at the University of Tunis, then cinema script writing at FEMIS in Paris
(Martin 2011: 114)], she divided her time between filmmaking, shooting shorts in Paris and Tunis,
and cinema writing as well as publishing critical pieces in Cinécrits in Tunis (Martin 2011: 113).
Although Satin Rouge is her first feature film, she made two shorts before: Avril (1998) exploring the
triangular relationship between two neurotic older sisters and their young silent maid, and Un Soir de
juillet 2001 about a bride who confides in an old woman who waxes her (Martin 2011: 114). She
went on to make a 52-minute documentary Sur les traces de l’oubli [seekers of oblivion] in 2004 on
a writer and free spirit traveling through Algeria, Isabelle Eberhardt, before her untimely death in
1904 (Martin 2011: 114).
Amari’s second feature film Les Secrets, 2009, shows a reclusive family of three women living
secretly in an abandoned house in which the mother used to work as a servant. Les Secrets is a
triangular relationship like Avril and addresses female repression like Satin Rouge (Martin 2011:
115). It is a nightmarish tale of incest that ties the women to a muted existence; Amari talks about
social hypocrisy –stifling social background contrasted with a female protagonist who gathers more
and more complexities as the filmic narrative unfolds (Martin 2011: 115-16). Satin Rouge illustrate
the idiosyncratic play on recognition and gradual uncovering (Martin 2011: 116). In Corps étranger
[2016], Samia is seeking freedom, moves to Lyon where she meets a childhood boyfriend, Imed, then
moves in as a maid with Leila [Hiam Abbas who plays Lilia in Satin Rouge] a widow, and they have
a ménage à trois.
In Satin Rouge, the triangle is between Lilia, daughter Salma, and her son-in-law to be, unaware
as she was that he was her daughter’s boyfriend, and Charulata’s triangle involves her brother-inlaw. Lilia refuses to be where society places her, as a widowed middle-aged woman, which upsets
the balance of Tunisian values. She refuses domestic chores imprisoning her in repetition and
immanence: repeated from day to day in an identical form…producing nothing new (Beauvoir 1949:
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94-95). Satin Rouge was licentious and there were lawsuits because it centered around the body and
female libido, which are male domains, whether private or public (Chamkhi 2010). The holy
representation of the mother is challenged by a representation of the mother as a desiring body. The
same happens in India Cabaret – except it is a holy representation of Sita-Savitri that is challenged.
Hindi films keep going back to the Mahabharata.
Both Lilia and Charulata step out of their Lakshman Rekha and engage in a love triangle as part
of their journey of finding self, transgressing into the outside both physically and symbolically, much
like Sita who first crossed that line. The two men in Lilia’s and Charulata’s lives are stepping-stones
in their configuration of love and desire, due to their unfulfilled desires within the home. Lilia’s and
Charulata’s Lakshman Rekha consists of the boundaries of their home from which they constantly
look for something missing. They fulfil home duties, and in addition, Lilia is a devoted mother, but
both women are left wanting more than their mundane quotidian duties, and eventually seek company
and intimacy, consummating their desire. Lilia’s ‘Charulata’ moment is not sudden, it is also a
journey, which starts from the moment the film begins, and continues throughout until Lilia discovers
the nightclub. In the scene where Lilia spins around Chokri for almost one entire dance, Amari’s
camera spins along as though possessed by the same joy and seduction as Lilia. It is completely her
joy, her discovery and her point of view, but he seems to share it. Lilia is empowered by the very act
of choosing to dance for herself. Charulata is also touched by art in her brother-in-law; they both
write and recite poetry; both women share joy with a like-minded man.
Lilia’s and Chokri’s lives intersect in and out of the mirror; she flirts with him during her dance
and then they make love soon after. Lilia, in a sense, consumes Chokri’s body. Instead of the older
man with the younger woman, as is typical in Hollywood, but especially in French film and
Bollywood, the tables and gaze turn when Lilia steals her daughter’s lover, which locates desire in
her, not him, even if he initiates the move to consummate. The middle-aged mother holds the erotic
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charge, not the man. There is an absence of any culpability in their love triangle; it liberates them
from social codes and taboos. The body is disengaging from any power dynamic to be on an equal
footing or an exchange with the looker. Chokri is deprived of movement in the framing of him and
Lilia when he enters the dressing room where she is, while she moves across the entire frame as
though one gaze were incapable of holding her down. In the final scene, both day world and night
world join (Boutouba 154). The fact that she has a relation with Chokri is only important to show
that she breaks social taboos regarding older men and younger women, or mothers with sons-inlaws, for the scene where Lilia and Chokri are intimate dismantles the sacred image of a mother and
forces the spectator to confront his/her own desire (Boutouba 155). Can only young bodies as objects
presented in their most beautiful, physical form have desire, and not a mother or widow?
At first, Lilia is a housewife who spends her day shopping, cooking, sewing dresses for
neighbors, cleaning, knitting sweaters for Salma, her daughter, who doesn’t like them (Martin 2011:
117). Her only occasional pleasure is the amateur oriental dancing she sometimes performs for herself
in the privacy of her bedroom. Salma is in love with Chokri, a drummer, whom Lilia follows one
night and discovers that he plays for women cabaret dancers at a night club, but at this point she does
not know Chokri is her daughter’s boyfriend. Lilia is fascinated by the dance and finds herself on
stage, beginning to lead a double life: a dutiful housewife by day and a secret cabaret dancer by night.
After the first night at the nightclub, she tries on costumes and dances in front of a mirror, then is
dragged onstage by the women as the new star because of her spirited performance, but the boss
criticizes her and makes her take lessons from Folla. A relationship between Lilia and Chokri begins.
He beats the drum to her rhythm and they both share the exhilaration of the frenzy. But Chokri puts
a stop to it when Salma tells him she wants to introduce him to her mother [he doesn’t know Lilia is
Salma’s mother at that point]. In Martin’s analysis, when they do meet, Lilia behaves like a powerful
woman in perfect control of the situation. The wedding between Salma and Chokri comes at the end
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of the film and Lilia dances boldly at the wedding, dressed in red. The film doesn’t offer any
explanation to the Lilia and Chokri saga but shifts perspective: while the film seems to be shot from
Lilia’s perspective, the final scene is shot at mid distance from her and points her out as the highly
unconventional focal point of her daughter’s wedding ceremony (Martin 2011: 118).
Both Lilia and Charulata aspire to move away from domestic spaces to rupture the quotidian.
They interrogate the legitimacy of a prevailing social ethos that defined moral spaces and drew
boundary lines - Lakshman Rekha - a code existing not only in the time of the films (19th century for
Charulata) but even in today’s world. Lilia’s unbridled sexuality does not lead to her death but to life.
Both women are dutiful but are also desiring beings. Whereas cinema and life have it that duty and
desire are two different spheres for women, in these films they are contained in the same woman.
They are at first “good women,” fulfilling all their duties as the camera makes sure to capture in the
opening scenes, but fulfillment is what they desire. They thus break the normative codes of social
conduct without being aware of breaking the Lakshman Rekha.
Lilia may be a dutiful housewife and mother, but she also spends, buys nice things – she defies
society, but Amari minimizes the social setting to concentrate on the story of Lilia evolving in a
modern-day real Tunisia where stories can have a universal dimension [Amari interview] as well as
multiple ones. Lilia constructs her own end, not the one society expects, and not the one according to
her daughter. She puts things back together but from a very different standpoint from what she was
at the beginning (Armes 181). The empty nighttime streets where Lilia passes without harassment do
not ring wholly true, and the outside figures representing social pressures – the uncle and the
censorious neighbor – lack their expected weight and authority (182). What caused a scandal with
this film was the character of Lilia, who does not fit the social stereotypes of older woman as victim
or upholder of tradition. She is depicted as a widow, but with strong desires: for dance, for sex with
a younger man and her daughter’s fiancé. Lilia is not punished for these transgressions by Amari, like
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the Egyptian actresses of the 1950s whom Amari adores (182), but she transgresses and acts outside
male guidance, flaunting herself before her respectable wedding guests as brazenly as she does inside
the cabaret. Lilia goes from the confines of her small apartment to the big cabaret nightclub. There,
she becomes everything she cannot be by day in the first half of film - sexual, desiring, discovering
who she is and coming to terms with this discovery.
The last scene in Satin Rouge reveals Lilia in a resplendent red costume dancing at her
daughter’s marriage to Chokri. People dance at weddings and can forget themselves because it is a
happy occasion and they are happy, why not Lilia? Lilia reveals her ‘true,’ fulfilled self at the
wedding, stepping over the line of the nightworld into the day world, revealing to tunisian society
that she is a woman who dances and who loves belly dancing.

C. Haremizing of Public Space into Private:
To get money, sexual attraction may be real or feigned. In either event,
she should pretend that she is besotted with her lover. She must make
the man believe in her infatuation
– Kamasutra 6.2.2-4
Interest [monetary] and love are not opposed, but the search for the
means of subsistence must predominate
– Kamasutra 6.1.19

i.

Cabaret: Minha, Zayy Ayy Mihna
When asked if entertainment by Egyptian singers and dancers is a trade like any other, Egyptian

performers shrug their shoulders and say “minha, zayy ayy mihna”, or a ‘trade like any other’
(Nieuwkerk 2006: 1). But in India Cabaret and Satin Rouge, cabaret cannot to be shrugged off,
because it is historically a place of trade of and for women who are temptresses and seductresses.
In India, the dance bars [nightclub] phenomenon started to take off in the 1980s [where India Cabaret
is filmed], catering with a wide variety of price joints to a socioeconomically mixed clientele
(Mazzarella 2015: 482). The bars were not strip joints but, like wet clothes, the suggestion of sex
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work clung to the dancers. Bars and nightclubs are believed to be an insult to womanhood and Indian
culture. It is not the place for a Sita-Sati-Savitri. It is a corrupt place where ‘moral crimes’ are
committed (Nieuwkwerk 2006: 155). The space of the nightclub, like a subject, seems to be a lack to
be filled, contested, reconfigured through contingent and partially determined social relations,
practices and meanings (Natter & Jones III: 149).
Any space where women perform is condemned as liminal, and thus kotha, temple, nightclub
are all condemned. Cabaret in itself is not condemned because men belly dance also - hijras61 in India
and male dancers in Arab culture dance, but they are never taboo nor is their body polluted. The fact
that women dance cabaret, on the other hand, condemns them to judgement, solitude, and impurity
rules and laws. It is not the cabaret trade itself that is the problem, nor the place [if only men dance],
but it becomes a den of iniquity, but only if women dance there.
In India Cabaret, dancing is a livelihood, a trade like any other, and in Satin Rouge the cabaret
is a place Lilia visits at night. In both films, the day world and night world each play a huge role and
do not meet, because the night world is the nightclub where bad women go to dance, and the day
world is the domestic place of good women or their ‘home’. Cabaret as a space captured by the camera
comments not on itself, but on society at large, reflecting, refracting, and reviewing through dialogues
by men [India Cabaret] or absence of dialogue [Satin Rouge]. Such montage provides the image of
the disjunction between the two spaces or two worlds –the inside and outside worlds.
Here, I use Partha Chatterjee’s explanation of ghar vs bahrir62 (Sangari and Vaid 1990: 238-39) to
link and explain the two-world phenomenon in both films. The two worlds are spaces and can be seen
in terms of ghar [home, which represents our inner spiritual self, our true identity] and bahrir [outer
world, which is the external domain of the material or night world]. Most people vested in women’s
purity concur that the home, in its essence, must remain unaffected by the profane activities of the
material [night] world, and woman is its representation. Ghar holds a huge importance for women in
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India, Egypt, the Maghreb, and other places. Appadurai also talks about the importance of ghar for
Indians, noting that ghar is a space about salvation that will redeem and save someone in the end
(2015). However, this did not prove true for the many devadasis and tawaifs nor for Rekha, Rosy and
Lilia so far, and on the contrary, ghar, which is supposed to be about salvation, entraps women in
these films, and on the contrary is the indicted and reviled nightworld that will save them. The day
world or ghar did not come to their rescue, and instead sentenced and locked dancers in routine,
shame, and the constraints of a discourses of what is respectable or disrespectable, all of which are
present in the two films.
In their films, Amari and Nair capture and address the two-world phenomenon – the night world
and day world. Amari did not want to show a woman in conflict with Arab society or fighting against
it like everyone else, and she shows instead Lilia finding freedom in the night world without showing
it to the day world (Amari interview with Schultz). Lilia’s day world offers her a life of stillness:
dead husband’s photo, her daughter’s baby photo, and objects. Her day world is strict, dominant, and
prudish (Amari) and when she enters it, Lilia’s night world eventually becomes relaxed, marginal,
and lascivious. She gradually adapts to it, despite fainting the first time because the male audience,
colors, lights, dancing, and music are an assault to her senses (Amari). The crosscutting throughout
Satin Rouge contrasts the two lives that women can have and that cannot meet in their society’s eyes.
Nair takes viewers in India Cabaret to the day world of Rekha, Rosy and the other cabaret dancers
where men harass them, either to tell them to stay inside because they are polluted, and polluting
space, or to ask them to do a porn film with them. Their day world is full of judgements, provocation,
and hypocrisy.
The day world in both films contrast wildly with the night world. The dancers move between
these two worlds, which are constantly juxtaposed by Nair’s and Amari’s camera, but it is the night
world that accepts and saves them, not the day world of home or ghar, where much injustice is hidden
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and no law sees. The dancers are sari-clad by day, a typical Indian wear but also one that staves off
judgments. At night, they peel off their respectability [Nairian expression 1986-1987: 63] to enter the
Meghraj. Amari and Nair inscribe the female body in a legitimate, public space, the nightclub, where
the body is no longer fitna [an Arabic word to describe the female body as disruptive in public], is
free of all codes, and is not something to conquer. It is a place where bodies and restrictions are
unveiled allowing the subject to think independently or freely, even though it is supposed to be a
place of perdition and shame. The directors take women in the nightclub out of the frame of religion,
which is left outside the Meghraj. Men and women judge dancers harshly outside, but no one cares
inside the club.

ii.

The Discourse of Respectability/ Disrespectability
Before Satin Rouge and India Cabaret framed dancers in film, dominant discourses had already

framed them as dishonorable women, prostitutes, victims, erotic dancers, women belonging or not
belonging to proper society. Women and dancers particularly, inhabited social, cultural, and historical
mores established by centuries of patriarchy. Nair made India Cabaret to tell a story that would go
beyond the stereotypes in her society of “respectable” women and “immoral” women in India (Nair
1986-87: 59), and Amari made Satin Rouge to return respectability [izzat] to the belly dancer of 1940s
Egypt that she would eagerly watch as a child.
India Cabaret was released in 1985 at a time when India was living a second nationalist
moment.63 The first was in the early 1900s when Indians and the British Raj put the chaste woman
at the center of their reforms, which culminated in Indian nationalism and Gandhian politics. The
revivalists wanted a model of the ancient temple dancers as pure and holy, sexually chaste women.
The British perceived courtesans as prostitutes and bad women but did not hesitate to use them for
their European garrisons, and to collect income tax from them, since tehey were among the most
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highly taxed given their comfortable fianacial status. They were conscious subjects with values who
were compelled to do the same things as ‘married’ and ‘respectable’ women: take care of their
husband and children, earn their keep, pray, and live honest, good lives. The hinduization project of
the Indian nationalist movement exists in India Cabaret also shows up the cultural investment in
Indian womanhood in her voluntary abstinence and purity, but Nair is a mythmaker par excellence,
and her cinema refuses to make purity a [cinematic] national myth like Mother India and so many
other films do.
In these patriarchal societies, everything pertaining to women is seen along the split between
respectable and disrespectable axes: property, sexuality, and marriage, all of which affected only
women negatively, not men. Marriage did not enforce strict monogamy for men [for instance, the
Pujara man in India Cabaret, or Nair’s father [now deceased] in real life who are married but get
invited or go to the nightclubs]. The expansion of prostitution from the 1930s onwards ensured that
the ‘natural’ promiscuity of men was taken care of, as well as the priests’ jus prima noctis regarding
devadasis, widows etc. or priests tempted by apsaras in the Mahabharata.
“Shameful existence” describes courtesan Sahib Jan’s existence in Pakeezah, a tawaif film that
represented a deeply flawed vision of females performing (Morcom 2013:1). Sahib Jan was
prohibited form falling in love with a ‘respectable’ man, prohibited from lving him who called her
“Purest Heart” and returns to her doomed kotha where she had to live out a life of “an object desired
by men.” In both India and Egypt, dance by female dancers is shamed, because women are still ruled
by a patriarchal system of tradition and culture where the female body is the ownership of men and
where it is objectified as a property that does not hold any autonomy or freedom. Shame eliminates
the female dancer from the ranks of honorable women in Egypt and India but at the same time allows
her to be consumed for public admiration and desire (Amin 2019: 74-75), which is no different from
what takes place in the Meghraj. Men will go and see the women--then shame them.
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A woman who offers her body for viewing is indecent, and it is within this shaming context
that, the female dancer will remain an object of desire or fascination and infatuation (Amin 2019: 74)
but not a wife--as actor Farid Al-Atrache’s refusal to marry Samia Gamal proved. Al-Atrache and
Gamal were not just the perfect onscreen couple but lovers in real life for years, but because of the
shame of belly dancing he – a man of royal blood - could not marry Gamal, a lowly dancer because
of the shame it would bring his family. Gamal was not shamed like Rosy ro Rekaha or Lilai because
a man kept saving her onscreen but not in real life. She was very often paired with Al–Atrache as a
couple, acceptable for Egytpian society.
Nair and Amari bring out masculinists anxieties towards these dancing women without saying
anything directly- they let the men or women talk on screen and reveal their own judgemenst and
insecurities. In this way, these directors dismantle notions of masculinity and femininity in India and
Tunisia and Egypt. The dancers in India cabaret peel off their respectability when they are in the club
(Nair 1986: 63), discarding all notions of shame. But shame does not belong in Rekha’s world:
“Rekha: shame? Why shame? You leave shame behind when you enter this profession
Vasanti: when I go out at night, sometimes a customer sees me and says “look, there goes
the naked dancing girl, that whore! I say motherfucker, you enjoyed me on stage and now
you say this! That’s when I feel shame”
Rekha: if somebody said that to me, I’d say, here’s my address, come see me tonight
Vasanti: if we speak of shame, then how would we work? And if we don’t work, then how
would we make money? That’s why in such a place shame doesn’t exist. If the viewer
d o e s not feel shame, why should the viewed?”
Shame is reinforced in Bollywood cinema, before [the 1990s when globalization first hit India]
more than now, but it still exists. Shame is written in the fatalistic lyrics of a song in one of India’s
most foundational films - Mother India - targeting women: “dunia mein aaye hain to jeena hi padega,
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jivan hai agar zeher to peena hi padege” [If we have come to this world then we have to live. If life
is a poison, then we have to drink this poison] [translation Bagchi 1996]. The same song further spells
out for women that “in life only laaj is a woman’s dharma.” Laaj means honor and dharma is
somewhere between duty and religion. A woman carries with her these fatalistic beliefs, which are
part of her conditioning and uses them in the service of the positive ethic of struggling against the
odds (Bagchi 1996). Shame in fact almost prevented India Cabaret from being made. Nair filmed
other female dancers, whom we see very intermittently in the film, in both ghar and bahrir spaces,
but only Rosy and Rekha were willing to speak and be filmed; the others were mothers with children
in boarding school or telephone operators who could not be associated with cabaret (Nair 1986: 64).
When Nair was going to fold the film, Rosy and Rekha told her “This is who we are” and permitted
Nair to film them (64).
Another facet of shaming female dancers common in Egypt is ageing: the ‘elderly’ woman
begins above 40 years, which is Lilia’s station. An older woman is only a mother because she is only
considered in relation to her children; she is no longer a woman, she is a woman without a tomorrow,
without sexuality and sensuality, a woman no longer available for sex, a woman robbed of personal
autonomy (Amin 2019: 76). Lilia is ashamed to let anyone know she is cabaret dancing at night, even
her daughter, because she is seen as a woman who has lost her sexual identity, has replaced it with
the non-gendered identity of the caretaker/mother, who should sacrifice her ambitions to the service
of Salma, which, in return would make her earn respect. This ‘respectability’ narrative is the same
reason actresses in India ‘retire’ after marriage and children. Actresses are on to this bias and are not
having children early anymore in Bollywood, for fear of losing their livelihood and value, as age bars
older women from dancing because they have been ‘exposed’ and ‘consumed’ for too long, which
decreases their market value and attractiveness (77). Top actresses in India who dance cabaret are all
in their very late thirties, and not mothers [Padukone, Kaif, Chopra]. Lilia, however, breaks all the
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rules by owning her body, despite being a mother, widowed and ‘aged’.
Others beside Amari are challenging the notion of shame in Egypt to return its glory to dancing.
According to (Amin 2019), Dina, a 55-year-old dancer, much like Chandralekha, is upending the
rules of shaming by challenging the dichotomy of body/mind and reversing the image of the mindless
puppet dancer (77). Like Chandralekha, she is unprecedented – both scholars and dancers challenging
shame’s censorious grip on the dancer as intellectually inept, mindless, and ignorant. While Lilia is
not yet 55, she aligns with Dina’s philosophy of dance as a way to live her life without giving in to
an intimidating moral and patriarchal system that decides everything for women. Also, as discussed
by Amin in the 2014 Egyptian elections, dancing women entered the political arena in a public
performance of femininity and as a dignified dancing body in front of the electoral committees’
locations in celebration of their political right to vote (78). This public dancing did not just target
elections, but the Muslim Brotherhood, which ruled Egypt at the time and decided what was
unreligious and indecent for women in an effort to reclaim their view of Egyptianness. The belly
dancers, however, also wanted to reclaim something--their liberation, in this political protest against
the fundamentalist shaming / shameful system of values. At the same time, it was a tribute to all
shamed oriental dancers, but above all, to shamed ‘ageing’ bodies, like Lilia’s – because the majority
of the dancers on the street were within the “forbidden” range of aged dancing bodies. Their bodies
were no longer private bodies but public statements of freedom and femininity - and this is also how
they can be seen as personal/authentic/self-owned in the new sense of public activism (79). They
rejected the infantilized image of the female body, just as Dina is now doing by reclaiming ownership
of her body, sexuality and age, and as Chandralekha did--she danced until she was 78, only because
death stopped her, not her age.
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iii.

Society’s Double standards
Both Nair and Amari remain neutral regarding the dancer’s lifestyle and ‘morality’, neutral

regarding the nosy neighbor and uncle who visits Lilia, the club’s patrons, the owner, Suresh, and
both films are less interested in the men [both inside and outside the clubs] than in observing the
women and hearing them tell their own stories. The direct address also comes from men in India
Cabaret and Satin Rouge, who reveal how little things have changed since the devadasi, belly dancing
and tawaif era. They are not at all uncomfortable in exposing themselves through Nair’s questions
despite knowing ther were recorded. Their conversation is free flowing, not rehearsed, there is no
voice over. It is remarkable how aware men are – politicians, middle class etc. - of their double
standards inside the club and outside. The men sitting around a round table look at dancers as ‘nautch
girls’ except when they are bedding them used intentionally, since this the language used to describe
dancers]. The men around the round table freely discuss dancers; Pujara’s father at home tells the
camera that an unmarried girl in Hindu society is of no use, which was the same ideology in the 1800s
when the British introduced legislation to ban dancers. He states that she does not even deserve a
glass of water, because she does not obey the rules of a Hindu society. When Nair asks him what a
good woman is, he responds by confirming what every woman and man knows, describing Sita as
the ‘good woman’. The taxi driver also says that a street woman is a whore, and the good woman
stays at home. Men like the Pujara husband pay dancers to strip for them for sex, while their virtuous
wives remain at home in their restricted lives, like Lilia was, trapped in the myth of Sati-Savitri. The
roundtable men all want a virtuous virgin, even if one man in India Cabaret says that it is not morally
right to come and see them in the club, but he never wants one as a wife. Nair’s own father indicted
the women she films. When Nair told her father she was going to live with the cabaret dancers for a
while, he asked why she was going to live with ‘scum’. When Nair makes a movie, she lives with the
characters for months, so, she lived with Rekha, Rosy, Sona, and the other dancers at their place. Her
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father knew all about these cabaret girls who “sell their flesh for a quick buck” (Nair 1986-87: 62).
A friend offered these girls to him, but of course he did not take up the offer, because they are scum.
When Nair asked whether his friend was scum too for offering these girls, he was shocked and said
no, that his friend was a sophisticated man of the world, offering simply what was available (62).
From where does the Pujara man get his audacious idea of wifely permission to visit the
nightclub, watch ‘bad women’ dance and ‘bed’ them? One example can be traced to Narahari Rao, a
Mysore high court judge in the 18th century, who attended daily the performances of a renowned
musician and courtesan, Bangalore Nagagathnamma,64 and resolved to become her patron (Nair 1994:
3165). He asked his lawful wife her permission to go listen to the courtesan’s music every now and
then, and the wife said exactly what Mrs. Pujara said: he did not need her permission to do anything
(3165). Rao behaved exactly like Pujara, saying that if she objected, he would let go of this interest
(3165). Rao’s wife said that it was her desire that her husband’s desires be fulfilled, and he promised
her she would not be inconvenienced by his visits. The wife insisted it was no inconvenience, like the
Pujara wife in Indian Cabaret, because he had done his duty to his family and that it was their duty
to see to it that he was happy (3165). The objection to patronizing a courtesan did not come from
Rao’s wife, but from the government officials who said he should not use their vehicle to see her
(3165). In India Cabaret, Rekha objects to such a marriage by leaving it. These two examples – from
Rao and Pujara point to the fact that the morals of modernity did not touch what happened in private
– Rekha’s husband sold her to men, beat her, but the outside rules were faithfully obeyed and the
institution of marriage continued to be sacred. Mrs. Pujara’s modernity consisted of the same old
catering to patriarchy in this Rao example.
Mrs. Pujara is connected to Rekha and Rosy as the extension of that mythical woman whom
men in the film also talk about at the roundtable. That woman and the image of the good woman
image are embedded in the cultural landscape of this film. Nair is not purveying idealistic and
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traditional images of ‘good’ women. The dancers are not self-sacrificing, silenced, women. Nor
pathways of inquiry into women’s Subjecthood. Mrs Pujara is a man-made religion-abiding woman,
inherited from all films where women are dependent and weak. An Indian or a Muslim woman is
considered a person as long as she is in a relationship, but outside of a relationship status, she loses
the right to be a subject and becomes ‘object’ of a man’s world. Mrs Pujara is unhappy, and does not
know what desires are. The Lakshman Rekha keeps her subservient and unfulfilled. She accepts her
husband’s dalliances to the nighclub. Male promiscuity was a privilege of the modern and older male
as long as he remained attentive to his duties as father (Nair 1994: 3165) and not as a husband, which
reinforces the woman-as-mother-only role. Rekha breaks what that modernity had put into place. She
broke the patriarchal order that conserved the illusions of mutual respect and companionship during
the second wave of nationalist imagination, or of marriage as a sacred bond. Shaming in history and
in the present, proves how little change has come for dancing women.
The Tunisian double standards are not as broad as in Nair’s film, but Amari also lets people
divulge their own prejudice against dancers. The two halves of Lilia’s life almost clashed during the
brother’s surprise visit, especially when she returns home late to find her brother waiting impatiently
for her. Her brother describes the society Lilia lives in by insinuating that Salma is uncared for, as
Salma was waiting for her at the door. But in three words, Folla makes a huge statement on Tunisian
society by telling the judgmental neighbor who came to warn Lilia that Salma might be smoking and
to keep her under tight rein, “your husband does” – when Folla told her about the cabaret club nearby,
forever silencing her.

iv.

Raat ki Ranis Recoding the Nightclub
Raat ki rani in Hindi is either “queen of the night” to describe women of the night [in a public

space] or prostitute [a euphemism for naked dancing girls in a club] (Nair 1986: 59). Conversely,
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Raat ki rani is a flower - a night blooming jasmine - generally conveying ‘purity’ because it is used
in religious ceremonies as an offering to the goddess Durga, and it can also be the flower used for
worship to lord Shiva and other deities.65 It is not a flower that grows in the daytime, but only at
night. It is also the name of three Hindi movies – by Raja Sandow in 1935, Jagdish Sethi in 1949,
and another made in 201866; one Pakistani movie, a Punjabi stage drama in 2015; another movie with
a slighly different title, Raat ki hoon Rani [Satish Kaushik, 1992] where a mujra is performed67; a
song in another dancing movie, Yeh Ballet [Sooni Taraporevala68, 2020], which shows a confluence
of dance forms and men dancing ballet, and various other songs, and finally, a tape released in 1987
of all the dances of the vamp Helen69 who pioneered cabaret dances exclusively in nightclubs in the
1950s, 1960s and 1970s in Hindi cinema.
I apply Raat ki rani to the dancers and women in Satin Rouge and India Cabaret, because they
conquer all that the night world hides and offers. It is especially useful for Lilia in the two juxtaposing
senses of its meaning: in the day world, she is the dutiful mother who does housework and waits for
her child, and at night, she blossoms into a sensual woman. Rekha, Rosy and Lilia are raat ki raanis
forced to live a double life for the same reason belly dancers, devadasi and tawaifs did, because
dancing, which could provide for a time of female leisure, was confined by all kinds of codes of
conduct, which forced them to go underground.
Moe (2012) has studied the gendered nature of leisure, naming feminine forms of leisure as
healing, sisterhood, spirituality, and empowerment. However, stigma and prejudice were associated
with women’s leisure in India, Egypt, as well as Tunisia. Althouhg both men and women used dance
in tribal rituals for communal energy, to ward off or appease various spirits, gods, goddesses, to
receive ample rain and sun, and for productive harvests, only women were stigmatized. In movies in
India in general, but also in Muslim and Arab culture, song and dance are used for courtship practices,
marriage ceremonies where Lilia performs belly dancing, funeral rites, as a form of sex education
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[Kamasutra], pregnancy preparation and birthing support for young women.
The nightclub in both films is a place of female intimacy, an animated world of women dancers
who give Lilia lessons, they all laugh together, help each other, and provide a space that Lilia – lonely
at first – is drawn to. The healing, sisterhood, spirituality and empowerment is something that they
feel together as women of the night, despite the dishonorable title as dancers; they are happy,
uninhibited women who command the show and the dance they perform, who have the audacity to
go out and live life on their own terms, even if society punishes them for it. Poverty and stained
reputation associated with bar dancers are not unsurmountable barriers for these women, and they are
not fallen women.
These Raat ki ranis encode and recode the nightclub, collapsing differences between womenonly houses that had grown unpalatable: haveli,70 harem,71 zenana, kotha etc. They redraw the
nightclub as space of denial [to women usually], of denigration and exclusion [of agency], and instead
have an identity in the very place that constituted them, thus countering the hegemonic male discourse
on what kinds of women inhabit such discrepant places. The nightclub has become their temple and
haveli, changing into a space of refuge for them - like an ashram or zawiya, where friendship between
Folla and Lilia and Rekha and the other dancers grows, like the raat ki ranis at night only. They have
made it a safe place, free from the tedious god/goddess narratives and staged religiosity, a secular
space of its own.72 The Nightclub becomes a site of resistance for women who have been excluded
from the outside and a space where they play a central role. Rekha, Rosy, and Lilia thus collapse
manmade boundaries and moral spaces and make the nightclub into a space of female acceptability
where not only friendships grow so strong like rrat ki rani flowers at night, but the women even live
together by day [India Cabaret] or visit each other by day [Satin Rouge]. This bonding of women
itself subverts the heteronormative order [Bhatt 2014: 163], since cabaret dance is done exclusively
for men’s pleasure.
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Appadurai (1996) commented on India Cabaret that it is not about happy endings because it
leaves us with possibilities of various sorts in the lives of these women, all of whom are
simultaneously proud and ashamed, dignified, and defiant, de facto prostitutes who have fabricated
identities as artists (61). He did not see in the dancers a discourse of resistance despite their selfconscious counterculture (63). But a year later when Rosy contacted Nair, we know things were
alright for the survivors in this film. Contrary to Appadura’s expectations, Rosy had bought a printing
press and was on her way to dance again to buy a machine for her printing press.
Amari and Nair’s cinematic worlds are affective, creating a fresh location of interest in making
the nightclub as ghar, and divesting it of its voyeurism and sordidness. Nightclubs become a powerful
space for social, economic [India Cabaret] and personal change [Lilia]. In remapping the Nightclub
as the opposite of an impure space, filmmakers unfix knowledge that says that nightclubs are nonlieux for good women. They extend the realms of space where women can go, or not go. Nair and
Amari re-gender the nightclub as a place where women are framed, not as bodies to be looked at, but
where dancers control the gaze and men cook, clean, and serve, while women bond, earn, and
disconnect from socio-cultural but religious strictures also. The club exposes and deconstructs
masculinist and heterosexist positions as well as finger-pointing judgments. Here, female voice finds
an audience, and becomes unveiled, creating a homosocial female space where language and body
can be overt, where they step out of judgemental and disciplined bodies.
Nightclub space becomes performative and a generative process for the women brought
together in it. Nair and Amari are not landscape cinematographers73 per se, but scapes are crucial in
their cinema. It is a visual and auditory landscape filmed to arrive at deeper truths. The centrality of
the cultural landscape exposes cinematic meaning, making everything important in such cinema –
songs, colors, touch. Nair and Amari, who are influenced by Pasolini and Ray74 extend boundaries
through their visual, poetic, cinema in ways that others did not. Ray who was influenced by Italian
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neorealism influenced Nair, but she goes beyond showing the misery and hardships of women seeking
to make a better life for themselves. There is no impending doom in Nair’s or Amari’s films that even
Ray’s trilogy exhibits.75 “It is…in the kotha, rather than in the ‘normal’ world [or ghar, my addition],
that female sexuality has the chance of being more fairly and fearlessly constructed by women”
(Oldenburg 1990: 283).
Both India Cabaret and Satin Rouge offer a new desexualized look of the dancing body. The
performing body, with a new language, a new screen code, disembodied from the conventional
masculine gaze: “nous toutes, du monde des femmes à l’ombre, renversant la démarche : nous enfin
qui regardons, nous enfin qui commençons » (Djebar 1982 : 14).

A new gaze is born, liberated

from the established representations and masculine focus, articulating a new body language
(Boutouba 156).
Women of the streets are marginalized because their publicness makes them actually invisible,
as vulgar, loud, sexually promiscuous and coarse (Singh 2007: 59). They were excluded and erased
in discursive formations that dictated the ideal form of womanhood in the Hindu equivalent to
puritanism, although history has a bad habit of portraying dancing women as seducers. They were
kept out of the frame of the respectable nation in the making (Singh 2007: 59-60).
Having been invisibilized in mainstream society yet in demand [since the club is always full of
men], dancers in India Cabaret and Satin Rouge become independent, outside rigid formations
contained by class, caste, gender and space in what Talwar Oldenburg calls a life[style] of resistance.
By making the entire film only about Rekha, Lilia, Rosy, Nair’s and Amari’s camera brings them
centrally into cinematic and political space, a space denied in nationalist, religious and soci-cultural
discourses of respectability. Foregrounding these women ruptures the trope of Mother India or any
nationalist version of the ideal woman and blurs the line of good vs bad women. Nair un-occludes
the voices that Hindu puritanism does not want extradiegetic or intradiegetic viewers to hear. Amari
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gives dancer and belly dancing the respectabilty they deserve. Raat ki ranis produce a new kind of
desire, freeing their bodies and mind outside the Lakshman rekhas, existing in spite of institutions.76
In the secular space of the night club, the dancers’ bodies break barriers, rigid caste, gender,
and societal boundaries, and only in extra-diegetic space is their body shamed, accused, covered,
limited, abused, denigrated- along a ‘Respectable’ vs “Disrespectable” discourse. Nair and Amari
settle this damaging narrative and heritage by unsettling and redefining’ respectability’ for dancing
women, relocating them not only in history,77 but in their present worlds and in cinema.
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CONCLUSION I: BREAKING OUT OF THE SOCIO-RELIGIOUS ‘BODY’ TOWARD
UNCHARTERED SPACE: FARIDA BELYAZID’S PORTE SUR LE CIEL AND DEEPA
MEHTA’S FIRE AND WATER
Rien n’est si fautif que ces lois qui redressent les fautes
-

Blaise Pascal1

Rise, come unto the world of life, Ô woman: Come, he is lifeless by
whose side thou liest…
- Rgveda 10.18.8

If India Cabaret and Satin Rouge display physical bodies, in Deepa Mehta’s Fire, Water and
Farida Belyazid’s Porte sur le ciel that body is absent and less prominent. The spiritual body takes
the baton from the cabaret dancers and walks away from manmade institutions, journeying toward
an unchartered space.
Fire [1996] and Water [2005] are two of Mehta’s most important work in her elemental trilogy
on different areas of politics in India [Earth is the third in 1999]. Fire treats the politics of sexuality,
exploring a modern-day lesbian relationship between two sisters-in- law whose husbands are very
often absent from their foyer, and Water addresses the politics of religion, and explores that bit of
history when widow sequestration was in full swing in certain parts of India.
Fire is the story of two wives who are subject to the traditional Indian female role of silently
cooking, cleaning, and producing children to occupy their time, but who find in each other what
their husbands refuse to give them. They begin a lesbian relationship, which sparked huge
controversy and violence in the Indian community and the film was banned eventually. When it
released, right-wing extremists stormed theatres, ripped down posters, threw Molotov cocktails at the
screen and staged violent skirmishes in the streets of New Delhi and Bombay. Fire exposes the
rigid norms of a patriarchal, post-colonial, society that keeps both sexes down, where all the
characters are trapped in their own lives but two of them find a way to escape by discovering their
inner desires. Mehta wanted to start a dialog about gender relation and bisexual relations, which
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questions the status quo and the status of women.
Water is set in 1938 in British-ruled India against the background of the rise of Mahatma Gandhi
and the anti-colonial movement, nine years before India’s independence. The story begins when
eight-year-old Chuyia learns that her fifty-year-old husband has died. The young girl is sent by her
father to an ashram [widows’ home] in Varanasi.2 Her head has been shaven, which is a custom for
widows, her bangles removed, and she is expected to endure the rest of her days in the ashram without
possessions or income, segregated from society. Distraught and puzzled, she settles into ashram life
where she meets several other widows: Madhumati, a heavy-handed, marijuana- smoking matriarch
who runs the ashram by prostituting Kalyani [a young widow who stays in a separate hut] to local
Brahmins/zamindars [landed gentry]; Shakuntala, a very devout Hindu, the only one able to read,
who becomes a surrogate mother to Chuyia, and Patiraji, the oldest widow there, who becomes
Chuyia’s friend. A romance blossoms between Kalyani and the young man Narayan, from a wealthy
family, who has recently graduated from a prestigious university in Britain and he is an opponent of
caste oppression and rejects the prevailing oppression of widows. He asks Kalyani to marry him and
when Madhumati learns about this upcoming wedding, she locks up Kalyani, shaves her head [desexualizing her], because this marriage poses a threat to the livelihood of the ashram. Shakuntala,
another widow, defies Madhumati and frees Kalyani who discovers that Narayan’s father is one of
her most prominent clients, refuses to marry Narayan, and drowns herself in the Ganges. Shakuntala,
moved by Gandhi’s comment that the pursuit of truth should be one’s religion, pleads with the people
who follow Gandhi to save Chuyia. The film ends when Shakuntala hands over Chuyia to Narayan
departing on a train to join Gandhi’s journey toward freedom from the British.
Belyazid’ Porte sur le ciel [1988] is also a film about female self-quest. Nadia, an urban, Parisbased, chic Moroccan young woman returns to Fez, Morocco to see her ailing father. She rejects
everything Moroccan, and when her father dies, she even refuses to don traditional clothes at his
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funeral. After the funeral however, she begins to be drawn to her heritage, and meets Kirana, a Sufi
mystic, opens a zawiya with her for abused women, then falls in love with a nameless, Moroccan
man.

A. The Masculinity Test and the New Sita-Radha Model in Deepa Mehta’s Fire
Fire invokes a different set of libidinal imaginaries and spectatorial relations where woman is
the subject of desiring and not its object. Women emerge as a different social subject, putting
themselves into new kinds of narratives like Sita and Radha from the film and not Hindi texts. They
resist modes of self- representation that map hegemonic imaginations onto female subjectivities,
helping it float free

and in the process, they engender new forms of subjectivity that rupture the

pleasure links between look and identification.3 Pillai (2020) explains why the international film
festival of Kerala might have been one of the only places in India to have screened Fire without
incident or rupture (49). While Fire was banned and vilified in many Indian states, it ran successfully
even though with a bit of a controversial release in theaters of Kerala (49). 1990s Kerala was marked
by a series of suicides and suicide pacts by same-sex couples, not just from urban locations but rural
hinterlands too, the immediate trigger often being the imposition of a heterosexual marriage on
one of the partners (49).4 It is in this context that Fire is made by an ex-Delhiite Deepa Mehta, using
cinema as a radical weapon to alter women’s consciousness about themselves and the way
compulsory heterosexuality maps their bodies onto the scopic terrains of objectification and
fetishization, preventing any possibility of the play of non-normative desires, and especially since
male dancers were never judged or exploited. The other reason is that Fire reveals a loss of
masculinity, a crisis of masculinity.
In colonial India, Victorian convictions regarding social purity became conflated with
Brahminical concerns that women could only be respectable in heterosexual marriages [within
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patriarchy]5 or as celibate workers dedicated to worthy vocations (Coorlawala 2004: 52). In Fire,
Radha’s husband , Ashok, is trying out ascetism and Sita’s Jatin is philandering. Neither husband can
satisfy his wife nor even consummate the marriage [Jatin]. The wives’ crossing of the
heteronormative Lakshman Rekha challenges the patriarchal logos, and the rule of the symbolic
chastity and patnihood [wifehood] so dear to a woman’s dharma and thus loses its power in Fire. The
film exposes the sobering summation of the slow emasculation of masculinity’s critical potential,
even if sexual fulfilment does not feature in the Sita-Radha relationship that develops in Fire. Actual
space accommodates and marginalizes desire and the space of desire for Radha and Sita, and their
relationship is dissident and constructed as a ‘vice’ that requires intervention, cleaning up. But selfrealization comes at a cost, as same-sex relationships are a cultural stigma in society- Sita and Radha’s
love is stigmatized, but not Mundu’s, who masturbates in front of the old lady every day, because he
is a man. Radha’s and Sita’s space for desire challenges the mainstream narrative and the dominant
cultural practices in India. It destabilizes and reverses not only heterosexuality, but also the tenets of
religion, and therefore of Hindu culture.
Fire is also loaded with semiotics. Saffron colors of saris, fire, the Taj Mahal, should be all
signs of eternal love for Jatin and Sita, but it is not consummated, and instead, the Sita-Radha
paradigm replaces the Radha-Krishna or Rama-Sita or Laila-Majnu paradigm. It is the Radha Krishna
model that is the sacred couple of eternal love in Hindu culture tand that repeats over and over in
Bollywood films and life. The spaces where erotic encounters occur in Fire are largely unseen due to
strategic use of camera light and darkness. As Mallick Choudhuri (2009) has pointed out, homosocial
intimacy is loaded with meaning in the sensual acts like massaging each other’s hair with oil, and not
of bodies on display, but feeding each other sweets, or slipping bangles onto the lover’s wrists. Sita
offers to massage Radha’s feet while the family relaxes post lunch. Erotic [non-sexual] desire is coded
in all these seemingly innocuous acts. They enable transgressive desire to spill beyond its space of
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concealment and re-claim public space (178).
The last act in the film is the crowning act. An argument ensues when Radha’s husband realizes
that his wife is a desiring being and decides to end or pause his asceticism to prove his masculinity,
but too late. A fire starts, and Radha’s husband saves his mother and leaves Radha to burn.
Natyashatras in Fire play a huge role as an unchartered space because it is not based on visual human
relationships. Fire plays an integral symbolic part in Hindu religion: it is worshipped as the goddess
Agni, it sanctifies birth, marriage, death, and even cremates Hindus after death. It also plays a literal
part in the film, since cinema halls were set afire. However, it was for more than this that the film’s
reception elicited these blazes. Indeed, Radha escapes the fire test of purity [agnipariksha], like the
Ramayana Sita, and both she and Sita meet somewhere that looks like a shrine. They reclaim the
shrine of the Sufi saint Nizamuddi Auliya; the shrine functions as a site of freedom for them in
opposition to the oppressive domestic space, and becomes the chosen location for their final
rendezvous when their relationship is ‘exposed’ to the family (Mallick Choudhuri 2009: 178). They
reclaim a space outside Indian culture, outside the epic Ramayana, outside the definable, defined and
predetermined boundaries of society’s imagination, and outside real or filmic desire in Hindi cinema.
An outside safe space and a taboo space where they shelter in each other.

B. A Very Different Subalternity in Deepa Mehta’s Water
What if our conscience conflicts with our faith?”
- Shakuntala

Water is about three widows’ remarkable plight and struggle to overcome the brutal reality of
widowhood, but its candid portrayal of the destructive side of some Indian traditions of arranged
marriages for children and the cruel seclusion for widows landed Mehta in a situation against the
current. Hindu fundamentalists, citing this as offensive to their culture, caused the production of
Water to shut down in its seventh minute of filming in Varanasi in 2000. With burned effigies,
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equipment destroyed and threats to her life and the producer’s, Mehta had to change venues for Water
before it could continue its flow five years later in neighboring Sri Lanka. She still used the theme of
the Ganges as its central focus, but under the fake film name Full Moon to not to risk the wrath of the
Sri Lankans6 because of her previous experience with the Varanasians in 2000 in the first filming of
Water under its real title. What finally emerged was a sad and beautiful mixture of realism, politics
and romance.

i.

Chuyia as Talking Subaltern
When her father informs her that she is now a widow, she casually asks for how long, not

knowing, at eight years old, the finiteness of life or the weight or taboo of being a widow. In a later
scene, she very proudly announces that she is a widow to Narayan. When Madhumati, who no longer
knows the distinction between the victim and the victimizer, asks her: “how can a woman half dead
feel alive?” when her husband dies, Chuyia very politely and logically responds: “… because she is
still half alive.” Chuyia may be sacrificed by her parents out of custom, but she chooses not to let go
of that “half-life”, which is really her whole life as she is only eight years old. From the outset, Chuyia
is no Iphigenia who follows the rules, and instead, she defies rules constantly. When Madhumati flies
into a rage at this logic, and hurls insults at her, Chuyia runs off. When Madhumati orders other
widows to restrain Chuyia, Chuyia bites them, screams, fights back, plugs her ears, and runs off in
retaliation when she has had enough of the established rules and logic of the ashram. She takes a bold
step by going against Madhumati opposing her with her questioning, thus defying the notion that a
woman has the right to existence only within a marriage. Chuyia’s signs of non-conformity again
show themselves in a scene on the Ganges when the widows are getting ready for their daily prayers
and when her logical question again punctuates the silence of the widows and pundit around her:
“Auntiji, where are the houses for men widows?” This earns her a myriad of insults: one widow
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reminds her to be silent; a second evokes God to prevent men from such a horrible fate; a third wishes
that her tongue would burn; and a fourth admonishes someone to pull her tongue out. These
widows’responses reveal the heavy toll of cutoms that are unquestioned. Chuyia does not allow her
subaltern status to silence her like the other women who are tongue- tied, confined, and cast out by
society. She defies Madhumati and the order again by giving ladoos [a sweet shared for every
auspicious act in Hinduism] to Patiraji even though they are strictly forbidden in the ashram. She lifts
Patiraji from her totally abject position as a widow in allowing her a moment of pleasure. In another
scene, she disempowers Madhumati by killing her most prized possession, her parrot. She refuses to
wait around for her own death like Patiraji in order to rejoin someone in another life whom she does
not even know; and unlike Patiraji, who has denied herself all the things that a normal human being
should have, Chuyia will not lead an ascetic life. Chuyia will be spared the grief of being an outcast,
spared the necessity of begging: widows are known to beg eight hours a day for a handful of rice, the
only meal they will have for an entire day.7 According to Mehta, who spent months researching
widows’ houses before writing her script, widows wear one piece of cloth, beg, sing hymns for eight
hours at a stretch. If Patiraji as a woman without a husband was nothing, Chuyia, as a child, also
without a husband, is full of life and will not atone for sins that caused the husband's death, which is
a belief shared in Hinduism. If at eight Chuyia is already defying tradition and asking questions which
the widows at the ashram haven’t asked before, then going with Narayan on Gandhi’s train implies
that she has the chance of breaking the mold, starting anew, becoming educated and having an even
stronger voice, for the Gandhian social reform asked for widow remarriage and they did take in and
educate children and women.

ii.

Kalyani as Acting Subaltern
The second youngest widow at the ashram, Kalyani lives separately from Chuyia and the rest
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in order to not pollute them, because she is pimped to Brahmins by Gulabi – a Hijra [see endnote 61
chapter 5.2] - upon Madhumati’s instruction to sustain the ashram financially. Widowed women are
said to become sanyasis - women renouncing all desires - since they belong to their husbands in the
other lives, even if he is, in effect, dead. However, Kalyani is kept in a sultry state - she is the only
one allowed to have long hair - in Indian culture, a signe par excellence of a woman’s beauty. Shorn
hair in India implies generally a person who is constrained by social rules: monk, soldier, prisoner in
jail, or widows. Her long hair is used as a tool to attract clients. She falls in love with Narayan, a
name which means ‘moving water’, who functions as a catalyst for Kalyani’s agency besides
demonstrating progressive Indian collective consciousness as part of Gandhi’s train. Narayan’s love
and support metamorphoses Kalyani from passive to active. She begins to assert her feminine identity,
consenting to marrying Narayan even though remarriage by a widow was scorned. Marrying Narayan
should have caused no official problem for Kalyani since the widow Remarriage Act had already
been passed since 1856 [they are in 1938], but it was hardly put in action. What was reinforced instead
was widow seclusion and it was still taboo for a widow to remarry. Her decision to act, spurred by
the love for Narayan, takes her from a disadvantaged point to a position of advantage.
Kalyani’s decision to (re)marry threatens the dynamics of the ashram on an institutional level
since its sustenance depends upon her. She would put an end to the ashram whose existence has
depended solely on her, on the monies acquired from prostituting her to the zamindars because this
decision will sink them. This decision spells the demise of a whole institution, which perpetuates the
voicelessness of the subaltern females, against which Spivak has famously spoken. Yet, this very act
of consenting to marriage impacts for Kalyani on the individual level as well.
The first and most evident result of Kalyani’s decision is the refusal to be marginalized any
longer, for she dismantles the notion of widows as ill-fated. Widows are considered to be of very low
caste, and unworthy of remarriage, as Narayan’s father tells him in the film. Her choice is an
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empowering act which not only turns a two-thousand-year custom flat on its face by removing the
remarriage taboo but (emphasis is mine) she will marry a Brahmin [the highest caste in Hinduism],
whose forefathers have instituted the very practice of widow seclusion. Her action ceases also the
prostitution of widows, disempowering Brahmins as well as religious conservatives who consider
widows to be polluted and contemptible figures such that their mere shadows suffice to cast a bad
omen on passersby. In one scene, a woman in a colorful sari goes back to the Ganges to wash herself
after passing too close to Shakuntala. In some regions of India, no one wants to marry a widow. No
one invites them to weddings, even at the wedding of their own children, and they must sit in the
shadows. The same body which was pimped to the Brahmins becomes a site of symbolic resistance
for Kalyani, who rejects the continued commodification of widows. She repudiates the woman-asobject status identified by Spivak and opts instead for suicide when she discovers that Narayan’s
father was that client who paid highly for her. In the scene where Madhumati mocks Kalyani about
whether or not her father-in-law liked her, Gulabi comes to take Kalyani back to the zamindar to
satisfy his pleasure. It is at that precise moment that she chooses to walk into the Ganges; she refuses
to be taken again to the Narayan’s father.

iii.

Kalyani’s Act of being ‘Swallowed Up’ in the Ganga
Death in Indic thought does not mean the same thing as in western worlds. Dharmasastras

[Hindu book of code, conduct and ethics] state that suicide is a sin but also has a section on allowable
suicides (Vijayakumar & John 2018: 445). In the Mahabharata, king Dhritarastra says that dying
with water, fire, wind or fasting are all very auspicious for those doing penance (Acharya 2017).
Naciketa, a great sage’s son in the Katha Upanishad, also presented himself as a sacrifice to Yama –
God of death [whom Rekha sways in the previous chapter]- to absolve his father of his [father’s] sins.
Naciketa was not afraid of dying if dying was the right thing to do. If we follow Naciketa’s example
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and apply it to Kalyani’s situation, it is easier to see that her monumental conviction would
demonstrate fitness to receive transcendental knowledge. Kalyani’s being swallowed up in the Ganga
[Ganges] River is highly symbolic, both by her decision to act and where she performs the act, in the
Ganga or Ganges River. Sita was swallowed up in the earth in the Ramayana.
Kalyani is Sita retelling her ‘patriarchal blues’ and drowning it forever. In the anime film, Sita
sings the Blues [Nina Paley, 2008], a woman [Paley herself] who is abandoned by her lover rewrites
her Sita myth. In the director’s words “the film is a tale of truth, justice and a woman’s cry for equal
treatment.” but the film is banned, even in NY for offending religious Hindu sentiment. Kalyani/Sita
upstages the purity myth as Rekha does in India Cabaret [by dancing away her personal trauma and
experience for something concrete - money to make an independent living], she ends her prostitution
in the Ganga. Society is indifferent to these women – widowed or divorced. If women are only
acknowledged in terms of their sex, i.e., if they only stay within the Lakshman Rekha, female identity
can only be imagined around the women in the epics, around dharma and desire, not theirs, but men’s,
husbands, priests, rishsis, pundits etc. This does not leave room for another female identity or
subjectivity to emerge, and the way the women are judged in India Cabaret and Satin Rouge proves
this.
Kalyani’s decision to drown ‘self’ is a conscious act, and while it may not be verbal, nonverbal
behavior also counts as speaking, as Lila shows in Satin Rouge, and Bhunaneshwari in Spivak’s
subaltern example. In choosing death or refusing life, she undoes tradition, challenges and
underscores sati and widow sacrifice. In living, Kalyani would be sustaining and reproducing
forms of domination of men over women. She refuses the dominant discourse that obliges women to
always validate themselves as human beings, like Sita who had to prove her chastity via fire. Kalyani
does not need validation via marriage. She exists entirely separately from Narayan and in her own
right, and the act of walking into the Ganga breaks her silence: to have acted meant to have taken
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an initiative, to have begun to set change in motion, because this act of suicide places her in an
operation of power rather than powerlessness; action is the opposite of silence. Kalyani maps a new
space when she makes this shift from an enforced lack of speech to acting freely.
According to Hinduism, Kalyani not only kills the body, which has been used and polluted by
the zamindars, but by the conscious killing of self, she occupies a place of religious honor. She also
reverses the rules against suicide laid out in the RgVeda and the Dharmasastras Dharmasastras,
which do not sanction female suicide except death by immolation or sati; they only sanction male
suicide, which is considered the act of an enlightened or philosophical self [Spivak 299]. Suicide
is a journey to sacred places intended for men only. It only became possible for women to enter this
domain because they could ‘act out’ a husband’s death [Spivak 300], by throwing themselves on
his pyre or performing sati, thus making them an extension of his sacred journey. The act of sati
was considered a step to deification, and knowing that it was abolished in 1829, a life of ascetic
celibacy and denial, through widow seclusion, became the prescribed alternative.

Kalyani thus

occupies the space of a Dharmasastric male in killing ‘self’.
This new domain which Kalyani occupies further places her in another superior position:
she attains moksha, one of the four attributes of Hinduism and the last phase of existence, which
is the spiritual accomplishment obtained by liberating the self from material attachments,
including human beings – much like Zuhd in Porte sur le ciel in Kirana’s trance. The four
attributes of Hinduism compose a single hierarchy that every Hindu knows by heart and respects.
Moksha or liberation is at the very top, then dharma, the socio-cosmic order which organizes the
empirical world i.e., the moral laws and principles for righteous duties, followed by artha, all
material interests [wealth, successful ventures and means of ensuring them], and kama, essentially
amorous desire and pleasure (Biardeau 1989b: 41). A Hindu passes from one state to the next.
Moksha is the ultimate goal of life, but to attain moksha one must first have attained dispassion
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and a condition of desireless-ness towards worldly pleasures. One needs to move from a state of
desire

to a state of dispassion to attain moksha (Sridhar 2020). These two paths to moksha are

dispassion and a path of measured action or dharmic action- the householder path into which men and
women enter through marriage (Sridhar 2020).
Hinduism advocates the necessity to put an end to bad karma in order to attain moksha. Karma
produces its fruits as pain and pleasure, which it takes birth after birth to reap, according to
Hinduism (Swami Sivananda). Bad karma throws one in the lower wombs and the maximum
amount of good is required to reap good karma. The doctrine of karma brings solace, contentment,
peace, and strength to the afflicted and desperate (Swami Sivananda). In the Hindu faith, karma
pushes one to right action, and Kalyani’s action to be swallowed by water is perhaps the right
choice for her in her situation: she does not wish to be a part of a family who has commodified her
despite the promise of love. This is like Sita who asked Mother Earth to open up and swallow her
when Rama asked her to do agnipariksha [fire test that proves purity] a second time. Religious
Hindu education also teaches an honest woman to prefer death over succumbing to vice. Giving
herself to the holy Ganges is the greatest purifier. When a Hindu dies, his/her ashes are scattered in
the Ganges or any river for the ultimate purification. Kalyani’s action of suicide leads her di r e ct l y
to that ultimate purification and freedom from bad karma. In an interview, Deepa Mehta stated:
"Water can flow or water can be stagnant. I set the film in the 1930s but the people in the film live
their lives as it was prescribed by a religious text more than 2,000 years old. Even today, people
follow these texts, which is one reason why there continues to be millions of widows. To me, that is a
kind of stagnant water. I think traditions should not be that rigid. They should flow like the
replenishing kind of water."
Kalyani chooses sanyasihood [renouncing Artha and kama], which means liberation from
human desire, which represents the total emancipation from bad karma. By refusing the prospect
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of earthly pleasure or kama, she rejects the whole notion of widow-as-polluted-object. In Water,
living is a form of protest, and of surviving the widows’ punishment. The ashram that masquerades
as a home for widows is really a prison and tomb where they go to die. In some ashrams in old Delhi,
it was reported that the production of sound [singing religious songs to the music of the
harmonium] drowned out the ‘wailing’ of women inside (Legg 2016: 802). Kalyani’s suicide is not
the end of her life--perhaps it is her rebirth, an end to attachment in what Hindus believe to be
the ultimate nirvana. Detachment is indeed the ultimate goal in Hinduism.
Why can Kalyani’s drowning in the Ganges not be read as suicide, but rather as a path to agentic
moksha? If no one talks of Sita from the Ramayana committing suicide after she asks the Earth to
swallow her, when she is abandoned and asked to perform agnipariksha a second time, no one can
talk of Kalyani committing suicide when she lets the Ganga swallow her. The Ganga River is holy,
the earth is holy, and both women are ‘swallowed up’ by the elements, which have high symbolic
meaning in Hinduism. Further, Mehta’s choice of film names - Earth, Fire, Water – are deliberate
because they confer huge symbolic significance in the socio-culutral and religious life of the women
in that culture.
The Shastras note that the next life of a person depends upon the final thought he has just before
death (Sridhar 2020 note 15). Certain rivers hold significance in Hinduism, and one of them is where
Kalyani takes her last breath- Ganges. As Vijayakumar and John (2018) explain, in fact, it is believed
that if one ends one’s life in these places, one is relieved of the cycle of births and death, thereby
avoiding reincarnation and one’s rebirth as a prostitute. Ganges runs through Varanasi, and it is
considered as providing the ultimate good death since it is popularly believed that lord Shiva
himself whispers into the ear of the dying person. Further, a householder8 may resort to suicide if her
life work is over, if she has no desire for the pleasures of life, does not desire to live on, and is
convinced of the ephemeral nature of life, then she may take her life by fasting in the Himalayas
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(Vijayakumar & John 2018: 445). Kalyani refuses total victimhood and walks into the Ganges, a
cornerstone of the practice of the faith, as it is fundamental for the washing away of sins. It is a
modern version of Sita being swallowed up in Earth’s womb, and both actions can be seen as a
symbolic gesture of feminist power to escape the clutches of patriarchal notions of purity in a maledominated society. It marks the end of submissiveness to men – both zamindari and son - It
changes the order of male patriarchal society. Kalyani does not accept her servitude to either man. She
transcends male dominion over her by purifying herself in the Ganga’s holy waters challenging the
social order of gender, causing ‘gender trouble’. “There is no political position purified of power, and
perhaps that impurity is what produces agency as the potential interruption and reversal of regulatory
regimes”. (Butler 1990: xxxix). It takes an enormous amount of willpower, not helplessness, to
reject a two-thousand-year-old tradition and to follow the road to moksha. There is never simply
nothing after a sacrifice in Hinduism. There is still the karmic reward that will come to the sacrificer
in this life or the next, something which precisely Shakuntala questions.

iv.

Shakuntala as Thinking Subaltern
It would be simplistic to look for direct forms of resistance in every situation; consent to

patriarchal norms does not necessarily mean a lack of resistance (Mallick Choudhuri 2009: 167).
“Indirect agency also comprises of agency as it is ascribed to, conferred upon, and delegated to
women within patriarchal structures, characteristically functions

through ‘feminized’ agential

modes such as convolution, disguise, displacement, deflection, surrogacy, and signals some
degree of consent to the patriarchies” (Sangari 1993: 366). The question of agency is indeed
complicated: it is a conflicted term and must be evaluated according to time and place. In a scene on
the bank of the Ganges, the pundit asks Shakuntala whether she has attained moksha after having
religiously performed her duties day after day, year after year. While she replies in the negative, this
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does not imply that she is weak, but that, like Kalyani, she takes things into her own hands. She is
the character who most questions the spiritual legitimacy of these beliefs that cause widows to be put
away for life: she asks the pundit where it is written that widows are to be treated badly and the
reason they are sent to the ashram. The pundit spells out the limited choices for widows when their
husbands die according to the Dharmasastras, but intercepts Shakuntala’s thoughts with another
very controversial subject: the ‘ new’ law that had been passed which permitted widows to
(re)marry. The law had been passed since 1856 and in 1938, widows still knew nothing of it. When
it comes to women’s issues, suddenly rigidity kicks in as the pundit tells her: “the new law, the
Widow Remarriage Act, does not benefit” them, i.e., the widows or Brahmins. Brahmins because
the Remarriage Act in 1856, particularly the Hindu Code Bill 1857-1957 called for a better deal
for women, elimination of gender discrimination, rehabilitation of widows, prohibition of child
marriages, of sati and of the devadasi system of temple prostitution, promotion of literacy,
especially female adult literacy,

removal of Untouchability and eradications of evils such as

superstitions (Kaul 1998: 174). In an earlier scene when Shakuntala’s shadow cast a bad omen on
the fem ale passer-by, the same pundit tells viewers “Such ignorance is our misfortune.” Narayan
also answers Shakuntala’s question: “there

is no reason for widows’ seclusion, only one less

mouth to feed. They are put in the ashrams because there would be “one less mouth to feed; four
saris saved; one bed and a corner are saved in the family house.” It is for this reason that remarriage
was unknown in the widow community for eighty plus years when Water is taking place. It was
discouraged to keep widows disempowered and disenfranchised vis-à-vis their rights of property.” If
the treatment of widows is disguised as religion, it is all about money, according to Narayan. Colonial
laws for woman’s right of property were set by Brahmin lawyers, to which group Narayan belongs,
even if he is a good Brahmin, as well as Victorian judges (O’Hanlon 1991:75).
The power of religion, when used for personal or political benefit, is destructive and the tool
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used to pursue this aim is often the site of the woman’s body. Michel Foucault (Foucault 1990)
cites sex as a technology of power, which is used here as a tool to prescribe the order for widows.
The pure form of the power resides in the function of the legislator, and its mode of action with regard
to sex is of a juridico-discursive character (83). Brahmin lawmakers have maintained power’s hold on
sex through language or law for widows from the very articulation of that discourse, citing from the
scriptures, which made a widow’s social death a religious rule of law as a form of maintaining
women’s chastity. If ascetic widowhood is an act of unthinking and undeluded loyalty to culture, then
questioning all of this is an act of thinking. Shakuntala becomes that thinking subaltern who reflects
and listens to her conscience, her inner voice, and not to blind faith, despite the numerous years spent
in the ashram offering daily prayers to Lord Krishna and denying herself as a woman.
Neither Shakuntala nor Patiraji has reached moksha after a long austere life in the ashram. But,
Shakuntala’s moral dilemma helps Kalyani and Chuyia towards a better life by challenging
Madhumati’s tight rein over the ashram. Constantly negotiating her faith, Shakuntala believes that
one’s belief in the Hindu scriptures should not require her to accept every word and every verse as
divinely inspired if it is repugnant to reason or moral sense. If the Bhagavad Gita9 - considered one
of the most important religious texts of Hinduism - teaches equanimity, that we are all part of God
and that God is in everyone, why are widows given different rules? Shakuntala’s questions suggest
that a widow’s life (as she knows it) is not religious but cultural: something which goes against human
rights cannot be constituted as religion despite the belief by the other widows, or the pundits who
religiously perform rituals for widows daily, or the passersby at the Ganges who both scorn and shun
the widows. They do not understand the true purport of widow seclusion, but do it nonetheless in the
name of ‘tradition’. Shakuntala maps spaces for those who are culturally invisible despite her own
position of invisibility in the ashram. She thwarts the fate of Kalyani and Chuyia who still have time
to be saved because they are young [kalyani is in her twenties]: she empowers Kalyani by helping
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her to forge a happier life for herself when she learns of her marriage to Narayan thus leaving the
ashram and prostitution behind. When she notices that Chuyia is getting used to ashram life, it breaks
her heart and like Mother Durga, she ‘saves’ her, to echo the words of Chuyia.
One of the few films to challenge the tradition and system of widow segregation, Water revives
an ongoing controversy about whether those who exploit and downgrade widows are following
shastric injunctions. The film shows the oppressive nature of a social practice where widows are
given life sentences after their husbands die. They are considered jinxes and conditioned to think
they will be reborn in the womb of a jackal if they are unfaithful to their husbands, even if he is
dead. A woman may love a man but it has to be an all-consuming, pure, and eternal love like the
Radha loved Krishna model. Widows are not exempt from this bond between wife and (dead)
husband. They are subsumed under religion and do not evolve in real time: Patiraji is an example par
excellence. She spent her entire life in the ashram. Widows are turned into non-persons in the
ashrams and become socially dead. A widow was a victim of impassioned polemics in a region of
India where Rajputs were prevalent, which Water conveys in showing that widowhood is culturebased, not religious.
Water deconstructs and denaturalizes the operative codes and ideologies of this dominant
practice of widow sequestration cinematically in order to reveal the socially constructed nature of
deprivation and exploitation. Kalyani’s reproach of woman-as-commodity heightens the
irreconcilable difference between these two viewing positions. Water’s final fading titles inform us
that there are still 34 million widows in India in 2001, many of them living in conditions of social,
economic, and cultural squalor. If viewers wonder why the social reform failed to improve widow
persecution, it is because men misappropriate religion to political and personal ends that are
extremely destructive to this most marginalized group, widows, and the doubly silent subaltern for
whom speech is impossible. It is for this reason that Narayan and Gandhi are inserted: as a call for
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consciousness. Mehta uses the Gandhi independent movement via Narayan’s character for women
to voice their ills in the ashram, and we can never forget that in Shakuntala’s mind, “God is not truth,
but truth is God” words which she sees in one of Gandhi’s rail tours.10 This film is about women, not
men: whether Narayan, the pundit, zamindars, or Gandhi. Narayan opposes the tradition of
widows and goes against the essentialist notion of woman as passive, blindly religious and dependent;
he is a strong adherent of Gandhian philosophy that “belief in the Hindu scriptures does not require
me to accept every word and every verse as divinely inspired.”11 He refuses to be bound by any
interpretation, however learned it may be, if it is repugnant to reason or moral sense (Kishwar 2006).
Narayan is not only a proponent of Gandhian ethics, but he confronts his father who tries to convince
him to keep Kalyani as a mistress as he is doing. The film comments on Hindu faith in the process,
fearlessly attacking the enslaving hypocrisy of Brahmin orthodoxy that

has developed over one

thousand years of socio-economic imperatives and now disguises itself as religion. A widower is
allowed to remarry as many times as he likes, while a widow cannot remarry irrespective of her age.
Narayan’s father sleeps with Kalyani because it will bless her, but Narayan reminds his father of the
holy text where Lord Ram tells his brother “Never to honor Brahmins who interpret the holy texts
for their own benefit,” the same “brahmes” Jacolliot denounced for having destroyed devadasis.
Narayan and Shakuntala function as parallels on the same plane of consciousness - both pierce
holes in a long tradition, but in India it is more realistic to have a Brahmin give his own kind a
slap in the face than to leave everything to Kalyani or Shakuntala. If Mehta’s goal is to make some
change, and not miracles, or if the widows remain silent, the film must be the voice of those women
through these means.
The film shows commitment to bring about change by infusing the austerity of ashram life
with images speaking a language of their own. Lush greenery, water images and vibrant colors at
the beginning and at the end of the film oppose the white colorlessness of the widow’s white saris or
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the lifeless interior of the ashram. This implies life, not death, not the prison that is the ashram.
Moreover, Kalyani’s dip into the Ganga is a space that religion has not yet chartered for widows.

C. Trance, Sufism and Female Identity in Farida Belyazid’ Porte sur le ciel
Belyazid uses Islam to give Nadia an identity in Porte sur le ciel. Nadia’s problem is one
of “being” [l’être]. She fluctuates between un-belongingness and identity, and the film spends time
contrasting modernity and tradition. Nadia does not subscribe to norms imposed by western
women or men, nor for that matter, her own culture. She does not feel free in drinking, smoking, and
living a lavish French life with a Frenchman and neither is she a strict follower of Islam.
Nadia hears Kirana recite during a funeral and then begins her process of cultural and selfdiscovery, which results in abandoning dreams to go back to Paris, ditching her French lover, taking
up Islam, but Sufism in particular. According to Andézian (2000), trance is a divine grace that
someone can obtain directly but it is rare and most often, it must be invoked to chase away spirits,
to get rid of problems or illness (32). She is fascinated with Kirana and starts to dress in Moroccan
style and attend more trance sessions, even experiencing one. Trance is practiced to appease or
expel a “djinn habituellement évoquée”, “un esprit bénéfique ou maléfique” with a goal to
‘reestablish’ (Andézian 32) through dhikr, i.e., recitation of special prayers (Andézian 29). Nadia’s
‘djinn’ is not knowing where she belongs. In trance, one is no longer master of the body and
enters into complete surrender to God, in a kind of symbolic momentary death, becoming
sanctified, and when the person comes out of the trance, s/he is filled with joy, bliss and radiates
divine love or Baraka (38). Belyazid thinks orthodox Islam denounces the rites of trance dancing
as a pagan aberration, but they have similarities with the cult of the Greek god Dionysius and
those who practice these rites, the Assaouia, a Sufi brotherhood, see themselves as Muslims who
have their own way of praying to God (Hillauer 340). In the mid-20th century, Islamic reform tried
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to eradicate it, yet Kirana in Porte sur le Ciel practices it. Trance enables Nadia to open herself
completely to a dimension she did not know existed and enables her to transcend human reason and
comprehend cosmic principles that are beyond human comprehension (Hillauer 340).
The more she connects to her tradition, the less Nadia desires the French world. This detachment
she feels from the world and its material goods is practiced in trance [zuhd] (Andézian 2000: 37), a
dance that is integrated in Sufism [tasawwuf] (36). When her Parisian boyfriend visits her in
Morocco, he becomes part of the things she rejects in search of self. In Porte, it is healing and
restorative ritual that enable Nadia to feel connected and not alienated, as she had been in the
opening scenes of the film. She felt disembodied and trance enabled her to reconnect with her
being and culture of origin. Her mind and body connection enables her to achieve a state of
transcendental unity with the two selves.
Nadia then opens a zawiya with Kirana for battered, abused, women who have no place to
stay. Both the ashram in Water and the zawiya in Porte sur le Ciel are spaces of abandonment because
of their occupants – widows, orphans. The Zawiya marks them as part of a subaltern space, cut off
from the elite, the state and social mobility (Legg 2016: 796). However, according to Belyazid,
Zawiya is also a retreat where women can commune with the spirit of God. It is not unlike a
cloister, but a vow of celibacy and a time commitment is not required; women go there of their
own free will, some for a short while, others for their whole lives (Hillauer 339). The zawiya in
Porte sur le Ciel houses the servant girl who gets pregnant from her visits to the local hammam, an
abused wife, a mentally disturbed woman who has no place to go, Nadia’s lawyer friend, an educated
modern career woman and a westernized ex-convict. The ashram in Water houses Chuyia [both orphan
and widow], victims of abuse or rape, forced prostitution, trafficked girls etc. There are books that
attribute a political dimension to zawiyas, but Belyazid and Mehta concentrate on the spiritual
dimension where women find a sense of security. A few zawiyas were founded by women: Isabelle
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Eberhardt frequently stayed in a zawiya in southern Morocco that was run by a woman, Shaykha
Lalla Zeinab. Zawiyas often served as sanctuaries for women.
Western feminists think that for a woman to be emancipated, she must extricate herself
from tradition or religious beliefs and practices but all three films in this chapter argue the opposite.
Nadia goes from western to eastern – from liberated to Sufi-like. Women in the Mahabharata too
were once free pre-British, especially the tawaifs and devadasis. Women do not want to break out of
their tradition in these films - they wish to focus on their internal life and spirituality, not what others
think will free them. All the women focus on the spiritual, which, for the societies in which they live,
touches on the religious. Thus, they are fighting from within and without – against both male
colonizers and a male patriarchy, on whose side God is, according to the former and latter.
Belyazid defines religion as living spirituality and learning how to put humanitarian belief
into practice, where women discover themselves and a new meaning and path in life through religion
(Hillauer 338-39), like Nadia, or Radha and Sita in Fire. Sita and Radha find a Sufi place, which
accommodates Hindu and Muslim sensibilities in a time where India is rife with animosity against
Muslims. It seems that tradition and religion are at odds, ruling out any blend for a more
sophisticated perspective. Belyazid shifts away from stereotyping women and wants to show the role
women can play in Islam, in spirituality (Hillauer 339), something Mernissi talks about in The Veil
and the Male Elite: A Feminist Interpretation of Women’s Rights in Islam.
Does feminism have to be secular? Does western feminism have the monopoly on sisterly
feminism? How about feminisms helping other women like Shakuntala, Nadia, Kalyani, Radha and
Sita helping one another, or Rekha, Rosy, Lilia and friends helping each other? Religion is a means
to an end for these women. In Inch’Allah, dimanche Zouina stayed in her relationship, gaining
emancipation, and changing all those around her. In these films, the women also use tradition to
emancipate. The zawiya and ashram are indeed female spaces but had been turned into a prison by
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patriarchy.
Difference must consider gender, culture, and religion to know itself. Belyazid open doors in
Islam – when Nadia finds buried treasure, which takes place on the night between the 26th and 27th
day in the fasting month of Ramadan (Hillauer 340). This is s a holy night when the Quran was revealed
to the prophet Muhammad. It is said that the door to heaven is open on this night and that the
wishes of those who see the door will be fulfilled. All Muslim children have at least once watched the
skies closely on this night (Hillauer 340). For Belyazid and Mehta [and Benguigui] female selfrealization is not achieved by submitting to a nationalist project, a secular project, or by
destroying tradition.

D. Nadia’s Inheritance Rights
The Mudawanna [Moroccan Personal Code Status] was changed in 2004 to allow women
greater capacity for divorce, child custody and self-guardianship; however, these modifications did
not change the rulings on polygamy or repudiation [altering it only slightly] and women’s inheritance
rights still differed extensively from those of men in their patrilineal kinship [Davies Hayon 147].
Inequality concerning inheritance is still maintained, whereby a woman inherits half part of a man,
which implies that males inherit the double of females. When her father dies, Nadia has to insist and
haggle over her inheritance rights because the brother feels more entitled.
According to O’Hanlon ( 1991), this law regarding women’s inheritance of property brought
about an extension of power of men over women because it argued that a widow taking a second
husband should not retain property inherited from first husband (67). In Water, this is also a
huge problem and disguised as law, subsuming a widow’s legal agency by husband or brotherin-law so that she remained overshadowed. This inheritance law in India gave power to men to control
women since lawmakers felt that the sin of adultery on the part of widows might cause a stain on the
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family and stigma of the caste (69). Rights to divorce and remarriage were also contested (75).
The same lawmakers were the critics who opposed widow remarriage (76) and upheld widow
isolation. Putting widows in ashrams led to prostitution or adultery and cannot be of God; it can only
be an unmitigated evil. Mehta challenges this form of

cultural backwardness. The patent

contradiction is not one of religion, but a misappropriation of religion to suit other means, the
same ones that puts Shakuntala’s conscience in a bind. So ingrained is widow seclusion in some
parts of India that Kalyani thought that the God Krishna was putting her through a test as the holy
books dictates. In Porte, the same thing happens: despite changes in the Mudawanna, family law
codes still reinforced a notion of women’s bodies as assets that can be relinquished as and when their
husbands or fathers choose [Davies Hayon 147]. Nadia, the widows in Water, Devadasis, and tawaifs
get caught up in inheritance or disinheritance woes since their share of property is taken away by
a male or there is an attempt to take it away by levirate marriage in the Indian context. Devadasis
and tawaifs were forced to relinquish land, but

Nadia forces the matter and prevails over her

inheritance. The end of Porte sur le ciel shows Nadia atop a mountain sitting with a man she falls in
love, whom she may end up marrying, and the film ends in a sufi-ist contemplation.
The three films in this conclusion all defy western feminist accusations against an oppressive
Islamist or Hindu culture and introduces the subject of Hindu and Islamic feminism as a possibility for
emancipation. Too often patriarchy forces women to choose, but the women in Porte or Fire or
Water do not completely leave their tradition. The women do not sever ties with tradition because
of shame or force [by patriarchy] but find their essence in a mix of the two through trial [by fire or
water] and error. Radha, Sita, Kalyani, Shakuntala and now Nadia find themselves through religion
and spirituality: Islam emancipates Nadia, Sufism emancipates Radha, Sita and Kirana, and
Hinduism emancipates Kalyani by giving her moksha without a male god or Brahmin endowing it.
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CONCLUSION 2: TOWARD AN INDO-ISLAMICATE CINEMATIC SPACE…
The raw material of cinema is life itself. It is incredible that a country
that has inspired so much painting and music and poetry should fail to
move the filmmaker. He She has only to keep his her eyes open, and
his her ears. Let him her do so!
- Satyajit Ray1
Mes amis, retenez bien ceci,
Il n’y a ni mauvaises herbes, ni mauvais hommes,
Il n’y a que de mauvais cultivateurs
- Victor Hugo et Ladj Li2

Here is always there and there is always here

- Katha Upanishad

Once upon a time, there were parts of the world that did not have a fair mode of comparison or
production of power or knowledge because those parts were not even - or even unevenly – part of the
cultures producing knowledge. While being part of the cinematic world, they could not take part in
that cinematic world. Those parts of the world included women who were always represented as
inferior to men who crushed them with their whole male stature, and they were members of men’s
mental, physical, or spiritual harem, but the inverse almost never occurs. Thus, where men exist on
many zones, women are fundamentally unidimensional, not evolving except in the affective galaxies
(Martineau 1979: 18). An additional and growing ‘otherization’ is also witnessing exclusion and a
redrawing of cultural boundaries – the Muslim in the Hindutva’s ideologue of a Hindu nation. I would
like to end this thesis by planting a seed to grow an interrelationship between the two worlds of
women who would no longer be boxed in in North- South and East-West binaries, which was never
a level playing field, but with their own kind -- East-East or South-South. The result would be to
redraw the map of marginality on which they have been placed, to bring these worlds together toward
another production of knowledge. Cinema is right at home with the image than can attune, like a
piano, to produce this desired subject and language of articulation – largely because with sound, it
can sing, dance, talk, give clues and sway its audience. It has proven itself the preferred medium for
mass mobilization in today’s mass media culture.
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The directors in my thesis opened new ways of framing women from the subaltern classes and
have shown how beautiful a creation emanating from indo-Islamicate relations can be. The Islamicate
empire bequeathed to Hindi cinema more than a medium and vocabulary, and provided images of
good life, a model of the man about town, a stereotype of cultivated leisure and the ingredients for
rentier decadence (Kesavan 1994: 249-51), with a large majority of all Hindi film titles incorporating
Perso-Arabic lexicon and titles.3 Over time, Hindi cinema, like any metropolitan, or any pan Indian
form, had to create and refine an idiom for [its own] cinema (Kesavan 1994: 249). Despite the
differences they claim exist between their cultures, they built the Taj Mahal in direct violation of the
Islamic scripture that no durable memorials should be raised over graves (Kesavan 1994: 246). The
Taj Mahal or Humayun’s tomb is proof of a beautiful creation coming out of Indo-Islamicate
relations. Hindi and Muslim cinemas have similarly come together to produce Bollywood, and a body
of knowledge that many filmic cultures have co- produced and done together.
Spivak has asserted that ethics has never been found in knowledge but formed through
relationship: ‘to be born human is to be born angled toward another and others.’ Indo-Islamicate
cultures have always been angled toward each other as my thesis has shown, so why not collaborate?
Why not when Raj Kapoor’s Awara [1951] succeeded in charming Turkish audience without the
magic of PR and promotions from 1955 and screened and rescreened between 1955- 1962 and even
continues to do so on the internet? (Iyengar 2016). Why indeed when the song ‘awara hoon’ infected
Turkey so much that the song is played on national radio on Turkey’s most important days, the
Ataturk national sports day, and even the Istanbul Girls Orchestra4 has sung a version of it in 2014?
(Iyengar 2016). Why, when Bollywood films in Egypt, many African countries and in the Maghreb
are widely accepted as entertainment? And why when Chapter 5 proved that the myths about dancing
women were so strikingly similar in history?
Our history may be different, but our debates on identity, ethnicity, and modernisms produce
an equally complex historical discourse, and our narratives coincide over conditions of dire poverty,
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liberation struggles, social heterogeneity [Ginwala 2011b] and gender equality. My extensive use of
Indian epistemology to analyze female Islamicate and Indian lived experiences expressed this desire
to have other collaborations from these cultures, whither they find themselves: in India, the Maghreb,
Egypt, Pondicherry and other Franco Indian countries and states, as well as Indo- Maghrebi France.
These collaborations should not be only in dance [bayadère or belly dancing] but film, also.
It is the right time to look at cinema collaborations in North Africa and Islamicate India and
extend the film cultures to promote female voices. Our cultures have more similarities than
differences as Fire, Water and Porte sur le ciel remind women that their tradition was once womenfriendly and that women held important positions before [Mahabharata, Ramayana and Quran were
reappropriated]. Female self-realization can occur in one’s own culture, in one’s traditional
framework [Zouina, Kalyani, Radha, and Sita]. Nadia still does not know where she is at the film’s
end- she is a work in progress that will not happen overnight or in space of a two-hour film. Mira
Nair’s Kamasutra [1996] and Yamina Benguigui’s Perfumed Garden [2001] also proved the
similarities in female indo-Islamicate cultures. Kamasutra and Perfumed Garden both show the place
sexuality held in Indian and Arab culture when there was no censorship and when men and women
spoke freely of love and sexuality.
The history that has produced both of the Indian and Arab or Muslim in object and subject
position should have been brought before now into crisis. However, it has not perhaps because it is
not in ‘western’ crisis. However, moments of crisis are moments of great insights (Danius & Jonsson
1993: 32). The artworld has not paid attention to putting together ways of constituting other than
European or American cinemas. Films like the ones studied in this thesis beg a comparison because
of the immense similarities with regard to women’s position. Such female cinemas have not come
together perhaps because they are not East-West or North-South but two East-East or South-South
cultures and in addition ‘female’. But two recent Maghrebis showed us a door to collaborate: Algerian
Amine Hattou and Moroccan-Canadian Nora Fatehi.
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Hattou’s Searching for Janitou (2020) is a phonetic reinvention of a song jaane tu from a 1970
Hindi film, Aa Gale Lag jaa.5 Hattou searches for a common world between Algeria and India where
love can conquer Algerians the way it did in the Hindi film. This film so impressed Algeria that
Searching for Janitou (Amine Hattou) was made in 2013 changing its Hindi name to phonetically
sound like jaane tu for his film title. The Hindi film has been shown on state television since the
1970s and continues to the present (Prashad 2017). Searching for Janitou6 is a journey to unravel the
unexpected but intimate connections between two distinct cultures, a truthful tribute to cinema and
an Algerian man's personal quest to discover what is love in past and contemporary Algeria.
Nora Fatehi is an actress who illustrates much potential for what I am proposing in this thesis.
Fatehi is a model, singer, and dancer. She is exclusively an item girl in Bollywood in an era where
item girls don’t exist anymore, and could never be a star - like Helen, whom Fatehi imitates in fact
“like a dream”, and who cabaret dances her way [also like Helen] across and onto Telugu, Malayali,
and Hindi cinematic stages. Her cabaret dance in a bar with “dilbar”7 [Satyamev Jayate, Milap Milan
Zaveri, 2018] set the internet on fire, breaking records in India with its Hindi filmy music and lyrics,
Hindi rap and Arabic beats, moves and my motifs8 which chapter on syncretic dance has discussed.
Fatehi is the first African-Arab female artiste to hit the 1 billion mark on YouTube with a Hindi song,
‘dilbar’,9 then she recreated an Arabic version of it with Fnaire singing for Morocco in 2018.10 The
male singer Fnaire wears a dhoti [a Hindu male pant generally worn by the religious] and she is
completely Indian – mixing four cultures and languages:

Indian/Hindi, Moroccan/Arabic,

France/French and /USA/English although she grew up in Canada and Morocco. She was ecstatic and
honored to represent India, Africa, and the Middle East globally,11 but more importantly, Fatehi
proves how possible and fluid a collaboration this venture that I am putting into thesis is can be.
Fatehi sings in Hindi in “dilbar” like Amine Hattou’s “jaane tu”, which he sang as a child, and as an
adult, then turned into a movie, as an ode to Bollywood. Janitou travelled, crossing borders, producing
new meanings, yet the same old meanings, and once more, new collaborations, and while Hattou’s
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work is gender-less, mine is gendered only because the women in both Hindu and Muslim cultures
are whom I am writing about. Fatehi and Hattou are an idea behind what collaborations could look
like – and what India and myself grew up living.

My thesis should be a textual and visual site for new questions, new topographies of cinema in
film festival networks. We should celebrate the diversity of human civilization, but it is the
similarities that are most startling, the thing that continually reminds us of our common humanity.
Film is a vehicle for releasing the repressed and the silenced, for remembering, altering, and
transforming narratives that might otherwise be forgotten (Mistry & Schuhmann 2001: x). My fervent
wish after this thesis is to birth a conference, exhibition or collaboration where I would macramé all
the above into Hindu MusalWoman12 in order to put back the women in frame. I deliberately conflate
the Hindu and Muslim women to whom I applied both the Sita and the Lakshman Rekha myths, much
like Mira Nair does in conflating Indian and Middle Eastern dance practices and costumes in Vanity
Fair.13
People and ideas have always traveled, crossed seas and they no longer have to be relegated to
text to reach us. Hélie-Lucas and Glissant were right to put the world “en relation” but it took a long
time. With digital technology facilitating and revolutionizing how films move, flow, exhibit – there
are no more borders of funding, permission, exclusivity to cross. Moreover, globally they can find
any audience inspired by collective consciousness, connecting their films and filmmaking with sociopolitical cultural change. We may not speak the same language but have language in common.
The cinematic ecosystem I am proposing is not new- they grew up together – but drifted apart, and
we must allow it to come to maturity.
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ENDNOTES
PREFACE
1

I am borrowing from Hélène Cixous’ Laugh of the Medusa, but rewording it to apply to film,
instead of text that is originally “Woman must write herself, must write about women and bring
women into writing, from which they have been driven away as violently as from their bodies for the same reasons, by the same law, with the same fatal goal. Women must put herself [sic]
into the text - as into the world and into history – by her own movement.”
2
I have sutured two sentences together to read as one, because of their ‘relation’. The first part of
this epigraph comes from the theme of an event scheduled to take place at NYU’s Maison
Française [https://as.nyu.edu/maisonfrancaise/archives/2019/machines-a-ecrire---devi.html] on
4/22/2019 but was canceled, and which Glissant affirms in the last sentence of my epigraph in
Introduction à une poétique du Divers 1996: 39-40.
3
In Indian or Hindi cinema, an ‘item girl’ refers to a dancer, who is scantily clad, and seen as
“eye candy” who would sneak eroticism into prudish films. She became a necessary figure for
any blockbuster, and was considered as the sex symbol of Indian cinema.
4
See “What are some interesting facts about Helen, the Ace Dancer of India?” by Jayanta Kumar
Nath, 12 June 2017, https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-interesting-facts-about-Helen-theace-dancer-of-India .
5
See Helen dancing to ‘Mera naam chin chin hoon’ from Howrah Bridge. YouTube, uploaded by
Turbanhead, 18 April, 2007, https://youtu.be/lVKEMOenP-o .
6
For more on
Helen’s
phenomenal cabaret-dancing:
https://helen1939fan.wordpress.com/2012/08/30/helenqueen-of-the-nautch-girls/
and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpvqzjg7LPw
7

Helen danced every possible dance and a mix of all or a combination: Kathak, Bharatnatyam,
mujra [performed by tawaifs], flamenco, jive, belly dance, and western popular, Indian folk, and
western erotic.
8
Chutney is a combination of spices used in Indian dishes. chutney music takes its spiciness but
in music. it is a combination of Bhojpuri music forms from Uttar Pradesh and Bihar [biraha, hori,
chaiti, jhoola and kajri] and local island music in places where Indians settled - Trinidad,
Suriname, and [ex-British] Guyana. This genre took shape to produce a local “chutney.” much
like “masala films,” ‘chutney’ music describes the spiciness of the mixtures.
9

kala pani is Hindi for ‘black water’, and describes the treacherous journey that claimed many
Indian lives during the three months-long trip navigating the dark, unknown waters far from
India, far from home to unknown lands.
10

Much-anticipated functions held by schools for the young, usually celebrating Indian dance and
culture, but also the mix of cultures in Trinidad & Tobago, including having a disco at 6Pm for
young people to socialize, dance etc
11

Colorful re-enactments of the story of the Ramayana play that takes place every year in the
diasporic Indian countries, which includes a twenty-foot Ravana [demon god] set aflames at the
end of the play, to end the celebration and welcome light into the Hindu new year.
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12

A word derived from the name Hussein or Husayn designating a Muslim Indo-Caribbean
commemoration of Muharram observed in heavier-peopled Indian islands: Trinidad and Tobago,
Guyana, and Suriname. In Trinidad, there are multi-colored floats on the streets of St. James,
where I did my A Levels. They were beautifully colored model mausoleums or Mosque-shaped
model tombs used to display the symbolic part of this commemoration.
13

Huge, hours-long pujas held for seven or nine nights in tents in huge savannahs with hundreds
of Indians in attendance.
14

An expression Roger Ballard uses in Desh Pardesh: the South Asian Presence in Britain.
London: C Hurst (1994) to discuss how South Asians in Britain are best understood as being in
the midst of a vigorous process of adaptation, and busily engaged in deploying their own
particular set of cultural, linguistic, religious, and kinship resources to plot a better future for
themselves but also how they become an integral part of the British social order
15

An expression Paul Gilroy uses in The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness.
London: Verso (1993) and in There ain’t no Black in the Union Jack. London: Hutchinson (1987)
16
Long Island [New York, where I first landed and Kentucky, but particularly Long Island made
me acutely aware of the division, separation, and my own ‘brown blackness’, for it is in the USA
that I learnt that I was not ‘Indian,’ which we call/ed ourselves in Trinidad, but in NY, I was
‘black coffee”, or “not so black” [in a Danish family] and even arrested for driving brown or
DWB, as is said in the USA, even if it really means driving while black. I am thus both black and
brown in New York, still Indian in Trinidad, and for Indians from India, I am not really Indian.
17

I have borrowed the explanation of diaspora from Vertovec’s ‘diaspora’ as a type of
consciousness (Vertovec 1997: 281) to outfit my many inner and outer journeys taken so far in
three very different cultures: Trinidad, New York and Paris
18

I am borrowing Kakar’s beautifully worded expression in his introduction to his psychoanalytic
study of Indian childhood (Kakar 1982: 12)
19
India, Anand Patwardhan,1994. Patwardhan makes socially-conscious movies.
20

Edouard Glissant: One World in Relation (Manthia Diawara’s 2010 film), Diawara’s (2018)
“Edouard Glissant’s Worldmentality”, Moatamri’s (2007) « Poétique de la Relation: Amina Saïd
et Édouard Glissant », and Roy’s (2010) comparative study on Dalits and Africans in USA as
speaking subalterns.
21

All the visually stunning and revisionist female artists whom Sen presents in her Feminine
Fables: Amrita Sher Gil, Arpita Singh and Anupama Sud re-present Indian goddesses in their art
22

An idea that Jill Dolan echoes in arguing about conflicting discourses of lesbianism and
Judaism in feminist theatre and performance criticism (1989:64-65).
23

This is also borrowed from Dolan when she was coordinator at the Women and Theatre
program Preconference panel (Horton Grand Hotel, San Diego, 1 august 1988), where she met
feminists who posited experience as truth and who entered representation on the basis of authentic
female experience. But Dolan is quoting Gayle Austin here in “Comments made on “Elucidating
Terms and Issues” (95).
24
This is how François Noudelmann, the convener at “Politiques du Tout-Monde,” described the
conference that Diawara attended in Paris (Diawara 2018: 21).
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25

transl. Women seem to converse, exchange, change their distance even

26

The three interrelated functions of Glissant’s famous Concept of Relation

27

I am referring to the Muslim women whom I knew from childhood and adolescence, who were
no different from me or any other
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
1

See « Une Affaire de Femmes. ». Revue Internationale de Cinéma Télévision et Vidéo. Ecrans
d’Afrique. 2eme Trimestre 1994.
https://womenfilmeditors.princeton.edu/assets/pdfs/TLATLI_Ecrans_dAfriques_Chikhaoui.pdf
2

Trinidad had Caribs and Arawaks before European arrival. It has been occupied by the
Spaniards, the French, the Dutch, and the British, sometimes simultaneously by these colonizers
who all left remnants of their cultures behind, which Trinidadians reappropriated in their own
ways. Bazodee is one such notion, which comes from the French abasourdi [stunned or taken
aback in English], to describe someone who has gone temporarily mad. I also allude to the notion
also seen in the film by the same name, Bazodee [Todd Kessler, 2016], Trinidad’s first
Bollywood inflected film, where the main character falls hopelessly in love with the female who
is engaged to be married to someone else, losing all his footing over any reason.
CH 1: INTRODUCTION: FRAMING AN “INDO-ISLAMICATE” SPACE IN CINEMA
1

I am changing Adrienne Rich’s original verse “I am standing here in your poem,
unsatisfied” from “Eastern War Time” in An Atlas of the Difficult World (1991).
2

I am aware of the newer term “Global South” but I keep “Third World” often, not as a place as
much as a project. What is ‘Global South’ if not the same as Third World in what it connotes?
The concept will not change with a new or newer term, for there is always the possibility that it
ends up hurting, not helping, what it set out to do. Take the term ‘Beur’ as an example that the
Maghrebis used to distinguish themselves from others, and which they got rid of because it was
only marginalizing them further. Hence, whether I choose ‘Global South’ or ‘Third World’ - and I
use both terms in this thesis- it should be understood that it is a problematic term and no term will
really do justice to all that the countries in question signify. These terms are to be read as such,
and always be placed in quotations marks, whether or not they are present.
3

See details in the conclusion where these films are discussed

4

http://www.migrantcinema.net/glossary/term/cinema_of_transvergence . Also, Yamina BachirChouikh (Rachida, 2002, Algeria); Nadia el Fani (Bedwin Hacker, 2002, Tunisia); Yasmin
Kassari (L’Enfant Endormi, 2004, Morocco) and Salma Baccar (Fleur d’Oubli, 2006, Tunisia)
5

Marième or Marie-Aimée Hélie-Lucas, an Algerian sociologist and women’s rights activist, left
academia in the 1980s to help establish the group ‘Women Living under Muslim Laws’ in 1984
and became its first international coordinator. She is interested in how European societies respond
to religious fundamentalism and xenophobic movements. She compares theocracy to democracy
arguing that any rule based on religion is by nature anti-democratic. She also works to uncover
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the history of atheism and feminism in countries where Islam has major influence. Some of her
works include: The Struggle for Secularism in Europe and North America: Women from Migrant
Descent Facing the Rise of Fundamentalism (2011); “Des Femmes Issues de l’Émigration
‘Musulmane’ se Battent pour la Laïcité” (2012) and “Women’s Rights, Secularism, and the
Colonial Legacy” (2018) - https://peoplepill.com/people/marieme-helie-lucas
6

Fama: Heroism without Glory (Dalila Ennadre, 2004), L’Enfant endormi (Yasmin Kassari,
2004), and Les Yeux secs (Narjiss Nejjar, 2003).
7

See Karen Albou’s La Petite Jérusalem [2005] or Dominique Cabrera’s L’Autre côté de la mer
[1996]
8

And also following the Vietnamese victory over the French (1954), the Cuban Revolution
(1959), and Algerian independence (1962) (Stam 2000: 262)
9

Latin American filmmakers like Espinosa, Franco Birri, Tringuerinho Neto, Tomas Gutiérrez
Alea studied in the Centro Sperimentale in Rome where Espinosa lectured on “Neorealism and
Cuban Cinema” (Stam 2000: 94)
10

Such as Beineix’ Diva [1981] and 37e Le Matin [1986], Besson’s Grand Bleu [1988] and Nikita
[1990].

11

Yolande Zilberman’s Clubbed to Death [1997]; Rachida Krim’s Sous les pieds des femmes
1997 (in this film, Aya’s identity is motivated by her transgressive desire for Amin, an FLN cell
leader. She is rejected in the end by Amin and is a broken woman); in Dominique Cabrera’s
L’Autre côté de la mer [1997] there is a total lack of Maghrebi women, and it only includes white
Frenchwomen.
12

Claire Denis [Chocolat 1988, Beau travail 1999, 35 Shots of Rum 2008, White Material 2009
etc], Claire Devers [Noir et blanc 1986], Laetitia Masson [The Repentant 2002 and GHB: to be or
not to be 2014] and Dominique Cabrera [L’Autre coté de la mer 1997] all focus on male
characters predominantly of African or French Caribbean origin.
13

See Do the Right Thing [1989]; To Sleep with Anger [1990]; Paris Is Burning [1990]

14

See Zahia Smail-Salhi, “Maghrebi women film-makers and the challenge of modernity:
breaking women’s silence” 2004, p 57
15

See Wole Soyinka’s Myth, Literature, and the African World. Cambridge: Cambridge UP
(1976)
16

This is borrowed from Rushdie, who writes in “Location of Brazil”, a long review published in
1985 following Terry Gilliam’s 1985 film, Brazil: “To be a migrant is, perhaps, to be the only
species of human being free of the shackles of nationalism (to say nothing of its ugly sister,
patriotism). The effect of mass migrations has been the creation of radically new types of human
being: people who root themselves in ideas rather than places, in memories as much as in material
things; people who have been obliged to define themselves—because they are so defined by
others—by their otherness; people in whose deepest selves strange fusions occur, unprecedented
unions between what they were and where they find themselves. The migrant suspects reality:
having experienced several ways of being, he understands their illusory nature. To see things
plainly, you have to cross a frontier.”
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17

Mishra is a Fiji Indian who looks at Hindi cinema from diasporic eyes, so that a good bit of his
preface reads very much like what I felt growing up before the giant screen of Hindi cinema
18

Najwa Tlili, http://www.africanwomenincinema.org/AFWC/tlili.html . Accessed 9/4/2010

CH 2: CINEMA IN INDIA, THE MAGHREB AND MAGHREBI FRANCE
1

Eastern India, of “Indo-Aryan” stock. I do not agree with the use of this term “Indo-Aryan”
provided, as it is racist, divisive and does the complete opposite of my goal, and hence I place it
in quotation marks.
2

Karnataka

3

Andhra Pradesh and Hyderabadi regions of India.

4

Chennai in Tamil Nadu

5

See “Prehistoric Era in Indian Cinema, Indian Cinema” [sic], updated on 31/10/2012 at
http://www.indianetzone.com/27/prehistoric_era_indian_cinema_indian_cinema.htm
6

It is not clear whether this is Alice Guy-Blaché’s The Birth, Life and Death of Christ in 1906 or
Life and Passion of Christ in 1903 (Lucien Nonguet and Ferdinand Zecca). There are no notes by
the filmmaker to clarify this.
7

Refer to note 5 above

8

The body of Tamil mythology is a mix of elements from the Tamil culture, Dravidian culture
and Indus Valley cultures along with Hindu religious aspects. Tamil literature, like Sanskrit
literature formed a major source of information on Hindu mythology.
9

An open-air play on the streets or at a huge venue in India and its many diasporas [including
Trinidad where it is a massive event for a population of less than 1.5 million] celebrating Lord
Rama, and king of Ayodhya known for conquering evil. The play features all of the major
characters, including Lord Rama and his wife, Goddess Sita, kidnapped by Ravana [also a god but
of evil, like the Christian Lucifer]. Ravana is destroyed by fire at the end of the days-long play. I
draw heavily from this legend in Chapters 5 and 6.
10

A play or opera on the life of Lord Krishna, the supreme God and star of the Mahabharata who
has several incarnations and is also the giver of dharmic advice to all. Some scholars identify
Krishna as the Greek Heracles, son of Zeus, who is also all powerful.
11

Also spelled ‘jatra,’ it is a popular Bengali musical folk theatre form performed by male players
(even in female roles) in most of the Bengali speaking areas of the Indian subcontinent. It may
have started as celebrating the abduction of Rukhmini in Krishna’s life story, but evolves
constantly to include political movements and happenings.
12

The norm for cinema posters for films was English, since Western cinema was introduced to
the elite Bombay crowds, as early as 1896 with the Lumière brothers’ L’arrivée d’un Train à la
Ciotat
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13

Brother of Lord Rama [husband of Sita], of the ‘Sati-Savitri’ model for the ideal Indian woman,
son of emperor Dasaratha of India, ruler of Ayodhya during Rama’s exile of 14 years, and who is
considered the symbol of dharma (duty) and idealism.
14

One of the greatest films of all times, and is a Romeo and Juliet story of unrequited love that
ends tragically for the male protagonist and not the female, as is the norm. There were numerous
versions of Devdas in Indian cinema, see the detailed list in Appendix A.
15

See “Indian Art Cinema” updated on 19/4/2014
www.indianetzone.com/2/indian_artistic_cinema.htm
16

Awaara (Raj Kapoor,1951)

17

Do Bigha Zameen (Bimal Roy, 1953 or 1954)

18

Awaara (Prakash Arora, 1954), Mr and Mrs ’55 (Guru Dutt,1955), Shree 420 (Raj Kapoor,
1955)
21

Pyaasa (Guru Dutt,1957)

22

Mother India (Mehboob Khan, 1957)

23

Sujata (Bimal Roy, 1959)

24

Chaudvind ka Chand (Mohammed Sadiq, 1960)

25

Matrubhoomi: A Nation without Women (Manish Jha, 2003) is a bold film addressing the
reality of gender imbalance. It depicts a future dystopia of an Indian village populated exclusively
by males due to female infanticide over many years, who find themselves having no women to
marry
26

So says a leading director of today – Karan Johar

27

See “Bollywood Cinema 1990-1999” July12, 2011
http://h2g2.com/approved_entry/A71608359 , accessed 2.4.15
28

In 2007, his life size statue was inaugurated in London’s Madame Tussaud museum alongside
Amitabh Bacchan and Aishwariya Rai, and he also received the Ordre des Arts et des Lettres
from the French government http://h2g2.com/approved_entry/A71608359 , accessed 4.2.15
29

Equivalent to the American Oscars, and takes place in India or an Indian diasporic country.

30

The story of a deaf and mute girl who has an affair with her old teacher, who has Alzheimer’s
disease.
31

Nikhil is reared to be a sportsman, but contracts AIDS, causing his family to fall apart. His
sexuality is called into question in an India where [homo]sexuality is very taboo.
32

Young revolutionaries’ efforts and the enormity of their contribution to the freedom movement
in India.
33

A psychological drama about a dysfunctional Parsi family.

34

In real life, Jessica’s killer was acquitted by the trial court, and her sister fought for justice.
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35

A femme fatale, small-town, mysterious woman and forgotten widow. She was seen
simultaneously as a woman madly in love, an object of desire, and a vision of purity who engaged
in a lustful bout with another man.
36

A young rebellious, uninhibited woman is exploited as a sex symbol. She drove males to the
cinema houses to absorb her movements and beauty. The film is inspired by the life of Silk
Smitha, a South Indian actress known for her erotic roles, but filmmakers say the film is also
based on Disco Shanti (Santha Kumari), another South Indian actress known for her item roles in
the 1980s and 90s.
37

She also acted in Sairandhri in 1933, Amara Jyoti in 1936, Mahatma Vidur in 1943, and Veer
Kunal in 1945 (Ghosh 2018)
38

Nigam was a professor who wrote “Still India’s Loveliest Movie-Maiden” in 1937
https://medium.com/from-the-desk-of-late-prof-v-s-nigam/still-indias-loveliest-maiden-15august-1937- e81f8d634a70
39

Council of States in the Upper House of parliament of India, whose members [largely male] are
nominated by the President for their contributions in art, literature, science and social services
https://rajyasabha.nic.in/rsnew/about_parliament/rajya_sabha_introduction.asp
40

He had his own film production company and wanted both Madhubala and Kumar to be under
his banner, but Kumar refused, sensing that Khan tried to make their proposed marriage a
business venture (Mishra 2019)
41

See “Madhubala” at https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/topic/madhubala

42

Her long list of films can be found at https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0904537/

43

See “Yesteryear Actress Vyjayanthimala: Then and Now” at
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/entertainment/hindi/bollywood/photo-features/bollywoodcelebs-then-and-now/this-throwback-picture-of-kareena-kapoor-khan-priyanka-chopra-andakshay-kumar-will-remind-you-of-good-old-aitraaz-days/photostory/74044513.cms . Accessed 22
January 2022
44

Goddess of chastity/purity

45

Goddess and mother of the universe, worshipped as the Supreme Being and remover of
miseries and suffering; she has 8 or 10 hands suggesting she protects devotes form all directions http://hinduism.about.com/od/hindugoddesses/a/durga.htm
46

Wife of the creator, Brahma. She is the Goddess of learning and Arts - http://www.hindublog.com/2011/05/goddess-savitri.html
47

Goddess of knowledge, music and all creative arts, Saraswati is the artist’s muse and is
depicted on a swan or peacock playing music on a veena http://www.sanatansociety.org/hindu_gods_and_goddesses/saraswati.htm#.VSATa_nF-1U
48

One of the greatest characters in the Ramayana, strong-willed and capable, who took all the
blame from the whole world and ran the kingdom - http://www.artoflivingsecrets.com/greatnesskaikeyi
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49

The Ramayana and Mahabharata are the two great epics in India from which all Hindi literature
and films emerge. The Ramayana, from where Sita comes, depicts the duties of relationships,
portraying ideal characters like the ideal father, ideal servant, the ideal brother, the ideal king, and
especially the ideal wife.
50

Lord Rama is the god who brought light to the world after conquering evil, and why we
celebrate Diwali, the festival of lights or Hindu New Year.
51

See “Behmai massacre case: All you want to know about Phoolan Devi” at
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/behmai-massacre-case-all-you-want-to-know-aboutphoolan-devi/articleshow/73118103.cms Accessed 14 Nov 2021
52

See “Bollywood Cinema 1990-1999” July 12, 2011 at
http://h2g2.com/approved_entry/A71608359, Accessed 2.4.15
53

They became ‘sexy’ in 2000, not afraid to show skin and loved to play hard to get, for instance;
Malaika Arora in midriff-baring choli dancing to “Chaiyya Chaiyya” atop a train in Dil Se (Mani
Ratnam, 1998) or Katrina Kaif to “Sheila ki jawani” in Tees Maar Khan (Farah Khan, 2010)
http://www.hindustantimes.com/bollywood/how-indian-cinema-evolved-over-the-years/article11053750.aspx, Accessed 4.4.15
54

Karishma Kapoor, Raveena Tandon, Mamta Kulkarni, Shipa Shirodkar, Kajol, Shilpa Shetty
(Kishore 2016: 147).
55

As in the case of Tanuja Chandra, who makes films under Mahesh Bhatt’s banner.

56

Directors who write their own screenplays and often give the main characters autobiographical
traits
57

Shabd in 2005; Teen Patti in 2010; Rajma Chawal in 2018; Cowgirl’s Last Ride [directed by
Leena Yadav, starred by an American actress Geena Davis, which IMDB.com lists as in ‘preproduction’]
58

Filhaal in 2002; Just married: Marriage was only the Beginning in 2007; co-directed, Dus
Kahaniyaan also in 2007 Talvar in 2015 and Manekshaw on the Indo- Pakistani war of 1971,
which IMDB.com lists as in in pre-production as of December 2021
59

English Vinglish in 2012 and Dear Zindagi in 2016

60

I’m Always Here, 2004; Om Shanti Om, 2007; Tees Maar Khan, 2010; Happy New Year, 2014

61

See Farah Khan ‘s biography at
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0007134/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm. she choreographed 104 films
according to https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0007134/ and her ten best Bollywood
choreographed tracks can be seen at
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/entertainment/hindi/bollywood/news/birthday-special-hereslooking-at-farah-khans-10-best-choreographed-bollywood-tracks/articleshow/80184633.cms
62

Luck by Chance 2009; Zindagi na Milegi Dobara 2011; Bombay Talkies 2013; Dil Dhadakne
Do 2015; Lust Stories [codirected 2018 on Netflix]; Made in Heaven [TV series 2019]; Gully Boy
2019; Ghost Stories in 2020
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63

Firaaq in 2008, which chronicles the devastating impact on vulnerable Muslims in Gujarat after
riots and Manto in 2018, a biographical account of writer Saadat Hasan Manto’s life in 1940s
India, and Parched in 2015: four women navigate their way through personal and cultural
difficulties
65

Turning 30!!! in 2011; Lipstick under my Burka in 2016, and co-wrote and directed Made in
Heaven, a Netflix series in 2019; Dolly Kitty and those Twinkling Stars in 2019,

66

Raazi in 2018 on Hindu Muslim relation and one woman’s agency; Chhapaak 2020 on strong
women who are survivors of acid attacks.
67

She did television series and shorts but her feature films are Dushman 1998; Sangaarsh 1999;
Yeh Zindagi ka Safar 2001; Sur 2002; Deh Shiva bar Mohe 2002; Film Star 2005; Hope & a little
sugar 2006; Qarib Qarib Single 2017; Silvat 2018; Aunty Sudha Aunty Radha 2019
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0151511/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1
68

Phaniyamma in 1983; The Jewel of Manipur part I in 1985; The Jewel of Manipur part II in
1986; Appiko in 1988; Nakkala Rajkumari in 1989; Sapne Huye Sakaar in 1990 and Closed
Windows in 1997
69

She did some television movies and two feature films: Rao Saheb 1986 about women unable to
achieve emancipation and Pestonjee in 1988
70

An actress in the 1960s, her films were deeply rooted in the socio-cultural ethos of the Oriya
society of her time. No dates are given for her.
71

According to https://wiki.indiancine.ma/wiki/Suprabha%20Debi, Debi made two films in 1983
and 1985, but no other detail is given.
72

I am unsure whether it is the same director whom Gokulsingh & Dissayanake are talking about
since she used one name and no surname.
73

Kuch Kuch Hota Hai (Karan Johar, 1998); Salaam Namaste (Vipul Amrutlal Shah, 2007);
Dilwale Dulhaniya le Jayenge (Aditya Chopra, 1995) all portray women characters who dress in
western style, but who cling to Indian tradition and accept arranged marriages in the end.

74

Sites feature Shahrukh Khan’s videos to the sound of Arabic lyrics on public Moroccan
television. According to Reda, an interviewee, Morocco is not hypnotized by Hollywood, but by
Indian, Spanish, and Mexican soaps and movies. http://www.silkinvest.com/2013/07/bollywoodand-the-maghreb-a- civilizational-interaction.html, accessed 20 Nov 2013
75

According to http://www.canindia.com/2013/02/the-lure-of-indian-soaps/# : “Before the
advent of the video recorders, cinema halls in Maghreb used to run dubbed versions of hit films
from Mumbai and the film music very popular with the townsfolk. Genres of the Maghrebi music
and the Berber folk have also made their way into the pop scene in India.” Accessed 17
November 2013
76

Podcast of an interview with Reda and Yusuf (two Moroccans financiers based in London) who
speak about the facets of the trade between developing nations
http://www.silkinvest.com/2013/07/bollywood- and-the-maghreb-a-civilizationalinteraction.html, accessed 20 November 2013.
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77

American cinema was made to make their people forget their misery and unemployment from
the 1929 crisis
78

Armée de Libération Nationale

79

Adaptation of a Garcia Lorca’s play.

80

See Mohamed Abderrahman Tazi’s bio and filmography at
http://www.commeaucinema.com/personne/mohamed-abderrahman-tazi,183006, accessed 4.6.15
81

In films by Omar Khlifi.

82

Khlifa le Teigneux by Hamouda ben Halima; Au Pays de Tararani codirected by Ben Halima,
Hedi ben Khalifa and Boughédir.
83

Et Demain by Brahim Babai 1972 ; Sous la pluie d’automne by Ahmed Khechine.

84

Les Ambassadeurs by Nacer Ktari in 1976; Soleil des hyènes by Ridha Behi in 1977; Sejnane in
1974 by Abdellatif ben Ammar.
85

Making of is the complete name of this film.

86

See Sami Ben Mansour, “Le Cinéma tunisien n’a pas encore fait sa révolution » 9 Décembre,
2012 at https://www.webdo.tn/2012/12/09/le-cinema-tunisien-na-pas-encore-fait-sarevolution/#.YfGA5-rMKUk, accessed 01.22.2016
87

Varda declared this at the first international festival of women films –Musidora Festival organized in Paris in 1974 http://collections.cinematheque.qc.ca/mediatheque/reperes/no-125-lecinema-au-feminin- cycle-femmes-femmes/
88

Sous la pluie d’automne (Ahmed Khechine); Hurlements (Omar Khlifi, 1973); Aziza and
Sejnane (Abdellatif Ben Ammar, 1980) (Boughedir 1987: 62), Une Femme taxi à Sidi Bel Abbes
(Belkacem Hadjadj, 2000) (Gheselle 2002)
89

El Chergui (Moumen Smihi, 1976) and Poupées de roseau (Jilali Ferhati, 1981) (Boughédir
1987 : 62)
90

Elles (Ahmed Lallem, 1966), Omar Gatlato (1977, Merzak Allouache) ; Leila et les autres
(1978, Sidi Ali Mazif), Une Femme pour mon fils (1982, Ali Ghanem) and Vent de sable (1982,
Mohamed Lakhdar-Hamina) (Boughédir 1987 : 62).
91

La Dame du Caire (Mouamen Smihi, 1991) ; A la Recherche du mari de ma femme (Mohamed
Abderrahmane Tazi, 1993); Destin de femme (Hakim Noury, 1998); Femmes et femmes (Saad
Chraibi, 1998); Jugement d’une femme (Hassan Benjelloun, 2000) etc (Fertat 2004: 51)
92

Un Amour à Casablanca, les Casablancais (Abdelkader Lagtaa, 1991, 1998); Fiction première
(Mostafa Derkaoui, 1992); Aouchtam (Mohamed Ismail, 1997); Yurit (Hassan Benjelloun, 1992)
etc. (Fertat 2004 : 51).
93

La Plage des enfants perdus (Jilali Ferhati, 1991), Femmes… et Femmes (Saad Chraibi, 1997),
Destin de femme (Hakkim Noury, 1998), Tresses (J. Ferhati, 2000) and Jugement d’une femme,
l’Histoire d’une rose (Hassan ben Jalloun, 2002).
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94

See https://www.sabzian.be/dossier/out-of-the-shadows-selma-baccar for Salma Baccar’s
manifesto and conversations with various interviewers [Ferid Boughédir, Stephanie van de Peer
etc] accessed 24 January, 2021
95

Paris, Rome, Brussels, Germany, Netherlands etc

96

See “Salma Baccar” at http://africultures.com/personnes/?no=7135, accessed 20 January, 2022

97

Raja Amari in
an
interview
at
www.towson.edu/innovation/osher/downloads/SATIN%20ROUGE%20%20FILM%20INTERVI
EW.pdf
98

When Yasmine Kassari made her Enfant endormi (2003) followed by Narjiss Najjar’s Yeux
secs (2004) (Hillauer 2005: 328)
99

It is not mentioned in Bensari’s interview on Babelmed, but perhaps the Libyan Revolution of
2011 where forces loyal to Muammar Gaddafi fought those wishing to oust his government
100

Beur is a colloquial term in verlan used to designate second-generation immigrants of
Maghrebi descent
101

The French imaginary conflates differences between Algerians, Moroccans and Tunisians,
Arabs and Berbers, first generation immigrants and their French-born children and grandchildren
(Tarr 2007: 32)
102

See Kechiche’s awards at https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0444244/awards, accessed 4.8.15

103

See Kechiche’s Sorry, Haters awards at https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0425600/awards,
accessed 4.8.15
104

It is curated by Carrie Tarr and available to universities and can be found at Arteeast,
www.arteeast.org
105

Métisse (Kassovitz, 1993) ; J’ai pas sommeil (Claire Denis, 1994); La Haine (Kassovitz,
1995); Etats de lieux (Jean-François Richet 1995); En Avoir (ou pas) (Laetitia Masson, 1995);
N’Oublie pas que tu vas mourir (Xavier Beauvois, 1995); A toute vitesse (Gaël Morel, 1996);
Chacun cherche son chat (Cédric Klapisch, 1996); Les Trois frères (Les Inconnus, 1996); Les
Deux papas et la maman (Smain et Longwal, 1996).
106

See the Jeunesse Dorée page at IMDB.com at
https://m.imdb.com/title/tt0309734/releaseinfo?ref_=tt_dt_dt
107

See Yamina Benguigui at Institut Robert Schuman pour l’Europe at https://www.institutrobert-schuman.eu/yamina-benguigui/. Accessed 20 January 2020
108

The film won seven awards and one nomination for Inch’Allah dimanche https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0296008/awards, Accessed 8 July 2014. See Appendix B

109

See ““Ellas con Cine” Returns before Christmas- Mujeres por Africa” at
https://mujeresporafrica.es/en/noticias/ellas-son-cine-returns-before-christmas/
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CH 3: BETWEEN RESISTANCE AND TRANSFORMATION: DOMESTIC SPACE AND
CONFINEMENT IN INCH’ALLAH DIMANCHE [YAMINA BENGUIGUI, 2001]
1

See Dora Carpenter-Latiri, “Représentations de la Femme Migrante dans Inch’Allah dimanche”
(2003) - http://wjfms.ncl.ac.uk/LatiriWJ.htm
2

Preface of Feminism and World Religions. Arvind Sharma and Katherine Young, ed. (USA:
SUNY Press, 1999)
3

My chora-tic idea is fashioned from Fenner’s eye-opening analysis of the mother’s desire and
loss in migration in Ali Ghelem’s Mektoub (1970, France), L’Autre France (1977, France), Les
Ambassadeurs (Naceur Ktari, 1977, France) and Inch’Allah dimanche. However, where Fenner
traces the psychoanalytic origin of chora only and discusses unresolved oedipal complexes [of
Ahmed], gynocentric history, or cinematic/acoustic enunciation (Fenner 2007: 106), I avoid it, as
locating Zouina’s psychoanalytic spatiality is not my focus.
4

‘Ageggig’ is sung by renowned Algerian Berber singer Idir

5

When Zouina is hanging clothes outside on a line to dry and crying while dancing herself into a
kind of oblivion
6

Fenner is quoting from Claudia Gorbman’s Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987): 67
7

Its lyrics allude to the Algerian riots of 1988, prompted by failed land reforms, massive
unemployment and corruption within the FLN regime (Fenner 108)
8

See “Ageggig Lyrics” uploaded by Mares Lejanos on 3/12/2008 at
http://lyricstranslate.com/en/Idir-Ageggig-lyrics.html , Accessed 9.29.17
9

Fenner’s term (Fenner 2007, p. 109)

10

Fenner uses this logic to talk about Kristeva’s chora ((Fenner 2007: 110), but I use it to describe
Ageggig’s impact on Zouina’s life.

11

This wound is explored further in this chapter in the section on repurposing the veil

12

I am citing the director of my thesis, Francesca Canadé Sautman, who noted this about the
film’s title in our private conversation.
13

See Malek Chebel Dictionnaire des Symboles Musulmans. (Paris: Albin Michel, 1995).
Possessing the key signifies being initiated. It signifies not only entry into a house, but access to a
state, access to a spiritual place, to the extent of an initiation [my transl.]
14

i.e., ‘You don’t have the right to go out’, my transl.

15

Especially when Zouina lifts up her skirt to jostle Madame Donze in the garden

16

If women are mothers before anything else, then men are sons before all else - my transl.

17

The first time is in the bedroom when Zouina first arrives, and is holding her mother’s photo
and crying, while this is interrupted by a shot of Ahmed watching her sadly but who then turns
and walks away to join his mother
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18

I am borrowing from Cardon’s Ménie Grégoire discussion but adding to it; he cites various
works, which I do not have access to (Cardon 1996: 121).
19

A term Tahar Ben Jelloun uses to describe the herding together of all immigrants (Ben Jelloun
1999: 87)
20

Madame Donze thinks that Zouina is planting mint that will invade her garden on the night of
the dog burial. She in fact sees Zouina as the weed, invading her space.
21

A term Johnson-Evans uses (Johnson-Evans 2009: 57)

22

See “Living in Languedoc: Central Government: French National symbols: the Cockerel” at
http://www.languedoc-france.info/06141212_cockerel.htm
23

Chiendent is a weed that is impossible to get rid of.

24

An expression Ballesteros uses (2012: 151)

25

An excellent term that Mireille Rosello employs to describe a welcomed guest (Rosello: 2001:
vii)
26

My transl. of Barlet’s “…elles quittaient la place de la femme dans la société maghrébine : la
famille, le hammam, les mariages et les circoncisions qui sont organisés par les femmes” (Barlet
2011)
27

Williams is quoting from Leo Bersani’s Forms of Being: Cinema, Aesthetics 2010: x

28

I am using James Williams’ ideas to outfit Zouina’s use of space - Williams does not include
Inch’Allah dimanche in his study of space. He uses male filmmakers to study space, and one
female, Claire Denis, but no female Maghrebi director. Benguigui’s Inch’Allah dimanche would
be an excellent addition.
29

I am again relying on Williams’s words here, but he uses this expression to describe different
levels of reality and consciousness and virtual states of being (Williams 2013: 3)
30

See Zuhur 2008, p. 307

31

Refer to Francesca Sautman, review of Mille ans de voiles en Occident. Nicole Pellegrin (17
juillet, 2019) https://laviedesidees.fr/Mille-ans-de-voiles-en-Occident.html

32

The title is a play on the trilogy, Liberté, Égalité, and Fraternité (Krzysztof Kieslowski, 199394), which is also France’s national tripartite motto

33

Le Nouvel Observateur December 5, 1989 (Bowen 2007: 84)

34

L’Express October 26, 1989 (Bowen 2007: 84)

35

Part 1 of Mémoires d’immigrés: l’Héritage maghrébin is devoted to France, and revolved
around the contentious issue that led to the promulgation of a Law that banned veils and other
“ostentatious religious symbols” in school
36

Part 2 of Mémoires d’immigrés: l’Héritage maghrébin considers the position of women within
society in Egypt, Algeria, and Iran
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37

Part 3 of Mémoires d’immigrés: l’Héritage Maghrébin consists of interviews with Malian,
Indonesian and Yemini women
38

The other two parts of Mémoires d’immigrés: l’Héritage Maghrébin allow Algerian men and
first-generation children to give their experience of assimilation and integration in their own
words
39

See Francesca Sautman, Review of Voiles : une Histoire du Moyen Age à Vatican II. Nicole
Pellegrin. (CNRS Editions, 2017) at https://laviedesidees.fr/Mille-ans-de-voiles-en-Occident.html
40

See Zouba (2006) in “ Voile et Dépendance”, p. 34

41

A term Spivak uses to describe her own feminist consciousness- from childhood in Calcutta to
adulthood in the western world (Spivak 2010)
42

An expression Joppke uses to describe the headscarf in France (Joppke 2009a: 27), which I
adopt to a different end
43

Mernissi uses this expression in her discussion of the Franco Algerian problem which she sees
in terms of a ‘mal’ where French suffer from a mal du siècle and Muslims, from a mal du present:
French’s mal du siècle comes from being disgusted with living in the present, and the Muslims
live their present in the past or as a desire to flee to the past as a way of being absent in the
present (Mernissi 1991: 15)
44

The Arab dictionary Lisan-al-‘Arab describes jilbab as a piece of cloth that women used to
cover head and bosom (Mernissi 1987: 180-81)

45

The hijab was a method of controlling sexuality and protecting a certain category of women –
women slaves who were prostituted by pre-Islamic men (Mernissi 1987: 182). A hijab was the
response to sexual aggression and its mirror image: reflecting the aggression by saying that the
female body is ‘awra’, literally nude, a vulnerable defenseless body (Mernissi 1987: 182).
However, according to Francesca Canadé Sautman, two books suggest that “awra” is the source
of many ambiguities: Malek Bouyahia et Maria Eleonora Sanna, La Polysémie du Voile.
Politiques et Mobilisations Postcoloniales (Paris : Éditions des archives contemporaines, 2014)
and Bruno Nassim Aboudrar, Comment le Voile est devenu Musulman. (Paris: Flammarion, 2014)
46

See the film, Mémoires d’Immigrés [referenced earlier in notes 35-38]

47

The women in Mémoires d’Immigrés testify to their regret for not having availed themselves to
the freedom and all that France had to offer that did not exist for women in Algeria

48

This idea is put forward by Angelica Fenner’s « Aural Topologies of Migration in Yamina
Benguigui’s Inch’Allah dimanche ». Camera Obscura 66, Vol 22, No 3: 114, which I expand
upon.
49

Fenner considers the cry as staking a territory to reclaim her daughter (Fenner 2007: 107)

50

In French, porter is to carry or wear, both of which Zouina does with the veil

51

The original text has Black, not Muslim. Edward Soja and Barbara Hooper in Place and the
Politics of Identity. Michael Keith and Steve Pike, Ed. (London and New York: Routledge, 1993)
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pp 183-205: “Spaces that make a difference makes: some notes on the geographical margins of
the new cultural politics”.
52

hooks uses the notion and term ‘blackness’, but I changed it to ‘muslimness’

53

Spivak’s displacement through worlding, which she employs in Jane Eyre’s [character]
deconstruction towards subject constitution
54

The mustache can be a sign of respect, power, and manhood in traditional cultures; it was also a
sign of high social status in the Ottoman times
55

Assa talks about women’s self-definition via the theme of women’s reflection in a mirror in
female Maghrebi films (2009: 26)
56

Foreigner coming from elsewhere and unknown to the ‘Français de souche’ (CrouzièresIngenthron 2001: 111)
CH 4: CYBERSPACE OR DIGITAL SPACES OF EMPOWERMENT IN BEDWIN
HACKER [Nadia el Fani, 2003] AND 475: TRÈVE DE SILENCE [Hind Bensari, 2014]
1

See “Write your Body and the Body in Theory”. Feminist Theory and the Body: A Reader
(1999), p. 258

2

See James Clifford, Predicament of Culture: Twentieth Century Ethnography, Literature, and
Art. Cambridge, Massachusetts, and London: Harvard University Press, 1988.
3

La Haine (Mathieu Kassovitz, 1995) and Ma 6-T va crack-er (Jean-Francois Richet (1997,
France)
4

Julianne Pierce of VSN Matrix [an organization founded in 1991 in Australia to question
discourses of domination and control between technology and women] describes the first wave of
cyberfeminism in Domain Errors! Cyberfeminist Practices.
5

Since Al-Jazeera was taken over by the Qatari government in 2008, its political framework has
become less independent and after it was accused of taking sides in the Gaza strip conflict
6

Julian Assange or Edward Snowden are recent examples of such masculinist knowledge

7

American Kevin Mitnick [1963-] was a hacker, part technological wizard, part computer
programmer who broke into the defense system and all kinds of digital systems. He eluded FBI
for years, and it took five years for them to find him and he was only found out because of
another hacker http://www.nytimes.com/1994/07/04/us/cyberspace-s-most-wanted-hacker-eludesfbi-pursuit.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
8

Plant wrote Zeros and Ones, Digital Women and the New Technoculture, Fourth Estate. London;
Doubleday, New York, 1995. See also an Interview by Ann Treneman, “IT girl for the 21st
century.” Independent (11 October 1997). https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/interviewsadie-plant-it-girl- for-the-21st-century-1235380.html
9

See « La Symbolique Républicaine » https://saumur-jadis.pagespersoorange.fr/recit/ch32/r32d8sym.htm , accessed 13 Oct 2020.
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10

From the French verb mirer, to look at or latin mirari, to wonder at. Mirari is also the ancestor
of the English words admire, miracle, and marvel, as well as mirific or marvelous https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/mirage

11

One may think of a reflection of light that can trick the mind into interpreting the sight as solid,
for example, a bit of water in a hot sun or in a desert while walking, but when one approaches, it
disappears because it is not real. It was the heat causing the optical vision or delusion. If one
keeps walking, one will keep seeing that bit of water, but it is not real.
12

Today, there is a huge problem created by the way that control has reverted to those in power or
how formerly fringe groups are massively recruiting and propagandizing online to mainstream
ultra- right, fascist ideologies
13

“In the third millennium There exist other epochs, other milieux, other lives…” and ”We are
not a mirage.”
14

See Trinh Minh-ha 1999, p. 259

15

In Laugh of the Medusa 1976, p. 886

16

Suspension of arms or hostility between two enemy parties in the seventeenth century [Petit
Robert], but proverbially, ‘Trève de’ indicates ‘to not to speak about’ something anymore. For
example, Trève de balivernes [enough rubbish], trève de discussions – ‘end of discussion’, trève
de cérémonies etc
17

See Ed Pilkington, “Avaaz faces questions over Role at Centre of Syrian Protest Movement” 2
March 2012 - http://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/mar/02/avaaz-activist-group-syria ,
accessed 9 April 2018
18

See "Morocco: The Slow Pace of Change." The Economist, Vol. 414, No. 8929, 14 Mar. 2015,
p. 50
19

“Quiconque, sans violence, menaces ou fraudes, enlève ou détourne, ou tente d’enlever ou de
détourner, un mineur de moins de dix-huit ans, est puni de l’emprisonnement d’un à cinq ans et
d’une amende de 200 à 500 dirhams. Lorsqu’une mineure nubile ainsi enlevée ou détournée a
épousé son ravisseur, celui-ci ne peut être poursuivi que sur la plainte des personnes ayant qualité
pour demander l’annulation du mariage et ne peut être condamné qu’après que cette annulation du
mariage a été prononcée.”
20

See “Morocco slow to enforce laws on women’s rights” April 10, 2013 at
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/11/world/middleeast/morocco-slow-to-enforce-laws-onwomens-rights.htm l, accessed April 22, 2015
21

As evidenced by Filali’s rape and death, as well as other women who have self-immolated for
change and the continuing failure of Article 475
22

Interestingly, a study found that in Germany 85 % of the teenaged population blogs and 67.4 %
are female while the USA has only 45.8% female bloggers (Carstensen 2009: 3)
23

See “Morocco protest after raped Amina Filali kills herself” 15 March 2012 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-17379721, accessed 4.19.15
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24

Taken from Assia Djebar’s Women of Algiers in their Apartments. Charlottesville: University
of Virginia, 1992, p. 50
25

I am borrowing Saskia Sassen’s vocabulary. Sassen is a sociology professor who likes to
counter established ‘truths’.
CH 5.1: BREAKING OUT OF THE SOCIO-CULTURAL “BODY” IN INDIA CABARET
AND SATIN ROUGE
1

Epigraph of “Sociologie du Corps: l’Inscription”. Corps [80, 1101] (Galimberti) 1998, p. 239)

2

Fili-Tullon 2005, p. 99

3

Amari and her mother watched Gamal musicals throughout her childhood. She said this in two
interviews that I no longer have access to (most likely at this link:
https://www.cinema.com/articles/1241/satin-rouge-interview-with-director.phtml and another on
ibled.free.fr
4

See “Belly Dance History- a Timeline of Egypt’s Biggest Stars” 3/12/2017 at
https://www.sharqidance.com/blog/belly-dance-history-a-timeline-of-egypts-biggest-stars

5

Egyptians themselves call belly dancing ‘belly dance’ or ‘oriental dance’ (Ward 6). I will also
adopt the term because of its popularity and commonality

6

This is manifest in the existence of the many sagas and versions of Arabian Nights in cinema,
song, dance literature and art in both East and West, but also in the many representations and
reproductions of oriental stereotypes: oriental sensuality, oriental depravity, marvels of the East
etc (following here Saidian notions of what “Oriental” means).
7

Bloom [1870-1949] was a businessman in Chicago who imported the Algerian Village [oriental
dancers who captivated him in an International Expo many years before the 1893 Chicago World
Fair. He imported them for their “exotic figures in native costumes” (Shteir 2005, p. 41)
8

Dvipa is Sanskrit for the major divisions of the terrestrial sphere including continents, planets,
ocean etc. Theosophist Helena Blavatsky demonstrated in her Secret Doctrine: Anthropogenesis
(1909, p. 408) that sancha-dvipa was Poseidonis or Plato’s Atlantis.
9

According to http://www.hinduwisdom.info/India_and_Egypt.htm, Puranas are part of Hindus’
holy books, containing cosmogony [creation of the universe], mythology [itihasa], genealogy
[vamsha], dharma, geography, gemology etc. Most Puranas contain a traditional Hindu
geography, and according
to
several
authors,
Africa should be sancha-dvipa
https://sites.google.com/site/historyofeastafrica/varaha-purana
10

William Jones & N Augustus Willard, Music of India [1834], Calcutta: Nabajiban Press, 1962
(van Rij 2009, p. 4, n 3).
11

An organization and publication house for spiritual articles published in Italian, English and
French.
12

According to https://openlibrary.org/authors/OL1257378A/Louis_Jacolliot , Jacolliot has
published many books and pamphlets on India and elsewhere. Some works pertinent to India
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published by him and posthumously include: La Bible dans l’Inde [1869] ; Bible dans l’Inde:
Hindoo origin of Hebrew and Christian revelation [1870] ; Voyage aux ruines de Golconde et à
la cité des Morts, Indoustan [1875] ; Les Traditions Indo-Asiatiques [1876] ; Voyage au pays des
Éléphants [1877] ; Second Voyage au pays des Éléphants [1877] ; La Femme dans l’Inde, la
Femme aux Temps Védiques, aux Temps Brahmaniques, et dans l’Inde de la Décadence [1877] ;
Voyage au pays des Brahmes [1878] ; Spiritisme dans le monde: with an account of their mystic
initiations and the history of Spiritism [1884] ; Voyage au Pays des Bayadères : les Mœurs et les
Femmes de l’Extrême Orient 1889 ; The Brahmin Guru and Evocations – pamphlet [2006] ;
Interpretations of the Vedas and other Works of Sacred Scriptures [2006].
13

According to the inside book cover of Occult Science in India and among the Ancients: with an
account other Mystic Initiations and the History of Spiritism
https://archive.org/details/occultsciencein01jacogoog/page/n9/mode/1up?ref=ol&view=theater
14

See “India and Egypt” at http://www.hinduwisdom.info/India_and_Egypt.htm , accessed 1
August, 2020
15

« Manou, Manès, Minos, Moses…apparaissent au berceau de quatre peuples différents… »

16

“Je la [Inde] vis donner ses mœurs, ses coutumes, ses lois et sa religion à l’Égypte… »
[Jacolliot Préface, p. 10] and « l’Egypte, la Judée, la Grèce, Rome...copier la société brahmanique
dans ses castes, ses théories, ses opinions religieuses, et adopter ses brahmanes, ses prêtres, ses
lévites comme elles avaient déjà adopté le langage, la législation et la philosophie de l’ancienne
société des Védas… » [Jacolliot, p. 80]
17

« Un homme donne à l’Inde des lois politiques et religieuses, et il s’appelle Manou. Le
législateur égyptien reçoit le nom de Manès. Un crétois se rend en Égypte pour étudier les
institutions dont il veut doter son pays, et l’histoire conserve son souvenir sous le nom de Minos.
Enfin le libérateur de la caste asservie des Hébreux fonde une société nouvelle, et se nomme
Mosès ». Jacolliot also stated that « Manou a inspiré les législations égyptiennes, hébraïques,
grecques et romaines, et son esprit domien encore l’économie entière de nos lois européennes »
[Jacolliot, Préface, p. 5]
18

German Peter von Bohlen [1796-1840] thought there was a cultural connection between the two
in folk art, language, and the rural culture of Bengal. German presence in India was race-based,
making it easier to connect two dark-skinned sets of people - Indians and Egyptians. Adolf Erman
[1854-1937] thought that the persons responsible for a highly developed Egyptian civilization
were from Punt in India in Life in Ancient Egypt and A Handbook of Egyptian Religion, and Max
Muller [1823-1900] observed that the mythology of Egyptians [Greeks and Assyrians also] was
wholly founded on Vedic traditions. The Germans did not Orientalize India and Egypt [or
Tunisia] in the same way as the previous Europeans but bent ‘science’ to retell Indian history via
India’s own texts, because they were in search of an urheimat in India where they made
themselves Aryan conquerors of the Indian ‘savages’.
19

Pietro Lichtenthal, Dizionario e bibiografia della musica [Milan: A Fontana, 1826], translated
and augmented by Dominique Mondo as Dictionnaire de Musique [Paris: Troupenas et
Compagnie,1839] (van Rij 2009: 4, n 4).
20

Augustus Bournonville, My Theatre Life, transl. N. McAndrew [Middletown, Conn: Wesleyan
University Press, 1979] p. 8-9, n 5.
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21

A nautch girl is a dancer/entertainer of or for men. There is a sexual association to ‘nach’
[Hindi for dance] or ‘naach’ [Urdu] or ‘nautch’ [British for nach] dancing. Urdupoint.com
dictionary gives ‘raqs’ as a synonym for naach. Naach is also a Hindi film directed by Ram Gopal
Varma in 2004 on dance. ‘Nautch’ girls played a significant role in the social and cultural life of
India in the 18th and 19th centuries. They reached their zenith during Mughal times, but they
were also popular during the British Raj, entertaining English and Indian aristocracy. From ‘nach’
or ‘nautch’ comes derivatives such as ‘nachnewali’, ‘nachewali’ etc. to refer to dancers including
devadasis and tawaifs, especially when the anti-nautch campaign was raging; all dancers were
placed in the nautch category to imply polluted women.
22

For rites of passage, see Saskia Kersenboom, Nityasumangali (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass,
1987), p. 185-93
23

Mata Hari drew heavily from the Natyashastra, and had a Nataraja on every stage where she
performed, automatically consecrating herself as an authentic ‘devadasi’
24

See Spivak ‘Feminisms and Decolonization’ in Differences 3.3 (1991), p. 153

25

Deva - divine in Sanskrit - are demigods, so partly mortals. Devas are benevolent and
supernatural beings in the Vedic era literature with the god Indra as their leader.
26

In reading his Voyage au pays des bayadères, I discovered some disdain for Egyptian women,
blond Germans, Italians, Spanish, Moorish women, Nubians, the Dutch in India etc when
Jacolliot had to travel through Egypt to get to India. When he reached India, however, everything
was beautiful: old men’s chants, India as “une contrée bénie du ciel”, his evenings were “Soirées
poétiques et enchanteresses…” (Jacolliot 1889: 111)
27

I say ‘brothers’ only because ‘only’ men were writing at that time, and when they did write
about temple dancers or widows later, it was to reform India by ridding India of polluted women.
28

See May Telmissany, “Arrows of Desire: Dance and Power in Transnational Cinema” in
Cinemas arabes du XXIe siècle. Nouveaux territoires, nouveaux enjeux. Telmissany quotes Baron
de Denon from his Journey in Lower and Upper Egypt published in the early 19th century.
29

Dictionary of Received Ideas [Le Dictionnaire des idées reçues], a short satirical work collected
and published in 1911-13, and compiled from Flaubert during the 1870s

30

Ward is referring to Bounaventura, or Shay and Sellers-Young, who are cited often in belly
dance w o r k s. Like German and British Indologists, the narratives of these scholars ignore the
voices of the people themselves. Egyptians, Ward believes, created the dance but their
contributions are ignored (Ward 2018: 11).
31

Review of Heather Ward, Egyptian Belly Dance in Transitions. May 31, 2021
https://jenbellydance.com/2021/05/31/the-origins-of-belly-dance-a-review-of-egyptian-bellydance-in- transition-by-heather-ward/
32

The German Strauss opera Dance of the Seven Veils forever changed the “Oriental” woman into
Salomé. The French bayadère dance changed the Indian dancer. The sati committed in the English
Widow of Malabar play anchors India as a widow-burning country (Engelhardt 2014, p. 525)
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33

Ehrhardt credits these two men with having skillfully brought ‘Transfert culturel” into opera,
but my aim is to tie them in with the French orientalist wave that swept India and Egypt, to show
how easy it was to create someone else’s and history
34

Groupement de Recherches was dedicated to cultural transfers founded in 1985 whose
“véritable objet de recherche scientifique” between 1986-1987 was to understand how western
cultures import and assimilate behaviors, texts, forms, values, ways of foreign thinking etc.
35

Germany comes to mind before they were unified, when Germans were studying in Paris before
taking over Indology from the French, for example. Their falling out over the ‘faithful’ translation
of Indian texts, which they claimed the French romanticized in the famous ‘fleuriste’ argument
was only the beginning of their split
36

A term first used by New York Times to dub the fad following the premiere of Richard Strauss’
opera Salome in 1907: it goes back to 1893 at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago where
Middle Eastern dance exhibitions sparked widespread imitations elsewhere, giving rise to the
personification of Little Egypt (Hamberlin 2006, p. 633)

37

I use this term in imitation and parallel to salomania for the Indian context since Indian women,
including dancers, must uphold the goddess Sita as the ideal woman, but also because the West
has been conflating the two dance cultures in interesting ways.
38

Shiva is part of the Hindu triumvirate [Vishnu, Shiva and Brahma] - gods responsible for the
creation, upkeep and destruction of the world. His left foot is elegantly raised, with his arms out
to the side to symbolize the cosmic cycles of creation and destruction and the daily rhythms of
birth and death. He is Lord of Dance because the rhythm of dance is a metaphor for the balance in
the universe, which he holds masterfully. In one myth, Shiva’s wife, Sati, immolates herself when
her father – king Daksha - insults Shiva, who then creates Veerabhadra [born of Shiva’s wrath
like Kali born of Durga’s wrath, so in effect a god] to punish the offenders for his wife’s death.
Veerabhadra picks up the pieces of Sati and dances the dance of destruction throughout the
universe (http://www.templenet.com/beliefs/daksha.htm ). Wherever these pieces of Sati dropped,
a sacred site was erected for people to pay homage to the goddess, according to the legend.
39

Saʻdāwī, Nawāl, Sharīf Ḥatātah, and Ronak Husni. The Hidden Face of Eve: Women in the
Arab World. Third ed. (London: Zed Books) 2015, p. 151
40

Writing about Kuchuk Hanem in “Le Nil, Egypte et Nubie” (Karayanni 2004, p. 99).

41

This power is only female, and known as ‘Shakti’ in Hinduism.

42

Jagpal is quoting Gaylyn Studlar (1997), “Out-Saloméing Salomé: Dance, the New Woman and
Fan Magazine Orientalism.” Visions on Film: Orientalism in Film. Matthew Bernstein and
Gaylyn Studlar, Eds (New Brunswick: Rutgers), p. 99 – 129
43

Gérome was yet another European who painted awalem [plural of Almeh] - see note 16
https://www.eed.com.au/page/culture/about_egyptian_dance/essay/index.html. See the end of
Bagnole’s thesis, including Sabre Dance in a café [1875]; Dance of the Almeh in 1863; Sabre
dance before a pasha 1875; Baton Dance 1885; Arab girl with water pipe 1873; Woman of Cairo
1882; Arab girl in doorway 1873; Cairene Women 1872; Souvenir of Cairo 1873; Almeh at the
Window of her Moucharabieh 1887; An Almeh [also the Oriental] 1882; The Singer [also the
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Dancing Girl] 1880; Woman of Cairo at her door 1897; The Rose [also the Love Token] 1887;
Almeh playing chess in a Café 1870; Terrace of the seraglio 1886.
44

Flaubert’s novella, Herodias 121

45

Lettre à Louise Colet [Correspondance 1853]: « la femme orientale est une machine, et rien de
plus ; elle ne fait aucune différence entre un homme et un autre homme. »
46

Flaubert reaches Egypt in 1849 (Karayanni 2005: 126), but revisits between 1849-51 with
Maxime du Camp

47

Part of Karayanni’s epigraph (2005) where he is quoting Edward Said: “For Nerval and
Flaubert, such female figures as Cleopatra, Salome and Isis have a special significance; and it was
by no means accidental that in their work on the Orient, as well as in their visits to it, they preeminently valorized and enhanced female types of this legendary, richly suggestive, and
associative sort”, p. 114
48

Flaubert also has a Voyage en Orient about his trip to Egypt with Maxime du Camp 1849-1851.
It was published posthumously and prefaced by Claudine Gothot- Mersch [Gallimard- 2006].
There is also Jean-Claude Berchet’s Le Voyage en Orient: Anthologie des Voyageurs Français
dans le Levant au XIXe siècle, published by Robert-Laffont-Bouquins in 1985, 1989, and 1992
49

imdb.com reports 200 titles for Salome television shows and films:
https://www.imdb.com/find?q=salome&s=tt&ref_=fn_al_tt_mr
50

Second Sex, 1949

51

Ray is quoting Zeynep Celik and Leila Kinney, “Ethnography and Exhibitionism at the
Expositions Universelles,” in Assemblage 13 (Dec 1990: pp. 34-59), p. 41.
52

Pavlova and Uday Shankar [brother of the great sitarist Ravi Shankar, and a dancer and director
himself] even went to India in search of the ‘real’ devadasi dancer and could find none, since they
had declined, been banned, or changed into underground Bharatanatyam.
53

The English writer and philosopher, Aldous Huxley in 1961 sums up the Nataraja best: “the
world of space and time, and matter and energy, the world of creation and destruction, the world
of psychology…we [the West] don’t have anything remotely approaching such a comprehensive
symbol, which is both cosmic and psychological, and spiritual” https://youtu.be/76BrLV_KZWw
54

Quite a sati-like brazen act, which was banned in India before this performance, twice even, for
being barbaric. Sati is mentioned in the next chapter.
55

This is similar to a sari, usually 6 yards of cloth, which can be up to 10 yards wrapping the
Indian female body several times. Seven times is an odd number for saris, but perhaps one yard or
veil more prolongs the viewers’ pleasure and titillation.
56

Prince Igor [1909], Cléopâtre [1909], Schéhérazade [1910], les Orientales [1910], le Dieu Bleu
[1912], Thomar [1912], le [sic] Tragédie de Salomé [1913] (Ray 2012: 95).
57

Gustave Moreau’s Salomé Dancing before Herod c. 1874 was part of the Salomania raging in
France. Moreau painted the infamous seductress Salomé several times between 1874-1876, and
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his 1874 version Salomé Tatouée depicted her with a translucent veil of tattoos whose ‘slippery
contours’ signified her capacity to betray and destroy masculine authority (Ray 2012: 98).
58

People did not know whether she was European, Indian or Eurasian. She was not blond like
other Dutchwomen, but darker skinned, so in Indian garb she could look like a real Indian
devadasi. Some thought Mata Hari was a Scottish widow named Lady Gresha MacLeod, while
others believed she was Javanese (Ray 2012: 102)
59

This quote is taken from Otto Rothfeld Women of India, Mumbai, D. B. Taraporevala Sons &
Co. Pvt. Ltd., 1928
60

The epigraph to Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex [1949]

61

Reflections on Gandhi https://www.orwellfoundation.com/the-orwell-foundation/orwell/essaysand- other-works/reflections-on-gandhi/
62

Singh is a JNU [Jawarhal Nehru University] professor of women’s studies, who has been
studying and reviving tawaifs’ tradition and history
63

Tawaifs’ dance performed during the Mughal era are mujras and the dancers are mujrewalis

64

Explained in my Preface: why an Indo-Muslim Thesis, note 2. Item girls are basically dancers,
scantily clad, seen as ‘eye candy’ who sneaked eroticism into prudish films. She was a necessary
figure for any blockbuster film and was viewed as a sex symbol. Think of Helen whom Pinto calls
H-bomb [code for sex bomb] in his Helen: The Life and Times of an H-Bomb [2006]
65

According to Rao (2019), professional singers and dancers were also called naikins and baijis

66

The first dancing women in sacred texts [from Vedic time], whose job was to tempt stoics en
route to their liberation – they were mere tests for pure men, along the same lines as the chastity
test proved Sita’s worthiness
67

Heavenly beings in Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, also from Vedic time

68

Demon Gods, loosely translated, for example, Ravana who kidnapped Sita in the later text, the
Ramayana

69

The three holiest are Ganga, Saraswati, Yamuna – they are female names, and sometimes
goddesses
70

The choice of terms such as paramount [only male gods considered paramount] and
paradigmatic [there is a ritual for everything in Hinduism] already suggests a problem in
believing and following everything read in the epics by writers, orientalist and orientalizing
scholars, pundits, “brahmes” [whom Jacolliot blames for devadasis’ downfall], rishis etc
71

This refers to the auspicious sight of a deity [murti or any image of any divine figure] or holy
person [guru], which bestows merit on the looker/seer. Mata Hari used the Shiva Nataraja and
thus styled herself to become automatically darshanic
72

Anand has no date on academia.edu for this article

73

Gandhari, wife of Dhritarashtra [a blind king in the Mahabharata] blindfolds herself to share
the physical disability of her visually impaired husband (Khanna). Draupadi, outspoken, bold,
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expressing anger in the face of humiliation is NOT a role model like Sita for women (Khanna),
perhaps because she is polyandrous: she had five husbands. Ahalya is a “bad” woman who allows
herself to be seduced by the God, Indra. The punishment for her curiosity is turning into stone and
she can only be purified and revived with the touch of Rama (Khanna) – the same [king who is
also] God, who abandons and forsakes his Sita in the forest while pregnant, and whom some
Hindus ignore convinced that Rama’s actions adhered to his dharma as king. God, king, man,
woman or child, everyone follows dharma instinctively.
74

A dadra sung by Hamari Atariya https://youtu.be/puQnUROziEc. Madhuri Dixit, often cast as a
madam in Bollywood films now that she is older, lends her tawaif look and seasoned skills
performing the same dadra in the Bollywoodized version, Dedh Ishqiya [Abiskek Chaubey, 2014]
https://youtu.be/E-VxmcdaGPE
75

A thumri, ‘Piya naahi aaye’, performed by Begum Akhtar Sahiba
https://youtu.be/1thHCnGd6LM and a Bollywoodized version of it, ‘main vari vari’
https://youtu.be/3Rx6EZsNma0 [Mangal Pandey: the Rising, 2005]; Rekha performing ‘dareja
dareja’ https://youtu.be/6BCgYKdQXy0 [Yatra, 2006]
76

Jaddanbai, for example, was a former tawaif and Nargis’ mother, who established her
production house Sangeet Movietone; she produced, directed, and composed music for films in
the 1930s, while training her daughter to become an even more accomplished courtesan. Fatma
Begum was the first to direct a Bollywood film Bulbul-E-Paristan in 1926 [a mere 13 years after
India’s first male- directed film] but it has no known copies. She also had a production house,
Fatma Films, and her daughter Zubeida, was an actress in India’s first talkie Alam Ara [Ardeshir
Irani (Persian), 1931] (Bhasin 2019).
77

“Mohe Panghat pe Nandhal Ched Gaye Ro” https://youtu.be/gqPQEWZ82EY

78

Mehfil is Arabic for festive and Sangeet is Hindi for music. Mehfils were performances of
courtly entertainment - poetry/concert of qawwalis, Sufi and Hindustani classical music presented
in homes or places of Muslim royalty. Mehfil performances can be seen in Satyajit Ray’s
Jalsagar of 1958

79

Dancers were banned in Egypt in 1833. And belly dancers were banned in Egypt in 1833

80

Jyoti Singh, a medical student, crossed the Lakshman Rekha and was raped. Sharma also said
when interviewed that “A good girl doesn’t roam round the streets at night, and if she is raped,
she is far more responsible than a man for the rape. If she ventures out on the street [i.e., crosses
the Lakshman Rekha] men have the right to rape.”
81

A woman who ran the kotha https://www.wordaz.com/kothewalis.html

82 Prostitute or
respectful
form of
woman https://www.aamboli.com/dictionary
83

addressin

Rajasthan

for

a

A chanter in Urdu https://hamariweb.com/dictionaries/kalawant

84

More than likely related to the Arabic ‘ustadh’ that means teacher, given Hindi cinema’s
Islamicate beginnings
85

In Hinduism, while body and soul are in the same body, it is the soul - Atman - that transcends
and reincarnates into a better version of self. Their argument was that the dancing body is not
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separate from its soul, and if a dancer’s body was polluted the entire person is, so they abolished
the dancer to keep Hindu woman intact according to a convenient religious ideal, which appears
again in the first part of the conclusion in my Fire and Water analysis
86

Her mother was a real life tawaif – Jaddanbai – a pioneer of films after tawaifs were shut down
as singer, music composer, dancer, actress, and filmmaker long before women held such
positions.
87

Famous actress Madhubala is brilliant in this ‘pyar kiya to darna kya’ dance that brings out
Akbar’s wrath against her [she is Anarkali in the film] https://youtu.be/LuYxcw0wCE8
88

See ‘dil cheez kya hai’ https://youtu.be/5sYHweBM4L4 [Umrao Jaan, Muzaffar Ali, 1981]
and ‘main na mil sakun jo tumse’ https://youtu.be/Ovyo2GQdIB8 from the newer Umrao Jaan
[J P Dutta, 2006]
89

Mangal Pandey [2005] only features a kotha to highlight its beauty, architecture and
magnificence for the male protagonist ‘in passing’, but not to highlight the courtesan nor her role
in the revolt
90

Chaturvedi works on gender-related subjects through the medium of dance, weaving poetry,
music, dance, performing traditional Kathak to different levels creating her own style and brand
of dance – https://youtu.be/Y77J6w90kko
91

Devdas proves this par excellence. It has been adapted onscreen in official versions and
remakes several times https://indiancinema.sites.uiowa.edu/devdas [see Appendix A] from 1928
to 2018, reinforcing the obsession of pure vs polluted women, in several languages including
Bengali, Urdu, Hindi, Assamese, Malayalam, Telugu etc.
92

Known as India’s ‘Dream Girl’ because of a Raj Kapoor starrer film, Sapno ka Saudagar
[Mahesh Kaul, 1968], Malini was one of the most highly sought-after actresses, one of the
greatest classical dancers India has known, writer, director, producer and now politician in the
Lok Sabha since 2004, and, at age 73, is still dancing Bharatnatyam with her two daughters [see
note 94]
93

Vijananthimala’s outstanding dance face-off in Amrapali [Lekh Tandon, 1968]

94

‘kisi shayar ki ghazal’ [Dream Girl, 1977] https://youtu.be/MqWSqDnK5xQ; ‘aapke shahar
mein’[Mehbooba, 1976] https://youtu.be/zl8hsh4Xzr0 ; ‘sharafat chhod di maine’ [Sharafat,
1970] https://youtu.be/LSwaMMvX3l8 or performing with daughters at Namaste America 2011
in a devadasi- like dance using tawaif dances including Bharatanatyam, kuchipudi, mohiniattam,
doing ballets on
Durga, Parvati, Radha Krishna and Draupadi
https://www.thehindu.com/entertainment/dance/my-dancing-talent-was-underutilised-in-filmshema-malini/article23269965.ece, which look much like the devadasi dances Europeans did
during the devadasi times
95

See Subhash Jha, “What Happened to the Classical Heritage on our Films?” (8 April 2016).
https://web.archive.org/web/20041012124215/http://sify.com/movies/bollywood/fullstory.php?id
=135745
96

See Sridevi dancing ‘morni bagama’ in Lamhe https://youtu.be/H3ANIBCd0pw

97

See Madhuri Dixit dancing ‘choli ke peeche’ in Khalnayak https://youtu.be/8nd5NLbUu44
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98

See Malaika Arora dancing ‘chaiya chaiya’ in Dil se https://youtu.be/JS68-1RVTNY

99

See Madhuri Dixit in Dayavan https://youtu.be/Nebd8jqwc5w

100

See Sridevi in Mr. India https://youtu.be/IgKdXLfxgQQ

101

See Kimi Katkar in Hum https://youtu.be/JfA0RVZs34g

102

Helen was incomparable: ‘Kar le pyar’ [Talash, 1969] https://youtu.be/s_GV9MPuj80 or
‘piya tu’ [Caravan, 1971] https://youtu.be/dX-gSSLmxUU
103

Her courtesan dance ‘maar dala’ https://youtu.be/AX1ro0AJkI in Devdas 2002 is famous

104

Sridevi’s nagin [i.e., snake] dance – quite Salomé-like - is also very famous
https://youtu.be/A2G9KGCQOj0

105

Deepika Padukone’s kotha dances ‘mohe ran do laal’ [Bajirao Mastani, 2015]
https://youtu.be/XU3eFkY1BTI or “ghoomar” from Padmaavat https://youtu.be/6cKErCWrb44
or her cabaret dance ‘yeh jawaani hai deewani’ [Dilli Wali Girlfriend, 2013]
https://youtu.be/gqPQEWZ82EY
106

Priyanka Chopra’s cabaret dance that mixes religion and culture effortlessly in ‘Asalaam -eishqum’ from Gunday https://youtu.be/BGU3FkUGH0M
107

See Katrina Kaif’s almost gymnastic dances: https://youtu.be/6FnNGqWEwFg or
https://youtu.be/ZTmF2v59CtI or the Arabic ‘swag se swagat’ [Tiger Zinda Hai, 2017]
https://youtu.be/4_JIXf0aM04
108

Outsider/newcomer/Moroccan Nora Fatehi belly-dancing to the Hindi version of ‘dilbar’
[Satyameva Jayate, 2018] https://youtu.be/JFcgOboQZ08 or the even better Arabic & Hindi
version in Morocco with Fnaire in https://youtu.be/_108FB3SLuk
CH. 5.2 SUBJECTHOOD AND CROSSING THE LAKSHMAN REKHA: INDIA
CABARET AND SATIN ROUGE
1

Introduction, Discourse, No 8 (Fall-Winter 1986-87), p. 5

2

My own introduction to belly dance came from Bollywood vamps Helen, Aruna Irani, Parveen
Babi and others, and the TV show I dream of Jeannie that I watched for years, [Princesse
Scheherazade, a 1996 TV series on FR2 for the French], and now, I am glad to be back to
Bollywood with its quite sophisticated and elaborate cache of cabaret and cabaret dancers.
3

Relating to an approach to the study of culture or language that is general, nonstructural and
objective in perspective
4

Relating to an approach to language or culture in terms of its internal elements and functioning
rather than in terms of any pre-existing framework
5

She cites Guatemalan Rigoberta Menchú as an example of a woman who, starting in the mid-70s
learned Spanish [she spoke only Quiché before] and other Mayan languages to speak ‘for’
[represent] oppressed women.
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6

I use nightclub interchangeably with any space or location that has ‘nightclub aura’, whether it
is the temple where little girls were forced to become devadasi for profit or sex under the guise of
religion, or a nightclub where some women are forced into prostitution, or simply the nightclub
made into a den of iniquity, which Hindu, Muslim and Arab patriarchy patronizes, yet condemns
7

Not to be confused with subjectivate [asujetissement]. The paradox inherent in this is that the
subject who would resist norms is itself enabled, if not produced, by such norms. Thus, while it
allows a subject the possibility of agency, that agency is constrained because she locates agency
in reiterative and re-articulatory practice (Butler 15).
8

Mechanism of looking and the gaze that so many have concentrated on, from John Berger to
Laura Mulvey.
9

These other films include Bangkok Bahrain (Amos Gita, 1985, Thailand), Live Nude Girls
(Carol Leigh, 1989, San Francisco), Stripped Bare: a look at erotic entertainers (Caitlin Manning,
1988, San Francisco), Beijo na Boca (Jacira Vieira de Melo, 1987, Sao Paolo), Not a Love Story
(Linda Lee Tracy, 1981, Canada)
10

An expression I take from Appadurai (Appadurai 1996, pp. 3-4).

11

Almost all of Nair’s films explore this: Salaam Bombay! 1988, Mississippi Masala 1991, Perez
Family 1995, Monsoon Wedding 2001, Vanity Fair 2004, the Namesake 2006, Reluctant
Fundamentalist 2012, Queen of Katwe 2016, and a BBC miniseries, a Suitable Boy 2020,
streaming on Acorn TV
12

El Fani is also a realist cinematographer like Nair- not every movie has to be beautifully
photographed. Both she and Nair want us to notice what is being photographed first. Of course, it
did not help that French producers pulled back the funds on El Fani’s film when they discovered
that the film had a ‘pontecorvian’ point of view, i.e. taking the side of the Maghrebis characters.
Directors like Nair and El Fani forget the spare idiom and concentrate on the story.
13

As mentioned before, Nair is known to inhabit the living space of her subjects to make as
authentic a film as possible.
14

She was careful to hang herself during her menstrual cycle, so that it would be clear that she
wasn’t pregnant at the time of her death. She did that because in Bengali culture, when teenage
girls committed suicide, it was typically assumed that they had done so to cover up a sexual tryst
that had been [or was about to be] discovered. Bhubaneshwari knew that, like most female
suicides, hers too would be viewed as the outcome of an illicit relationship. She committed
suicide when she was menstruating as proof that she was not a victim of failed romantic passion.
Her relatives discovered later she was part of a militant organization [which proves she had
agency, so not a subaltern, argues Majumdar] and could not carry out an assassination. Therefore,
she killed herself to not be associated with the norms of impurity and transgression by the
patriarchal order (Majumdar 2017)
15

One of the most prolific actors in Hindi cinema, acting for decades, Rekha [1954 -] is referred
to as the Indian Greta Garbo, who ventured into parallel cinema, a movement of neo-realist
arthouse films, winning national awards, and accepting highly controversial films. She led a new
trend of women-centered revenge films in the 1980s, including Khoon Bhari Maang
https://www.indiatoday.in/magazine/society-the-arts/story/19880715-hindi-films-on-screen-it-is-
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no-longer-men-alone-who-is-spilling-blood-797492-1988-07-15 . It has been said that all her
flowering as an actress climaxed in Umrao Jaan, as a tragic courtesan, with a performance of the
greatest artistry, a much-admired huskiness and despondency of tone that the role desired (M.L.
Dhawan “Queens of Hearts”, The Tribune 9 Dec 2007). Mira Nair likens Rekha to a Jamini Roy
painting and “like Marilyn Monroe is shorthand for sex, Rekha is shorthand for charisma”
16

Radha is the eternal lover of the god Krishna, depicted in all Bollywood films.

17

Radha and Krishna are the divine couple that every couple is modeled after: but in Bollywood,
that earthly [cinematic] couple is fondly known as Laila and Majnu, who descended from the
Middle Eastern courtly couple Layla and Majnun, written by the Perso-Islamic poet, Nizami in
the twelfth century (Kakar & Munder 2011, p. 40). Madhuri Dixit re-enacts this story with ‘Laila
Majnu’ song and dance in Aaaj Naachle https://youtu.be/Q23crxA_kjA
18

Skin almost black, thus her name - kala means black in Hindi

19

Durga is a Supreme goddess in Hinduism, preserving moral order and righteousness in creation.
It is believed that she is the combined forces of Lakshmi [goddess of prosperity whom Hindus
celebrate on Diwali for prosperity], Kali [the warrior goddess fighting away evil] and Saraswati
[goddess of knowledge and all arts]
20

This judgment day is not something that Hindu texts contain. Hindus do not believe in an
afterlife, like heaven or hell, but in reincarnation or coming back to earth. There is no judgement
day that will decide their life in heaven or hell. What Rekha talks about is a reference to
Christians awaiting judgment, which points again to how cultures syncretize, much like the music
played at the Meghraj, to which she dances cabaret.
21

See “The God of Death - Yamraj” in Srivastava’s blog at https://www.speakingtree.in/blog/thegod-of-death-yamraj
22

See Apam Napat, “Yama - The Lord of Death” http://www.apamnapat.com/entities/Yama.html

23

Also known as the Vedas, it is one of the four sacred canonical ancient texts in India. It contains
liturgy, ritual, and mystical exegesis
24

The Pandavas and Kauravas fought in the Kurukshetra war in the Mahabharata [Hindu epics].
They were princes and cousins, fighting for the Hastinapur throne. Interwoven in these wars and
warring are many philosophical discourses on what one’s dharma means.
25

Reference to lord Voldemort in Harry Potter [movies, TV and books], the he-who-must-not-benamed and whose name no one dares to utter.
26

Nair discusses these ‘scums’ with her father whose classy, rich, business friends invited to go
the nightclub and the father defended his friends when Nair asked him if they’re scum what does
that make his friends, and they had a falling out over this [I believe she wrote about in defense of
the women]
27

Cabaret dance ‘Asalaam-e-ishqum’ in Gunday https://youtu.be/BGU3FkUGH0M

28

A mala is a yellow and /or red abundant, thick garland of fresh flowers in many rituals in India,
but very auspicious at weddings where it holds the equivalent of a wedding ring
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29

Agamiks were entrusted with citing what shastras said regarding the temple tradition and
ensured strict brahmacharya among devadasis – i.e., personal purity and rectitude of conduct and
celibacy - considered essential in the case of female servants to god because they were married to
a deity (Nair 1994, p. 3163).
30

The lowest rank of the caste system. Some argue that the Brahminic ideology of hierarchizing
society into varna [social class or division of society based on occupation] and jati [the class or
group into which one is born, thus a birth division] in the Rgveda was acceptable, and that all
varnas understood their human callings. Some deny that castes exist in the sacred texts, but I am
not concerned with this here, my analysis of women’s lived experience is what is in question, not
dated rules for women of today. No one can deny that Dalits or untouchables exist and face
immense prejudice, which this film takes into consideration as well.
31

Sharma is referring to Judith Butler’s Bodies that Matter: on the Discursive Limits of “Sex”
(London & NY: 1993), p. 30: Butler takes on the presumed irreducibility of the body which
traditional thinking takes on as irreducible, as preceding signification; the body is an effect of
signification and Butler argues that the mimetic or representational status of language, which
claims that signs follow bodies as their necessary mirror, is not mimetic at all, but on the contrary
it is productive, constitutive and performative. Even if the signifying act delimits and contours the
body that it then claims to find prior to any and all signification

32

I am using Partha Chatterjee’s words, but to a very different end (Chatterjee 2010), p. 86

33

From Filmer le Désir : Voyage à travers le Cinéma de Femmes (Marie Mandy, 2001)

34

Some of Samia Gamal’s more famous films include: Habib al-‘Omr [Henri Barakat, 1947]
Afrita Hanem [Henri Barakat, 1949], Ahibak Inta [Ahmad Badrakhan, 1949; re-released by
Warner Vision France in 2005], Akher Kidhbah [Ahmad Badrakhan, 1950; VHS by Mericanan in
2004], Ma Taqoulsh li- Had [Henri Barakat, 1951], and Ta’ala Sallem [Hilmi Rafleh, 1951]
35

See “mera naam chin chin choo” in Howrah Bridge https://youtu.be/lVKEMOenP-o

36

See “Samia Gamal (Afrita Hanem 1947) Farid al Atrache”,
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xbbf9r
37

See Danza Oriental en Egipto, “Samia Gamal en Ahebak Inta” https://esla.facebook.com/DanzaOrientalenEgipto/videos/2361161590606311/ I have not found a
YouTube or Vimeo video for this.
38

See Serena Ramzy Belly Dance, “Samia Gamal - Birth of Venus - Belly Dance” 22 Oct 2020 at
https://youtu.be/kEi3gvGiNCk
39

See Hindifilmbox, “Helen Cabaret Dance” 22 July 2013 https://youtu.be/eaUJuxiCdVA

40

And an Italian film Lo Sparviero del Nilo 1950 Samia Gamal Dancer from the Golden Era of
Egyptian Cinema. (worldbellydance.com)
41

See Amarbellydancer, “Samia Gamal - episode from movie ‘Ali Baba’” 22 March 2009 at
https://youtu.be/t1hoCRfeFc0

42

See CharniHappyHips, “Samia Gamal in ‘Valley of the Kings’ “ 13 Sept 2013 at
https://youtu.be/PAIcHB4BE0M
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43

In France, there are seven arts that pertain to the domain of the arts, but in India, there are nine
primary arts alone in theater/ cinema/dance that revolve around the relationship between a man
and a woman. These emotions originate from the state of mind and are called rasas which dancers
portray on their faces, particularly in Bharatnatyam and other dances, but also onscreen.
Aishwariya Rai, Sridevi, Meena Kumari, Nargis, Madhuri Dixit and others can essay a role just
by the expressions on their faces alone, no body needed. These rasas are laughter fury,
compassion, jealousy, horror, heroism, wonder, sorrow, and romance or erotic love. These
emotions or rasas compose the Natyashastra that Deepa Mehta uses to measure her characters’
acting skills before hiring them. Sringara rasa is the romantic or erotic love emotion, among
others, that Helen, Samia Gamal and Lilia portray exceptionally well in their movements and face
while in the throes of dancing.
44

See Birgit Kalusche, “Samia Gamal - Zeina”, 10 August 2007 at https://youtu.be/ouCtyxwhPRk

45

See BollywoodArchive, ‘piya tu ab to aaja’ 4 January 2008 https://youtu.be/dX-gSSLmxUU

46

There is a little-known, tightly obscured film I discovered called Sau Saal Beet Gaye [Ved
Madan 1970?] with Helen [as an apsara] in the lead role opposite a Rajput, and they are a couple,
which wreaks havoc on the whole community. I cannot locate anything on this film other than
what I’ve provided in this footnote. Helen is dancing to a song called ‘Brahmachari-ji’
[Brahmachari is a male who practices asceticism; -ji is sign of respect and attached as a suffix to
names]. I suspect strongly that Sau Saal Beet Gaye’s obscurity is due to the role Helen is playing
as an apsara [dancing siren in the RgVeda] https://youtu.be/21bY6684- FE [video has since been
removed from YouTube after posting my comment]. We can compare this film to another such
film to understand the taboo that the Helen film breaks: Brahmachari [Bhappi Sonie, 1968], is
another film about a Brahmachari, but a man controls the narrative, and this, unlike the one that
was pulled from YouTube after my comment, was a super-hit, despite being older, yet easily
found and replete with images, videos, cast, music composer etc. in a few languages well.
47

See Brother Cleve, “Helen Cabaret” 16 March 2008 at https://youtu.be/-NGnMOX-rUg

48

See PriyankaChopra25, “Aao Na Gale Lagao na”, 18 April 2008 at
https://youtu.be/agQjzmxlOXE
49

See Red Chillies Entertainment ‘Jaanab-e-man salaam hai/ Elaan” at
https://youtu.be/MeLJcvcwQVw

50

The poster Chandralekha designed for the Forum against oppression of women can be seen at
https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/globalfeminisms/interviews/india/ Accessed 1 Dec 2021
51

The logo Chandralekha created for the Kali for Women publishing house, New Delhi can be
seen at https://futuress.org/magazine/every-book-we-do-is-special/ Accessed 1 Dec 2021.
52

“Sharira - Chandralekha's explorations in dance” that is directed by Ein Lall/2003 PSBT India.
13 Nov 2014 https://youtu.be/vyXh_5dT0zw. The logo is also Kali Publishers house and
publishes many female-centered books
53

See ‘Lilavati’ by Chandralekha https://youtu.be/xBjBXGRjMJQ

54

Quoted in Rosemary Betterton (2001) ‘Spaces of Memory: Photographic Practices of Home
and Exile’, in A. Koivnen and S. Paasonen (eds) Conference Proceedings for ‘Affective
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Encounters: Rethinking Embodiment in Feminist Media Studies [e-book]. URL [consulted June
2003]: http://www.utu.fi/hum/mediatutkimus/affective/proceedings.pdf
55

According to Malek Chebel Du Désir. Paris (Éditions Payot et Rivages, 2000), p. 122

56

Hitchcock’s films in general, but other newer films as well: Guy Pearce in Memento 2002,
Michael Douglas in Wonderboys 2002, Morgan Freeman Million-dollar baby 2004; Tobey
Maguire Labor Day 2013. In fact, even dead men narrate – Jake Vig in Confidence 2003, and
Robert de Niro and Joe Pesci in Casino 1995 (Bordwell 2015), yet the other major character in
this film who is alive, Sharon Stone, does not narrate a thing. She is erased even when alive, but
dead men are not.
57

Quoting Budd Boetticher [1916-2001], an American director who made low-budget westerns in
the late 1950s.
58

This film also features love triangles like Satin Rouge and Charulata.

59

The cinéma du look has been criticized for choosing style over substance rather than story or
character. This is where Nair and Amari diverge, concentrating on the women at the cabaret clubs,
not visual effect. Cinéma du look directors are: Jean-Jacques Beineix [Diva 1981, Betty Blue
1986, Roselyne et les Lions 1989, Leos Carax Boy meets Girl 1984, Mauvais Sang 1986, Lovers
on the Bridge 1991, Luc Besson Subway 1985, Big Blue 1988, la Femme Nikita 1990, the
Professional 1994. But female directors also made films about sexual odysseys of adult women to
protest against masculinity, with mise en scene of erotic fantasies of women instead of men, to
show body as body in the making, including Catherine Breillat [Tapage Nocturne, Romance,
Anatomie de l’Enfer 2004], Virginie Despentes and Coralie Trinh Thi [Baise-moi 2000] etc. See
https://rachelweavercinemadulook.wordpress.com/2016/08/23/genre-overview/ or Guy Austin
“The Cinema du Look and fantasy film” in Contemporary French Cinema: An Introduction, ed
Guy Austin (Great Britain: 1996) pp 119- 35.
60

Vocabulary borrowed from Sen 2002: 162, where she talks about women and mask but in
Anupam Sud’s painting in shringara
61

Considered a third gender in India, Hijras are born men and dress and live like women all their
lives and can bestow blessings or curses on even god-fearing people.They were not taboo and did
not experience the same rules as women. They exist outside of the rules of shame, honor, and
patriarchal control and their performance was not viewed as erotic.
62

I use the meanings of ghar and bahrir provided by Sangari and Vaid 1990: 238-239.

63

Another more virulent and repressive nationalist moment came in 2001-2004 when Hindu
nationalism implemented the Hindutva ideology on which side the current Modi government
stands and divides the country into Hindu and Muslim.
64

She wrote Radhika Santwanama, which was centered on female sexual pleasure, then was so
entranced by it that she published a fresh edition of the book, but colonial authorities seized all
copies of the book in 1911 under section 392 of the Indian Penal Code (Nair 1994: 3164).
65

See “Night blooming Jasmine (Raat Rani)” at https://www.mashrita.com/product/nightblooming-jasmine-raat-rani/
66

This 2018 movie appears to have disappeared from the online record
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67

See the mujra ‘raat ki hoon raani’ in Isi Ka Naam Zindagi at https://youtu.be/UyN7vrV4s8k7

68

Nair’s brilliant screenwriter for Mississippi masala, Namesake, and Salaam Bombay,
Taraporevala is also an acclaimed photographer, and now director
69

I cannot locate this tape via google search [perhaps no one archives beta or VHS tapes
anymore, and I have read accounts by Vijay Mishra and others about poorly kept or non-findable
archives]- but I most likely would have read it in Pinto’s Helen: H-Bomb (2006).
70

Haveli - comes from hawali, Arabic for ‘partition’ or ‘private space’ popularized under the
Mughal Empire. Later, it was used generically for general mansions, temple etc.
71

Harem – harim, Arabic for ‘secret inviolable space’ and for female members only – see Hans
Wehr, J. Milton Cowan (1976). A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic (3rd ed.). Spoken
Language Services. pp. 171–172
72

This is how Chandralekha understood dance as a language (76) given its contentious history in
India.
73

Landscape cinematographers such as Bruno Dumont, Guedigian, Claire Denis, Laurent Cantet
etc film wide-angle, panoramic, extravagant shots of landscapes that are almost ‘painterly.’
74

Ray was deeply influenced by Italian neorealism and Amari loves Pasolini for the way he
handles his characters [Schultz interview].
75

I am specifically referring to the scene where the train is racing across a field of black,
billowing smoke in Pather Panchali, then Durga dies.
76

Chandralekha once spoke of institutions that try to discipline women, affirming “I exist in spite
of you;” in “Chandralekha's Tanabana" https://youtu.be/0_04K-uCtqY .
77

Not only the dancers in these films, but also women maligned in history, including Samia
Gamal, Kuchuk Hanem and so many other dancers in Egypt, and devadasis and tawaifs and
cabaret dancers in India.
CONCLUSION I: BREAKING OUT OF THE SOCIO-RELIGIOUS ‘BODY’ TOWARD
UNCHARTERED SPACE: FARIDA BELYAZID’S PORTE SUR LE CIEL AND DEEPA
MEHTA’S FIRE AND WATER
1

Les Pensées Diverses III, Fragment 4, Misere 9

2

Varanasi is on the Ganges River in Benares. It is a holy city, where many widow ashrams are
found.

3

Pillai’s words to discuss Malayali films but they can be applied to Hindi film, Fire, too (Pillai
2020)
4

Pillai is quoting M. Tharayil.” Shifting Paradigms Gender and Sexuality Debates in Kerala.”
Economic and Political Weekly, 49 (17), 2014, p. 73

5

Pillai is talking about Sancharam (Ligi Pullappally, Kerala, 2004), one of the most radical films
made in Malayalam cinema, much like Fire, which lends easily to Fire. The two female
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protagonists in Sancharam [from different castes and religions] fall in love and their journey to
self-realization and sexual fulfilment comes at a very high price of social ostracization and
cultural stigma in a highly homophobic society where same-sex love is pathologized (Pillai 2020:
49). When Fire was released, one year later, things had changed because Keralites received it well
in Kerala, but also Fire has no sexual scenes. Sancharam never released in cinemas, and only
made it to film festivals.
6

Tina Daunt. “Story behind Water is as compelling as film itself.” Los Angeles Times Friday 5
May 2006. This link appears to be no longer working as of Feb. 2022
7

Pressley, Nelson. “The Churning Mind of Deepa Mehta: in the Fight to Film “Water”, Director
Confronted Elemental Forces in India.” Washington Post 7 May, 2006
8

Householder is one of the four stages of Hindu like: student [brahmacharya], householder
[grihasta]; forest walker [vanaprastha]; renunciate [sanyasi].
9

The Bhagavad Gita is a synopsis of religious thought and experience of India through the ages
written about first or second century A.D.
10

In an interview, Mehta thinks that Chuyia has a great life since Gandhi’s train did take in
children and educate them. According to Mehta, Chuyia becomes ideological and strong. 30 May
11

Kishwar is citing from The Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi. The Publication Division,
Government of India, Vol. XXI, p. 246.
CONCLUSION 2: TOWARD AN INDO-ISLAMICATE CINEMATIC SPACE…
1

See Andrew Robinson, Apu Trilogy: Satyajit Ray and the Making of an Epic 1958

2

Originally from Victor Hugo, which Ly uses in his ‘banlieusard’ version of [his] Les Misérables
2019
3

Awaara, Mughal-e-Azam, Farz, Khamoshi, Sahib, Bibi aur Ghulam, Andaz, Qayamat se
QayamatTtak, Ishq, Waqt, Baazi, Deewana, Aaj ki Awaz, Dushman, Bawarchi, Namak Haram etc
[Kesavan 1994: 246- 47] and Alam Ara, India’s first talkie directed by Ardeshir Irani in 1937
4

Istanbul Girls Orchestra performing ‘awara hoon’ from Awaara https://youtu.be/Y0540Ujqfco

5

Hindi for “you may know” but” jaane tu” are the first two words of the chorus in the song “Tera
Mujhse Hai Pehle Ka Naata Koi” https://youtu.be/89lgb7dmXps
6

Searching for Janitou [Amine Hattou, 2013] https://www.kaskefilm.de/janitou/

7

“Dilbar” belly-dance by Moroccan actress in Hindi film https://youtu.be/JFcgOboQZ08

8

Moroccan poufs, harem-like décor, female back-up dancers Cleopatra-like belly dancing, male
back-up dancers in an interesting mix of Aladdin-type clothing mixed with Hindi filmy costumes

9

See “Nora Fatehi is the first African-Arab Female Artiste to hit 1 Billion Mark with ‘Dilbar’” 6
March 2021 https://www.mid-day.com/entertainment/bollywood-news/article/nora-fatehi-is-thefirst-african-arab-female-artiste-to-hit-1-billion-mark-with-dilbar-23162436 Accessed 7.7.2021
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10

Arabic version of ‘Dilbar’ in Morocco in 2018 https://youtu.be/_108FB3SLuk

11

Refer to the article in note 9 above

12

From the expression ‘HinduMusalman’, often heard in Hindi cinema to fondly describe a
“male” Muslim on par with Hindus in Hindu India
13

Nair borrows musical and cultural motifs from Bollywood film industry for her Thackeray
adaption of Vanity Fair [2004] deliberately conflating East and West in presenting the British
heroine Becky Sharpe performing a nautch girl dance in an extravagant Eastern costume before
her elite British audience.
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APPENDIX A: Devdas
A Bengali romance novel written in 1900 by Sarat Chandra Chatterjee, which has been adapted on
screen at least 19 times. It is a love story like Romeo and Juliet [Shakespeare] or Laila and Majnu
[Hindi or Bollywood cinema context] or Layla and Majnun [Arabian Nights]. Devdas, the
archetypal lover from a wealthy Brahmin family is forbidden to marry his childhood love, Parvati,
and ends up a living a life of regret of not standing up to claim his love for Parvati, and becomes
a drunkard in Chandramukhi kotha, who is a reformed courtesan in love with Devdas.
CAST
YEAR

TITLE

LANGUAGE

DIRECTOR

DEVDAS

PARVATI
Tarakbala

1928

Devdas

Silent Film

Naresh Mitra

Phani Burma

1935

Devdas

Bengali

P.C. Barua

P.C. Barua

1936

Devdas

Hindi

P.C. Barua

K.L. Saigal

1937

Devdas

Assamese

Vedantam
Raghavaiah

1953

Devdas

Telugu

Vedantam
Raghavaiah

1953

Devdas

Tamil

Vedantam
Raghavaiah

1955

Devdas

Hindi

Bimal Roy

Dilip Kumar

1965

Devdas

Urdu

1974

Devadas
u

Telugu

Khawaja
Sarfaraz
Vijaya
Nirmala

1979

Devdas

Bengali

1982

Devdas

Bengali

1989

Devadas

Malayalam

2002

Devdas

Bengali

2002

Devdas

Hindi

2009

Dev.D

Hindi

2010

Devdas

Urdu

2013

Devdas

Bengali

Akkineni
Nageswara
Rao
Akkineni
Nageswara
Rao
Akkineni
Nageswara
Rao

Jamuna
Barua
Jamuna
Barua

CHANDRA
MUKHI
Niharbala /
Miss Parul
Chandrabati
Devi
Rajkumari

Savitri

Lalitha

Savitri

Lalitha

Savitri

Lalitha

Habib
Taalish
Ghattamaneni
Krishna

Suchitra
Sen
Shamim
Ara
Vijaya
Nirmala

Vyjayanthim
ala
Nayyar
Sultana

Dilip Roy

Soumitra
Chatterjee

Sumitra
Mukherjee

Supriya
Choudhury

Chashi
Nazrul Islam
Crossbelt
Mani
Shakti
Samanta
Sanjay Leela
Bhansali

Bulbul
Ahmed
Venu
Nagavally
Prasenjit
Chatterjee
Shah Rukh
Khan

Kabori
Sarwar

Anwara

Anurag
Kashyap

Abhay Deol

Mahi Gill

Iqbal
Kasmiri
Chashi
Nazrul Islam

Nadeem Shah
Shakib Khan

Parvathy
Arpita Pal
Aishwarya
Rai

Zara
Sheikh
Apu
Biswas

NOTES

Pakistani
Film

Jayanthi

Ranya
Krishnan
Indrani
Halder
Madhuri
Dixit
Kalki
Koechlin
Meera
Moushumi

Also
known as
Debdas
Banglades
hi Film

Modern
day take
on Devdas
Pakistani
Film
Banglades
hi Film
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YEAR

TITLE

LANGUAGE

DIRECTOR

CAST
DEVDAS

PARVATI

CHANDRA
MUKHI

2017

Devi

Bengali

Rik Basu

Paoli Dam

Shubh
Mukherjee

Shataf Figar

2017 –
present

Dev DD

Hindi

Ken Ghosh

Asheema
Vardaan

Akhil
Kapoor

Sanjay Suri

2018

Daas
Dev

Hindi

Sudhir
Mishra

Rahul Bha

Richa
Chadda

Aditi Rao
Hydari

NOTES
Modern
day take
on Devdas
Genederb
ent
versions
of
character
Web
series
modern
day take
on Devdas
Genderbe
nt
versions
of
character
Modern
day take
on Devdas

SOURCES:

https://indiancinema.sites.uiowa.edu/devdas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devdas
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APPENDIX B: Awards to some Indian and Maghrebi films
1936 - Shantaram’s Amar Jyoti, the first Indian film to be shown at an international Film Festival
in Venice
1954 - Bimal Roy, influenced by De Sica’s Bicycle Thieves, made Acres of Land (Do Bigha
Zamin) in 1953, which won the International Prize at Cannes Film Festival
1955 - Ray’s 1955 Pather Panchali was voted one of the ten best films of all times
1972 - Mohamed Bouamari Le Charbonnier played at Cannes Film Festival
1975 - Cannes. Chronique des Années de Braise, Mohamed Lakhdar Hamina, the first Arab film
to win the Palme d’Or in Cannes Film Festival
1979 - Venice. Assia Djebar, La Nouba des Femmes du Mont Chenoua International Critics
Award at Venice Biennial
1979 - Mannheim. Selma Baccar, Fatma 75 received a Gold Medal at the Manheim FilmFestival
1989 - Berlin. Nejia ben Mabrouk la Trace (1988). Caligari prize at the 1989 International Forum
of New Cinema, Berlin International Film Fest.
1990 - Cannes. Férid Boughédir Halfouine (1990 shown at Cannes
1992 - Satyajit Ray made more than 35 movies and received an Oscar shortly before his death
1994 - Cannes, Moufida Tlatli, Silences du Palais, Caméra d’Or at Cannes.
Tanit d’Or at Carthage; Best Debut film in Chicago; FIPRESCI International Critics Award,
Toronto, Satyajit Ray award at the 1995 San Francisco International film festival
1995 - Moufida Tlatli, Silences du Palais, Golden Tulip award at the Istanbul International film
festival Un été à La Goulette (1995) also won many prizes and entered competition in Berlin in
1996. Boughédir became Delegate, then Director of the oldest pan-African festival, The Carthage
Filmfestival
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1997 - Kalthoum Bornaz, Keswa/le Fil Perdu (1997) won Best Francophone film at the Festival
in Namur, Belgium. Also Best original script at the Bari Film Festival and Best Film Music at
the Valencia film Festival.
1998 - Netherlands film festival, Fatima Jebli Ouazzani, In My Father’s House, Golden Calf
award. Also Golden Spire award at the 1998 San Francisco film festival;
1998 - Raja Amari, Avril received the Prix de la Qualité from CNC and the Jury award at the
festival in Milan
1999 - Fatima Jebli Ouazzani, In My Father’s House (1997) the Prix Iris in 1999 – for best
European documentary
2000 Indian Academy Film Awards for films of the Indian diaspora
2000 Yasmine Kassari Quand les Hommes Pleurent received Special Mention at the Amiens
International film festival; a prize at the Filmer à Tout Prix festival in Brussels and Best
documentary at the Fourth Zanzibar International film festival.
2001 - Raja Amari, Un Soir de Juillet (2000) received First prize at the Milan festival and the
Golden Glow [best short feature film] award at the Zanzibar film festival
2001 - Amiens International Film Festival Yamina Chouikh-Bachir Rachida (1996-2001)-- It is
about a girl who overcomes terrorism and violence, after being left for dead. Audience award
and Golden Unicorn for best feature film. Also Satyajit Ray Award at the London Film festival,
Cinema of the South award in Marrakech, Golden Bayard and Youth Jury Award and Golden
Spike Award at Valladolid Festival
2001 - Moufida Tlatli, la Saison des Hommes shown at Cannes, Best Actress, Namur; Institut du
Monde Arabe Award, Paris; Special Mention for Camera d’Or at Cannes; First Prize Feature
Film at Torino International festival of Women’s Cinema 2001
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2001 - Fatima Jebli Ouazzani, Sinned Again. Best Screenplay at the Sundance film festival
2001 - Benguigui’s Inch’Allah dimanche won seven awards: OCIC Award and Prize of the City
of Amiens at the Amiens International Film Festival; Audience Award and Golden Wave Award
at the Bordeaux International Festival of Women in Cinema; Golden Star Award at the
Marrakech International Film Festival; International Critic’s Award at the Toronto International
Film Festival and was nominated for the Golden Pyramid Award at the Cairo International Film
Festival
2002 - Raja Amari Satin Rouge (2002) New Director’s showcase award, Best New director at
Seattle International film festival, Audience award at Maine International film festival, GrandPrix
at the Turin film festival.
2003 - Abdellatif Kechiche’s Games of Love and Chance --César for Best Film and Best
Filmmaker, best original Writing, Best promising actress
2003 - Cannes. Narjiss Nejjar Seventh Heaven, screened at Cannes in the section “Quinzaine des
Réalisateurs”
2003 - Yasmine Kassari, screenplay for her 2004 L’enfant Endormi --1er Scénario Jeunes Talents
CNC, Paris 2003.
2004 - Yasmine Kassari, L’enfant Endormi Great Amber award 2004 for Best Film, Best Actress
[Rachida Brakni] at the 23rd festival of Film Debuts, Koszalin, Poland
2005 - Yasmine Kassari, L’enfant Endormi Special Prize for the Best Actress at the Third
Copenhagen International film festival 2005; Jury prize for Best film at Bos’art film festival
Bologna 2005.
—Narjiss Nejjar, les Yeux Secs (2004), received the Golden Bayard for best Screenplay at the
Namur Film festival and award for best screenplay at the Marrakech film festival; grand prize of
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the Jury at the 14th Rabat International Film festival; Best First Feature, Best Actress and Best
Costumes at the National Film Festival of Morocco.
2006 - Tangiers. Ahmed El Maanouni Coeurs Brulés (2006), won a National Film prize at
Tangiers
2006 - Nouri Bouzid Making of (2006) Tanit d’Or at the JCC Cannes. Férid Boughédir Camera
d’Afrique and Camera Arabe were presented at the Official Selection at Cannes. 1
2006 - Selma Baccar received the Cinema prize at the Journée Nationale de la Culture (Tunisia)
2007 - Kechiche. La Graine et le mulet. Kechiche was awarded the Special Jury Prize at the 64th
Mostra del Cinema in Venice, FIPRESCI prize, Louis Delluc prize, César for best film andbest
director.
2013 - Cannes, Kechiche, Blue is the Warmest Color (2014) Palme d’Or and FIPRESCI prize at
Cannes in 2013 2, and Best International Independent Film at the British Independent Film
awards in 2013.

3

Source: http://www.lesfilmsdeladreve.espip.php?article33

1

http://www.festival-cannes.com/en/archives/artist/id/18/link/jury.html Accessed 4.8.15
RFI. 26 May 2013
3 https://www.bifa.film/awards/2013/winners-nominations/ Accessed 9 April 2016
2
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